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A B OU T T H E S A N S T H A:
Rayat Shikshan Sanstha was founded by Late Padmabhushan Dr. Karmaveer Bhaurao
Patil in 1919, for imparting education to the down-trodden masses in the rural areas of Maharashtra
and Karnataka State. It is well known for its contribution to education system in Maharashtra by
providing education to deprived class of the society. At present the Sanstha is managing 42
degree colleges of Arts, Science and Commerce streams, 01 Research Institute, 02 B. Ed. Colleges, 01 Law, 01 Engineering college, 08 D. Ed. colleges, 182 Junior colleges, 438 High Schools,
84 Primary and Pre-primary schools, 02 Industrial Training Institutes, 08 Ashram Shalas, 91 hostels and 57 other institutes. It is the biggest educational institute in Asia. The mission laid down
by Late Padmabhushan Dr. Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil is the guiding principle for all the branches
of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha. The motto of the institution is “Education through self-help” and
symbol of the Banyan tree reflects the growth of the institution.
A B OU T T H E C O L L E G E:
Shripatrao Kadam Mahavidyalaya, Shirwal, established in 1983, is one of the branches of
Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara which is situated in the rural and hilly area of Shirwal, Tal. Khandala,
Dist. Satara (Maharashtra, INDIA). The college is recognized by U.G.C. with 2f and12B status. It
is affiliated to Shivaji University, Kolhapur. It has been reaccredited by N.A.A.C. with ‘B’ Grade
(C.G.P.A. 2.73). The institution follows all the norms and regulations of U.G.C., Government of
Maharashtra and Shivaji University, Kolhapur.
The vision of the college is in tune with the parent institute Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,
Satara which provides value based quality education to generate skilled human resource for
building the nation. Besides two under graduate aided degree Programmes i.e. Arts and
Commerce, the college has also introduced Bachelor of Computer Application and two
Post- Graduate Programmes i.e. M.Com. in Advanced Accountancy and M.A. in English on
self- financed basis. The college also offers 12 skill based add-on-courses and 04 career oriented courses.
A B OU T T H E C ON F E R E N C E:
The digital age has brought a complete change in the way we view and experience the
world. The world functions have become smaller and, it has certainly brought its share of problems. As connectivity increases, the risk of security also crops up inevitably. In the present
scenario, sensitive data is continuously at risk and different types of technologies and
processes are designed to protect it. The data here can refer to one saved on devices, programs,
software networks and more. Any sort of unauthorized access to such information is a security
breach and hence strong measures are taken to prevent it.
500 million users were breached and personal information was extracted from them.
This brings down the reputation of the enterprise and its credibility in the eyes of the consumer.
It also puts the customers at risk as their valuable information is out in the open and can be
misused for any purpose. The conference therefore opens the wide platform to all of us to
discuss and share the invaluable ideas to nurture the better humanity at large.
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Principal’s Message
It gives me great pleasure to extend to you all a very warm welcome on behalf of all
those who have accepted our invitation to convene this A One Day Online Multidisciplinary
International Conference on ‘The Role of Cyber Security in the Global Context’ . First and
foremost, I would like to thank our Resource person Hon’ble Suhas Patil, Mr. Rakesh Churi,
Mr.Mahesh Ghule and Mr. Swapnil Ranadive, for their valuable guidance and encouraging us to take up these global issues of vital interests. also My sincere thanks also owe to
Hon’ble Chairman, Dr. Anil Patil, Vice-Chairman Adv. Bhagirath Shinde, Secretary Prin.
Dr. Vitthal Shivankar, Joint Secretary, Prin. Dr. Pratibha Gaikwad and Auditor, Hon.
Prin. Dr. Shivling Menkudale for giving us an opportunity to organize this international
event and providing their valuable guidance regarding the Conference.
Moving further, I would like to appreciate kindness and sincere cooperation of our
resource persons Mr. Mahesh Ghule, Mr. Swapnil Ranadive, Mr. Suhas Patil and Mr. Rakesh
Churi for sparing time for us on this occasion.
My team would like to be indebted to all the scholars who have submitted their
research papers for the publication and showed their heartfelt interest for the success of
this conference. Your genuine feeling is also highly appreciated by our Management . I
wish every success to this conference.
I really appreciate the efforts of Dr. Kalhapure Sir, and Dr. Vilas Sadaphal Sir who
Prof. Tulshidas Aphale Sir, Coordinator, IQAC and Vice- Principal of this college have taken
painstaking efforts to plan this joint venture. I also owe due recognition to everyone who is
directly or indirectly associated with the organization of this conference in this pandemic.
Be Healthy! Be Safe!!
JAY KARMAVEER!
Thank you very much.
Prin. (Dr.) Manjushri Bobade
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From the Convener and Editor’s Desk
Welcome to A One-Day Online Multidisciplinary International Conference on ‘The
Role of Cyber Security in the Global Context’. The purpose of the conference is to provide a
forum for teachers, researcher, students and citizens in the field of digital technologies and
social media, for this conference we received a great number of papers and from them
editors have selected the quality papers those which are published.
I am grateful to our Principal for extending support to make this conference fruitful.
I am also thankful to our entire team to make this conference successful. We hope that the
proceedings will serve the purpose of generating awareness among the researchers and
students.
Thank you.
Dr. Balasaheb Kalhapure
Assistant Professor and Head,
Department of Commerce
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF HOW INDIA IS
BECOMING HOTSPOT OF CYBERCRIME
AMID COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Prin. Dr.Manjushri Bobade
Rayat Shikshan Sanstha’s, Shripatrao Kadam
Mahavidyalaya, Shirwal

==============***********===============
Abstract— As the whole world is been impacted
by the COVID- 19 pandemic, there is no aspect
remained untouched without the impact of this
virus.This virus has restricted all humans from
going out from our houses to our works, social
meetings,shopping,educational institutes and
all.So with this quarantine lifestyle emerged the
dependency of human life on computers, laptops
and smart phones. However, these gadgets help
make life easy but come the threats of cyber
security too. In the year 2020, we saw one of
the biggest statistics of data breaches and the
figures give the notion of being as if to be only
rising.According to a study in February, 2021
almost one year from the beginning of the pandemic—there were 30 Crore 77 Lakh brute-force
attacks a far cry from the 9 Crore 31 Lakh witnessed at the start of 2020. This research paper focuses on impact on cyber security in Covid19 pandemic.This analysis shows the aspects
of threats caused due to higher use of internet
facilities and cyber attack.
Keywords: COVID-19,Pandemic,Cyber security,
Cyber Crime, Malware, Analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
In the midst of pandemic troublesome
businesses and with isolated functioning appropriate reality, cyber criminals have been seen
busy exploiting vulnerabilities. In the year 2020,
we saw one of the major figures of data
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breaches and the figures seems to be rising. As
the whole world is been impacted by the COVID19 pandemic, there is no aspect remaining without the impact of this virus. As this virus has
restricted all us humans from going out from
our houses to our work, social meetings, shopping, education institutes and all. So with this
quarantine lifestyle came the dependency of
human life on computers, laptops and smart
phones. However these gadgets help make life
easy but come the threats of cyber security too.
In the year 2020, we saw one of the biggest statistics of data breaches and the figures give the
notion of being as if to be only rising.According
to a study in February 2021 almost one year from
the start of the pandemic there were 30 Crore
77 Lakh brute-force attacks a far cry from the 9
Crore 31 Lakh witnessed at the start of 2020.
This research paper focuses on impact on cyber
security in Covid- 19 pandemic.This analysis
shows the aspects of threats caused due to
higher use of internet facilities and cyber attack.
II. OBJECTIVES
This analysis shows the current scenario
of COVID-19 impact on cyber security and emphasis of the following objectives.
In this article we have focused on three
main aspects of cyber crime
1. Level one has the analysis of country
wise impact of cyber crime.
2. Level two shows us the analysis of
state wise impact of cyber crime.
3. Level three focuses on the analysis of
city wise impact of cyber crime.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this research analysis resources were
studied and accordingly analysis study was been
carried out. Major findings were been studied
and the representation of the paper were been
recorded.
A solitary cause for the tall figure of data
breaches is that as India is flourishing its
startups and powerhouses are a highly striking
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promotes Cybercrime. As well as Indian compa3. 18% are caused by Mobile device
nies are economically doing well, they have a
4. 9% are caused by Endpoints.
brand to worry about separately from the enormous amount of private, economic and user
behavioral data that they hold. In a recent study
by Infosys-Interbrand, the probable risk in brand
name and value of data breach to the world’s
100 most expensive brands could total to as
much as $223 billion.According to study last year
52% of firms in India reported cyber attack.
According to the survey by global cyber
State w ise rank in g
security firm Sophos, among all these successRank
St at es
1
Mah ar ash tr a
ful breaches, 71% of firms said that it was a
2
Delhi
3
W est Ben gal
severe or very severe hit, and 65 % said it took
4
Guj arat
longer than seven days to remediate.
5
Ut tar Pradesh
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fig. 1(Source Google)
Above given image describes India’s
Cyber attacks significance worldwide. We rank
at three number in globe according to study.

Fig. 2(Source Google)
Another survey detected the percentage
of threat caused by various scenarios of cyber
attack.
1. 38% are caused by Servers.
2. 35% are caused by Network.

Karnatak a
R aj ast han
Tam il N adu
M ad hya Pradesh
Telangana
Har yana
O disha

(Source Google)
An important aspect study stated the
most vulnerable states in India. The statistics
gives us the brief idea of state wise representation of ranking. The above given is the important figure of states mostly impacted by Cyber
Attacks in India.
The below given table represents the
cities in India which are at the higher risk of
Cyber Attack. According to survey 3 out of every
10 Indian cyber users is encountered many cyber
attacks, meanwhile in metropolitan cities have
experienced a comparable figure when compared to the earlier quarter. Among the metropolitan cities, Delhi has seen the highest.
City wise ranking
RANK
CITIES
1
Mumbai
2
Delhi
3
Bangalore
4
Kolkata
5
Pune
6
Hyderabad
7
Nagpur
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The most common attacks which take
place are noted below. The main suggestions
are to be aware from the below given aspects.
1. Hackers 40% of attacks are been done
by the hackers.
2. 46% attacks are been done by the
Cyber Criminals.
3. 20% are been attacked by Hactivist.
4. 29% is the count of malicious insiders.
5. 41% are attacked by Non Malicious
insiders.
The Top ten main types of Cyber Attacks
which takes place areSr. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Types of Cyber At tacks
Malware
P hishing
Man in the Middle Attack
D enial of service Attack
SQL Injection Attack
Zero Day Attack
Cross Site Scripting
Credential Reuse
P assword Attack
D rive By Download Attack

The main aspect is to safeguard ourselves from the above given cyber attacks. We
have to find out the ways to save ourselves.
V. CONCLUSION
The basic conclusion from this research
is
1) Government should focus on more
cyber security provision of each and every aspects of the country; more budgets should be
allocated for the security of IT firms, government offices and other institutes.
2) Proper use of a service internet secu-
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rity suite should be done.
3) Always set strong passwords on your
devices to avoid further problems.
4) Software updating should be done
time to time
5) Social media settings should be managed by self always.
6) Home network should be always
strengthened.
7) Children should be aware about the
uses and misusesof internet
8) Updates of the security breaches
should be taken.
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An Importance of Cyber Security
in Indian Banking System
Dr.Balasaheb Kalhapure
Assistant Professor in Commerce,
SKM College Shirwal, Tal-Khandala, Dist.Satara

==============***********===============
Abstract:
Indian banks have seen a gradual rise in
cyber threats as they need been exploring or
clutch complicated technologies (such as mobile and net banking), rising worker computer
network, and a lot of recently, adopting hybrid
cloud technology. As a result, they need been
selective in adopting digitization within the past.
Before the COVID-19 crisis, a majority of the
Indian banks targeted on strategic digitization
of their client services and experiences “one
amongst the four pillars of the banking system.
The speedily ever-changing behavior and preferences amongst rising urban customers,
millennia’s, and also the middle-income population (demanding quicker solutions and higher
made-to-order products) drove digitization in
services to customers. On the opposite hand,
usages of digital technologies amongst the opposite 3 stakeholders—employees, business alliances, and vendors—were measured and
gradual. this can be partially thanks to the quality of operations and also the associated degree of cyber risks. within the future, this trend
of selective digitization can amendment thanks
to the evolving trends within the post COVID19 era.
1. Introduction
The banking sector has been under fire
for many years. First, it had been the physical
larceny of monies. Then it had been laptop fraud.
Today, it’s not solely cyber fraud however hacks
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into servers to get a customer’s in person specifiable info (PII). Hence, the explanation why
cyber security in banking is of utmost importance. As people and firms perform most transactions on-line, ATM, RTGS, NEFT, ECS, EFT, Retail Banking, Debit and Credit cards and plenty
of additional the chance of a knowledge breach
will increase daily. this can be why there’s a
larger stress to look at the importance of cyber
security in banking sector processes.
Since the pandemic has set foot worldwide in 2020,cyber-attacks in banks have broken-backed headlines across the globe. Moody
warned banks globally of “increased risks of
cyber-attacks throughout the continued COVID19 pandemic”. in line with a VMware C report,
cyber-attacks against banks and money establishments globally exaggerated 238 % amidst
the COVID-19 crisis between Feb 2020 and Apr
2020.
Increase operational resilience
Banking is Associate in nursing employee-intensive business and maintains a high
bit customer-service model (as disclosed from
the quantity of bank branches that remained
open throughout the nationwide lockdown).
Therefore, once Asian country went into an entire internment once the onset of the pandemic,
quality restrictions for workers, vendors, and
partners affected business operations, resources
convenience, and productivity.
The onset of COVID-19 and also the
government’s response to contain the unfold
reveal one placing vulnerability of banks “business operations will be noncontiguous anytime,
and most unexpectedly. Banks could need to still
subsume disruptions in their operations because
of social distancing norms, and intermittent regional and native lockdowns, going forward.
They will need to build resilience within
the info Technology (IT) design to confirm continued access to business applications from
anyplace any time to workers, vendors, and partners. Therefore, fast digital transformation is in-
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stance for banks to confirm watertight business magnitude relation could step up to fourteen.7
continuity set up and uphold productivity % beneath a severely stressed situation. Rising
throughout tough times, whereas comprehend- NPAs can probably raise money stress and credit
ing ensuing info security risks against these prices. conversion are going to be key for banks
edges.
to run operations with efficiency, improve proImprove client stretch
ductivity, scale back prices, and stay competiIn India, banks subsume a myriad of tive throughout and once the pandemic. As a
shoppers with completely different digital pref- result, there’s a pressing ought to portion aderences. Their preferences vary with their data equate resources towards conversion.
of and inclination to use digital platforms, the 2. Objectives of the Study
perception of risks related to digital processes,
1. Examine how the banking industry is
and also the nature of knowledge and repair ne- responding to the changing operating environcessities. Therefore, banks have had to man- ment
age a hybrid of client interaction channels.
2. Analyze the rising cyber security risks
Since the pandemic, business disruptions in banks afterCOVID-19 in the wake of rapid digihave caused inconvenience to multiple client tization.
segments World Health Organization earlier
3. Advocate the possible cyber security
trusted branches for essential money transac- solutions for banks to cope with the challenges.
tions or recommendation on complicated money 3. Methodology:
merchandise. Banks have seen a pointy decline
The present review paper is based on
within the use of ancient ways in which of com- the Secondary data. It analyses the available litmunication amongst a majority of their custom- erature on Banking technology and various exers. within the future, social distancing norms isting and upcoming innovative products offered
(to combat the COVID-19 crisis) can probably by banks in India. The Secondary data pertainamendment behavior within the Indian society ing to the study was obtained from the various
for good. Exaggerated demand for contactless journals, books, Magazines, Newspapers and
transactions and virtual services, that square websites of the concerned Banks
measure secure and convenient to use and navi- 4. The importance of cyber security
gate, would force banks to modify apace.
The plain cause for the importance of
Save cost
cyber security in banking sector transactions is
Every business strives to form its opera- to guard purchaser belongings. As more humans
tions price effective and banking isn’t any ex- go cashless, sports are achieved via online
ception. Banks need to offer comprehensive and checkout pages and physical credit score scanessential services with efficiency despite dis- ners. In both conditions, PII may be redirected
ruption, whereas remaining price effective. With to other locations and used for malicious activiCOVID-19, one among the largest challenges ties
that banks square measure probably to face is
Now not best does this have an effect
that of rising Non-Performing Assets (NPA). in on the purchaser. It additionally greatly harms
line with the RBI’s latest money stability report, the bank whilst they try to recover the informamacro stress tests for credit risk indicate that tion. while it’s taken hostage, the financial inthe gross terrorist group magnitude relation of stitution would possibly want to pay loads of
regular industrial Banks (SCBs) could increase lots of dollars to launch the records. In flip, they
from eight.5 % in March 2020 to twelve.5 % by lose the agree with in their customers and other
March 2021 beneath their baseline situation. The financial institutions.
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That’s now not the best aspect that takes do not forget enhancement or entire replaceplace when steps for cyber safety banking aren’t ment of your present day safety packages. here
implemented. The customer needs to cancel all are a few matters to examine in the global of
their cards and begin new accounts – probable banking software program improvement.
at some other bank. And though their budget a. Safety audit —
are protected by way of the FDIC, it doesn’t stop
An intensive audit is imperative earlier
criminals from seeking to use their PII.
than any new cyber protection software is carA few dangers presently associated with ried out. The evaluate famous the strengths and
banking at the web
weaknesses of the existing setup. Moreover, it
The above examples account for a small affords recommendations that may assist shop
percent of capability issues with cyber security money while additionally taking into account the
in banking. a number of the other objects to be right investments.
worried approximately encompass:
b. Firewalls —
Associated some crucial content
Cyber protection banking configuration
Cyber protection & Fraud Taking treasury does not only consist of packages. It also calls
through the cyber safety undertaking
for the right hardware to dam attacks. With an
Cyber protection & Fraud BoE, FCA, and updated firewall, banks can block malicious inMAS to collaboration on cyber security
terest earlier than they attain other parts of the
a. More risks from cellular apps —
network.
More individuals access their bank c. Anti-virus and anti-malware applications —
money owed on mobile apps. Many of these
Even as a firewall upgrade will increase
people generally tend to have minimum or no protection, it gained stop assaults except antisecurity, and this makes the capacity of assault virus and anti-malware applications are upa great deal more. Hence, banking software dated. Older software won’t include the modanswers are required at the endpoint to prevent ern day guidelines and virus signatures. In flip,
malicious activity.
it could omit a potentially disastrous assault to
b. Breaches at third-party agencies —
your machine.
As banks have upgraded their cyber se- d. Multi-component authentication —
curity, hackers have grew to become to shared
This safety, additionally referred to as
banking systems and 1/3-birthday party net- MFA, is extremely important to defend customworks to advantage get admission to. If those ers who utilize cell or online apps to do their
aren’t as protected as the financial institution, banking. Many customers by no means trade
the attackers can get thru effortlessly.
their passwords. Or, if they do, they make small
c. Improved danger of crypto forex hacks — changes. applying MFA stops attackers from
In addition to conventional price range, reaching the network because it asks for every
hacks have improved within the growing global other degree of safety. for example, a six-digit
of cryptocurrency. For the reason that area is code dispatched to a consumer’s cellular phone.
unsure how to enforce cyber safety software for e. Biometrics —
banking on this ever-converting marketplace, the
That is any other version of MFA even
capability for attackers to grab massive amounts more at ease than a texted code. This shape of
of this forex is greater. Specifically when it quick authentication is predicated on retina scans,
jumps in valuefive.Protect towards attacks with thumbprints, or facial popularity to verify a
secured software programwhile you observe the consumer’s identification. though hackers have
on-going kingdom of safety on the net, you must accessed this type of authentication inside the
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beyond, it’s far greater hard to accomplish.
4.Securing remote get right of entry to maf. Automatic logout —
nipulate
Many websites and apps permit a perTo permitting server-primarily based
son to live logged in in the event that they per- computing and virtual workspaces. A Deploying
mit it. therefore, they can access their informa- zero customers and thin clients, Reviewing retion at any time without coming into their login mote connectivity answers and protection govcredentials. but, this also lets in attackers to ernance., A Deploying an advanced and sturdy
without difficulty obtain your records. comput- authentication and authorization, choosing the
erized logout minimizes this by way of final a scope of offerings that want secured get entry
consumer’s get right of entry to after a couple to
of minutes of inactiveness.
5. Contracting or outsourcing cyber protecg. Schooling —
tion skills
All the above measures can growth cyber
Coping with shortages of cyber protecprotection inside the banking quarter. Although, tion specialists the usage of leading-area ofthey are able to’ assist if customers continue to ferings of third-birthday party safety companies,
access their facts from unprotected locations considering outsourcing a myriad of cyber proor improperly defend their login credentials. that tection functions, inclusive of protection operais why training is crucial. When banks notify tions and insider chance detection (consisting
their clients of effects related to these vulner- of risk searching and risk intelligence)
abilities it could pass them to change their be- 6. Raising recognition via education
havior for worry of dropping their investments.
Introducing
formal
education
6. Suggestions
programmes on cyber threats and cyber protec1. Prioritizing cyber safety evaluation
tion practices for employees, involving special
A non-stop hazard assessment using a methods to educate employees, growing cyber
risk-based technique. The Cyber protection ma- security subculture at every level and viewing it
turity evaluation, Bridging the gaps. An Integrat- as a non-stop manner,
ing cyber chance evaluation with fraud chance 7. Bolstering security through hazard identiand monetary crime reporting.
fication and response competencies
2. Tightening access to third-party services
Integrating a present day and evolving
A Prioritizing get admission to to and security infrastructure while digitization, embedavailability of offerings for alliance companions ding protection, confidentiality, and coverage
and companies, The limiting or controlling their tests into their Develops choices and actions
get right of entry to to core infrastructure.A ex- 7. Conclusion
ploring the possibility of modifying contractual
Banks will in all likelihood undertake
agreements to monitor third-party.
technologies including cellular, cloud, far off get
3. Get entry to banking infrastructure
right of entry to, and IoT, no longer out of desire
Adopting superior era solutions and however out of the want to preserve business
equipment. The growing many strains of pro- all through the pandemic and thrive thereafter.
tection at different stages in the security eco- Such transformative digitization may even resystem. An Adopting defense alternatives for sult in an increased attack surface. For bank exhazard intelligence and response competencies, ecutives, the focal point might be on accomplishalong with: zero-believe structure, advanced ing business desires at the same time as they
endpoint security structures, increase cyber recalibrate strategies to address the ever-evolvsafety with AI, Develops
ing cyber dangers.
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Banks will need to priorities and put
7. Lakshmi C., Sundararajan M.,
money into cyber protection to create an agile Manikandan P.,Hierarchical approach of discrimiand resilient infrastructure of the destiny. Such native common vectorsfor bio metric security,
an infrastructure will address the modern cyber 2010 The 2nd InternationalConference on Comprotection dangers and put together itself for puter and Automation Engineering,ICCAE 2010,
cyber challenges of the destiny. but, for that to v-2, i-, pp-784-790, 2010.
take place, the initiative has to come back from
8. Nair G.K. and Prasad P.N., 2002. Definancial institution executives and board indi- velopment through Information Technology in
viduals who set desires and allocate price range. Developing countries: Experiences from an InAccelerating cyber skills to suit the speed of vir- dian State, The Electronic Journal of Informatual transformation would require govt atten- tion System in Developing Countries.
tion, prioritization, price range, resources, and
9. Venkataganesan K.A., Mohan Kumar
governance. only the leadership can force such R., BrindaG., The impact of the determinant faca change. Banks’ leaders will decide the degree tors in the career satisfaction of banking proof agility, tempo of trade in infrastructure, and fessionals, InternationalJournal of Pharmacy
collaborative efforts required toward construct- andTechnology, v-8, i-3, pp-17431-17436, 2016.
ing cyber safety of the future
10.Sambantham M.C., Venkatramaraju
D., Humanresources management (HRM) pracReference:
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17 “Cyber resilience assessment framework”, Hong Kong Monetary Authority, May
2016, https://docplayer.net/85773113-CyberFarmers at the crossroads:
resilienceassessment-framework-consultationHuman-Nature Relationship in
draft.html
Sadanand Deshmukh’s Baromaas
18. Deborah Golden, “AI-augmented
cyber security”, Deloitte, June 08, 2017, https:/
/www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/
Rajendra Tambile
public-sector/addressing-cybersecurity-talentAssistant Professor, Department of English
shortage.html
Shripatrao Kadam Mahavidyalaya, Shirwal
19. Note: A few of such security solu(Shivaji University, Kolhapur)
tions are security information and event management (SIEM) and security orchestration, au- ==============***********===============
tomation and response (SOAR).
Sahitya Academy awardee writer
20. Deborah Golden and IrfanSaif, “The Sadanand Deshmukh’s Baromaas throws lights
future of cyber survey 2019”, Deloitte, 2019, on the various aspects of agrarian life of India.
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/advi- Majority rural population of India engaged in
sory/articles/future-of-cyber-survey.html
farming. Agriculture is the profession which not
21 Deborah Golden, Jason Frame, Kelly only includes the farming but customs and
Miller Smith, “COVID-19: Cyber Preparedness & tradition, overall cultural lifestyle related to it.
Response”, Deloitte, https://www2.deloitte. The author of the novel, Sadanand Deshmukh
com/content/am/Deloitte/za/Documents/risk/ himself was born in such an agrarian family. His
COVID-19%20Cyber%20Preparedness %20and% father was a farmer belonged Marathwada
20Response.pdf;
region of Maharashtra. This part of Maharashtra
Note: A few of such security solutions are se- always
remained
under
droughtcurity information and event management prone. Baromaas is his second novel published
(SIEM) and security orchestration, automation in 2002, which means ‘twelve enduring months’.
and response.
The farmer community is always under threat

either of nature or the money lenders. These

money lenders illegally lend money to the
farmers and give very inhuman treatments to
them when they are not able to pay the debt in
time. The farmers are humiliated by such people
on one side and there is no minimum support
price to the agricultural produce on the other
side. The only way remains for the farmers is to
commit suicide. Farmers from Maharashtra are
among the most hardworking, adoption of
scientific inputs is high, basic support
infrastructure have much improving over the
years and still high levels of stress. This is one
side of the picture. The other side of the picture
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is not so encouraging. The number of farmers’ there is news in daily newspapers about the
suicide is very high in the state.
killing of self by the farmers. Eknath is post
Everyone should consciously mind that graduate in Marathi literature. His family took
nobody commits suicide happily. The farmer great efforts for his education. Though he
community is very much conscious about its secured good marks, he could not get the job.
respect and honour, hence if they get humiliated, Being a member of farmer’s family Eknath did
they cannot bear it and embrace death. The not have money to fulfil the donation of the
farmers are considered as the Annadata, but the employer. His younger brother Madhu wanted
same people are suffering a lot. After to sell some piece of land in order to fulfil the
Independence our country was insufficient in the demand for donation but everybody was against
food grains, the government of India used to this idea. Sometimes Eknath thought the same
export from other countries like the U.S. and idea. But some part the land was sold when
European Countries. Our farmers made India Madhu got the chance of job of gramsevak.
excess in food. Farming is considered the main The savkar –money lender cheated Madhu’s
occupation of the country. Today, the condition family by adding extra conditions on the paper.
of the farmers is not so good. Farmers produce Madhu gave money to the middle man Sathe
the food and give everything to India but they for his job, but unfortunately died in an accident
have nothing. Indian agriculture is under great and the P.A. of the MLA took the money and
depression. The changing technological refused to give any assurance of job to Madhu.
developments and changing government His family thus gets badly affected by this
policies changed the attitude of the people and betrayal. Madhu made a gang of such
the generation born after 1991. The people are unemployed boys and they used to dig for the
forgetting the fact that man can live without secret wealth buried by their forefathers. One
modern technology but cannot survive without of the boys his gang Dilip went crazy due to
food.
unemployment and his craziness lingered in the
The story of the novel moves around a novel till the end. Madhu’s gang did not get any
young man named Eknath. He spent his wealth and became robbers in the end. On the
childhood in a small village with his parents and other hand, Eknath wanted to have money in
other relatives. His family occupation is farming order to fulfil the donation; he did new
from his forefathers. His grandfather was a experiments on the farm. This has created many
farmer, so his father was. But there is a familial problems in Eknath’s life. There was
generation gap of thinking. Eknath’s grandfather always quarrel between his mother and his wife.
was strongly against the modern techniques of His wife Alka left Eknatha and went to live with
farming. He believed in the traditional way of her parents. The misery became worst when
farming and was against the use of chemical Subhanrao Eknath’s father commits suicide due
fertilizers and advanced BT seeds. He even failure of the crops and by accepting the
refused to consume food grown in the farm responsibility of the failure of the family.
where chemical fertilizers are used. But on the Moreover, Eknath’s brother-in-law embraced
other hand, Eknath and his father thought of a death as he could not repay the money he took
modern way of agriculture. The farmers do hard from the money lender. Actually, the money
work in their farms but natural calamity like lender imposed illegal and unnatural interest
famine is always there. It does not leave farmers which made him impossible pay and he
aside and let them suffer. The natural conditions committed suicide.
by and large are against the farmers. Hence
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Every government always says that the He is in favour of globalization and he says that
crop loan system for the farmers is eased and the government should not impose on exports.
they will not have to suffer for getting the fresh He advocates the problems of farmers, loans,
crop loans. The govt. advertises for such debts, loss of production value at APMC. He
schemes as a part of their political agenda. It strongly feels that nature, money lenders and
just makes a show that the govt. is working for government policies are enemies of farmers and
the welfare of the farmer community by offering they are responsible for the destruction of
various schemes. The govt. increases the farmers.
minimum support price of crops every year, but
Agriculture is an unorganized activity;
the middlemen don’t allow the farmers to share moreover, the most farmers are small and
their profit. In the end, the farmers don’t get economically unfeasible. Middlemen and
the direct benefit of any of the govt, schemes. exploitation of farmers and Government
The banks say that they are willing to give all programmes do not reach the farmers. High
kinds of loans to the farmer with minimum indebtedness and exorbitant interest rates of
documents. But the ground reality always the illegal money lenders are other problems.
remains something different. The banks many The farming and farmers are hit badly due to
times demand unnecessary documents and put climate change. The increase in global
such conditions before the farmers which they temperature with increased concentrations of
cannot fulfil. In Baromaas also the writer throws anthropogenic greenhouse gases is negligible
light on this issue. Here Balimama, Eknath’s so also the impact of this on sea level rise, ice
maternal uncle wanted a fresh crop loan by melts, etc are also negligible. This affects the
renewing the old loan. The bank demands the crops. A large number of populations of our
papers of the farm for the sanction of the loan. country are engaged in agriculture and allied
The talathi (the lowest rank revenue officer of activities. It fulfills the fundamental needs of
the system) is avoiding giving the papers by the people. When our country got freedom from
giving unnecessary reasons. Balimama abuses the long pertained British rule by that time we
the system. On the one side government says were deficient in food and other edible items.
that farmers will get their papers related to farm The challenge was accepted by the farmers and
at their home as and when the demand. But made India excess in food production. The
the talathi wants a bribe from the farmers. Until whole credit should be given to the farmers.
Balimama gives the talathi fifty rupees he will They have achieved the green revolution and
not give the papers. This is nothing but the insult made our nation proud by making it independent
into the injury of the farmers. Though Balimama in food grains. But today this sector is
gets the papers still it not easy to get his loan undergoing many problems and these are very
renewed. The bank officer rejects his proposal serious. The number of farmers’ suicide is
by showing him the waiting list of the farmers increasing day by day. This is not a proud picture
who are in the line of getting loans. Thus of the country whose main occupation is
renewal of the crop loan becomes the difficult farming. They face many natural and manmade
work for Balimama. Eknath started working in as well as policy made problems though they
the farmer’s movement. He tells the farmers do hard work on the farm. This leads them to
about the advanced farming and crop techniques the great depression and suicide in the end. The
in the farm. He tries to convince the farmers pro-capitalist policies of the government have
about the ways of modern farming. Eknath feels created much chaos among the farming
that try new crops and especially fruit farming. community. Illegal acquisition of land either by
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the government or by the capitalists is another 9. Deshpande S.H. Hitwada Farmers of
major issue. No government today is looking at Vidarbha at crossroads. Guest
farmers’ problem seriously. The required Column. Thursday, June 7, 2007.
infrastructure for the industry is made ready
quite easily but the infrastructure needed to
agriculture is not developed. The irrigation
projects take a longer time to complete and
farmers do suffer a lot due to such negligence.
The farmers’ movements are trying to educate
farmers regarding the problems faced by them.
Though such movements are successful in
creating awareness among the farmers, still the
success is limited. Those who lead the
movements, later on, do the tie-up with some
political party and gain a seat either in assembly
or parliament and ignore the welfare of the
farmers.
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Cyberspace.
The Indian Cyber laws are governed by
the Information Technology Act, 2000. It is
passed by the parliament of India. It focuses on
the serious punishments and penalties safeguarding the e-governance, e-banking and ecommerce sectors. Important sections of this act
are as follows:
Section 43:
It is applicable to people who damage
the computer systems without permission from
the owner. In this case owner can fully claim for
compensation for the entire damage.
Section 66:
This section is applicable in case of a
person is found dishonestly committing any act
referred to in section 43. In this case the imprisonment term is upto three years and fine of
Rs. 5 lakh
Section 66 B:
Dishonestly receiving stolen computer
source or communication device with punishment upto there years or 1 lakh rupees as fine
or both.
Section 66C:
Electronic signature or other identity
theft like using other passwords or electronic
signature etc. Punishment is three year imprisonment or fine of 1 lakh rupees or both.
Cyber Threats:
A cyber security threats refers to any
possible spiteful attack that seeks to unlawfully
access data, disturb digital operations or damage information. Cyber attackers can use on
individual’s or company’s sensitive data.

Abstract
Cyber security is a very significant because it protects data of all categories from theft
and damage. Cyber security is become essential for the entire organizer all over the world. It
covers all aspects of transactions and activities
on and involving the Internet, World Wide Web
and Cyberspace. Now days more and more business and social users are online. Not only big
but small companies also face threat of cyber
attack, if they don’t keep their security strong.
The Indian Cyber laws are governed by the Information Technology Act, 2000. It is passed by
the parliament of India.
Keywords: Introduction, Cyber Threats, Classification of Cyber Crimes.
INTRODUCTION:
Cyber security is a very significant because it protects data of all categories from theft
and damage. Cyber attack can happen at global
level, so proper protection is required to face
the problems of cyber attacks. Now days more
and more business and social users are online.
Not only big but small companies also face
threat of cyber attack, if they don’t keep their
security strong. Almost large organization uses
cloud storage service to store their data. If
proper measures are taken to protect the data
then this data can be subjugated by cyber criminals. Cyber security is become essential for the
entire organizer all over the world. It covers all
aspects of transactions and activities on and involving the Internet, World Wide Web and
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Ransomware:
rized information, cyber terrorism against govThis is malware designed to use encryp- ernment organization etc.
tion to fore the target of the attack to pay a ran- Crime against Society:
som demand. It has became one of the most
These types of crimes committed against
visible and creative type of malware.
society such as trafficking, financial crimes,
Malware:
online gambling etc.
Malware comes in a variety of different Online Gambling: It is generally means the use
forms and can be used achieve a number of dif- of internet to place bets and earns money on
ferent objectives. In 2020 these types of com- internet. In India millions of people are conmon forms of malware included. Malware can nected online to each other daily. Online gaminstall on computer manually by attackers.
bling is similar to playing in casino but the difCryptominers:
ference is that it is held in a virtual environment.
It is online threat that hides on a com- E-mail Bombing: In e-mail bombing is often
puter or mobile device.
done from a single system in which one user
Mobile Malware:
sends 100 or 1000 messages to another user.
It is targeting mobile devices. It specifi- The main purpose of it to overflow the user inbox.
cally targets the operating systems on mobile Web Jacking: This method is mostly used in
phones.
social media where the attacker create a fake
Botnet Malware
website and when the website is open it will
This type of malware is infects a system redirect it to on another website and harm the
and add to a botnet. The risks associated with user system.
botnets are exactly the same as the risk associ- Cyber Warfare: It is the use of cyber attacks
ated with malicious software in general.
against a nation-state causing it significant
Infostealers:
harm. It damage network system of another
This malware collect very sensitive in- nation by this attack.
formation from an infected computer and send CYBER CRIME STATEWISE (2016-2018)
it to the malware operator.
S.NO.
STATE
2016
2017
201 8
1
Andhra Pradesh
616
931
1207
Banking Trojans:
2
Arun ac hal Pradesh
4
1
7
3
Assam
696
1120
202 2
This type of malware specifically target
4
Bihar
309
433
374
financial information.
5
Chhattisgarh
90
171
139
6
Goa
31
13
29
Classification of Cyber Crimes:
7
Gujarat
362
458
702

Crime against individual:
These types of crimes committed against
individuals or their properties. E.g. e-mail harassment, cyber stalking, unauthorized control
over computer etc.
Crime against organization:
These types of crimes committed against
organizations such as possessing of unautho-

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Haryana
Himach al Pradesh
Jammu & K ashmir
Jharkhand
Karn ataka
Kerala
Madhya P radesh
Maharash tra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
O disha
Punjab
Rajasth an
Sikkim
Tamil N adu
Telangan a
Tripura
Ut tar Pradesh
Ut tarakhand
West B engal

401
31
28
259
1101
283
258
2380
11
39
1
2
317
102
941
1
144
593
8
2639
62
478

504
56
63
720
3174
320
490
3604
74
39
10
0
824
176
1304
1
228
1209
7
4971
124
568

418
69
73
930
583 9
340
740
351 1
29
74
6
2
843
239
110 4
1
295
120 5
20
628 0
171
335
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(https://ncrb.gov.in/sites/default/files/Crime%
20in%20India%202018%20-%20Volume%
05
202_1_0.pdf)
AS per the data shown in above table, Cyber Security: issues and Challenges
shows that in 2018 cyber crime cases are infor E-Commerce in Modern Era
creased as compared to 2016 and 2017. In state
of Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Telangana,
Prof. Velekar Laxmikant Chandrakant
Rajasthan, Karnataka, Assam and Andhra
Mudhoji College, Phaltan
Pradesh cyber crime cases are rapidly increased.
In the state of Mizoram, Nagalan, Skkim and
==============***********===============
Arunachal Pradesh there are very less number
of cyber crimes cases are shown in the above Abstract:
E-Commerce sites will always be a hot
table.
target
for
cyber attacks for would be thieves,
Avoid cyber crime by using strong password, secure mobile data, protect computer with they are treasure troves of personal and finansecurity software etc. There is need to create cial data. An for businesses of all sizes, the cost
awareness among the people regarding cyber of a breach both in loss of data and in customer
crime. In education institutions workshops, trust can be hugely damaging for businesses of
seminars and conferences should be organized all sizes.
E-Commerce business owners are all too
on the cyber crime and security subject.
aware of these issues and are increasing their
security measures. The VM ware carbon black
References:
1. https://www.latestlaws.com/wp-con- 2020 cyber security outlook Report found that
78% of businesses surveyed had purchased new
tent/uploads/2015/05/Cyber-laws-in-India.pdf
2. https://taxguru.in/wp-content/up- security products in the last year and 70% had
increased security staff.
loads/2012/10/cyber-laws-overview.pdf
In this constant game of cat and mouse,
3. https://onlinedegrees.und.edu/blog/
as online retailers add increasingly innovative
types-of-cyber-security-threats/
4. https://www.toppr.com/guides/busi- technologies to their sites to stay competitive,
ness-laws-cs/cyber-laws/classification-of- cyber attackers are equally honing their skills
and finding new vulnerabilities to exploit. The
cyber-crimes/
5.https://www.cybercrimechambers. best way to stay ahead is to be aware of e-commerce security best practices and the types of
com/blog-web-jacking-117.php
6. https://ncrb.gov.in/sites/default/files attacks to be on the lookout for.
In this research paper researched men/Crime%20in%20India%202018%20-%20Volume
tioned Need of cyber security E-commerce in
%202_1_0.pdf)
present scenario, cyber security, issues and chal
lenges for E-commerce in modern era. This paper provides directions for e-commerce security to improve customer confidence in e-commerce shopping.
Key Words: Cyber Security, Malware, Software
Vulnerabilities, E-commerce, Challenges and
issues.
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Introduction:
the existence and implementation of proper proThe development of digital era in every tocols, online store owners put themselves and
aspect of life that is not excluding to the trade also their customers at risk for payment fraud
sector with the emergence of e-commerce fea- more than financial consequences, data
tures that offer convenience in shopping make breaches harm an e-commerce websites reputhe community seem powerless to contain it. tation.
Such developments of course in addition to
E-commerce site security is critical for a
bringing positive impact also brings negative number of reasons, specifically when it comes
impact of the cyber crime potentials in electronic to protecting the privacy and sensitive data of
transactions on e-commerce such as theft of per- customers on a website, safeguarding the fisonal data and fraud is rife through e-commerce nances scams and defending the reputation of
today criminal law in this case provides both an online store as a safe place to conduct.
penal and non-penal bidders to cope them.
The foundation of success in the digital
The rapid expansion of computer con- world is having the proper cyber security meanectivity has provided opportunities for crimi- sures in place to protect consumers, employnals to exploit security vulnerabilities is the ees, and the business itself from constant seonline environment. Most detrimental are mali- curity threats cyber security is woven into the
cious and exploit code that interrupt computer very fabric of business operations and has speoperations on a global scale and along with other cial impacts on the e-commerce sector.
cyber crimes threaten e-commerce. In response
The importance of cyber security cannot
to the threat of cyber crime there is an urgent be emphasized enough many brands are often
need to reform methods of mutual legal assis- wondering what steps can be taken to improve
tance and to develop transactional policing ca- practices, customer satisfaction, and ultimately
pability. So in this paper I have mentioned cyber increase revenue streams security should not
security some issues & challenges in e-com- be overlooked because it often provides the somerce & high lighten some major solutions on lution to the challenges many e-commerce
it, which is useful to business sector & consumer brands are facing security has wide reaching
in present scenario.
effects that can truly help lead to positive
Objectives of the Study:
changes in e-commerce venture.
1) To study need of cyber security in e- Cyber Security issues in e-commerce in
commerce.
present scenario:
2) To know cyber security issues in eOnline retailers use a wealth of innovacommerce in present scenario.
tive new technology to give their business a
3) To study various cyber security chal- boost machine learning technology that imlenges for e-commerce in modern era.
proves conversion rates or site-search analytics
Research Methodology:
that provide deep insight into shopper behavThe descriptive methodology has been ior.
used to collect data. Secondary data has been
However, as online stores become more
collected from various published sources, ref- advanced, it’s important to keep up with the sigerence books, journals, periodicals, newspaper, nificant security risks that come with it. In this
internet websites.
blog we’ll explore the different that you should
Need of Cyber Security in E-commerce:
be aware of and the best methods to avoid them
Cyber-security represents may be the in 2020.
most important e-commerce feature. Without
Cyber security issues in e-commerce in
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present scenario as under.
Modern Era.
1) Malware:
Cyber security is becoming a severe isMalware is any piece of software that’s sue for individuals, enterprise and governments
been designed by cyber criminals with the in- alike. In a world where everything is on the
tention of gaining access or causing damage to internet, from cute kitten videos and our travel
a computer network. Inserted into web pages diaries to our credit card information, ensuring
through techniques like SQL injection, malware that our data remains safe is one of the biggest
files can allow hacker to:
challenges of cyber security. Cyber security chali) Fake (Spoof) their identity
lenges come in many forms such as ranosmware,
ii) Take control of your computers and net- phishing attacks malware attacks and more. Inworks.
dia ranks 11th globally in terms of local Cyber
iii) Tamper with your databases
attacks and has witnessed 2, 299, 682 incidents
iv) Send malicious emails on your behalf
in Q- 1 of 2020 already.
Because malware strategies are conCyber Security challenges for E-comstant evolving so too must your anti-virus pro- merce in modern era as under.
tocols, to protect your site against security Ransomware attack
threats to e-business.
1) IOT attacks
2) Account acquisition:
2) Cloud attacks
The theft and selling on of login details
3) Phising attacks
is a major industry in the darker corners of the
4) Blockchain and cryptocurrency attack
web once a hacker has these credentials, they
5) Software vulnerabilities
can send out bots to try username and pass6) Machine learning and AI Attacks
word combinations on many different retail sites
7) BYOD Policies
until they’re successful. Once in, the hacker has
8) Insider Attacks
free – rain to place orders, steal card details
9) Outdated Hardware
and more.
Challenges of E-Commerce:
3) E-skimming:
Now days due to rapid growth of E-comE-skimming refers to hacker methods of merce challenges will work as a hindrance for
stealing personal data, such as credit card in- customer satisfaction challenges are as under.
formation, from payment card processes pages
1) Snooping the shopper’s Computer:
on e-commerce sites its’ as significant security
2) Personal Firewall:
risk in e-commerce, as shoppers can be mis3) Cross-site Script (XSS):
guided by misleading external links and portals
4) Ethical hackers:
to payment pages or cyber – criminals gain ac- Conclusion:
cess to your site via a third – party, a successful
E-commerce security is a piece of the
phishing attempt, or cross – site scripting.
information security framework and is specifi4) Price Scraping:
cally applied to the component that affects ePrice Scraping bots can be sent by com- commerce including of Data security and other
petitors to monitor your pricing strategy, inven- wider realms of the Information security frametory levels, marketing plans and more allowing work. E-commerce security is the protection of
them to undercut your prices or outrank you in e-commerce assets from unauthorized access.
search engine results.
Use alteration or destruction. E-commerce of5) Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) Attack fers the managing an account industry great
Cyber Security challenges for E-commerce in chance, yet additionally creates a set of new
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dangers and vulnerability.
E-commerce is one of the way through
06
which many things can be streamlined and flexibility with convenience can be provided to usLAWS TO PROTECT WOMEN
ers. So that cyber security aspects must be conAGAINST CYBER CRIMES – A STUDY
sidered while making all the transactions digital. E-commerce security is the protection of eDr. Caesar Roy
commerce assets from unauthorized access.
Assistant
Professor of Law,
References:
1) A Bhattacherjee Individual trust in Surendranath Law College, Kolkata, West Bengal
online firms: scale development and initial test
Journal of management information system, ==============***********===============
volume 19, issue 1, P. 211-242.
Abstract
2) Adam Jolly The secure online busiIndia stepped toward digitalization which
ness; Great Britain and the united states, P. 93- brought technological power. People explore us118
ing internet and made life easy and comfortable.
3) Biswajit Tripathy, Jibitesh Mishra They explore the unknowns and communicate with
“Protective measures in e-commerce to deal virtually anyone, anytime, anywhere across the
with security threats arising out of social issues world. Digital space has opened doors to crimia frame work – ISSN 976-6375 (online) volume nals in cyber space and mostly woman is their tar4.
get. Computer and internet has positive impact in
4) Cyber Warfare – techniques tactics our society. But with use of such science and techand tool for security practitioners.
nology particularly internet, crimes against women
5) Exbal Hamirani, RK University The are increasing day by day and at the same time
challenges for Cyber Security in E-commerce, In- this technology becomes a curse. These types of
ternational conference on Digital culture – crimes are called cyber crimes though there is no
changing global Landscape at Mumbai.
fixed definition of cyber crime. After passing of
6) Jason Andress a Steve Winterfeld The time, women are victimized sometimes by the use
Best E-commerce security practices – https:// of internet technology. The cyber crimes against
www.getastra.com
the women through the use of internet include
7) Nikmah Rosidah, Chaidir Ali –Con- sexual crimes and sexual abuses. Today these
struction of Non-penal effects to prevent cyber types of crimes are the fastest growing crimes in
crime on E-commerce.
the world. In this paper, various kinds of cyber
8) Review of e-commerce security chal- crimes against women and also the relevant prolenges by Jarnail Singh in International Journal visions of law are mentioned. The reasons are also
of Innovative Research in Computer and Com- made out for such crimes in this paper. Lastly some
munication, Engineering.
suggestions are made to make this more effec9) Ross Anderson Why cryptosystems tive.
fail communications of the ACM, volume 37, is- Keywords – cyber crime, women, science and
sue 11, P. 32-40
technology, internet
10) www.google.com
Introduction
In India women are placed with very high

regards. They are worshipped as Goddess in India. The crime against women in the era of sci-
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ence and technology is increasing day by day not is largely abused as a medium, as cyber harassonly in India but throughout the world. These types ment has many forms and its incidence is growing
of crimes against women cause great damage to in numbers.1
the victims through the use of computers and Cyber stalking
internet technology. The unknown and
Stalking in common parlance means a hatransnational natures of the internet make it an rassing or threatening behaviour which an indieasy weapon in the hands of the miscreants in vidual exhibits towards the other. If an individual
the society and women owing to their vulnerabil- uses cyber space for stalking then it is called cyber
ity are most often victimized. Actually internet was stalking. Thus cyber stalking is an online course
created to make our life easier which mainly of conduct of a person by which the targeted perstarted to use it as an important tool for learning, son is terrorized, embarrassed, ashamed, molested,
evolving and entertaining oneself. By the use of outraged or frightened.2 The women and children
internet technology, women throughout the world are targeted most. They are online harassed and
are getting enriched. But after passing of time, abused with the use of internet.
women are victimized sometimes by the use of Cyber pornography
internet technology. The crimes against the women
This is another threat to women and chilthrough the use of internet include sexual crimes dren because this includes publishing pornoand sexual abuses in the internet. Presently, the graphic materials in pornography websites by usprivacy, dignity and security of a woman are in ing computers and internet. Women are becomdanger. Trolling, threatening, stalking, revenge ing the main victim of this flip side of technology.
porn, defaming, voyeurism, abusing, body-sham- Information technology has intensified the nature
ing, surveillance and other forms of indecent rep- of the crime of cyber pornography, as it has made
resentation of women are very common nowadays. it much easier to create and distribute pornoThough India has law on this point but the crimes graphic material through internet. Such material
are still reported every day.
could be transmitted all over the world in matter
Various cyber crimes against women
of seconds.3
Women are victimized more often by some Morphing
specific notorious crimes in the era of technology
Morphing is editing the original picture so
and digitalization targeting their repute, owing to as to make it look completely or largely different.
their gender vulnerabilities. The crimes against Often criminally minded elements of the cyber
women in science and technology are given be- world download pictures of girls from websites
low.
such as Facebook and then morph it with another
Cyber harassment
picture in compromising situation so as to repreCyber harassment is characterized by a sent that those women were indulging in such acts.
repetitive behaviour intended to disturb or upset Often the next step after this is to blackmail those
or annoy a person through the medium of internet. women through the threat of releasing the
The use of emails and social networking sites are morphed images and diminishing the status of
generally done to target women for harassment those women in society.4
by various ways which may include blackmailing, Cyber defamation
threatening, bullying, cheating, impersonation etc.
With the aid of internet and computers
undoubtedly being a victim of online harassment when someone publishes any derogatory or defacreates annoyance and anxiety. Cyber sexual ha- matory information of one in cyber space, it is
rassment is an intimidating and menacing as the called cyber defamation. Although cyber defamaphysical or offline sexual harassment. The internet tion can be made against both men and women
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but women are more vulnerable.
also applicable to curb these types of menaces.
Email Spoofing
After the 2012 Delhi Gang Rape case (Nirbhaya
E-mail spoofing is a term used to describe Case) there has been a huge outcry over bringing
fraudulent email activity in which the sender ad- out new reforms and penal provisions so as to prodress and other parts of the email header are al- tect women against the criminally minded. The
tered to appear as though the email originated 2013 Criminal Law (Amendment) Act contains sevfrom a different source. By changing certain prop- eral additions to the Indian Penal Code, such as to
erties of the email, such as the From, Return-Path sections 354, 354 A, 354 B, 354 C & 354 D, with
and Reply-To fields, ill intentioned users can make the assistance of these sections now the issues
the email appear to be from someone other than of MMS scandals, pornography, morphing, defathe actual sender.
mation can be dealt in proper manner.
Hacking
Section 67 of Information Technology Act,
The word ‘hacking’ has been much used 2000 deals with publication or transmission of
and abused in the information technology lexicon. obscene information in electronic form. So any
Computer hacking is the accessing of a computer obscene publication or transmission in electronic
system without the express or implied permission form is covered by this section not by section 292
of the owner of that computer system. Hacking is of Indian Penal Code which does not deal with elecan intentional and coordinated activity. It is pre- tronic substances. Unlike other crimes like Cyber
planned process, where first a target is identified; Stalking, Cyber Defamation, Morphing, Email
its security features are studied; tools are devel- Spoofing, Cyber Pornography is considered an exoped (password and programmes) to gain unau- ceptional case which has been covered by the Inthorized access and impair the normal (pro- formation Technology Act 2000 to a certain extent
grammed) functioning of a computer or computer by Section 67 of the Information Technology Act
system (or network).5 These types of crimes are 2000.
committed against the women mostly.
Cyber stalking is not covered by the InforCyber bullying
mation Technology Act, 2000. It can be booked
Cyber bullying means sending messages under section 72 of the said Act by which an ofto unknown person which is of an intimidating or fender may be prosecuted for breach of confidenthreatening nature.
tiality and privacy. The accused may also be prosLaws on cyber crimes against women
ecuted under Section 441 of the Indian Penal Code
The crimes against women in science and for criminal trespass and Section 509 of the Indian
technology are new. As per Resolution adopted by Penal Code again for outraging the modesty of
the General Assembly of the United Nations6 on women.
Model Law on Electronic Commerce, 1996 as
Cyber defamation is not defined by the Inadopted by the United Nation Commission on In- formation Technology Act 2000. It is well explained
ternational Trade Law (UNCITRAL), Indian Parlia- in section 499 of Indian Penal Code. Whoever dement has enacted Information Technology Act, fames another shall be punished under section 500
2000. This Act was enacted to give protection of of the Code, whereas section 501 of the Code deals
electronic commerce and communication. So the with printing and engraving matter known to be
main object is to facilitate international trade. Later defamatory.
this Act was amended in the year 2008 to curb the
Section 43 of Information Technology Act
new crimes against the women in the era of sci- is a very important provision in the sense that it
ence and technology.
identifies ten different causes of causing damage
Beside this Act, India Penal Code, 1860 is to computer, computer system and computer net-
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work. Likewise section 43A states about failure to Various reasons for Cyber crimes
protect any sensitive personal data or information.7
The reasons for the increasing crimes
Whereas according to section 66 of the Act, if any against women in science and technology as stated
person dishonestly or fraudulently does any act above are mentioned below –
referred to in section 43, he shall be punishable.
(i) Very few provisions of these types of
Section 66A was created to curb the menace of crimes as mention above are covered by the spesending offensive messages by means of a com- cific provisions of Information Technology Act,
puter resource or a communication device. Sec- 2000. So proper prosecution cannot be done due
tion 66C is meant to protect the identity of a user to the absence of proper legal provisions in India
in the online medium. The objective of the section
(ii) Transcendental nature of Internet is one
is to protect the privacy of all or any online users, of the main reasons for the growth of cyber crime
including their personal information or data. The so whereas Section 75 of the Information Techoffences of creating clone websites, e-mail frauds, nology Act deals with the offences or contravene-mail forgeries, data theft, loss of privacy etc. are tion committed outside India but it is not talking
covered by section 65D of the IT Act. Section 66E about the jurisdiction of the crimes committed in
of the IT Act deals with punishment for violation the cyberspace specially the question of place for
privacy of a person. Such as knowingly captures, reporting the case arises when the crime is compublishes or transmits the images of a private area mitted in one place affected at another place and
of any person without consent. Section 66E should then reported at another place.
now be applied in conjunction with section 354A
(iii) Woman and child cyber harassment
(Sexual harassment and punishment for sexual and related cyber-crimes remain overwhelmingly
harassment), 354B (Assaults or use of criminal underreported due to associated stigma and proforce to woman with intent to disrobe), 354C (Voy- pensity of parents/guardians to not involve police
eurism) and 354D (Stalking) as introduced by the in such matters.
Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013.
(iv) Process of reporting such these types
Sections 66 (hacking of the computer sys- of crimes against woman needs to be simplified
tem; first proviso to the said section states that and identity of women involved protected to enwhoever with the intent to cause or knowing that sure such crimes do not go unreported. It is neche is likely to cause wrongful loss or damage to essary simplify and strengthen these types of
the public or any person destroys or deletes or al- crimes investigation involving woman and children.
ters any information residing in a computer re- Cyber laws have not been formulated properly and
source or diminishes its value, its utility or affects the procedure for registering a complaint is not
injuriously by any means, commits hacking) of the known by woman.
Information Technology Act 2000. The perpetrator
(v) Woman harassment and exploitation
can also be booked under the Indian Penal Code in cyber space is increasing with updated technolfor criminal trespass under Section 441, Section ogy and anonymity. It takes huge time for investi290 for committing public nuisance, Section 292A gation and many times cases are unsolved due to
for printing or publishing grossly indecent or scur- lack of Cyber Forensics laboratories.
rilous matter or matter intended to blackmail and Suggestions
under Section 501 for defamation.
After discussing all about the crimes as
Section 67A of the IT Act deals with pun- stated above, some suggestions are put forward
ishment for publishing or transmitting of material to make it more effective –
containing sexually explicit act or conduct etc. in
(i) There should be a Digital Police Portal
electronic form.
or E-Portal where woman can report their prob-
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lems online. This could reduce the number of cases latest threats away. The devices should be secured
which are not reported due to associated stigma with anti-virus software.
and propensity of parents/guardians to not involve
(ix) It is needed to collaborate both police
police in such matters. The portal will also main- force and cyber forensic laboratories together for
tain the database of criminals which could really better investigation.
help law enforcement agencies.
(x) Girls should be made aware about all
(ii) The increasing numbers of crimes types of cybercrimes and how to handle them.
against women are a great concern for any state Spreading awareness regarding safe internet uses
however, cybercrimes make it even more challeng- and complying procedure should have done among
ing as criminals have the opportunity to create fake the woman.
identities and then after indulge in illegal activi- Conclusion
ties. To counter this, government should make
In science and technology these types of
stricter laws to apply on the Internet Service Pro- crimes against women are increasing not only in
viders (ISP), as they alone have the complete but throughout the world. Since cyber world does
record of all the data being accessed by anyone not recognize any geographical boundaries, it is
surfing on net. ISPs should be made to report any really tough job to frame laws to cover each and
suspicious activities that any individual is indulg- every aspect. however, it is not possible to elimiing into, this will help to curb crimes in nascent nate these types of crimes but it is quite possible
stage.
to check them. In order to prevent these, it is im(iii) Legislation needs to make stricter regu- portant to make public aware of using the comlation for cyber cafes, who should keep a record of puters and modern technology for betterment of
their customers who utilized their internet services, the society. The judiciary should also make the
often people, go to cyber cafes to indulge in crimi- application of laws more stringent to check these
nal activities so as their own IP addresses are not types of crimes. No doubt the I.T Act is a welcome
revealed in any future investigation. This is an- step in the cyber world it needs to be suitably
other manner to mask identity.
modified so as to make it more effective and pow(iv) Cyber Police Stations and Cyber Crime erful to combat these types of crimes. If technolCells should be set up in each State for reporting ogy is becoming better day by day there is also a
and investigation of Cyber Crime cases.
need for the protection by changing the existing
(v) Don’t share passwords. Use your dis- laws or amending the provisions of the existing
cretion and keep those passwords private and Act and the protection is required not only at nacomplicated.
tional level but also international level.
(vi) Don’t leave your webcam connected
There are too many apps capable of turning on Footnotes:
your camera and slyly recording your movements
1 Ms Goswami Garima & Dr. Yazdani
without your knowledge. As a precaution disable Ghulam (2018), Combating Cyber Crimes against
camera permission and keep the lens of your cam- Women: Need for Effective Laws. Indian Bar Reera closed or covered when not in use.
view Vol. 45(3), New Delhi: Bar Council of India
(vii) The investigating agencies and pros- Trust, p. 165
ecutors should be well trained and equipped with
2 Dr. Ahmad Farooq, (2005). Cyber Law in
the knowledge of computer and internet.
India (p. 339). Delhi: New Era Law Publications
(viii) All operating systems should be up3 Ms Goswami Garima & Dr. Yazdani
dated on the devices. They are very important to Ghulam (2018), Combating Cyber Crimes against
keep safe. Security updates and patches keep the Women: Need for Effective Laws. Indian Bar Re-
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view Vol. 45(3), New Delhi: Bar Council of India
Trust, p. 166
07
4 Ibid, p. 167
5 Sharma Vakul, (2018), Information TechCOMMERCE MANAGEMENT
nology Law and Practice (pp. 170-171). New Delhi:
AND CYBERSECURITY
Universal Law Publishing
6 United Nations General Assembly ResoDr. Sharad Ranganath Darandale
lution A/RES/51/162, adopted on 30th January, 1997,
Associate Professor and Head,
Retrieved March 10, 2021 from http://www.un.
Department of Commerce,
org/documents/ga/res/51/ares51-162.htm
MES’s. Arts, Commerce & Science College
7 Sharma Vakul, (2018), Information TechSonai, Tal:- Newasa, Dist:- Ahmednagar
nology Law and Practice (p. 113). New Delhi: Universal Law Publishing
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ABSTRACT
Cyber security is a big challenge before
economic and trade economy. E-Commerce security any nations is a part of the information
security from work and is specifically applied to
the components that affect e-commerce that
includes computer security. Data security and
other wider realms of the information security
framework,Commerce Management security has
its own particular security and is one of the highest visible security components that affect the
end through their daily payment interaction with
business.
Keywords: -Cyber security, Commerce, Management, E- Commerce,Security threats, Security
issues.
Introduction:Cyber security is a topic of working
inCommercial Management. Apart from this, no
country can do secure trade with other countries. The foundation of success in the digital
world is having the proper cyber security measures in place to protect consumers, employees and the business itself from constant security threats. Cyber security is woven into the very
fabric of business operations and has special
impact on the e-commerce sector. Today, privacy
and security are a major concern for electronic
technologies.
Management commerce shares security
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concerns with other technologies in the field. inside the organization (Dr.Farooq Ahmad 1992).
Privacy concerns have been found, revealing a Cyber Attacks and Security for Commerce
lack of trust is a variety of contexts, including Management:commerce, electronic health records, e-recruitIn the world,like the wolf’s eyes that alment technology and social networking and this ways preys on the hen’s pen, ahackers eyes alhas directly influenced users (Shankar Sen-2003). ways scurries to steal your online stores data.
Web e-commerce applications that handle pay- Hackers are ripping off credit card information,
ments (online banking, using debit cards, credit personal identity credentials and even sensitive
cards, electronic transaction and others) have organization data from online databases. The
more compliance issue,at increased risk from internet is not a safe place to hoardyour data
being targeted than other websites and there anymore. For e-commerce business, the risk is
aregreater consequence if there is data loss or even grave (C.S.V.Murthy-2002).
alteration. Privacy has become a major concern
The most common cyber security threats
for consumers with the rise of identity theft and include scammers impersonality a business, the
impersonation and any concern for consumers sending of fraudulent emails and viruses and
must be treated as a major concern for e-com- malware. Cyber attacks can impact business fimerce providers (Carr, I-2003).
nances reputation, operations, valuation and
Threats of cyber security:staff. As cyber attacks are more likely to occur.It
From identify theft and fraud to corpo- is important to understand the short-term and
rate hacking attacks;cyber security has never long-term effect cyber attacks could have on
more important for e-commerce sites, large or your business (Prasad.R.S-2004).
smaller ones. An attacker over whelms a server Importance of cyber security:with bogus traffic, causing the website or apCyber security is important because it
plication hosted there to slow down or become protects all categories of data from theft and
unavailable. It is found in recent survey that 60% damage. This includes sensitive data, personof respondents saying they are worried about ally identifiableinformation (Pll), protected
DDoSattacks and 39% admitting it is likely their health information (PHl),personalinformation,
organization has been targeted.Beware by intellectual property data, and governmental
watching youtube video, anyone can learn to and industry information systems. Protect your
send DDoS attacks (Dr. Subhash Chandra-2001). business against cyber security threats and make
E-Commerce;the most of online opportunities. No business
E-commerce is the buying and selling of with an online presence is immune to a cybergoods and services or the transmitting of funds attack, and the financial, physical and legal imor data, over an electronic network, primarily plications of an attack on any business can be
the internet. The terms e-commerce and e-busi- absolutely devastating (Pandoy Ashish -2006).
ness are often used interchangeably.The terms Data Leak protection:e-tail is also sometimes used in thereference
It is the most personal threat to cyber
to transactional process for online shopping. security is data leaks, which can be extremely
Recent years have exponentially witnessed the damaging to both an individual business.All
growth of e-commerce. The growth of e-com- business hold a range of data, from customer
merce as a business technology is the result of insight to employee data which often contents
such internet driven initiative. It has created a sensitive information.Which can easily be put
universal platform for buying and selling goods at risk if business does not take a number of
services and driving important business process steps to protect cyber security management can
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be described as everything onorganization does
to protect its information system and computer
08
networks from cyber attacks, intrusions, malware
and various types of data breaches (Nagpal Humanities and Cyber Security
Rohas-2008).
Conclusion:Prof. Neeta Bokil
Cybercrime has started to create a fear
Head, Dept. of Political Science,
in the minds of many people linked to the netHaribhai V. Desai College,
work mostly worried to e-commerce technology
Pune,(Maharashtra), India
at its success lies in theinteraction. People inthe
commercial sector need to be careful about this,
otherwise cybercrime will do a lot of harm in ==============***********===============
Abstract
the future.
Usage of internet has grown to be a everyday ordinary for majority of humans for daily
Reference:1. Shankar Sen (2002)Human Right and transactions. The wide variety of netcustomers
Law Enforcement. 1st Ed, Concept Publication has grown relatively and so does cyber-crimes.
Cyber-crime is the crime this is carried outthe
New Delhi.
2. Carr, I(2003) Anonymity . the Internet use of pc and network. The danger of cyber-crime
and Criminal Law IssuesIn C Nicoll ,J.E.T Prins, is an ever gift and growingtruth in each the nonpublic and expert sectors. With the appearance
J.M.C Asser Press,PP-197-206
3. Dr.Subhash Chandra(2001)Information of net, antique crimes have taken on a brand
Technology Act and its Drawbacks, National new appearance. The motive of this studies is
Conference on Cyber law and Legal Education, to make recognitionconcerning cyber-crimes
December 2001 NALSAR University of Law ,Print which might begoing on in today’s international
and additionally to create recognition of imHouse Hyderabad.
4. Dr. Farooq Ahmad (1992) Cyber Law proved cyber safety. This paper triesto
investigatethe attention of cyber-crime
in India (Law on Internet)Poineer Book Delhi.
5. C.S.V.Murthy(2002) E-commerce, amongstnetcustomers with special age
organizationsand academic qualifications. LinHimalaya Publishing House 1st Edition Delhi.
6. Prasad.R.S (2004) Cybercrime and In- ear Regression Model has been implemented
for studyingeach the objectives. This paper untroduction, 3658 A Nabhi Publication Jaipur .
7. Pandey Ashish (2006) Cyber Criminal earths that there’s a dating exists among the
detention, and prevention JBAPublisher New age organizationsand academic qualification of
the respondents. So, it’s far the responsibility
Delhi.
8. Nagpal Rohas (2008) Cyber Crime and of every onenetcustomers to be aware about the
cyber-crime and safety and additionallyassist
Corporate Liability CCH India New Delhi.
others with the aid of using growing recognition amongst them.

a) Objectives of the study:
1.To examine the education level of the
people and the awareness of cyber-crime and
security.
2. To examine the effect of Cyber secu-
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rity.
3. To find out the internet usage of
people.
4. To evaluate the level of awareness on
safety while using personal computers and
internet among internet users regarding cybercrimes.
Keywords: Cyber-crime, Cyber criminals, Cyber
security, Internet, IT Act, Awareness.
Introduction:
The net in India is developing rapidly. It
has given upward push to new possibilities with
inside thediscipline of entertainment, business,
sports, education, and plenty ofextra. With the
arrival and growing use of net, the corporations
have crossed the obstacles of neighborhood
markets and are achieving out to clientsplaced
in eacha part of the world. Computers are
broadlyutilized inorganizationsnow no longer
best as a device for processing facts, however
additionally for gaining strategic and aggressive
advantage. Computers may be used each for
optimistic and unfavourable reasons. The abuse
of net has given start to new age crimes that
are addressed with the aid of using the Information Technology Act, 2000.As factsaround the
world has come to beextra accessible, it has
additionallycome to beextrasusceptible to misuse. India is at the radar of cyber criminals with
developing cyber-assaults on Indian establishment. India rank 0.33 as a supply of malicious
interestat thenet after US and China, 2d as supply of malicious code and fourth and 8 as supply or foundation for internetassaults and
communityassaults. According to the Indian
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In),
27,482 instances of cybercrime had beensaid
from January to June (2017). These encompass
phishing, virus or malicious code, defacements,
scanning or probing, web website online intrusions, ransomware and denial-of-provider
assaults.The net in India is developing rapidly.
It has given upward push to new possibilities
withinside the discipline of entertainment, busi-
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ness, sports, education, and plenty ofextra. With
the arrival and growing use of net, the corporations have crossed the obstacles of neighborhood markets and are achieving out to
clientsplaced in eacha part of the world. Computers are broadlyutilized inorganizationsnow no
longerbest as a device for processing facts, however additionally for gaining strategic and aggressive advantage. Computers may be used
each for optimistic and unfavourable reasons.
The abuse of net has given start to new age
crimes that are addressed with the aid of using
the Information Technology Act, 2000.As
factsaround the world has come to beextra accessible, it has additionallycome to be
extrasusceptible to misuse. India is at the radar
of cyber criminals with developing cyber-assaults on Indian establishment. India rank 0.33
as a supply of malicious interestat thenet after
US and China, 2d as supply of malicious code
and fourth and 8 as supply or foundation for
internetassaults and communityassaults. According to the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), 27,482 instances of
cybercrime had beensaid from January to June
(2017). These encompass phishing, virus or
malicious code, defacements, scanning or probing, web website online intrusions, ransomware
and denial-of-providerassaults.
Understanding the Cyber Crimes:
Cyber-crime refers to any crime that includes a laptop or a network. It is an illegal act
in whichwithinside thelaptop is both a device
or a goal or both. It is the crook sports devoted
via the usage of digital communications media.
It is taking something of the laptop over the
internet. The time period Cyber Crime has been
described neither in Indian Parliament nor
withinside the Information Technology (IT)
Act,2000. In India, IT Act, 2000 offers with the
offenses associated with cyber-crime. Registration of Cyber Crimes in India takes locationbelow
the 3vast heads which might be the IT Act, the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and different State Level
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Legislations (SLL). Several Cyber Cells we re- of the country.
placed up to deal withcompletely the instances 4. Crimes towards Society: All the above noted
which might be registered below cyber-crimes crimes have their direct or obliqueaffectat the
in India. It is a quickdevelopinglocation of crime. society at large. Therefore, all such crimes are
Cyber criminals are exploiting the Internet to protectedon thiswhich includes pornography, ondedicate a variousvariety of crooksports. In the line gambling, forgery, sale of unlawful articles,
past, cyber-crime becomedevotedin particular phishing, cyber terrorism, etc.
with the aid of usingpeople or small businesses
The everyday end users of Internet-enhowever now the cyber criminals constitutes of abled devices and services, who vastly outnumnumerousbusinesses/classwhich includes Pro- ber security experts and researchers, are most
fessional hackers, prepared hackers, youngsters closely engaged with cybersecurity. Their voices
and teenagersamong the age organization of 6- can be drowned out in the general clamour of
18 years, scammers, phishers, insiders, malware voices speaking about cybersecurity. When the
authors, spammers, etc.
end users’ voices are heard, their responses are
Categories of Cyber Crimes: The important usually constrained by specific questions that
classes of cyber-crimes may bewidely catego- are formulated by the major stakeholders in the
rized beneath the subsequent 4 companies on field. Yet, it is important to consider the end
the premisein their goal and impacts:
users’ unprompted perspectives, opinions, and
1. Crimes towards Individuals:These sort of perceptions of cybersecurity, so that the social
crime are accomplished to damage unique indi- desirability bias does not influence their
viduals. These consists of hacking, cracking, responses.Human-centred security researchers
harassment through emails, cyber-stalking, study and improve the interface where humans
cyber bullying, defamation, dissemination of and security-related technologies meet. Their
obscene material, electronic mail spoofing, SMS usual research philosophy is positivist, i.e. respoofing, carding, dishonest and fraud, toddler vealing general laws of behaviours and highpornography, attackthrough threat, denial of lighting causal relationships within the research
provider attack, forgery, and phishing.
space. As such, the researchers and experts
2. Crimes towards Property: There are choose the research topics, formulate the recybercrimes accomplished to damage the as- search questions, develop studies and design
sets of an Individual. They may be categorized experiments. These researchers are investigatas – Intellectual assets crimes, cyber-squatting, ing important and crucial aspects of humancyber vandalism, hacking pc system, pc vandal- centred security, and their solutions make a
ism, pc forgery, transmitting viruses and mali- huge difference to the field as a whole.
cious software program to harm information,
Social cybersecurity is both a new sciTrojan horses, cyber trespass, Internet time entific and a new engineering field. It is a comthefts, theft or stealing cashwhilstcash trans- putational social science with a large foot in the
fers ,etc.
area of applied research. Drawing on a huge
3. Crimes towards Government /Firm /Com- range of disciplines the new technologies and
pany /Group of individuals: These styles of findings in social cybersecurity have near imcrimes encompass cyber terrorism, ownership mediate application on the internet. The findof unauthorized information, distribution of pi- ings and methods are relevant to policy makrated software program, internet jacking, salami ers, scholars, and corporations. Social
attacks, good judgment bombs, etc. The crimi- cybersecurity uses computational social science
nals in thosedesires to terrorize the residents techniques to identify, counter, and measure (or
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assess) the impact of communication objectives. campaigns often take the form of promoting proThe methods and findings in this area are criti- China candidates. Many influence campaigns
cal, and advance industry-accepted practices for are aimed at specific individuals trying to recommunication, journalism and marketing re- cruit them to a new cause, or engage them in
search. The field itself has a theory, application, insider threat activity.
and policy component. The methods build on Conclusion and Suggestions:
work in high dimensional network analysis, data
With the boomwithinside thecustomers
science, machine learning, natural language of net, the boom in cyber-crimes also can be
processing and agent-based simulation. These seen. There are diversesorts of cyber-crimes
methods are used to provide evidence about which might begoing on in daily life. But the
who is manipulating social media and the human beingsaren’taware about all such types.
internet for/against you or your organization, Majority of the human beings recognise
what methods are being used, and how these handiestapproximately hacking and virus/
social manipulation methods can be countered. worms. They aren’taware about phishing, defaThey also support cyber diplomacy. Social mation, identification theft, cyber stalking etc.
cybersecurity uses computational social science It is the want of today’s global to have expertechniques to identify, counter, and measure (or tise approximatelythose crimes which might
assess), the impact of influence campaigns, and berelated to the net. The take a look atsuggests
to identify and inoculate those at risk against that 48% of the respondents percentage their
such campaigns. The methods and findings in non-publicinformation with differentindividuals
this area are critical, and advance practices for even they don’t recognise them closely.55% of
intelligence and forensics research. These respondents have agreed that their PCs are
methods also provide scalable techniques for frequentlybrokenvia way of means of viruses.
assessing and predicting the impact of influence The netcustomers struggled with junk mail
operations carried out through social media, and emails, phishing calls and emails requesting
for securing social activity on the internet and their touchystatistics like cell no., financial inmitigating the effects of malicious and undue stitution account, address, etc. It is the
influence. As such they are critical for creating obligationof every one folks to be aware about
a more secure and resilient society.Influence the simple cyber safety. Cyber safetyrefers back
campaigns vary widely, and who is at risk in part to thetechnology and strategieswhich might
depends on those conducting the influence cam- bedesigned to guard computers, networks and
paign and in part on the context. For example, facts from unauthorized get admission to and
in our research we found that influence cam- assaultsbroughtthrough the netvia way of
paigns appearing to come from state-level ac- means of cyber criminals. The human being
tors during the elections in Western Europe and shave to be aware about the simple cyber secuthe US from 2016 to 2020 were often aimed at rities which include they have to:
minorities. For example, they targeted women,
a) Install a security suites such as Avast
ethnic minorities, and the LGBQT community. Internet Security, Kaspersky antivirus, McAfee
In contrast, in India as COVID-19 ramped up in- antivirus, Norton Antivirus, etc. to protect the
ternal non-state groups launched anti-Muslim computer against threats such as viruses and
campaigns. As movies like the Black Panther and worms.
Captain Marvel were released individual’s
b) Activate Network Threat Protection,
launched campaigns against the movies. In the Firewall, and Antivirus.
elections in the Asia Pacific region influence
c) Always use strong passwords prefer-
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ably alphanumeric.
Awareness regarding cyber victimization among
d) Communicate personal information students of University of Sindh, Jamsharo. Inonly via phone or secure web sites.
ternational Journal of Asian Social Science, Vol.
e) Do not click on links, download files 4(5): 632-641
or open attachments in emails from unknown
5.Hasan et al., (2015), Perception and
senders.
Awareness of Young Internet Users towards
f) Beware of links in emails that ask for Cybercrime: Evidence from Malaysia. Journal of
personal information or popups.
Social Sciences, Vol. 11 (4): 395.404
g) Check that all antivirus software and
6. Jamil D. and Khan M.N.A. (2011), Data
computer operating system are up-to-date.
Protection Act in India with Compared To the
h) Double check the spelling of a European Union Countries. International Journal
website, URL, HTTP addresses etc.
of Electrical and Computer Sciences, Vol: 11 No:
Government is likewise making efforts 06.
to have a manipulate on cyber-crimes. It has
7. Mehta, Saroj and Singh, V ikram
made cyber legal guidelines to assisthumans (2013), A Study of Awareness aboutCyber laws
studydiverse cyber-crimes and cyber safety. In- in the Indian Society. International Journal of
formation Technology(IT) Act 2000 offers with Computing and Business Research, January,
cyber associated crimes. Not handiest the Vol.4, Issue. 1.
authoritieshoweverhumanshave to additionally
8. Parmar, Aniruddhsinh and Patel Kuntal
paintings hand in hand to trap the criminals. (2016), Critical Study and Analysis of Cyber Law
People who’ve been a sufferer of any of those Awareness among Netizens. Conference: Intercyber-crimes have to come ahead and record a national Conference on ICT for Sustainable Decriticismin opposition to them in unique velopment, At http://link.springer.com/chapter/
cybercrime cells. This will trulyassist to address 10.1007%2F978-981-10-0135-2_32, Volume:
the cyber-crimes. Thus, cognizance of cyber- 409
crimes and safety is a want of an hour.
9. Singaravelu, S and Pillai, K. Perumal
(2014), B.Ed. Students Awareness on
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A STUDY OF CHALLENGES OF CYBER
SECURITY AND ITS EMERGNING
TRENDS ON MODERN TECHNOLOGIES
DR.RUPESH DHUMAJI BANSODE
MODERN COLLEGE PUNE

==============***********===============
Cyber Security plays an important role
in the field of information technology.Securing
the information have become one of the biggest challenges in the present day. Whenever
we think about the cyber security the first thing
that comes to our mind is ‘cybercrimes’ which
are increasing immensely day by day. Various
Governments and companies are taking many
measures in order to prevent these cybercrimes.
Besides various measures cyber security is still
a very big concern to many. This paper mainly
focuses on challenges faced by cyber security
on the latest technologies .It also focuses on
latest about the cyber security techniques, ethics and the trends changing the face of cyber
security.
Keywords: cyber security, cybercrime, cyber ethics, social media, cloud computing, android apps.
INTRODUCTION:
Today man is able to send and receive
any form of data may be an e-mail or an audio
or video just by the click of a button but did he
ever think how securely his data id being transmitted or sent to the other person safely without any leakage of information?? The answer
lies in cyber security. Today Internet is the fastest growing infrastructure in everyday life. In
today’s technical environment many latest technologies are changing the face of the mankind.
But due to these emerging technologies we are
unable to safeguard our private information in
a very effective way and hence these days
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cybercrimes are increasing day by day. Today
more than 60 percent of total commercial transactions are done online, so this field required a
high quality of security for transparent and best
transactions. Hence cyber security has become
a latest issue. The scope of cyber security is
not just limited to securing the information in IT
industry but also to various other fields like cyber
space etc.
Even the latest technologies like cloud
computing, mobile computing, E-commerce, net
banking etc also needs high level of security.
Since these technologies hold some important
information regarding a person their security has
become a must thing. Enhancing cyber security
and protecting critical information infrastructures are essential to each nation's security and
economic wellbeing. Making the Internet safer
(and protecting Internet users) has become integral to the development of new services as
well as governmental policy. The fight against
cybercrime needs a comprehensive and a safer
approach. Given that technical measures alone
cannot prevent any crime, it is critical that law
enforcement agencies are allowed to investigate and prosecute cybercrime effectively. Today many nations and governments are imposing strict laws on cyber securities in order to
prevent the loss of some important information.
Every individual must also be trained on this
cyber security and save themselves from these
increasing cybercrimes
2. CYBER CRIME Cybercrime is a term for any
illegal activity that uses a computer as its primary means of commission and theft. The U.S.
Department of Justice expands the definition of
cybercrime to include any illegal activity that
uses a computer for the storage of evidence.
The growing list of cybercrimes includes crimes
that have been made possible by computers,
such as network intrusions and the dissemination of computer viruses, as well as computerbased variations of existing crimes, such as identity theft, stalking, bullying and terrorism which
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have become as major problem to people and 98% of companies are maintaining or increasnations. Usually in common man’s language ing their cyber security resources and of those,
cybercrime may be defined as crime committed half are increasing resources devoted to online
using a computer and the internet to steel a attacks this year
person’s identity or sell contraband or stalk vicThe majority of companies are prepartims or disrupt operations with malevolent pro- ing for when, not if, cyberattacks occur
grams. As day by day technology is playing in
Only one-third are completely confident
major role in a person’s life the cybercrimes also in the security of their information and even less
will increase along with the technological ad- confident about the security measures of their
vances.
business partners.
1 CYBER SECURITY
There will be new attacks on Android
Privacy and security of the data will al- operating system based devices, but it will not
ways be top security measures that any organi- be on massive scale. The fact tablets share the
zation takes care. We are presently living in a same operating system as smart phones means
world where all the information is maintained they will be soon targeted by the same malware
in a digital or a cyber-form. Social networking as those platforms. The number of malware
sites provide a space where users feel safe as specimens for Macs would continue to grow,
they interact with friends and family. In the case though much less than in the case of PCs. Winof home users, cyber-criminals would continue dows 8 will allow users to develop applications
to target social media sites to steal personal for virtually any device (PCs, tablets and smart
data. Not only social networking but also dur- phones) running Windows 8, so it will be posing bank transactions a person must take all the sible to develop malicious applications like those
required security measures.
for Android, hence these are some of the predicted trends in cyber security.
%
Jan-Jun e2012
Jan-Jun e2013
Incid en ts
Increase/(dec rease)
4. TRENDS CHANGING CYBER SECURITY Here
Fraud
2439
2490
2
mentioned below are some of the trends that
Intrusio n
2203
1726
(22)
are having a huge impact on cyber security.
Spam
291
614
111
M alici ouscod e
353
442
25
4.1 Web servers:
Cyb er Harassment
173
233
35
The threat of attacks on web applications
Content related
10
42
320
to extract data or to distribute malicious code
Intrusion Attempts
55
24
(56)
persists. Cyber criminals distribute their maliDen ial
of
12
10
(17)
cious code via legitimate web servers they’ve
services
Vulnerab ility
45
11
(76)
compromised. But data-stealing attacks, many
repo rts
Total
5581
5592
of which get the attention of media, are also a
The above Comparison of Cyber Secu- big threat. Now, we need a greater emphasis
rity Incidents reported to Cyber999 in Malaysia on protecting web servers and web applications.
from January–June 2012 and 2013 clearly ex- Web servers are especially the best platform for
hibits the cyber security threats. As crime is in- these cyber criminals to steal the data. Hence
creasing even the security measures are also one must always use a safer browser especially
increasing. According to the survey of U.S. tech- during important transactions in order not to fall
nology and healthcare executives nationwide, as a prey for these crimes.
Silicon Valley Bank found that companies be- 4.2 Cloud computing and its services
lieve cyber attacks are a serious threat to both
These days all small, medium and large
their data and their business continuity.
companies are slowly adopting cloud services.
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In other words the world is slowly mov- a question of porting IPv4 capabilities. While
ing towards the clouds. This latest trend pre- IPv6 is a wholesale replacement in making more
sents a big challenge for cyber security, as traf- IP addresses available, there are some very funfic can go around traditional points of inspec- damental changes to the protocol which need
tion. Additionally, as the number of applications to be considered in security policy. Hence it is
available in the cloud grows, policy controls for always better to switch to IPv6 as soon as posweb applications and cloud services will also sible in order to reduce the risks regarding
need to evolve in order to prevent the loss of cybercrime.
valuable information. Though cloud services are 4.5 Cloud computing and its services
developing their own models still a lot of issues
These days all small, medium and large
are being brought up about their security. Cloud companies are slowly adopting cloud services.
may provide immense opportunities but it should In other words the world is slowly moving toalways be noted that as the cloud evolves so as wards the clouds. This latest trend presents a
its security concerns increase.
big challenge for cyber security, as traffic can
4.3 APT’s and targeted attacks
go around traditional points of inspection. AdAPT (Advanced Persistent Threat) is a ditionally, as the number of applications availwhole new level of cyber crime ware. For years able in the cloud grows, policy controls for web
network security capabilities such as web fil- applications and cloud services will also need
tering or IPS have played a key part in identify- to evolve in order to prevent the loss of valuing such targeted attacks (mostly after the ini- able information. Though cloud services are
tial compromise). As attackers grow bolder and developing their own models still a lot of issues
employ more vague techniques, network secu- are being brought up about their security. Cloud
rity must integrate with other security services may provide immense opportunities but it should
in order to detect attacks. Hence one must im- always be noted that as the cloud evolves so as
prove our security techniques in order to pre- its security concerns increase.
vent more threats coming in the future.
4.6 APT’s and targeted attacks
4.4 Mobile Networks
APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) is a
Today we are able to connect to anyone whole new level of cyber crime ware. For years
in any part of the world. But for these mobile network security capabilities such as web filnetworks security is a very big concern. These tering or IPS have played a key part in identifydays firewalls and other security measures are ing such targeted attacks (mostly after the inibecoming porous as people are using devices tial compromise). As attackers grow bolder and
such as tablets, phones, PC’s etc all of which employ more vague techniques, network secuagain require extra securities apart from those rity must integrate with other security services
present in the applications used. We must al- in order to detect attacks. Hence one must imways think about the security issues of these prove our security techniques in order to premobile networks. Further mobile networks are vent more threats coming in the future.
highly prone to these cybercrimes a lot of care 4.7 Mobile Networks
must be taken in case of their security issues.
Today we are able to connect to anyone
4.1 IPv6: New internet protocol
in any part of the world. But for these mobile
IPv6 is the new Internet protocol which networks security is a very big concern. These
is replacing IPv4 (the older version), which has days firewalls and other security measures are
been a backbone of our networks in general and becoming porous as people are using devices
the Internet at large. Protecting IPv6 is not just such as tablets, phones, PC’s etc all of which
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again require extra securities apart from those media presents to businesses. In addition to
present in the applications used. We must al- giving anyone the power to disseminate comways think about the
mercially sensitive information, social media
also gives the same power to spread false information, which can be just being as damaging. The rapid spread of false information
through social media is among the emerging
risks identified in Global Risks 2013 report.
Though social media can be used for
cybercrimes these companies cannot afford to
stop using social media as it plays an important
security issues of these mobile networks. Fur- role in publicity of a company. Instead, they
ther mobile networks are highly prone to these must have solutions that will notify them of the
cybercrimes a lot of care must be taken in case threat in order to fix it before any real damage
of their security issues.
is done. However companies should understand
The above pie chart shows about the this and recognise the importance of analysing
major threats for networks and cyber security.
the information especially in social conversaROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CYBER SECURITY
tions and provide appropriate security solutions
As we become more social in an in- in order to stay away from risks. One must
creasingly connected world, companies must handle social media by using certain policies
find new ways to protect personal information. and right technologies.
Social media plays a huge role in cyber security 2 CYBER SECURITY TECHNIQUES
and will contribute a lot to personal cyber 6.1 Access control and password security
threats. Social media adoption among personThe concept of user name and password
nel is skyrocketing and so is the threat of at- has been fundamental way of protecting our intack. Since social media or social networking formation. This may be one of the first measures
sites are almost used by most of them every regarding cyber security.
day it has become a huge platform for the cyber 6.2 Authentication of data
criminals for hacking private information and
The documents that we receive must
stealing valuable data.
always be authenticated be before downloadIn a world where we’re quick to give up ing that is it should be checked if it has origiour personal information, companies have to nated from a trusted and a reliable source and
ensure they’re just as quick in identifying that they are not altered. Authenticating of these
threats, responding in real time, and avoiding a documents is usually done by the antivirus softbreach of any kind. Since people are easily at- ware present in the devices. Thus a good anti
tracted by these social media the hackers use virus software is also essential to protect the
them as a bait to get the information and the devices from viruses.
data they require. Hence people must take ap- 6.3 Malware scanners
propriate measures especially in dealing with
This is software that usually scans all
social media in order to prevent the loss of their the files and documents present in the system
information.
for malicious code or harmful viruses. Viruses,
The ability of individuals to share infor- worms, and Trojan horses are examples of mamation with an audience of millions is at the licious software that are often grouped together
heart of the particular challenge that social and referred to as malware.
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6.4 Firewalls
Don’t be a bully on the Internet. Do not
A firewall is a software program or piece call people names, lie about them, send embarof hardware that helps screen out hackers, vi- rassing pictures of them, or do anything else to
ruses, and worms that try to reach your com- try to hurt them.
puter over the Internet. All messages entering
Internet is considered as world’s largest
or leaving the internet pass through the firewall library with information on any topic in any subpresent, which examines each message and ject area, so using this information in a correct
blocks those that do not meet the specified se- and legal way is always essential.
curity criteria. Hence firewalls play an imporDo not operate others accounts using
tant role in detecting the malware.
their passwords.
6.5 Anti-virus software
Never try to send any kind of malware
Antivirus software is a computer program to other’s systems and make them corrupt.
that detects, prevents, and takes action to disNever share your personal information
arm or remove malicious software programs, to anyone as there is a good chance of others
such as viruses and worms. Most antivirus pro- misusing it and finally you would end up in a
grams include an auto-update feature that en- trouble.
ables the program to download profiles of new
When you’re online never pretend to the
viruses so that it can check for the new viruses other person, and never try to create fake acas soon as they are discovered. An anti virus counts on someone else as it would land you as
software is a must and basic necessity for ev- well as the other person into trouble.
ery system.
Always adhere to copyrighted informaTable II: Techniques on cyber security
tion and download games or videos only if they
are permissible. The above are a few cyber ethics one must follow while using the internet. We
are always thought proper rules from out very
early stages the same here we apply in cyber
space.
8. CONCLUSION
Computer security is a vast topic that is
becoming more important because the world is
becoming highly interconnected, with networks
being used to carry out critical transactions.
7. CYBER ETHICS Cyber ethics are nothing but Cyber crime continues to diverge down differthe code of the internet. When we practice these ent paths with each New Year that passes and
cyber ethics there are good chances of us using so does the security of the information. The latthe internet in a proper and safer way. The be- est and disruptive technologies, along with the
low are a few of them:
new cyber tools and threats that come to light
DO use the Internet to communicate and each day, are challenging organizations with not
interact with other people. Email and instant
only how they secure their infrastructure, but
Messaging make it easy to stay in touch how they require new platforms and intelligence
with friends and family members, communicate to do so. There is no perfect solution for cyberc
with work colleagues, and share ideas and in- rimes but we should try our level best to miniformation with people across town or halfway mize them in order to have a safe and secure
around the world
future in cyber space.
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availability and use of smart phones have re-

ally added weightage to the remarkable growth
in the internet.The banking sector is one of the
major beneficiaries of the Internet revolution
and the growth ofbanking technology products
have been remarkably increasing.The prevalent
gain of Internet banking is that people can pay
out the services sitting at home, without visiting the branch. This helps customers to complete their transactions in the fraction of time,
thus saving both time and effort. Internet banking system proves to be very versatile in completing transactions like balanceinquiry, withdrawal, deposits, viewing the bank statement,
and record of recent transaction.
The development of computers has made
a great impact in the banking sector however
along with it grew the different ways people
would fall prey to different attacks. With the
expansion of internet technologies, cybercrimes have evolved worldwide and its nature
and pattern have become more complex. The
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demand of online services has made a challenge
2. To Study the Role ofInformation Techfor providing security to the customers, mainly nology in Indian Banking System.
due to increase in cybercrimes, which is seri3. To Highlight the Cyber Threat in Inous threat to the financial institutions and banks. dian Banking System.
Cybercrimes can take many forms like E-laun4. To Highlight Various Challenges Faced
dry, ATM fraud, credit card fraud, etc.The by Banks in the Cyber SecurityScenario.
spectaculargrowth in cybercrimes is the main
5. To Discuss the Methods to Protect
problem for financial institutions in the 21st from Cyber Attacks
century.
What is Cyber Security?
Research Methodology:
Cyber Security in banks involves meaThe research study will be carried out sures to protect the computer assets, informawith the help ofsecondary data. Besides, the tion and networks from unauthorised users and
knowledgeable persons ofthe study area and preparedness to business continuity and Disasconcerned officers will also consulted and in- ter Recovery.In today’s connected world, everyformation supplemented to our secondary one benefits from advanced cyberdefence prodata.Information presented in current research grams. It encompasses Information Security, Approject are collected from various reports pre- plication Security and Network Security and Dipared by national and international agencies on saster Recovery.At an individual level, a
banking and finance.This Information is col- cybersecurity attack can result in everything
lected from various authentic websites and also from identity theft, to extortion attempts, to the
some journals and e-contents relating to impact loss of important data like photos, documents
of cyber security on Indian Banking System are etc. Everyone relies on critical infrastructure like
also referred.
power plants, hospitals, and financial service
Review of Literature:
companies. Securing these and other organiza‘Cyber Attacks in the Banking Industry’ tions is essential to keeping our society funcby Adharsh Manivannan DhatchinaMoorthy Fac- tioning.
ulty of Science and TechnologyBournemouth,
Cybersecurity is the practice of protectUnited KingdomThe studyconcludes that there ing systems, networks, and programs from digiis a need to raiseconsciousness among consum- tal attacksfor over many years, information seers about the presence of cybercrime in the han- curity has held confidentiality, integrity and
dling of online banking and confidential finan- availability (known as the CIA triad) to be the
cial data and how to defend themselves against core principles.These cyberattacks are usually
these external challenges.
aimed at accessing, changing, or destroying
‘An Evaluative Study on Internet Bank- sensitive information; extorting money from
ing Security amongSelected Indian Bank Custom- users; or interrupting normal business proers’ by V. Vimala, Avinashi lingam University, cesses. However, other principles such as auCoimbatore. This present study is carried out thenticity, non-repudiation and accountability
with the help of a suitable research instrument. are also now becoming key considerations.Some
50 customers were selected and with the help of the common threats faced by the Banks are
of their responses, analysis is made few sug- Malware, Ransomware, Phishing, Spear
gestions.
Phishing/Whaling, SQL injection Attack, Cross
Objectives of the Study:
site Scripting,Denial of Service (DoS), Social En1. To Study the Recent Trend in Indian gineering, Website Defacement etc. ImplementBanking Industry.
ing effective cybersecurity measures is particu-
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larly challenging today because there are more sures by banks. Expectations of the customers
devices than people, and attackers are becom- have increased due to the impact of technoling more innovative.
ogy, increase in modern technology and increase
Technology in Banking:
in global literacy levels. Digital banking is the
Information Technology has made a future of Indian banking system.
revolution in each and every sphere of human Cyber Threat’sin Indian Banking System:
life.Banks have been the earliest in India to
Cybercrime is a major problem in this
adopt technology by automating systems and world and mostly all banking organizations rely
streamlining their processes.Banks play a vital on the internet.Banks are susceptible to many
role in nation-building, especially in a growing types of online frauds and cybercrimes.
economy like India.It is like a central nerve to a Cybercriminals are targeting banks because their
nation’s economy as it caters to the financial data is more valuable, normally cybercriminals
needs of credit in all the domains of the obtain their customer data from social networks
society.Globalization, liberalization and like Facebook.Cyber-attacks have become an
privatization have brought remarkable changes easy option forcybercriminals to access other
in the banking service sector in India. Ever since confidential data through the internet, normally
the days of globalization and privatisation in hackers are targeting customer’s data and
early 1990’s, computerisation, and technology funds, as well as the bank’s core systems. These
in general, has come to stay in banks in India. cyber-attacks are commonly done by malware
Banking in India is now re-defined with tech- and phishing.Skimming, malware attacks, comnology. Today’s banking is associated more with promise of credentials by insiders etc has also
these electronic delivery channels like ATMs, become very common. Mobile banking and variMobile, PoS Terminals and Online modes than ous applications provided by banks are also utiwith any physical human being.Indian Banking lized by criminals and software vulnerabilities
System has reached every nook and corner of in banks apps and Aadhar based account frauds
the country.Indian Banking System is no longer by some business correspondents are also
kept to just the metropolitans, yet has come to surfaced.The main aim of these attacks is to take
try and to the remote corners of the nation.The over the user’s bank accounts and funds in such
growth and advancements in technology has led a way the attacker occupies the funds without
to a paradigm shift in the entire banking opera- proper knowledge of the user. In some situations and systems. Further the development of tions, to enter banks and steal a large amount
e-banking created a massive change in terms of money, cybercriminals use banking passwords
of fulfilling customers’ divergent needs.
such as PIN, password, certificates, etc. while
The current technological environment in other circumstances, they may try to steal all
facilitated in providing multiple and innovative the money and transfer the funds into mule accontemporary services to the customers. Com- counts. Cyber attackers often aim to damage the
puter, telecommunications and internet have bank’s reputation and then block bank servers
revolutionized banking service by offering alter- so that consumers are unable to access their
nate services by shifting towards internet bank- accounts.Nowadays, mobile banking has being. This enabled customers to access banking come a tool for pilfering confidential credentials
services in different ways on their smart phones and their user has become prey to phishing atand computers. The traditional over-the-counter tacks. There are often reports in the Press, about
banking is slowly losing its prominence due to cases of banks becoming targets of attacks like
self-service techniques and competitive pres- hacking taking advantages of existing vulner-
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abilities in the system. The recent attack called
Above graph is showing sharp increase
“WannaCry” is neither the beginning, certainly of cybercrimes in India during last decade (All
nor the end in this game. Such attacks will only Sectors). We can clearly see the boost in
increase day by day and banks’ spending on In- cybercrimes after 2016. From this we can infer
formation Security should be much higher and
it may have affected the banking sector as well.
not just higher but should also be transparent
and conspicuous to drive the criminals away Bank’s need to understand that Cyber Security
deterring them from embarking on any such is an ongoing battle. Adding new IT infra structure like new digital assets, new applications,
misadventure of attacking the bank data
According to Symantec Report; Cyber networks mechanisms for accessing them needs
criminals caused unprecedented levels of dis- utmost care and should be integrated with the
ruption of IT services with relatively simple IT cyber security plans. Focus on evolvingcyber
tools and cloud services. Governments are tar- trends, threat vectors and new vulnerabilities,
geted for cyberattacks and the focus is shifting new exploits will help the banks to build and
from economic espionage to politically motivated
refresh resilient cyber security strategies.
sabotage and subversion. The cloud has become
a dangerous place and vulnerabilities in cloud Types of Cyber Attacks:
infrastructure provide the next frontier for Denial-of-service (DoS):This attack is percybercrime. Hence, for security purposes, banks formed over the network user’s computer to
have now strengthened their perimeter infra- make it inaccessible to the user by flooding them
structure by managing their security operation with messages to trigger the crash.
Centres and through following tools:
Phishing: Phishing is the process of acquiring
· Vulnerability Management.
the username and password of the user with· NBAD (Network Behaviour Anomaly De- out his knowledge. These user login details can
tection).
be anything like a bank account or social media
· Anti-APT (Anti Advanced Persistent
login credentials
Threat).
Malware: Malware is a type of software that
· DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service).
spreads viruses through devices to other com· Anti-Phishing, Malware Monitoring.
· PIM (Privilege Identity Management). puters to crash the system. This can also crash
remotely connected network computers.
· FIM (File Integrity Management).
· WAF (Web Application Filtering
Spam emails: Spam emails are emails that are
Cybersecurity has extended beyond Data pushed inside the user’s mail account without
Centre perimeter, to end points, the cloud and prior permission. It can be junk advertisement
using analytics, IP profiling to outwit the cyber postings or anything inappropriate to the user.
adversaries. The attackers take advantage of
Spamming:Spamming is a method of messagendpoint vulnerabilities and poor security controls and have been changing the pattern of at- ing system to send a spam message to many
recipients for advertising.
tacks to escapedetection.
Spyware:It is malicious software installed in a
user’s computer without their knowledge hacker
can access all the files and their stored file in
the system.
Challenges of Cyber Security:
Cybercrimes are more prevalent in those
organizations who have not implemented
baseline cyber security defence. Many cyber
criminals are exploiting the known network vul-
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nerabilities of organisations who have not even Technology to Improve Banking System:
implemented baseline cyber security defence.
Technologies used to maintain a secuThe cyber adversaries keep scanning all the con- rity system in the banking sector
nected systems/devices in the cyber space for Firewall for Banking application:
easy targets who are laggards in cyber security
A firewall is a barrier between the
implementation. Identity is a response to a need, internet and your computer or network. Using a
and unless that need is clearly understood, and firewall, you can secure your system from a
actually expressed as something that the busi- hacker. Some of the viruses are spread through
ness wants to address the banks will be at great the internet that can block by a firewall. There
loss.While assessing cyber risk of an are two types of firewall
organisation the critical phase is identifying • Personal firewall • Hardware firewall
critical assets, valuable information, threats and
The disadvantage of firewall in bank
risks associated with that information, and out- Banks use the same firewall used in companies
lining the risk of breach of such information.
firewall do not do much. last seven years no one
In banks, there can be leakage of per- adds any updates to the firewall.
sonal data, stolen card data and unauthorized Two-factor authentication:
data sharing due to customer privacy violation.
Banks have introduced a multilayer apWith the growth of the technology, cyber-attacks proach to online banking login under a new
also took new shapes in the form of next-gen- method of strong customer authentication (SCA).
eration ransomware, web attacks etc.Cyber-at- Weak login details can be stolen easily from
tacks in banks, generally, take in form of extor- social media like name, address, phone numtion of funds from individuals to organizations. ber, etc and if the hacker penetrated the first
The confidential credential is being stolen by layer of defence, they would have to access the
phishing mails and syphoning of funds through sensitive data of customer like payment history
whaling.It is a challenge for banks and finan- or banking card number and many banks are
cial institutions, to manage threats from mul- using a method of sending password via mestiple cyber-attacks, as consumers want the as- sage.
surance from bank for protection of data. The Findings of the Study:
major challenge is the lack of awareness of
Digital banking is the future of Indian
cyber threats and their serious implications by Banking System.
bank’s staff and customers. It is also difficult
Cybercriminals are targeting banks befor banks to manage and adhere to the regula- cause their data is more valuable, normally
tory compliance in India, as the volume of regu- cybercriminals obtain their customer data from
lations has increased over the past few years. social networks.
User and Bank Awareness:
In last decade number of cybercrimes
cases is increased very rapidly.
We can clearly see the boost in
cybercrimes cases after 2016.
Need to enhance efficiency of technologies used to in security system in the banking
sector
Conclusion:
The outcome of the research work on the
Internet banking helped to identify the precau-
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tionary checklist open to for a number of issues
in the internet banking era.Now days, traditional
11
way of banking transactions have been switched
by E-banking. It has also been observed that fiTHE NEED OF CYBER SECURITY IN
nancial institutions have overlooked some esCOLLEGE LIBRARIES
sential aspects relating to technology, which
demands huge attention. The lack of awareness
Manasi M. Rasal
and inadequate knowledge to customers and
Librarian,
banking officials has also simplified the work
Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil College,
for cyber criminals.Threat intelligence technolVashi, Navi Mumbai
ogy is also essential which will reduce the cyber
threat vulnerabilities.A critical infrastructure is
also required to be built to avoid cybercrimes in ==============***********===============
financial institutions and banks. The coopera- Abstract:
tion of Indian Government and industrial groups
In the age of information technology, the
is also required to strengthen the legal frame- use of internet has become mandatory in every
work for cyber security.But in the end, people field. Everyone can easily do their work at home
must be aware of their credentials and ensure with the help of their desktop, laptop, tablet or
that it is not misused, special efforts must be Android phone. The internet covers most areas
made by banks to spread awareness and en- of life, no matter how hard a person tries to stay
sure that the customers do not fall prey to the away from the internet, he cannot stay away
scams. These measures can increase from it. From daily grocery shopping, to paying
cybersecurity in the banking sector.
various bills, exchanging money, completing

school and college admissions, you have to use
the internet in one or more places. While
internet saves a lot of time and money, it is just
as important to consider the other side of the
coin as it is to take care of the pros and cons of
the internet.To take advantage of any online
service, you first need to connect your device to
the internet and enter your basic but confidential information before your online process.
Where there is a wealth, there is a
greater chance of theft. In the same way, stealing online in a place where you have confidential and important information is a cybercrime.

Cyber criminals use a variety of methods to steal
information from your device or that you fill out
online.For this, fraudsters resort to e-mails and
virus attacks. Misuse of this confidential information can result in the loss of valuable data
on your device as well as financial difficulties.
Cyber security is important to keep the confidential information of the Internet user safe.
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Cyber Security plays an important role in pro- newspaper, when mobile phones worth an avtecting the information provided by the user erage of 120 million are lost or stolen every year,
during the internet usage, the information on the chances of data theft are high. In just 18
the device through which the internet is con- months, 3.17 lakh cyber crime cases have been
nected.
registered in India. They also says “As per the
Criminals are always searching the dif- data maintained, since its inception 3,17,439
ferent ways to steal information, so you have to cybercrime incidents and 5,771 FIR’s have been
be equally careful so that cyber security doesn’t registered up to February 28, 2021 in the councome in handy every time.
try which includes, 21,562 cybercrime incidents
Keywords : Cyber Crime, Data Security, Cyber and 87 FIRs in Karnataka and 50,806 cybercrime
Crime Variants, Cyber Safety.
incidents and 534 FIRs in Maharashtra.”
Introduction:
Given the rising tide of cybercrime, the
As the impact of revolution of Informa- need for cyber security is growing exponentially.
tion Technology, it has become mandatory for The need of Cyber Security:
all sectors to use internet. The higher the use
With the advent of the Internet, many
of information technology, the greater the risk of the tasks at home have become much easier.
of cyber attacks.
In order to complete e-commerce, e-shopping
According to
transactions, the user has to provide confidenthe Cyber Secutial information such as credit, debit card inforrity Statistics
mation, personal information etc. As a result,
2021 report, the
every user’s computer or mobile device is being
United States
connected to the Internet, which has led to the
(38%) ranks first
possibility of theft of confidential information
among the top
from the user’s device.Considering the number
ten countries in
of cyber attacks that occur every year, the numterms of cyber
ber of cyber attacks is also increasing every year.
attacks in the
The need for cyber security has also increased
world, followed by India (17%). College librar- with the growing number of users due to the
ies have also computerized using this benefits of the Internet.
technology.It is now important to protect com- Types of Cyber Crime:
puterized data responsibly as much as it is apAs technology evolves, the nature of
preciated that libraries are 100% cyber attacks appears to be changing. The folcomputerized.Internet-based computer systems lowing types of cyber attacks are prevalent conare used to make library services easy and ac- sidering the current situation.
cessible at any time. Connecting to an Internet Malware:
computer increases the risk of computer inforThis is a common form of cyber attack
mation being stolen. Such information is impor- and is a software program designed to harm the
tant for the relevant library.When cyber crimi- Internet user and harm the user’s system. e.g.
nals steal or destroy such information using Botnets, Adware, Ransomware, Spyware, Tromisconduct, the loss is irreparable from the point jans, Viruses.
of view of the library. Cyber security is a must, Zero Day:
not just in libraries, but in all places where comIn this type of attack, loopholes are deputers or any of your other devices are con- tected and the user’s software is targeted and
nected to the Internet.According to The Hindu damaged.
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SQL Injection (SQL Injection):
enabled to withstand various cyber attacks,
SQL stands for Structured Language about 95% of mobile devices will be able to surQuery. Hackers use this method to steal or gain vive cyber attacks. Although the number of uncontrol of data from a user’s database.
solicited applications that are not used on moDenial-of-service attack:
bile has been increasing in the last ten years,
In this type, hackers disrupt the function- the number of unsolicited applications in 2021
ing of computer systems and networks. Algo- is much lower than in 2020.
rithms can crash. This can interfere with the Security from Cyber Attacks:
important work of any individual or organization.
Internet use has become an integral part
Phishing:
of this age of technology. But not everyone has
A cyber criminal sends a link to a user enough knowledge of the internet.Many people
via Fake email or Fake SMS. After falling prey to with insufficient knowledge fall prey to these
such fraudulent messages, the user gives his fraudulent e-mails and messages and share
personal information like Login ID, password, their confidential information with strangers or
Credit / Debit Card details. This can lead to dan- on links. We can avoid cyber attacks by followger.
ing these steps.
Man-in-the-middle attack:
Use of Antivirus:
In this type of cyber attack, hackers inThe main function of antivirus is to preteract with the user to gain complete informa- vent viruses from coming through the internet,
tion based on incomplete information available, blocking fake websites and programs. If antivirus
which the user is not aware of.+
is installed on the system, your system can be
protected from such viruses.
Updating software and systems regularly:
Hackers try to tamper with software by
detecting vulnerabilities. Software engineers are
constantly striving to make your software riskfree. They are doing updated versions of the
software by correcting the vulnerabilities in your
software. Updating software and systems from
time to time can avoid potential risks.
Updating software and systems regularly:
Given the growing number of mobiles
Hackers try to tamper with software by
and the growing number of operating systems, detecting vulnerabilities. Software engineers are
the Android operating system, which was only constantly striving to make your software risk10% on mobile devices in 2012, will be used on free. They are doing updated versions of the
about 95% of
software by correcting the vulnerabilities in your
mobile desoftware. Updating software and systems from
vices
in
time to time can avoid potential risks.
2021.
In
Updating software and systems regularly:
terms
of
Hackers try to tamper with software by
cyber secudetecting vulnerabilities. Software engineers are
rity, if the Anconstantly striving to make your software riskdroid operatfree. They are doing updated versions of the
ing system is
software by correcting the vulnerabilities in your
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software. Updating software and systems from https://www.springernature.com/gp/librarians/
time to time can avoid potential risks.
the-link/blog/blogposts-news-initiatives/proDo not open anonymous e-mails:
tecting-libraries-from-cyber-attack/18782884
Some hackers send emails in this manhttps://www.researchgate.net/publicaner only to gain access to your device so that tion/284435163_Enhancing_information_
they can take control of the system, so avoid security_in_Academic_Libraries
opening such anonymous emails as much as
https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/
possible.
malware/
Use of Strong password:
https://purplesec.us/resources/cyberMost of the users choose their password security-statistics/
without any worries and choose a very simple
https://purplesec.us/prevent-cyber-atand common password which will make it easier tacks/
for hackers to hack your account. It should be
https://www.statista.com/statistics/
changed from time to time without leaving a 262157/market-share-held-by-mobile-operatingpermanent password.
systems-in-india/
Use of a secure Wi-Fi network:
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/cyberMany users are looking for free Wi- Fi attacks-worldwide-2006-2020/
to save their network data. Such Wi- Finetworks
can make users a victim of MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE

ATTACK.
Conclusion:
Software is being used in college libraries and data of most of the books in the library
is stored on software. Protecting this archived
data has become just as important.Today, the
idea of data protection does not seem to have
come to fruition, but the realization that the
need for data protection has arisen in a real
sense is evident from the above discussion. For
data protection, it is important to strictly adhere
to the above and to back up the library data from
time to time. Offline accessioning of books is
equally important.
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Abstract:
This research paper recognizes the salience of cybersecurity as a fact of daily life.
Given its ubiquity, scale, and scope.
Cybersecurity has become a fundamental feature of the world human live in and has created
a fundamentally new reality for almost everyone in the developed world and increasingly for
people in the developing world. This paper examines an important aspect of this new international reality, namely the network of institutions responsible for addressing threats to the
security of cyberspace and security in humanities transmitted via cyber venues. In this context, institutions are located at the intersection
of two important lines of inquiry in social science, namely in the long tradition of institutional
analysis in humanities and the nascent area of
theorizing about cyberpolitics in humanities.
Key words: Core Assumptions in Cybersecurity,
Structuring the New Context, Response to Security Threats and Cyber Crime, Complex array
of organizations, Issues in Cybersecurity, Reflections.
Introduction:
With the evolution of Europeanintegration,
cybersecurity took a new turn, seeking to connect domestic, humanities and international
politics,and to signal potentials for diffusion of
institutional development. Subsequently, the
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conceptualframe of reference shifted to focus
on the “demand” and the “supply” driving the
development ofinternational institutions including humanities.Subsequently, the concept of
regime emerged as an important anchor in the
field of cybersecurity. Thisresearchpaper, focus
on the formal aspects of regimes, namely the
humanities manifestations,rather than on underlying norms and principles. While the literature tends to argue that consensuson norms
precedes the formation of institution. The cyber
domain the reversedynamics hold, namely that
social sciences may well be the precursors for
formalizing norms andprinciples that, in turn,
might consolidate and strengthen the institutions themselves.At this writing, yet another
shift has taken place, namely from institutioncentered issues tomatters of broadly defined
governance. The current institutional landscape
managing security issues in the cyber domain
is notsufficiently resilient to address existing and
future issues and reflections effectively.
Core Assumptions in Cybersecurity:
At least three features of cyberspace are
seriously at odds with core assumptions in humanities related to international relations, thus
potentially seriously limiting the portability of
theory from the traditional into the cyber domain.
· First is the fact that cyberspace is managed by the private sector – albeit with the support and direction of the dominant power in world
politics, the United States. The involvement of
the state-system in the management of
cyberspace is a relatively recent development;
the entire cyber domain is managed by non-state
entities, an important aspect of scale and scope
in international relations.
· Second, the usual mechanisms for tracking activities in the physical world – statistics,
standards, are not readily portable to the cyber
domain. An international consensus on the differences and similarities is yet to be fully established.
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· Third, the very nature of the “virtual”
· First, Internet usage continued to rise,
is distinct from that which is physical. Threats coupled with an expansion in forms of use.
in the “virtual” domain are often identified af· Second, many governments recognized
ter the fact, rather than tracked “in process.” In that cyber vulnerabilities continued to threaten
the cyber domain, there is not only no early warn- not only the security of their own networks but
ing system, but there are alsoas yet few early also those of their citizens involved in routine
signals of a cyber threat, if any.
activities on a daily basis.
Structuring the New Context:
· Third, there was a noted absence of
Throughout the early years of Internet coordinated industry response or of efforts to
development, security was not established develop cooperative threat reduction strategies,
ormaintained only a formal or planned institu- thereby reinforcing an unambiguous gap-in-govtional framework; instead, the critical roles of ernance.
threatdetection and mitigation were largely left
· Finally, a growing set of cyber incidents,
to the private sector. Companies were expected large and small, signaled to governments the
to handlesecurity for their own products, and potential impact of their failure to address the
users accepted some inherent risk or liability. emerging threat. In response to these trends,
However, thisapproach was never suited to governments, in various ways, mobilized signifihandle significant growth in vulnerabilities. In- cant national and international resources todividual corporationslacked incentives to share wards the creation of a broad cyber security
information, and more importantly, lacked the framework.
legal authority to deal withemerging national Response to Security Threats and Cyber Crime:
threats or to prosecute criminal networks. As a
A theoretical approach to in the field
result, response to cyber incidentsremained ofhumanities at the international level,
closeted and uncoordinated, with private enti- generallyaddressed by scholars in the field of
ties adopting a largely reactive approach. Ob- international relations in social sciences are
serving this situation, several non-profit orga- based on historical and conceptualfoundations
nizations attempted to fill the organizationalgap different from those of institutional analysis at
by providing volunteer response teams, infor- the national level generally addressedby scholmation sharing networks, and security ars in the field of comparative politics. While
guidelines.By focusing on issues that spanned there are some common concerns andshared
the corporate barrier, these non-profit organi- presumptions, the overall motivations, assumpzations establisheda foundation for coordinated tions, and perspectives on the underlying probcommunity response to emerging cyber threats. lems differ considerably.
Although they were Institutional Foundations for
In some sense, the lack of dramatic sucCyber Security often successful at mitigating cess thus far is unsurprising. Efforts to halt the
localized security issues, non-profit organiza- spread of cybercrime suffer from a number of
tions lacked the requisiteauthority and resources inherent challenges.
to effectively respond to crises of global or na· First, in contrast with traditional crime,
tional scope.
the criminality of cyber activities remains illOver the better part of a decade, the con- defined. In social sciences many individuals are
vergence of four distinct but interconnected not accustomed to reporting cybercrime to law
trendscreated demands for formal interventions enforcement organizations because issues may
involving governments and international coor- be deemed ‘minor’ or purely technical in nature,
dination.
or because events on the Internet are deemed
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outside the jurisdiction of a local police agency. they may develop in parallel with rising public
This issue is present in the corporate sphere as awareness.
well, as many companies view the public Issues in Cybersecurity:
acknowledgement of security vulnerabilities as
Cybersecurity is inherently complicated
a corporate liability.
due to the dynamic nature of the threats and
· Second, even when crimes are reported, ever-expanding attack surfaces. Ironically, this
investigation and prosecution remain difficult. issue is exacerbated by the rapid advancement
Evidence is often ephemeral and transitory, and of many new technologies like Internet of Things
the global nature of cybercrime presents seri- (IoT) devices, 5G infrastructure, cloud-based
ous difficulties in pinpointing the location and computing, etc. This is where artificial intelliidentity of criminals.
gence (AI) and machine learning (ML) tech· Lastly, it often proves difficult to as- niques can be called into service, and provide
sess the true monetary damage of cybercrime; potential solutions in terms of threat detection
for instance, in the case of information theft or and mitigation responses in a rapidly changing
security breach. Given that law enforcement environment. Contrarily humans are often limagencies possess limited resources, this ambi- ited by their innate inability to process informaguity surrounding the true impact of cybercrime tion and fail to recognize and respond to attack
creates difficulties in setting investigative pri- patterns in the multi-dimensional, multi-faceted
orities.
world. The recent innovations have proven maComplex Array of Organizations:
chines can defeat even the best human pilot in
The provisions for humanities in cyber security air-to-air combat. The global cyber threat conlandscape consists of a complex array of orga- tinues to evolve at a rapid pace, with a rising
nizations that exhibit significant diversity about number of data breaches each year.The global
missions, mandates, interests, opportunities and cyber threat continues to evolve at a rapid pace,
constraints. It is observed that :
with a rising number of data breaches each year.
· The current institutional landscape reCyber-related developments have both
sembles a security patchwork that covers criti- dramatically altered the nature of security
cal areas rather than an umbrella that spans all threats and expanded the landscape of potenthe known modes and sources of cyber threat. tial tools for countering those threats. Experts
· Given the multiple contexts and diverse from multiple disciplines, including humanities,
institutional motivations, It will be driven more electrical engineering, software engineering,
by institutional imperatives and reactions to cri- computer science, and computer engineering,
sis than by coordinated assessment and proac- have a laser focus on cybersecurity, but that
tive response.
focus has been primarily on technical or data
· Due to the complex global agenda at challenges, such as identification and prevenall levels of development, states may not be tion of malware, prevention of denial-of-service
willing to proceed until international norms are attacks, self-fixing code, unauthorized data
developed, rather they will ‘take matters in their breaches, tools for the cyber analyst, and priown hands’ and develop first order rejoinders. vacy. Indeed, cybersecurity is often character· Cross-sector collaboration among pub- ized as the set of techniques used to protect
lic, private, and volunteer organizations may the integrity of networks, programs, and data
serve as a temporary measure to cover holes in from attack, damage, or unauthorized access.
the current defense network. However, at some These techniques have undisputed value, but
point effective institutions will be necessary; they address only technological challenges, not
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the human behaviors and motivations that shape transdisciplinary approach for studying the cyber
those challenges.
environment. Social cybersecurity is a compuThe tools of cybersecurity have obvious tational social science, one of a growing numrelevance for national security. Intelligence ana- ber of social science fields that are using digilysts, however, seek to understand a different tal data and developing computational tools and
but related set of critical problems—those that models. Computational social science is not the
involve cyber-mediated communication (com- application of computer science techniques to
munication that takes place through computer social science problems and data, it is the use
networks). To understand this phenomenon, it of social science theories to drive the developis necessary to integrate insights about con- ment of new computational techniques, comstantly evolving technology with understanding bined with further development of those theoof fundamentally human phenomena.
ries using computational techniques for data
Reflections:
collection, analysis, and simulation.
Experts in cybersecurity focus on attacks Conclusion:
made on and through the cyber infrastructure
Cybersecurity in humanities, on the one
that are intended to interfere with technology, hand social scientists and policy analysts and
steal or destroy information, or steal money or computer scientists and engineers on the other
identities. While cybersecurity experts do draw have not always recognized the implications of
on social science research social cybersecurity each other’s perspectives for their own research.
researchers have a different approach: they fo- For example, computer scientists’ attempts to
cus on activities aimed at influencing or manipu- identify disinformation usually begin with fact
lating individuals, groups, or communities, par- checking. However, most disinformation camticularly activities that have large consequences paigns rely less on blatant falsehood than on
for social groups, organizations, and countries. other strategies, such as illogic, satire, facts out
The solutions to some problems, such as de- of context, misuse of statistics, dismissal of topnial-of-service attacks, malware distribution, ics, intimidation, appeals to ethnic bias, and
and insider threats, require both types of ex- simple distraction, all topics of research. Simipertise, but the emphasis in the social science larly, when social science researchers seek to
fields is quite different.
invent or reinvent computer science techniques,
· Take the sociopolitical context of cyber the results typically do not scale, are difficult to
activity into account both methodologically and maintain, and lack generalizability. For example,
empirically;
affect control theory and a valuable computa· Integrate theory and research on influ- tional model of human emotions based on soence, persuasion, and manipulation with study cial psychology cannot be scaled to handle large
of human behaviour in the cyber-mediated en- social groups and populations. Computational
vironment; and
social science, in contrast, requires deep en· Focus on identifying operationally use- gagement in and integration of knowledge, theoful applications of their research.
ries, and methods from both computer science
The field of social science cybersecurity and social science. Social cybersecurity science
does not simply supplant the important work of is often viewed as going beyond the interdisciresearch. It is the field build on some existing plinary approach of integrating the methods and
work and extend other work to generate new knowledge of diverse disciplines, having beknowledge and in some cases develop new come a truly transdisciplinary science in the
theory and methods that arise from the sense that it is creating new knowledge, theo-
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ABSTRACT:
E-Commerce has redefined the
conduction of Business in India and across the
globe. Use of Electronic medium and Internet is
the distinguishing feature of E- Commerce to

Traditional commerce. Till last year, ECommerce was used to buy premium & NonDaily products by Indian Consumers. However
the Covid-19 pandemic has shown a major shift
in the buying - selling pattern. Majority of Indian
consumers preferred online shopping, Retailers
& MSMEs have shown willingness to adopt Ecommerce.
This online platform comes along with
its own set of opportunities and threats. Various
stakeholders while reaping the benefits of online
purchases and sales, have simultaneously been
hit by the technical glitches. Issue of Security
has always been a major concern. Cyber
Criminals have exploited the vulnerabilities of
Covid Crisis. There have been rising reports of
Data breaches & other cyber crimes, highly
alarming the adoption of Cyber Security
measures.
This paper briefly addresses Impact of
various factors on the growth of E-commerce,
various types of cyber security threats to Ecommerce and cyber security measures.
Key Words: E-Commerce, Cyber Threats, Cyber
Security
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INTRODUCTION:
protecting computers, networks, programs and
Oxford Advanced American Dictionary data from unauthorized access or attacks that
defines E commerce as “business that is are aimed for exploitation.
conducted on the Internet”. It refers to using the OBJECTIVES:
internet for buying and selling of goods and
- To understand the Ecommerce Industry
services and transfer of money and data to & Factors responsible for its growth
execute these transactions. Eg Clothes
- To study various cyber security threats
purchased on Myntra app & payment made via & its measures
Debit card. The business transactions can be in SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY:
following ways: Business to Business (B2B),
With online business here to stay and
Business to Customer (B2C), Customer to rule the way trade is carried out, it becomes
Business (C2B), Customer to Customer (C2C). important to understand the same, along with
As of now, e-commerce is one of the fastest the opportunities & threats that it possesses
growing industries globally.
and to study the cyber security measures to
Online business has its own set of pros overcome the cyber threats.
& cons. A Reach to larger market share, better RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
customer insights through tracking & analysis,
This paper is purely based on conceptual
unlimited opportunities to scale up or scale down studies. The Secondary data is collected from
the trade, similarly better buying opportunities newspapers, journals, research articles,
available to customers are a few advantages of websites & various reports on the subject.
Online trade. Also there are challenges unique FINDINGS:
to this online business model like IT Security The growing E-Commerce Industry in India:
threats, frauds etc
The way business is done in India has
The Internet Engineering Task Force been majorly changed and has been transformed
(IETF) defines a threat as, “A potential for by Ecommerce. Indian E-commerce industry is
violation of security, which exists when there is estimated to grow to US$200 billion by 2026
an entity, circumstance, action, or event that from US$38.5 billion of 2017.According to
could cause harm.” Eg: Phishing. According to a RedSeer, the number of online shoppers in India
report, the ecommerce industry experiences up is estimated to cross 250 million by 2022. As
to 32.4% of all successful threats annually. per the report by IBEF dated 2nd June 2021,
Credit card frauds, phishing, spamming, Indian E Commerce will reach US$ 99 billion by
malware and other financial frauds pose 2024, growing at a 27% CAGR over 2019-24
Security threat to E Commerce business. These
- Factors contributing to the growth of
threats can be deadly to the users and therefore Indian Ecommerce Industry:
proper security measures need to be taken i.e
- Increasing internet & Smartphone
adoption of cyber security measures.
penetration in Indian markets
As consumers shift online, there is
-The ongoing digital transformation in
greater need for cyber security services. Cyber India
security is a method to ensure that the computer
-COVID-19 crisis: in a recent survey
resources, computer networks and its data is conducted by LocalCircles, a community social
safe from malicious attacks & continues to media platform,49% Indians preferred
operate. Eg: use of strong passwords
Ecommerce sites & apps for shopping in the last
Cyber security, also called Information 12 months. In Spite of Traditional markets
Technology security, is the technique of opening in June 2020, customers choose online
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mode to fulfill their shopping needs
- Major Common security threats to
-Initiative of Ecommerce platforms to Ecommerce Business in India include:
digitize MSMEs: In 2020, Amazon pledged to
- Financial Frauds: Cyber Criminals make
digitalize 10 million MSMEs; In February unauthorized transactions, leading to huge
2021,Flipkart partnered with Maharashtra State losses to business houses. Eg: Credit card
Khadi & Village Industries Board & Maharashtra Frauds or Fake returns & Refund Fraud
Small Scale Industries Development corporation
-Spam: Spammers leave infected links,
to bring local artisans & small & medium spamming affects website’s security as well
businesses into the purview of e commerce; In affects the speed
February 2021, Zomato entered into agreement
-Phishing: Hackers trick the customers
with ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs to to reveal their sensitive information by
introduce 300 street food vendors on its portal. presenting fake copy of authentic website
-Introduction of JioMart, Indian Online
-Bots: Hackers use this technique to
grocery store which aims to strengthen its hold change the pricing of online stores
in E-commerce & digital payment services after
-DDoS Attacks: Attacker intends to crash
entering into agreement with Infibeam Avenues. website by flooding numerous request
-Robust consumer demand, according to
-SQL Injections: Attacker injects
Retailers Association of India (RAI), the retail malicious code in the database by targeting
industry achieved 93% of pre-covid sales in query submission
February 2021
-XSS: Website visitors are targeted by
-Easy credit available to the customers infecting online store with malign code
-Increasing Investments with cumulative
-Malware: Sensitive data can easily be
FDI inflows as 100% FDI allowed in Single Brand swiped by these programs present in the
Retail Sector & 51% in Multi-Brand Retail
infected system. Eg: spyware, viruses, trojan
The above data indicates a significant shift of horse & ransomware
consumers toward online shopping.
The above security threats have a
E-Commerce and Cyber threats
potential to disrupt major business activities
With an increase in technology causing electric blackouts, theft of sensitive
advancements, more businesses, people & data, loss of customer trust, financial loss to
organizations have come closer than ever before, the business house etc. According to the Inc24
paving the way for growth of Economy. However report, cyber security incidents amounted to
these progressions make the system vulnerable 208,456 in 2018. In 2019, estimated loss of Rs
to various threats which are exploited by cyber 1.25 lakh cr occurred due to cyber crimes.
criminals. As per the article, “India becomes According to a study by IBM Security, the
favorite destination for cyber criminals amid average total cost of a data breach in India
covid-19” in Business Standard dated 5th April touched Rs 14 crore in 2020, an increase of 9.4
2021, In February 2021 - there were 377.5 percent from last year. According to a K7
million brute force attacks worldwide as Computing report, Tier II cities are more prone
compared to 93.1 million worldwide in the to cyber security threats.
beginning of 2020.
E-Commerce and Cyber Security measures:
Thus as systems get more Interlocked,
As the scale of online shopping
another significant factor hovering over is the increases, there is greater need to protect the
rising number of data breaches & sober cyber online business from the vulnerable cyber
attacks.
threats. Ecom giants like Amazon India faced the
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security breach of almost 400,000 seller’s data. to reap its benefits, security concerns need to
Zomato faced a similar incident where data of be addressed well.
17 mn users was stolen by cyber criminals.
With a lucrative opportunity for growth
Companies are exposed to bigger threats in of Indian Ecommerce business, the responsibility
areas of virtual data centres.
to address the security concerns is the need of
- Constant effort to implement security the hour. The key is to identify threats and
infrastructure is a stronghold against Cyber prevent the same.
Security threats, few of them listed as below:
Even though cyber attacks are recurring
-upgrading to HTTPS, having SSL and ever evolving, certain attacks and threats
certificate & HTTP protocol has become a can be estimated beforehand. Third party
standard now
solutions can be implemented. Recently due to
-Securing Servers by use of complex Covid-19 pandemic, cyber security has garnered
passwords & usernames
a lot of attention. The cyber security market in
-securing admin panels by enabling India is growing twice as fast as the global
panel notification to identify unknown IP market. As cyber attacks are on rise the one thing
attempts logins
that will make a significant difference is
-securing payment gateway, ecommerce adopting cyber security measures.
recommendations must obtain a Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard(PCI DSS) REFERENCES:
accreditation
Webliography
-Installation of Anti - Malware software
https://www.cloudways.com/blog /
or Anti - virus software
ecommerce-security-tips/
-Use of Firewalls
https://inc42.com/resources/as-con-Regular Back of data
sumers-shift-online-there-is-greater-need-for-opting for secure Ecommerce platforms cyber-security-services/
-Training staff & Educating Customers
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://
to avoid cyber attacks
www.bigcommerce.com/blog/ecommerce-being vigilant & keeping an eye on any website-security/%23conclusion&usg=AOvVaw
suspicious online activity
2pjAuCmADF0adbOHdExJFF
With Indian E Commerce expected to
https://www.loginradius.com/blog/
grow and to secure the second largest position start-with-identity/2020/11/ecommerce-secuby 2034, there is greater need to fix the security rity/
issues. Due to Covid-19 pandemic as well, cyber
https://www.getastra.com/blog/knowlsecurity is attracting a lot of attention from edge-base/ecommerce-security-threats/
company boards & Governments alike thus
https://www.researchgate.net/publicaincreasing demand for cyber security services t i o n /3 5 1 7 7 9 4 5 6 _ T H E _ F U T U R E _ O F _ Ein India, which is expected to grow about $7.6 COMMERCE_IN_INDIA
billion in 2022 from $4.3 billion at present. Being
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/
vigilant about the activities posing threats to 2020/01/e-commerce-sme-globalization-equalthe online business is a smart approach.
ity-women/
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/
The overall study reveals the 04/42-of-global-e-commerce-is-happening-intremendous potential of Indian e-commerce china-heres-why
industry which is to grow in coming years, thus
h tt ps : // w w w. i be f. o rg /i nd u st ry /
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ecommerce.aspx
https://www.ibef.org/industry/retail14
india/infographic
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://
Fine Arts and Cybersecurity
www.indianretailer.com/article/multi-channel/
eretail/future-of-e-retailing-in-india-growthMr. Nirmal Ekanath Sitaram
and-challenges.a6856&usg=AOvVaw2zYuZ
Department of Political Science,
WUbfZrT2f5maqJBt_
Art’s Commerce And Science College Satral,
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.
Tal:-Rahuri, Dist:-Ahmednagar
com/news/e-commerce/e-tailing/e-commercerevolution-in-india-gets-its-second-wind-post==============***********===============
covid-19/77460376
https://www.google.com/url?q=https:// Introduction: Arts and culture are mirrors of the
www.business-standard.com/article/technol- intact journey of the humanities, connecting
ogy/tier-ii-cities-more-prone-to-cyber-security- people, nations, cultures, civilization, and time.
threats-k7-computing-report-119122301209_ With arts and Humanities projects we are try1.html&usg=AOvVaw3gL2I_ca35zOEC7OnYVlL9 ing to demonstrate that all transformation of
https://wap.business-standard.com/ar- nature as oneself depend upon human actions
ticle/companies/indian-cybersecurity-services- and those are supported by cultural methods of
expected-to-grow-to-7-6-bn-by-2022-dsci- interpretational and understandings. To backdrop its essential is to verify about various mis120052101401_1.html
https://www.thenewsminute.com/ar- cellaneous signs of threats approaching us, deticle/49-indian-consumers-shopped-e-com- tecting, identifying, we can avoid or imitigate
merce-sites-apps-last-12-months-survey- the risks. Doing so-far are steps evolve into the
art of security .Protecting data can be form of
145364
https://theprint.in/theprint-valuead-ini- art as, the cyber security itself is linked with the
tiative/how-pandemic-fostered-indian-consum- bridging communities. Protecting Big data is not
a single handed task, thus it requires interpreters-faith-in-e-commerce-sites/625720/
ing data correctly and storing it safely in the
form of art and to maintain the same intact jour
ney of humanity.
Arts and culture are mirrors of the intact journey of the humanities, connecting people,
nations, cultures, civilization, and time.
Arts and culture are mirrors of the entire journey of the humanities, connecting
people, continents, cultures, civilization, and
time. Through the practice of the arts, we can
illustrate a pattern of a way of communication
that transcends time and difference. It permits
an understanding of our virtues and our limits,
our objects as well as our use of signs, symbols, and languages. The language of the arts
is shared by all cultures. It can illustrate a ba-
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sis for an understanding of the universal func- political and economic system, it is urgent to
tioning of the human mind, observing the world think over the relationship between citizens and
and evolving to symbolic forms that have helped the state. It contend that the humanities and
and guided humanity with its infinite produc- the arts may be the best tools to fight all forms
tions and inventions.
of ignorance the main cause of all systems is
discrimination, prejudice, hatred, and Arts and
culture are mirrors of the entire journey of the
humanities, bridging people, continents, cultures, civilization, and time conflict.
At this early stage, cybersecurity may
more closely resemble the School of Hard
Knocks than a College of Arts and Sciences.
However, when witnessing the creativity of pen
testers or the wiliness of red team competitors,
Arts and culture are the materialization it’s hard to see their exploits as anything but
of a huge accumulation of knowledge, of scien- dramatic and imaginative creative expressions.
tific and conceptual exploration and knowledge. And what else is art?
This gathered data is a record of the developThe science is the technology that will
ment of humanity. With the rise of globaliza- help you build a encrusted, in-depth safeguard
tion, humanity has developed the need for faster approach. The art is how to identify the threat,
and faster global processing of memories, define and document the risk, and form a stratshared connections, and equipments. Big Data egy that allows you to manage your cyber risk
offers various ways to examine and process as it applies to your atmosphere, user, system,
knowledge, to analyze, to process information, application, data, customers, supply chain, third
then to act. It refers to the processing of all data party support partners, and business process..
produced by the use of new technologies, for
intimate or professional purposes.
Utilizing Big Data, we can foresee new
analytical tools and data modeling, carry out
new forms of comprehension, improve collective knowledge, anticipate risks, and monitor
ecological and other various phenomena in real
time. However, it can be a tool of influence and
manipulation, and a cause for disruptive opinions of interest within economics, politics, and
society as a whole. With the arts, we can imagine beyond facts into something unknown .
Safety:
We in the game of the arts the forces Populace:
that created and create the world. According to
Users understand hazard and risk and
the esteemed sociologist and historian George recognize what role they play in the protection
Derluguian, it has become difficult to predict the strategy. For example, if you see something, say
future and more complicated the world be- something. Don’t wait till somebody surf in becomes, and facing the anger of the common hind you through a badge check entry. And don’t
people and the risk of radical upheaval of the think about trying to put down the lid to your
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end-point anti-virus or firewall. In today’s remote given with accordance to arts, humanities and
workforce surroundings, excellent employee social studies to inculcate the values and ethsecurity alertness especially related to phishing ics so as to develop a sense of responsibility.
is essential.
Here the article focuses on the arts and
Process: Policies are established, documented, cyber security as they are correlated to each
and socialized. Personal laptops should never other, these days Nobel courses have most of
be connected to the corporate network. Also, the attention of students and guardians as comneed to be attentive to sending sensitive infor- pared to arts, forgetting that arts humanities are
mation to your personal email account so you also important to induce the values, culture,
can work from home safely and securely.
ethics, etc.
Technical ways: Some of the barriers used to
detect attackers and breaches are edge secu- Referencerity with firewalls, intrusion detection and pre·https://images.carnegieendowment.
vention, sandboxing, and advanced threat de- org/images/article_images/202010-Batemantection. Security officials need to become a stu- Figure-4.png
dent of threat, and deploy any possible strate· 1. Georgi Derlugian. “Nous devons
gies to protect, detect, and react to threat.
revenir aux theories anarchistes d’autogestion.”
Detecting Factors:
interview by Alexander Mekhanik et Piotr
The average mean time to identify an Skorobogaty.
active incident in a network is 197 days. The
· 2. Adama Samassékou. “Humanities, or
mean time to contain an incident is 69 days. how to quench the thirst for humanity.” CIPSH,
Detection is a proactive process.
2017. 3. Aimé Cesaire, interview with Khalid
Technicians: Incident response teams need to Chraibi, 1965.
be identified and trained, and all employees
· https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/
need to be trained on the concept of “if you images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSWkbwd4XECDPq1silesee something, say something.”
hLpMmwemnHzQKcDoQ&usqp=CAU
· https://community.connection.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/888093-Risk-AvoiderRisk-Transference.jpg
· https://community.connection.com/
cyber-security-three-parts-art-one-part-science/


Conclusion:
The above article represents correlation
between the art as the precious form of nature
inculcating the values through people bridging
with ethics and developing skills to live ,while
correlating it with cyber security explains briefly
the importance and consensual information
shared and sent Online can disrupt the relations
and harmony . While learning the topic or subject like ‘cybersecurtiy’ ethical teachings are
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lizing uncertain gadgets and over transmission
lines that were not intended to ensure the security of monetary exchanges, which leaves Digital financial servicesframeworks and suppliers
more defenseless. Moreover, with created
economies developing their guards against
cyberattacks,
digital
lawbreakers
(cybercriminals) appear to be moving their
thoughtfulness regarding simpler focuses in
arising Digital financial servicesmarket and misusing their weaknesses.
Succumbing to a trick or encountering
framework access blunders can result in monetary and mental harm and will unquestionably
influence a client’s certainty and trust in the financial Services. A huge reason for client disappointment with Digital financial
servicesprovider is spontaneous framework
blackouts. Exploration on the mentalities and
practices of low-pay portable cash clients shows
that failure to execute because of organization
or administration personal time was evaluated
as perhaps the best inconvenience and brought
about flippant practices that put the clients in
danger of being defrauded. The pessimistic encounters demonstrate to deflect Digital financial servicesbuyers from utilizing versatile cash
benefits all the more as often as possible and
fundamentally diminished the degree of trust
in providers and the financial framework altogether. Poor individuals are especially defenseless against misrepresentation and framework
access mistakes that can result from a digital
occurrence. They are regularly less mindful and
taught about friendly designing attacks, they are
bound to utilize gadgets and channels that are
not intended to offer the security required for a
monetary exchange and, above all, they would
least be able to stand to lose cash. Another issue is that in Developing Countries clients are
frequently responsible for misfortunes related
with a digital episode, or they bear the weight
of demonstrating that they were the person in
question. In 2016 the International Telecommu-

1) Introduction –
Advanced and Digital financial services
hold extraordinary guarantee as a way to empower financial inclusionand along these lines
help improve individuals’ lives. In any case,
cybercrime has become a vital worry in creating and arising nations’ monetary business sectors and is taking steps to block worldwide advances in building more comprehensive monetary areas. Over ongoing years, monetary business sectors in Sub-Saharan Africa, the East Asia
and Pacific locale, Latin America and South Asia
have been influenced by a fast expansion in the
quantity of digital episodes and information
penetrates – and especially influenced are those
business sectors with higher volumes of Digital
financial servicesexchanges. While markets in
Asia are recording the most noteworthy use
paces of versatile banking and advanced installment applications, they are additionally encountering the most elevated volume of cyberattacks
on monetary establishments. In 2016, monetary
foundations in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Japan,
the Philippines, Taiwan and Viet Nam were focused on in a progression of assaults. In SubSaharan Africa and Latin America, cybercrime
is likewise on the ascent, with digital criminal
networks in these two areas becoming quicker
than elsewhere. One clarification for these patterns might be the way that Digital financial
servicesexchanges are regularly completed uti7.940(IIJIF)
(IIJIF)
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nication Union (ITU) and CGAP reviewed 5,220 eral turn out to be more delicate to the danger
portable cash clients from Ghana, the Philippines of cybercrime solely after they have themselves
and Tanzania. Deceitful or trick SMSs had been been focused on. More modest Financial sergotten by 83% of the Philippine respondents, vice providers tend not to focus on digital dan56% of the Ghanaian respondents and 27% of gers over different dangers as the probability
the Tanzanian respondents. In both the Philip- of an assault is as yet viewed as little. Extenpines and Tanzania, 17% of the versatile cash sively talking, portable cash administrators are
clients met detailed having lost cash to a mis- more ready and better prepared to deal with
representation or a trick, while 12% of the Gha- digital dangers, particularly those administranaian respondents made the equivalent admis- tors that are controlled by worldwide mobile
sion. Because trust and trust in financial ser- network operators (MNOs), which as of now
vice Provider and installment frameworks are cling to the global security guidelines set by the
key elements for supported financial inclusion, telecommunications sector.
digital occurrences and their related misfortunes 2.1) The financial services industry is poorly
can prevent endeavors to grow admittance to ready
monetary services. Besides, these sorts of epiThe industry, in developed, developing,
sodes and clients’ negative encounters can and emerging economies, has perceived the despread rapidly by overhearing people’s conver- veloping dangers of cybercrime. As of late, the
sations and may possibly wind up sprinkled business has created principles and direction
across the media. In the wake of such harm, it’s for financial service providers to assist them with
anything but a great deal of time and exertion bettering their networks and their clients. The
to modify notorieties and individuals’ trust.
presentation of multifaceted verification and
2) The present status of Cyber Security Issues chip cards has altogether diminished the burin developing nationsfinancial business sec- glary of buyer accreditations, and new apparators
tuses like AI and man-made brainpower are imFinancial Service Providers and their cli- proving the business misrepresentation discovents, just as monetary area controllers and man- ery and goal measures. Increasingly more finanagers, face difficulties in changing their prac- cial service providers are putting resources into
tices, cycles and arrangements to suitably ad- digital protections and strength.
dress the developing danger of cybercrime and
While digital protections and great
innovative disappointments. To all the more online practices are being embraced in devellikely comprehend the pervasiveness and rea- oped nations and by huge worldwide financial
sons for these difficulties, in 2018 CGAP led a service providers, medium-sized and more modstudy of Financial Service Providers, Digital Fi- est financial service providers, and especially
nancial service suppliers, Financial frameworks those working in agricultural nations, remain
administrators, policymakers and information underprepared. A survey of more than 700 assecurity specialists from sub-Saharan Africa. The sociations from across Africa tracked down that
exploration showed that policymakers know the financial area lost USD 1.05 trillion because
about the issue. They are attempting to foster of cyberattacks in 2017. The survey announced
administrative structures and assemble their that 75% of associations were not utilizing seown in-house limit with the goal that they can curity testing procedures, 60% of associations
successfully direct and manage the area as well were not staying up with the latest with netas secure their own information and frame- work protection patterns and assaults, and 75%
works. Financial service providers will in gen- of the weaknesses distinguished inside asso-
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ciations included missing patches and program- tinguish malignant web traffic and track the inming bundle refreshes. In reality, the survey terchanges of criminal gatherings. Simultaexpresses that “Africa’s reserve funds and credit neously, hoodlums have created abilities and
agreeable associations, cooperatives banks and instruments to impede specialists. Law authomicrofinance establishments are the most de- rization organizations have since a long time ago
fenseless because of frail framework shields battled with an absence of assets (i.e., financand assurances
ing, abilities, gear and preparing) to battle
2.2) Policymakers ability requirements re- cybercrime, however that is just one of the difstrain understanding and viable guideline and ficulties they face. It is significantly more hard
management of cyber security
to seek after transnational lawbreakers.
Cyber criminals are not simply focusing
In many developing nations, enactment
on purchasers and suppliers; national banks and tending to cybercrime is deficient, disciplines
financial institutions can likewise be the objec- are inadequate, and the lawful aptitude needed
tive of assaults. Controllers and managers to arraign cybercrimes is hard to come by. There
gather and handle classified and delicate data are additionally huge procedural obstacles, inabout the area that can bear some significance cluding issues of purview, challenges in keepwith hoodlums or might be sufficient of a re- ing up guidelines of proof, and the trouble of
source for lawbreakers to hold them prisoner. disclosing complex advanced wrongdoings to
One model is Bangladesh’s national bank, which juries. Crooks are much of the time left to work
succumbed to an online heist in 2016.
without risk of punishment for a few reasons;
Likewise, controllers and chiefs are get- for instance, nonappearance of satisfactory
ting mindful of the need to foster administra- proof sharing and removal settlements among
tive structures, industry direction and adminis- nations and absence of ability to examine
trative cycles to guarantee that the financial cybercrimes, distinguish or find wrongdoers, or
sector is executing the vital cycles and frame- arrest offenders
works to forestall, distinguish and viably over- 3) Endeavour for addressing the cyber secusee cyberattacks.
rity issues
Regulators, whose point is to guarantee
Public and private sector drives, includthe dependability of the financial sector, are ing public and global endeavors, are presently
being called upon to foster suitable administra- arising that look to address the dire requirement
tive structures to react to the difficulties that for data, specialized guidance, preparing and ocfinancial establishments and their clients face currence reaction. The business sectors in deand to fortify digital flexibility. As of now, law veloped, developing nations include various
authorization offices in creating and arising na- great practice models, where suppliers as well
tions are battling to stay aware of changes in as open area offices have collaborated to share
innovation, a circumstance that is permitting a data and offer help to the Financial sector. A
cybercrime-based economy to thrive. Program- portion of these endeavors are driven by the
ming that empowers scrambled correspondence public sector, however most are private sector
and virtual private organizations (VPN), from one drove or include public-private partnership.
perspective, can shield activists and dissenters 3.1) A couple of governments put resources
from severe systems in any case, on the other, into building public cyber security infrastruchas permitted cybercriminals to stow away from ture for the financial sector
law implementation. Encryption makes it more
In emerging markets, the cyber security
trying for law requirement organizations to dis- endeavors drove by governments or public of-
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fices frequently don’t focus on the private sec- up an organization, with different gatherings
tor as clients. Because of restricted limit and then, at that point joining over the long haul.
assets, public network protection drives will in Associations come in various structures and they
general zero in on serving public offices and are not generally restricted to financial sector
basic foundation - the main resources for mar- people; they have likewise included firms from
ket soundness and trustworthiness. However, in the IT, media communications and insight arany event, for serving their own organizations eas. All the more as of late, there has likewise
and market foundation, limit and assets are regu- been a sharp expansion in the quantity of digilarly deficient to adequately prepare and teach tal protection and monetary security organizapublic office staff, enroll specialized specialists tions, regularly of a more modest size, that see
and offer the help that regulators and adminis- a specialty market in giving network safety items
trators need. Normal public help structures are and administrations to financial service providcomputer emergency response teams (CERTs) ers and fintech organizations. Another advanceor national computer security incident response ment is the expansion in digital protection items,
teams(CSIRTs) that help when an IT or informa- particularly among huge global insurance agention framework has been attacked. In Africa, an cies.
ever increasing number of governments are set- 4) Conclusion
ting up such designs, with a couple of effecBanking services are moving to computtively going. Be that as it may, the computer erized at a consistently quicker rate and, in
emergency response teamsand national com- emerging economies, are progressively being
puter
security
incident
response utilized by low-pay and low-proficiency clients.
teamsfrequently need limit and battle to stay Be that as it may, simultaneous with this adaware of the fast changes happening in the digi- vancement, sector players are confronting a
tal danger scene, which, thus, impacts on the developing danger from digital hoodlums trying
counsel and backing they can give to industry. to assault their frameworks and purchasers. On
Just a modest bunch of nations have computer the off chance that the area is to keep assememergency response teamsthat have some ex- bling and keeping up shoppers’ trust and trust
pertise in reacting to monetary area dangers and in financial frameworks, it needs to construct
occurrences. It is typically the situation that the its safeguards and capacity to react and recuscope of administrations given by these groups perate from expected assaults.
is exceptionally restricted, administrations are
Ensuring the financial sector and getting
not accessible every minute of every day and worldwide advances in financial consideration
rarely incorporate a crisis reaction line.
not just relies upon financial service providers
3.2Financial service providersand affiliations improving the security of their own frameworks,
are driving communitarian endeavors to up- yet additionally requires a framework wide way
grade their digital strength
to deal with security. Governments and suppliIn most developed nations, and a few ers need to team up inside their locales just as
arising and developing nations, private sectors with peers all throughout the planet to trade
players are collaborating to share danger data insight and backing each other in battling cyber
and mutually battle financial extortion and criminals. players with greater limit should furcybercrime. As a rule, banking affiliations have nish their more fragile friends with help, in light
started to lead the pack in formalizing trade of of the fact that doing so will give benefits as far
digital dangers. Now and then, a couple of en- as correspondence and will help defend these
tertainers will consent to work together and set players own frameworks and the public’s trust
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in the area.
Likewise, banters on digital and informa16
tion security in the financial sector should be
joined by and inserted in conversations on inRole of Cyber Security
formation assurance and the dependable utiliin the Global Context
zation of individual information. Information insurance arrangements and guidelines can’t be
effective except if the data frameworks and the
Dr.Jyoti Karve
information they contain are gotten against unAssistant Professor,
approved access and abuse. Service structures
Rayat Shikshan Sanstha’s S.M. Joshi Arts,
need to require the financial sector to carry out
Science and Commerce College, Pune
sufficient data and information security principles that guarantee the dependable arrange- ==============***********===============
ment of the area’s items and administrations, ABSTRACT
safe preparing of information by its frameworks
Cybersecurity is a global phenomenon
and mindful utilization of individual information. representing a complex socio-technical chalGiven that the improvement local area is ad- lenge for governments, but requiring the invancing financial consideration through comput- volvement of individuals. Although cybersecurity
erized and distant financial help arrangements, is one of the most important challenges faced
it’s anything but a duty to help the area to over- by governments today, the visibility and public
see digital dangers. As fair entertainers, world- awareness remains limited. Almost everybody
wide associations and improvement accom- has heard of cybersecurity, however, the urgency
plices can work with public-private exchange, and behavior of persons do not reflect high level
support powerful approach change cycles and of awareness. The Internet is all too often conhelp construct support structures that empower sidered as a safe environment for sharing inforthe area to stay aware of the quickly develop- mation, transactions and controlling the physiing danger scene.
cal world. Yet, cyberwars are already ongoing,

and there is an urgent need to be better pre-

pared. The inability to frame cybersecurity has
resulted in a failure to develop suitable policies.
In this paper, we discuss the challenges in framing policy on cybersecurity and offer strategies
for better communicating cybersecurity. Communicating cybersecurity is confronted with
paradoxes, which has resulted in society not
taking appropriate measures to deal with the
threats. The limited visibility, socio-technological complexity, ambiguous impact and the contested nature of fighting cybersecurity complicates policy-making. Framing using utopian or
dystopian views might be counterproductive and
result in neglecting evidence. Instead, we
present evidence-based framing strategies
which can help to increase societal and politi7.940(IIJIF)
(IIJIF)
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cal awareness of cybersecurity and put the is- equipment, automatic-driving cars and flight
sues in perspective.
control, which might be even life threatening.
Keywords: Cybersecurity, information security, 1. Create Awareness:
cyberphysical system, cyberphysical society,The need for cybersecurity is becoming
cyber war, Internet of Things, framing, commu- increasingly important due to our dependence
nication, evidence-based policymaking.
on Information and Communication Technology
Introduction:
(ICT) across all aspects of our cyberphysical
Although most people seem to consider society. Cybersecurity is essential for individuthe Internet to be a safe environment and use it als, for public and non-public organizations, but
on a daily basis using their smart phones, tab- guaranteeing security often proves to be diffilets and computers, there are a large number of cult. The websites of many governments have
attacks on a daily basis. Cyberattacks, hacks and limited security (Zhao, Zhao, & Zhao, 2010) and
security breaches on the Internet are no longer might be easily hacked. The issue of security is
an exception anymore (Arora, Nandkumar, not limited to the executive power, but is also
&Telang, 2006). This number is increasing and relevant to political parties, energy infrastrucorganizations are incurring higher costs in deal- ture providers, water boards, road management,
ing with these cybersecurity incidents. Although ministries, administrative organizations, NGOs
most cyberattacks are harmless, the impact of and even sporting organizations (such as the
some is severe. Cybersecurity breaches can International Olympics Committee), all of which
range from no or limited impact to Distributed have already been the target of breaches and
Denial of Services (DDoS), the stealing of data, the stealing of information. The hack on World
manipulation of data, identity theft or even tak- Anti-Doping Agency (WAPA) released the mediing over control of systems and harm the physi- cal record of Olympic athletes to compromise
cal world.
them, whereas the Stuxnet virus was aimed at
With the adoption the Internet of Things harming a nuclear infrastructure. Cybersecurity
(IoT) in daily life, an increasing number of physi- breaches can thus be said to impact all stakecal objects feature an IP (Internet Protocol) ad- holders in our society.
dress for internet connectivity and use the
Interest in cybersecurity issues often
Internet for communication (Hernández-Ramos, focuses on incidents and how to deal with them
Jara, Marýn, &Skarmeta, 2013). Information and after the fact, while a concern for prevention
communication systems and the physical infra- and investments in better cybersecurity have
structure have become intertwined, as informa- lagged behind. This is surprising in a world
tion technologies are further integrated into where there is a continuing battle between hackdevices and networks. In these cyberphysical ers and various societal actors attempting to
systems, the greatest impact occurs when an protect the system. Cybersecurity is said to be
intruder gains access to the supervisory control the new form of war and is viewed as the next
access and launches control actions that may platform in modern warfare. Given its imporcause catastrophic damage. ICT results in a tance, why is there so little awareness? and why
cyberphysical society in which everyday life is are we not taking drastic measures to ensure
interwoven with electronic devices. As such, our the safety and security of cyberspace?
living society is becoming ever more dependent
People have the tendency to select only
on cyberspace, a place in which cyberattacks those parts of a message that they want to hear.
and cyberwars are common. This might occur One reason is that decision-makers and
high risks, as hackers could take-over medical policymakers, like all people, will react differ-
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ently depending on objectively equivalent de- background. Finally, we present several frames
scriptions of the same problem (Levin, Schneider, to deal with these challenges, and call for more
& Gaeth, 1998). Communication about research in this emerging area.
cybersecurity issues and the urgent need for 2. Cybersecurity: a sea of paradoxes:
policies is a difficult endeavor and cannot be
Policymaking in the field of cybersecurity
easily communicated in a clear and convincing is currently facing many paradoxes. The choosmanner. All too often, people point to ing of one direction can be at the expense of
cybersecurity risk as a means to futurism threats another direction, whereas there are arguments
to the polity – to create a security imaginary, a for going both ways. Cybersecurity politics and
fictionalization that might create a climate of policymaking takes place within a complex ecofear (Doty, 2015). Furthermore, the way humans systems in which stakeholders from a diverse
and technology interact, blurs and dissolves the society, the policy field and government must
concepts of being ‘ inside’ or ‘outside’ a interact with each other. Responsibilities are
cybersecurity space (Leuprecht, Skillicorn, &Tait, distributed over many public entities at both the
2016). Cybersecurity has been the domain of central and local levels, with diverse problems
specialists and experts who are not trained to and challenges, making it difficult to initiate
communicate about the issues. As such, there collective action. Society consists of diverse
is a need for message framing, which is strat- players that might want security, but have varegy for communicating a complex societal prob- ied expectations about the role of government
lem in such a way that the main arguments are in ensuring safety and security in cyberspace.
clearly understandable and cannot be easily Governments can play minor or major roles in
challenged (De Bruijn, 2017). Although the use cybersecurity. Politicians must act upon societal
of message framing and the need to frame needs, develop policies and allocate resources,
cybersecurity is evident, there is no detailed while the public institutions need to realize the
analysis available.
goals set. This might look like a simple relationIn this work, we investigate why ship, but the situation is much more complex
cybersecurity is not receiving the attention it and subtle, as the roles of stakeholders often
deserves and how an awareness of the impor- conflict and are paradoxical.
tance of cybersecurity can be created. We start
One such paradox is that governments
by identifying paradoxes complicating the fram- want to ensure cybersecurity, but at the same
ing of cybersecurity policies. This is followed they want access to the data of individuals and
by discussing the difficulty of communicating organizations for surveillance purposes. The
about cybersecurity issues, which has resulted whole discussion of ‘backdoor’ access to data
in society not taking appropriate measures to reveals the paradox encountered by governdeal with the threats. The challenges are divided ments. On the one hand, governments want
into four areas of concern: 1) limited visibility, companies and citizens to protect themselves,
2) socio-technological complexity 3) ambiguous but on the other hand, they do not want them to
impact, related to the strong incentives of mar- use encryption and other cybersecurity meaket parties to hide the impact, and 4) the con- sures, as this might allow terrorists and crimitested nature of fighting cybersecurity, for ex- nals to hide their traces. Governments thus ofample, measures might need to be taken that ten attempt to balance good and evil by allowviolate public values such as privacy. After dis- ing encryption, but requiring backdoors to recussing these issues, we present the need for motely access the encrypted devices. Such
messages framing, followed by the theoretical backdoors can also be exploited by others and
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merely shift cybersecurity threats from the front ers might even be insiders; or outsiders might
door elsewhere. Although it might have its mer- be helped non-intentionally by insiders through
its, it also further complicates cybersecurity – unsafe behavior. Often these activities are
in particular, its visibility.
masked by normal activities and it is only after
Cybersecurity breaches cannot be damage has occurred that organizations become
stopped at a nation’s borders. In fact, it is diffi- aware of what was happening. The paradox is
cult to determine where the actual borders are that although the impact might be visible, he
in cyberspace. Where do governments stop? the attacks and the enemies are hard to deterWhen are they acting within another nation’s mine.
territory? What happens when there are attacks
Requirements stipulated by governfrom another territory and that country denies ments might result in significant burdens and
involvement? Can one country expect another costs for companies. Often it is assumed that
country to take measures against them? Or can companies will ensure safety and security for
one retaliate on servers located outside one’s their clients on the internet; however, many comown country? With borders being hard to de- panies still ask themselves whether investment
fine and secure, cybersecurity can become a in cybersecurity will provide returns in comparisupranational issue, and perhaps is so by its very son to the cost of a data breach. Data breach
nature. The differences between countries can costs are associated with resolving the matter,
be subtle, as the USA and EU are on the same as organizations compensate their clients, pay
page with the general direction, but foster dif- fines and court fees, invest in forensic and inferent values. Often these are founded in the vestigation processes, and take counter and prepath dependencies influenced by the history of ventive measures. Complete protection is never
nations. The 9/11 terror attack had a large in- possible and cybersecurity comes at a price.
fluence on the USA cybersecurity policy,
The reputation of companies and other
whereas the Germany constitution, created af- organizations plays a major role in retaining the
ter the second World War, ensures the privacy trust of clients. Companies do not want to be
to avoid spying of citizens. The paradox is that associated with cybersecurity hacks or viewed
to address cybersecurity threat, countries need as having not taken appropriate security meato collaborate; however, they do not trust each sures. How much do companies spend on
other, as their respective activities and inten- cybersecurity? Companies might be reluctant to
tions might only be partly visible or do not agree share information on their cybersecurity spendon shared values. Collaboration and conflict are ing with the public. The paradox is that too little
intertwined with each other like espionage and spending might indicate that they are not well
war.
protected, while too much spending might send
Who are the villains? Hackers range from the message that they are overly concerned –
teenagers, freedom fighters, disgruntled em- that they might be the potential target of hackployees, to criminal enterprises or state-spon- ers, or simply wasting money. In relation to
sored endeavors. The motives of attackers are cybersecurity, it is impossible to take a one-sizediverse and not always clear. They might include fits-all approach to a ‘company’. Organizations
impressing others, gaining prestige and a repu- are diverse and have different demands, a bank
tation, jealousy, revenge, profit-making, politi- and a hospital demand higher levels of security
cal agenda or espionage. Moreover, who attacks than a restaurant. Moreover, a company’s level
what is not clear, as attacks cannot easily be of knowledge, expertise, experience, their systraced to the hackers or their motives. Attack- tems, their vulnerability, and the possible im-
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pact of a cybersecurity breach are all different. tection. Why de governments not require the
This makes it difficult to talk about companies proper protection of systems that are sold by
in general and what is expected from them in law? Companies and citizens who have spent
cyberspace. How can their security be regulated money on cybersecurity and have monitoring
by governments?
software, firewalls, secure authentication, for
Society is heterogeneous, and as example, might also still ask whether their secybersecurity attacks are often not visible, curity is working. Would they have been hacked
people might not even be aware of them, apart if they had not taken precautions? Is there any
from reports in the media. In addition, most return on the investment? You only really unpeople might not suffer directly from a derstand the importance of security when you
cyberattack. Banks, credit card companies and do not have it and something happens. Responshops might take the risks themselves and in sibilities are not clear and fragmented among
this way protect society. The paradox is that stakeholders. The paradox is that those who can
while organizations do not benefit from making or should provide security might not suffer from
the problems and attacks visible, this visibility the consequences, and can avoid the taking of
is necessary to create a greater sense of ur- responsibility. This results in limited urgency to
gency and initiate action.
act and no direct need to invest to protect the
For citizens, the interconnectivity and cyberphysical society.
data generated by devices has resulted in ‘an
Despite the risks, people are often not
unprecedented improvement in the quality of worried about cybersecurity. They have often not
life’ (Elmaghraby&Losavio, 2014, p. 491). At the experienced any impact and are not interested.
same time, the vast amount of data available Cybersecurity is like infrastructure – you take it
about citizens’ location, activities and even for granted and only realize its importance when
emotions, is giving rise to cybersecurity and pri- you experience a problem, but then it is too late.
vacy challenges. The paradox here is that the Cybersecurity can also be viewed as a quasisame data that can be used to improve the qual- public good (common good) that nobody owns
ity of life can also be used against citizens. Data- but everybody is involved in and can be affected.
sharing introduces a vulnerability that can be This makes it difficult to pinpoint who should
exploited by hackers. Stolen data might be used be responsible in taking action and ensuring
to blackmail someone, the public availability of safety and security.
health data of an individual might result in difWho is to blame for all these threats?
ficulties obtaining a mortgage or having to pay Are the companies who provide potentially vulhigher insurance premiums. Moreover, poten- nerable software responsible for damages? Are
tial targets might be selected based on the data companies that trade without having high levaccessed; for example, sending fake messages els of cybersecurity in place acting responsibly?
with instructions for payment into a bank ac- Or should we blame individual staff who were
count based on buying behavior; or phishing, aware that their actions might be harmful, or
resulting in the installation of malware, which individual citizens who did not sufficiently protakes control of a system/computer, such that tect their systems? Or is a government that does
the user cannot access the system unless they not provide appropriate security to its constitupay a ransom (in Bitcoins to avoid traceability). ents ultimately responsible?
Cybersecurity is a necessity and the question is
Paradoxes complicate the communicaeven if systems connected to the Internet should tion and framing of cybersecurity as the other
be even sold without ongoing cybersecurity pro- end of the contradiction can be used as a
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counterargument. An overview of the paradoxes spite its significance and urgency, have resulted
and underlying policy questions is presented in in a lack of action, planning and policies. What
Table 1. Raising political awareness in such a makes communication in this area so challengsea of paradoxes is not easy. Politicians must ing? Below, we discuss four reasons why it is
demonstrate to their constituencies that they difficult for policymakers.
are in control, but if nothing happens, public 3.1. Intangible nature
interest and the sense of urgency in relation to
When people feel pain they become
cybersecurity will decrease. Politicians would like aware that something is not right. In the same
to ensure the issues remain visible to citizens, way, often the public only becomes aware of a
but this is difficult. Often cybersecurity is viewed problem after they experience its impact. The
primarily as a technical challenge: as long as it impact of cybersecurity breaches is often not
is organized properly and an appropriate bud- visible in a physical sense, or the precise conget is allocated nothing else needs to be done. sequences might not be tangible at all; for exIn practice, the issues are not so straightfor- ample, in the recent US elections, it appears that
ward, there are no clear responsibilities, bound- the Democratic Party was hacked, but the real
aries are difficult to define, and the required effect remains unclear (Lipton, Sanger, & Shane,
level of security is also difficult to determine. In 2016). Moreover, there might be an impact, but
addition, the types of measures needed and the not one that is visible, as in the case when filevel of risk taken are unclear, as is the ques- nancial institutions are required to compensate
tion of who needs to be protected. Last but not the victims of online fraud. These financial inleast, people may not be aware that their be- stitutions do not benefit from making these
havior could be harmful or that they could be- breaches visible, as it might undermine trust in
come under attack.
their operation. Consequently, the impact reTable 1. Overview of policy-making para- mains largely invisible and intangible to those
doxes:
not directly affected.
Cybersecurity is thus largely invisible to
the public. There are no cameras capturing images of military vehicles and combatants, as
occurs in regular wars. How can cybersecurity
breaches be visualized? Often experts investigate traces of attacks and visualize them on a
map, which reveals what is going on and the
instruments employed by hackers. What do
those maps show? Collecting ‘hard’ evidence is
difficult, and uncertainty remains about the possible victims, the location of the hackers and
3. Why is cybersecurity policymaking so chal- their motives.
lenging?
Cybersecurity is often not easy to exThe overview of stakeholders, their vari- plain, as there are many aspects. Hackers have
ous roles, attitudes and behavior has demon- the ability to move from one server to another
strated the many paradoxes involved in a com- to cover their path and origins. Without extenplex ecosystem in a cyber physical society. Ig- sive effort it is often difficult to find those who
norance, a limited understanding of what needs carried out an attack. Moreover, even if the inito be done, limited awareness of the issue de- tiating computer can be found, this does not
Policy-making q uestion

Descrip tion of the paradox

What i s the d esired level of
protection of systems?

Go vernments wan t companies an d citizens to p rotect themselves.
Nevertheless, government want to have a b ac kdoor to control and d etect
crimin ality and terrorism.

H ow much (cross-bo rder)
c ollabo ration i s necessary to
fight cybersecu rit y?

Countries n eed to collaborate as cybersecurity is a glob al ph enomenon ,
however, t hey do not trust each oth er as they migh t b e active in hacking
each oth er .

W ho to figh t to?

Despite that imp act of attacks are often visible, th e attacks and villains are
har d to determin e.

What is the rig ht amount of
sp endin g on c ybersecurity?

Too little sp endin g on cyb ersecurity might ind icate that they are n ot well
protected, while too muc h spen ding might send the me ssag e th at th ey are
overly concerned an d th ere migh t be somethi ng wro ng.

What is th e righ t lev el of
visibi lity?

Org anizati ons d o not b en efit from mak ing the problems and attacks visib le
to th eir customer s as th ey migh t d ecrease faith and tru st. Yet, this visibility
is necessary to create a greater sen se of u rgency and initiate ac tion .

How will th e data b e used?
Who sh ould ensure the
cybersecu rity of syst ems?

The same d ata that can b e used to imp rove th e quali ty of life can also b e
used again st citizens.

Org anizati ons p roviding or who can p rovide security might not suffer from
its impact.
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mean that the owner carried out the attack. damaged or money stolen, although there are
Hackers and security specialists are in a con- exceptions, such as the Stuxnet virus in Iran, in
tinuous battle to outsmart each other, while which centrifuges were damaged (Langner,
politicians must depend on their intelligence 2011).
agencies and deal with the uncertainties of their
Most people perceive possible risks as
analyses.
remote. Who the hackers will target next is not
3.2. Socio-technical dependence:
known, and organizations and individuals tend
Cybersecurity concerns both humans to think that they will not be the target of an
and systems, but the complexity of this interac- attack – it might happen to my neighbor or antion goes beyond the understanding of most other company, but it will not happen to me.
people. Deep knowledge of cybersecurity, of IT Moreover, when it does happen to someone
infrastructure and the types of attacks that are else, others often think it was their own fault,
possible are necessary to understand what is and that they probably failed to take necessary
going on. However, it is not merely technology security measures. This is a fallacy, as despite
that plays a role. It has often been stated that all their good intentions and countermeasures,
humans are the weakest link in the cybersecurity there is always the potential that an organizachain. Humans play a role in maintaining and tion will suffer a cybersecurity attack.
updating systems to ensure that the newest
Furthermore, if most people fail to acdefenses are in place, that attacks are detected knowledge that cybersecurity is a problem, the
immediately, and countermeasures can be tendency will be to ignore it and fail to take aptaken. This also requires policies to be in place propriate action. The lack of a sense of urgency
and that people understand what is required, in many people results in no common action.
as we know that unawareness on the part of
Cybersecurity entails a continuous
users can introduce further vulnerabilities; for battle, with both the attackers and those who
example, by using weak passwords, installing are protecting us against them remaining conuntrustworthy software and using insecure de- stantly on the move. The impact of new attacks
vices and applications.
and technologies is unclear, as are the defense
The socio-technical nature of requirements. What resources are required to
cybersecurity thus complicates the process of fight the unknown? Cybersecurity is never comfinding solutions. In contrast to global warming pletely guaranteed, which makes it difficult to
and climate change, where a polluting energy demonstrate the successes and call for investplant can be replaced by a low carbon emissions ment. What is the return on investment in
plant, there are no straightforward solutions in cybersecurity measures? This is further complithe field of cybersecurity. People want to be safe cated, as despite all the best efforts there might
and secure, but may not want – or simply do not always be a risk of cybersecurity violations, and
have the money – to take action. The public ex- this is a difficult message to convey. Whatever
pects that the government will take responsi- you do, might not be sufficient.
bility, but the measures implemented by gov- 3.4. Contested nature of fighting cybersecurity:
ernments might not be sufficient if individuals
Once the urgent need for cybersecurity
do not also take some responsibility.
has been established, a discussion about the
3.3. Ambiguous impact
measures that need to be taken is required. OrIt is difficult to judge cybersecurity risks ganizations are often uncertain about the meain advance. What impact will there be if data is sures that need to be taken to improve security.
stolen or altered? Often no physical systems are Attackers are often anonymous and it is unclear
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who the enemy is.
fight an unknown enemy or someone who deEverybody can be a potential enemy. nies responsibility in a situation where it is hard
Even friendly servers or the computers of em- to prove that they are the culprit? Also researchployees might be hacked and become a threat. ers are challenged to frame the outcome of their
To fight cybersecurity, network traffic needs to research in a concise way without Message
be monitored, but the human behavior of both framing is aimed at communicating a complex
friends and enemies can also be tracked. In other problem in a simple and convincing manner.
words, monitoring comes at the expense of the
Cybersecurity specialists often attempt
privacy of individuals. Ensuring cybersecurity to use message framing, but often fail to get
thus comes at the cost of other public values, the right message across. They use manageand these measures are contested.
ment guru techniques and manipulate common
Some argue that cybersecurity is not al- cognitive vulnerabilities in order to over-dramaways for the good. Discussion about the NSA is tize and over-simplify cybersecurity risks
dominated by privacy issues and its ability to (Quigley, Burns, &Stallard, 2015). This does not
act without oversight from elected politicians result in the attention desired: critical systems
or any institutional accountability. The develop- remain unprotected and behavior does not
ment of surveillance programmers should strike change or cybersecurity protection is delegated
a better balance between security and privacy to software and hardware providers including
(Reddick, Chatfield, & Jaramillo, 2015). More- automatic update measures, resulting in people
over, the wording used to frame a problem can feel cyber-secure and stop paying attention. Inhave effects, from mobilizing resistance to stead, the public might recognize the over-dragreater attention being paid to the issue (De matization or consider the issue too difficult to
Bruijn, 2014).
deal with, resulting in inertia. Why do these
There is an acknowledged tension be- frames not work? One reason is that there is no
tween national security and civil rights (Gorham- clear victim and no visible enemy. While the
Oscilowski& Jaeger, 2008), with citizens con- identification of a hero and a villain is commonly
testing NSA surveillance programmes and their used in framing to create a convincing message
needs. These findings suggest that governments (De Bruijn, 2017), framing cybersecurity in this
need to be more efficacious and more transpar- way does not result in the desired attention and
ent in communicating about surveillance sense of urgency.
programmes if they are to gain greater approval
Cybersecurity can be perceived as a
for such programmes (Reddick et al., 2015).
problem of the individual or as a problem of
In summary, there is growing concern society. Presenting it as a collective problem to
about the ways in which our lives are increas- be tackled by society is difficult for politicians
ingly regulated and controlled, whether in rela- and policymakers, as they do not have much to
tion to ordinary objects or technology (Woolgar gain by addressing this topic, the effects of
& Neyland, 2013). Can the privacy of employ- which are largely invisible to the public. All poliees and citizens be sacrificed for the sake of ticians agree that cybersecurity is important and
cybersecurity? Do the advantages outweigh the view it as a technological issue that needs to
disadvantages?
be resolved. Generally speaking, it is a biparti4. Why do we need framing?:
san issue that they cannot use to differentiate
The challenges discussed in the previ- themselves from their political opponents. Nevous section mean that politicians and ertheless, the four challenges mentioned above
policymakers face a difficult task. How do we demonstrate that cybersecurity is more than
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merely a technological problem and that politiMessage framing requires reducing the
cal values are involved.
complexity to clear and easy to explain mesThe problem contexts that define and sages. As we have seen, cybersecurity is a comshape practice are considerably more complex plex socio-technical phenomenon involving
than can be easily explained and captured in a many facets. Attempting to communicate this
simple frame. Framing requires comprehensive complexity results in an incomprehensible and
analysis and deep understanding of the context unclear story that takes too long to communi(see Janowski, 2015). This complexity, the un- cate. The essence of message framing is to decertainties and multifaceted challenges in velop a relatively simple framing of a complex
cybersecurity means it is difficult to create a reality: the complexity has to be reduced to a
simple frame.
relatively simple message capturing the es5. What is message framing?
sence. The reduction of complexity is by definiMessage framing is a strategy for com- tion a debatable solution, as relevant issues
municating a complex problem in such a way might be omitted (De Bruijn, 2017).
that the main arguments are understood and
Typically, framing positively and negacannot be easily challenged (De Bruijn, 2017). tively results in valence framing effects
The characteristics of the source of information (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). This is called the
as well as of the recipient may influence both risky choice framework, which reveals the conthe direct and indirect effects (De Vries, 2017). sequences of action or inaction (Levin et al.,
The effect of message framing on decision-mak- 1998). In such a strategy, both utopian and
ing and persuasion has been well researched dystopian views are presented, creating the
(Smith & Petty, 1996). One approach that has desire for action by showing what will happen
been used to understand the effects of framing if no action is taken (dystopian view) or what
is known as ‘prospect theory’ (Kahneman & the result of taking action might be (utopian
Tversky, 1979). This theory states that people view). In these frames, people are more likely
evaluate information in terms of either poten- to take risks when attention is focused on the
tial gains (positive framing) or potential losses opportunity to avoid losses than when the fo(negative framing). Preferences can be altered cus is on the opportunity to realize gains
by changing the way information is presented. (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, Levin et al.,
How people’s attitudes and behavior are af- 1998): the ‘typical pattern is a choice reversal
fected by message framing is dependent on the or a choice shift in the direction of less willingprocessing and traits of the receiving party. For ness to take a risk when the choices are framed
example, Maheswaran and Meyers-Levy (1990) positively than when choices are framed negafound that positively framed messages are more tively’ (Levin et al., 1998, p. 153). Levin et al.
persuasive when the receiver does not read the (1998) identified three types of frames:
message in detail, whereas negatively framed
1. The standard risky choice framing –
messages are more persuasive when detailed which influences the valences in terms of willprocessing is emphasized. Furthermore, the con- ingness to take a risk.
text in which a message is framed also deter2. Attribute framing – which affects the
mines its effectiveness (Rothman &Salovey, evaluation of object or event characteristics.
1997). De Vries, Terwel, and Ellemers (2014) use
3. Goal framing – which influences the
experiments to show that adding irrelevant in- persuasiveness of a communication.
formation dilutes the impact of highly relevant
Embracing an utopian view can result in
information.
the a boomerang effect (De Vries, 2017). De
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Vries demonstrates in which positively framed will find out that the message is not correct and
communication about low-carbon technologies will start distrusting the messenger. Regaining
result in the perception of being manipulated trust once it is lost takes much more effort or
and may actually lead to opposition in the long might even be impossible. Messages should
run.
thus be grounded in evidence that is collected
De Bruijn (2017) used the Victim-Villain-Hero in such a way that it can be trusted. Second,
(VVH) model to understand framing, identifying facts need good frames. Climate scientists have
five criteria of successful frames:
been criticized for not effectively explaining their
•Frames are catchy
message to the public – they were unable to
•We intuitively agree with frames
frame their message properly (Crompton, 2010).
•Frames contain a villain
Therefore, there is a need for evidence-based
•Frames challenge your opponent’s core message framing.
values
In this section, we propose a series of
•Frames tap into social undercurrents
strategies which frame cybersecurity in such a
All these approaches remain at a rela- way that more societal and political awareness
tively theoretical level and provide limited guid- will be generated. We base our strategies on
ance on how to frame an actual situation. There- both the more generic literature on framing, and
fore, we will derive some more specific framing on empirical research on framing in the specific
strategies below. While framing is about con- area of global warming. Table 2 provides an
veying the message, evidence-based overview of the strategies.
policymaking is about ensuring that it is factual Table 2. Summary of framing strategies:
and appropriate data is collected. We argue that
Strategy
Description of an effective frame
although one could view these as conflicting,
1) Do not exacerbate Cybersecurity Put the need in a realistic perspective. Exaggeration will only
exacerbate the problem and work against the objective in the long
they should be viewed as complementary. The
term.
2) Make it clear who the villains are Villains should be clearly recognizable as evil.
same evidence can be framed in a different way,
3) Give cybersecurity a face by
Those who are guarding and protecting society should be placed in the
resulting in valence framing effects.
putting the heroes in the spotlight forefront. Demonstrate their successes.
4) Show its importance for society
The benefits of taking action should be emphasized. Cybersecurity is
Cybersecurity policy-makers, specialist
key to economic growth and the prosperity of nations.
easy recognition by Connect cybersecurity to the daily life of people to ensure easy
and scientist are often criticized for not being 5) Personalizethefor public
recognition. Groups are different.
able to explain their message to the public. Al6) Connect to undercurrent
Cybersecurity is closely interwoven with other issues that do receive
political attention.
though they have the evidence, they are not always able to convey the message to the public 6.1. Do not exacerbate Cybersecurity
and convince politicians and policymakers to
There is a dystopian view of
take action. A typical example is environmental cybersecurity, in which cybercrime is seen as a
science, with scientists unable to convince potential threat everywhere: when you pay for
policymakers of the urgency to reduce carbon something using a card; when you change the
emissions (De Vries et al., 2014). What is re- temperature in your living room; when you are
quired to address this failure is evidence-based driving or walking along the street (cameras are
message framing.
watching you). Some argue that cybercrime will
6. Evidence-based message framing strategies: have a devastating impact on our lives: there
The concept of ‘evidence-based framing’ will be no more privacy, and a big brother socihas two implications. First, it means that frames ety will emerge. In such a society, you will never
should be based upon facts. Messages that are, be safe and the risks will be immense.
for example, purely emotional will not live long,
The problem with this dystopian way of
as they are subject to public scrutiny. People framing cybersecurity can be summarized in the
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well-known one-liner: ‘Hell does not sell’. This explicit about their strategies – how they can
is a lesson learned from discourse on the issue ruin the lives of their victims. These villains will
of global warming. Over-dramatizing the impact of course not represent the whole family of unof global warming (‘catastrophic’, ‘fast’, ‘irre- ambiguous and ambiguous villains, but this is
versible’) results in a mixture of denial, apathy not the issue. The issue is that without a clear
and fatalism (O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009). and unambiguous villain, framing cybersecurity
It also feeds the idea that we are out of control will remain problematic. If there is a clear vil– that the problem can no longer be resolved. lain, there will be obvious victims. This helps
The same risk applies in relation to cybersecurity. people to more easily identify with the fight
What impact does the message that you are against cybercrime.
never safe and the risks are immense actually
Thus, villains need to be clearly recoghave on people? Instead of creating a sense of nizable. Such a villain could be a country with
urgency, it might result in denial.
already have been the villain in other areas or
There is another lesson we can learn Nigerians who are notorious for their scam
from the debate about global warming. Once emails. However, only cast unambiguous
people are in a mood of denial and apathy, they cybercriminals as the villains. Casting a young
become very receptive to the message that hu- hacker as the villain may result in ‘sympathy for
man-made global warming simply does not ex- the enemy’ and have an inverse effect.
ist – that it is a hoax. The same could happen in 6.3. Give the fight against cybersecurity a face:
relation to cybersecurity if the risks are over- put the heroes in the spotlight:
dramatized. For example, billions were spent on
Giving villains a face is important – but
the millennium bug, but nothing disastrous hap- the same goes for the heroes. The heroes are
pened. The argument might be made that the those who are protecting us, those whose exthreat is not as bad as advocated by the experts. pertise and dedication we rely on. For most
6.2. Make it clear who the villains are:
people, our cybersecurity heroes do not have a
The problem with framing cybersecurity face. Who are they? Is it possible to meet them?
is that there are often no clear villains: the vil- Most people have no clue about the people who
lains may not visible; the victims may also be are protecting us: Are there special departments
villains; the victims might have an interest in of smart people located in basements, or comnot being explicit about the villain; or the pre- puter nerds sitting in attics? Heroes might be
sumed villain might be perceived as a hero – as hard to find, and heroes might not look heroic
might be the case with hackers. The activist at all.
group “Anonymous” might be viewed as a vilBy making these dedicated people worklain or as a hero, dependent on your point of ing on our safety and security visible, we gain a
view. The DDoS attack to the Canadian govern- better understanding of who is guarding and proment websites in 2015 after passing the terror- tecting society. This is a framing strategy that
ist bill can be viewed as trying to safe privacy is sometimes used in relation to large infrastrucof people, but also as an act of terrorism.
ture projects that have the potential to harm the
The absence of a clear villain makes it interests of residents or other stakeholders; for
harder to frame cybersecurity in an effective example, because they take a lot of time. Givway. The implication of this observation is clear: ing the people who work on a project a face, a
give the villain a face. Provide clear examples hard working person with a helmet. Reveal the
of unambiguous villains – cyber gangs that are, complexity of their work and making explicit the
without doubt, perpetrating extreme acts. Be high level of their professionalism might be con-
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ducive to a respect for their knowledge and ac- coming an international frontrunner, resulting
ceptance of their work by others. By giving the in the creation of new jobs and the exporting of
‘cyber heroes’ a face and revealing what they knowledge. Cybersecurity need not be framed
do, it becomes clear that they are undertaking solely as a task of solving problems, but also as
extremely complex work to keep our systems creating economic opportunities – which might
secure. Select a smart young guy with a degree make it attractive to invest in expertise in
or a renowned university and make the person cybercrime.
visible in the news and at late night shows. They 6.5. Personalize for easy recognition:
might be the smartest in their class and come
Society is not homogenous and people
from all over the world. If we recognize their have different interests and levels of knowledge
expertise and experience, we gain confidence and experience. It is crucial to understand that
that they are doing a good job. By bringing them there are multiple audiences (individuals, busito the forefront people can recognize their work nesses, nations, societies) which require differand see how their work is done. The public can ent messages. Personalization of the message
identify themselves with the ‘heroes’ and their is an important framing strategy, which should
work and thus with the fight against cybercrime. ensure that the problem is recognizable in daily
This can all be further strengthened by also dem- life.
onstrating the successes of their work: often
If complex and abstract topics such as
only failures make the news, while the successes cybersecurity are made relevant to people’s
remain invisible.
immediate living environment, then they will
6.4. Connect cybersecurity to values other readily recognize the urgent need to address
than security alone:
cybersecurity. For example, companies in highIn relation to environmental policy in tech industry will be more receptive to threats
general and global warming in particular, con- of espionage and the risk of their ideas being
necting to other values is a well-known framing stolen and used by other organizations, while
strategy (De Bruijn, 2017). In order to convince citizens will better understand the need when
right-wing opponents of the need for environ- faced with the possibility of stolen or blocked
mental policies, for example, these policies are credit cards and the risk of losing money. Both
linked to right-wing values, such as strengthen- groups also require different instruments to
ing the economy and entrepreneurship. It is ar- ensure their safety in cyberspace.
gued, for example, that investing in sustainability 6.6. Connect to other tangible and clear isis good for the economy, will bring jobs and in- sues:
novation. The idea is that linking a policy to other
Finally, there are always issues that
people’s values might make them more recep- stimulate people much more than cybersecurity,
tive to this policy (De Bruijn, 2017).
but that are also interwoven with cybersecurity.
The same strategy could be applied to This is because these other issues are highly
the framing of cybersecurity. Investing in visible and have gained some momentum. As
cybersecurity could bring economic benefits – such, they can be used to gather support for the
not so much because there will be fewer costs fight against cybercrime. The most powerful exof crime, but because countries investing in ample is the threat of IS (Islamic State), which
fighting cybercrime will build up expertise that can be used to strengthen the argument for
is of high value. This might strengthen the IT cybersecurity. We can emphasize the imporindustry, it might make a country a key player in tance of cybersecurity to deal with the threat of
the cybersecurity domain, with the nation be- IS, as it relies on the internet to plan terrorist
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activities: cybersecurity can help in detecting the heroes in the spotlight,
and preventing these. Moreover, their financial
4) connect cybersecurity to values other
resources and plans should be monitored – and than security alone,
we need ‘cyber heroes’ for that.
5) personalize the message for easy recConclusions:
ognition and
Our society is turning into a
6) connect to other tangible and clear
cyberphysical society having dependence on issues.
Information and Communication Technology
Message framing is not only important
(ICT) across all aspects of our daily lives, which or cybersecurity but in many domains of govmakes the need for cybersecurity paramount. ernment information. For example, the discusThe intangible nature of cybersecurity, the socio- sion about privacy, the use of personal files,
technical dependences, the ambiguous impact identify management, Internet governance, puband contested nature of fighting cybersecurity lic-private systems, and the opening of data are
all make it a challenging area for policymakers. all complex socio-technical areas in which the
Cybersecurity can be framed in different ways, results of intensive research are not easily to
having different effects on people. Cybersecurity communicate. Cybersecurity specialists and exis a complex and multifaceted area which has perts, but also researchers and policy-makers,
no clear heroes or villains. The inability to frame needs to frame their message well to avoid miscybersecurity has resulted in a failure to take understanding and ambiguity. Capacity building
appropriate measures and develop suitable poli- by government and more research about evicies. However, there are already ongoing dence-based framing strategies and its effeccyberwars, and citizens and governments need tiveness is needed.
to be better prepared. Message framing is a Acknowledgement:
strategy for communicating a complex problem
The authors would like to thank Tomasz
in such a way that the main arguments are un- Janowski for arranging the reviews and his sugderstood and cannot be easily challenged. gestions.
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Introduction:
116-123, 10.1016/j.jenvp.2014.01.003
E-commerce is new trend in the market.
Ecommerce means buying and selling the goods

and services, transfer money through internet
network. E-commerce providing safe, suitable
and immediate payment system for transfer
funds to users. Now a day’s critical transaction
are increased in ecommerce through cybercrime.
Cybercrime is internet security threat. Peoples
are facing the significant finance and information losses in the transactions. E commerce is
growing fast in business technology.
Ecommerce give the opportunities to all
business and individual peoples. Small scale
business can use the opportunities for convert
their business in large scale industries. Due to
time bounding and other factors traditional business could not reach up to effectively in sales
and profit. They have limitations of time, distance, customer relation and huge shop rents.
Majority of organizations spread their business
on the web to reach the new markets and earn
more profits.
E- Commerce is facing the problem of
security threats of cybercrimes. In today’s century cyber-crime growing fast in ecommerce
through the criminals, who were participate in
the process of buy and sell of valuable goods
and services. They stole the important financial
data through hacking the websites and programs. Skilled cyber criminals mostly attack
through malware, and malicious software’s,
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handling control of computers and other some account through e skimming. Most of the time
cyber technique. In the future cyber-crimes can hackers can use weak e-commerce websites.
commit without knowledge and co-operation of They can attract to shoppers to malicious dovictim. Peoples and business organizations have mains where they can capture some skimming
needed the security from cyber-crime for online codes and important information. Hackers can
transaction. Prevention of cyber-crime in future use or send the skimming codes to other remote
will require a strong security from cyber threats. server where stolen information gathered and
The role law is important in security of cyber- used or sold to third party for cyber-crime.
crime in online transaction in ecommerce. Most 3. Malware and Ransomware of the technologies are legal and some changes
The destructive software’s are use in
have made in the legal system.
cyber-crimes. It is comes in various forms. ComE-Commerce
paratively most of malware and ransomwares
E- Commerce means a process of pur- are established more than authentic software
chasing and selling goods and services, trans- every year. No anyone can download deliberfers the funds and information of transaction ately and permit it for access the data in comthrough electronic medium like as internet. E – puter or any electronic device. But it can exit
commerce also known as online commerce or and entered in computers and other electronic
e- business. It has been convenient and easy to device of users. Users can loss their important
use for peoples. Anyone can search, shop from data due to infected computer system by deanywhere and anytime with electronic device structive programme.
connected to internet. E-commerce transaction Best practices for E-commerce security
occurs either as business to business, business 1. Use strong, Unique passwords –
to consumer, consumer to business, consumer
Most of the cyber-crimes or cyber-atto consumer. E-commerce is conducted a vari- tacks are established due to weak password.
ety of applications such as email, shopping carts, Most of time users are create weak or short
web series, File transfer protocol and online word passwords but cyber attackers crush the
catalogue. etc..
weak password and access the data or cheat
Security Threats on E-Commerce
the financial transactions. It is additional efforts
1. Phising –
to e –commerce website administrators and
Phising is popular cyber-crime in they should coerce to customers, business and
ecommerce. Attacker send fake emails to peoples individual users for creation for strong passand collect the personal information like as some words at the time of registration on e-commerce
ID numbers, PAN numbers, bank account details, platforms. User should use at least 08 characsocial security details and other information. ters with lowercase and uppercase word, numAttackers stole the identity and use social engi- bers and symbols for strong password. Same
neering to cyber-crime activities. They can also passwords are should not use on other platforms
sold the information to the third party for cyber- and do not share sensitive information for secrimes and reduce the risk of between the cyber- curity question of passwords. User should not
criminal and user of information about finan- share personal user ID and passwords to each
cial data.
other.
2. E- Skimming –
2. Protecting Device –
E- skimming is the practice of stole
User should must ensure that their depersonal information through debit and credit vice protected with latest updated firewalls,
cards. Hackers can enter into shopper’s bank antimalware and other solutions of securing
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computer system against cyber-attacks.
Reference –
3. Proof against phishing –
1. Lech J. Janczewski, Andrew Colarik,
Users or shoppers should avoid the fish- Managerial Guide For Handling Cyber-terrorism
ing attacks. They should not spread their infor- and Information Warfare, IGI publishing,
mation up to confirmation of support of cus- Hershey, PA, 2005.
tomer. Government organizations not ask the
2. Dr. Farooq Ahmed, ‘Cyber Law in India
password and other personal banking informa- (laws on Internet)’, Pioneer Books, Delhi U.S.
tion so they should not click on suspicious App(1992).
emails or links and attachments on their emails.
3. Dr. Subhash Chandra Gupta, InformaUsers should check the authentic website with tion technology Act, and its Drawbacks, National
spelling and grammatical errors also check cor- Conference on Cyber laws & legal Education,
rect domain name and source of email.
Dec. 22-24th 2001, NALSAR, University of Law,
4. Implementing Multifactor Authentication– Print House, Hyderabad(2000).
Ushers should implement the authenti4. Niranjanamurthy M, Kavyashree N,
cation process in the transaction of e-commerce. Mr S.Jagannath “M Commerce: Security ChalThey should assure about the persons who ac- lenges Issues and Recommended Secure Paycess the web site of the organization. It may be ment Method” - IJMIE Volume 2, Issue 8 ISSN:
burden but it is suitable for preventing the cyber- 2249-0558 -2012.
crime in e-commerce.
5. www.ijarcce.com
5. Update website –
6. www.google.com.
Shoppers should update their website always because hackers identify the possible

weakness in websites. Shoppers using the SaaS
e-commerce websites have not worries about
the update of websites because these websites
are updated automatically in the specific period.
But other websites have need to updates time
to time for cyber security purpose.
Conclusion –
E-commerce cyber security is one of important round clock practice which includes
peoples, online process of purchasing and buying the goods and services and online payments.
It gives flexible and suitable system for online
transaction to shoppers and customers. But they
are worried due to threat of cyber-crime. Cyber
security is important for all digital transaction
in e-commerce. Shoppers and user should alert
from cyber-crimes such as phising, e-skimming,
malware and ransomware. They should implement some ways for cyber security through updating websites, using strong password, avoid
fishing, implementing the multifactor authentication etc.
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Today’s life has become more digitalized
with rapid technological developments. Business, education, shopping, banking transactions,
almost everything is on the cyber platform. Cyber
security plays an important role in the development of information technology as well as online
internet services. Internet services are able to
send and receiveany type of data such as an
audio, video, an e-mail, a confidential file and
any kind of documentsat the click of a button.
But in this process, how will be data secured,
without leakage of information, itdepends on
cyber security. That is why cyber security has
become a latest issue of any nation.The scope
of cyber security is not just limited to securing
the information in IT section, but also various
areas ofhuman awareness. Only technical
sources cannot prevent any kind of cybercrime,
it requires a comprehensive and secure approach, including law enforcement. Many governments today impose strict laws on cyber securities in order to prevent the loss of all kinds
of information. Everyone should also be trained
in cyber security and protect themselves from
cybercrimes.
Discussion and Analysis:
Cyber security is a broad and complex
topic that is becoming more important as the
world becomes highly interconnected, with networks being used to conduct critical
transactions.With each passing year, cybercrime continues to divert different paths.With
new cyber tools and threads coming up every
day, the latest and disruptive technologies are
challenging organizations to not only secure
their infrastructure, but also new platforms and
intelligence. There is no one-size-fits-all perfect
solution to cyber-crime but we must work at our
level best to reduce it so that we can have safe
and secure future in cyber space. For that we
need to explore our knowledge about it and fictional literature is the only source to understand
the cyber-crime and itsworld. There is no need
for every situation to be at a loss with us.To save

Abstract:
Today, Cyber Security plays an important
role in the field of information technology.
Securinginformation, securing bank details, securing confidential information, securing various personal details have become most of the
biggest challenges facing everyone. When thinking about cyber security, thinking ends with
cybercrime, which is increasing immensely day
by day. However, ‘cyber security ’ and,
‘cybercrime’, are very different concepts and
relate to different areas of expertise. Cyber security has affected many parts of the current
generation. Now it is reflected not only in technology, net banking, hacking information, intelligence gathering, but also inmovies, serials,
web series and novels.
Books arereally a great sourceof
knowledgethat inspires and develops our
thoughts and tell us about today’s latest
thoughts, problems and solutions. Specially, the
novels are our favourite books, where everyone
reads curiouslytill the end of the novel. So,
thecurrent research paper is trying
tofocusmainly onfictional novels based on cyber
security, where readers can understand the
whole concepts of cyber security througha brief
analytical sketch of the novels.
Keywords: Cyber security, cybercrime, hacking,
novels, cyber safety, attacks, internet.
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us from these disasters, we can increase our dangerous disruption. She ended up becoming
wisdom by reading such a literature like cyber so closely connected to Anonymous that the
security novels. There are some cyber security tricky story of her inside-outside status as a nonnovels, which teach us valuable lessons to pro- confident, interpreter and erstwhile mouthpiece
tect ourselves. This research paper presents a forms one of the themes of this witty and enbrief analytical descriptionof the cyber-security tirely engrossing book. The narrative brims with
novels.
details unearthed from within a notoriously
Bowden Mark. “Worm: The First Digital War” mysterious subculture, whose semi-legendary
– The Conficker worm infected its first computer tricksters-such as Topiary, Tflow, Anachaos and
in November 2008 and within a month had infil- Sabu-emerge as complex, diverse, politically and
trated 1.5 million computers in 195 countries. culturally sophisticated people. Propelled by
Bank telecommunications, companies and criti- years of chats and encounters with a multitude
cal government networks were infected, includ- of hackers, including imprisoned activist Jeremy
ing the British Parliament and the French and Hammond and the double agent who helped put
German military. No one had ever seen anything him away, Hector Monsegur, Hacker, Hoaxer,
like it. By January 2009 the worm lay hidden in Whistle-blower, Spy is filled with insights into
at least eight million computers and the botnet the meaning of digital activism and little underof linked computers that it had created was big stand facets of culture in the internet age, inenough that an attack might crash the world. cluding the history of, “trolling”, the ethics and
Surprisingly, the U.S. government was vaguely metaphysics of hacking, and the origins and
aware of the threat that Conficker posed, and manifold meaning of, “the lulz”.(Coleman,
the task of mounting resistance fell to dispar- Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistle-blower, Spy: The Many
ate but gifted group of geeks, internet entre- Faces of Anonymous)
preneurs, and computer programmers. They Goodman Marc.Future Crimes: Inside the Digiformed what come to be called the Conficker tal Underground and the Battle for Our ConCabal, and began a tireless fight against the nected World – From one of the world’s leadworm. But Conficker controllers became aware ing authorities on global security, Future Crimes
that their creation was beginning to encounter takes readers deep into the digital underground
resistance, they began refining the worm’s code to illuminate the alarming ways criminals, corto make it more difficult to trace and more pow- porations and even countries are using new and
erful testing the Cabal’s unity and resolve. Will emerging technologies against you-and how this
the Cabal lock down the worm before it is too makes everyone more vulnerable than you ever
late? Game is on still the death is not coming. thought possible. Technological advances have
(Bowden, Worm: The First Digital War)
benefited our world in immeasurable ways, but
Coleman Gabriella. “Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistle- there is an ominous flip side. Criminals are ofblower, Spy: The Many Faces of Anony- ten the earliest and most innovative, adopters
mous”– Here is the ultimate book on the world- of technology. Today’s criminals are stealing
wide movement of hackers, pranksters and ac- identities, draining online bank accounts and
tivists that operates under the non-name Anony- wiping out computer servers. This is just the
mous. This book is known for all of Anonymous beginning of the tsunami of technological
deepest, darkest secrets. Half a dozen years ago, threats coming our way. In Future Crimes, Marc
anthropologist Gabriella Colman set out to study Goodman rips opens his database of hundreds
the rise of this phenomenon just as some of its of real cases to give us front-row access to these
members were turning to political protest and impending perils. Reading likes a sci-fi thriller,
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but based in startling fact, Future Crimes raises est corporations. He seemed unstoppable to law
tough questions about the expanding role of enforcement as they followed three steps betechnology in our lives. Future Crimes is a call hind him. Ultimately, Mitnick wanted to try his
to action for better security measures worldwide, hand at some of the hardest security systems.
but most importantly, it will empower readers He hacked into Pacific Bell, Motorola and Sun
to protect themselves against looming techno- Microsystems. The added attention turned the
logical threats- before it’s too late. (Goodman, FBI’s attention on Mitnick, and he was forced to
Future Crimes: Inside the Digital Underground go on the run. Armed with fake identities and
and the Battle for Our Connected World)
numerous safe houses, Mitnick stayed on the
Kaplan Fred. “Dark Territory: The Secret His- run until he was forced into a showdown with
tory of Cyber War” – “An important, disturbing law enforcement. (Mitnik,Ghost in the Wires:
and gripping history”, the never-before-told story My Adventures as the World’s Most Wanted
of the computer scientists and the NSA, Penta- Hacker)
gon, and White House policymaker who invent Stoll Clifford. “The Cuckoo’s Egg”-In this novel,
and employ cyber wars –where every country readers are taken to an earlier time. Before the
can be a major power player and every hacker a internet was a tool for terrorists, one United
mass destroyer. In June 1983, President Reagan States citizen saw the potential for the computwatched the movie War Games, in which a teen- ers to be used for secret service. Compiling the
ager unwittingly hacks the Pentagon, and asked evidence, he seeks to expose the online spies
his top general if the scenario was plausible. that threaten national security. While the main
The general said it was. This set in motion the character knows what is going on, the question
first presidential directive on computer security. he is faced with is if the authorities will back
From the 1991 Gulf war to conflicts in Haiti, him up. This tale read like a Sherlock Holmes
Serbia, Syria, the former Soviet Republics, Iraq novel. It is based on the real story of Clifford
and Iran, where cyber warfare played a signifi- Stoll. Previously an astronomer, Stoll become a
cant role, Dark Territory chronicles a little-known system manager and discover single accountpast that shines an unsettling light on our fu- ing errors that led him to discover a mysterious
ture. Fred Kaplan probes the inner corridors of invader on the network. Before long, Stoll bethe National Security Agency, the beyond-top- gins to spy on the spy as his campaign captures
secret cyber units in the Pentagon, the “infor- the attention of the CIA. (Stoll, The Cuckoo’s Egg)
mation warfare” squads of the military services, Zegart Amy & Herbert Lin. “Bytes, Bombs and
and the national security debates in the White Spies: The Strategic Dimensions of Offensive
House to reveal the details of the officers, Cyber Operations” – “We are dropping cyber
policymakers, scientists and spies who devised bombs. We have never done that before”. –U.S.
this new form of warfare and who have been Defence Department official. A new era of war
planning- and fighting –these war of decades. fighting is emerging for the U.S. military. Hi-tech
(Kaplan, Dark Territory: The Secret History of weapons have given way to hi tech in a number
Cyber War)
of instances recently: A computer virus is unMitnik Kevin. “Ghost in the Wires: My Adven- leashed that destroy centrifuges in Iran, slowtures as the World’s Most Wanted Hacker” – ing that country’s attempt to build a nuclear
This novel is based on true story, and about one weapon. ISIS, which has the made the internet
of the most successful and elusive hackers in the backbones of its terror operation, finds its
the world. For years, Kevin Mitnick penetrated network based command and control systems
computer networks at some of the world’s larg- overwhelmed in a cyber-attack. A number of
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North Korean ballistic missiles fail on launch, to Zero Day: Stuxnet and the Launch of the
reportedly because their systems were compro- World’s First Digital Weapon)
Similarly,Haris Shane’s@War: The Rise
mised by a cyber-campaign. Offensive cyber
of
the
Military–Internet Complex; Schneier
operations like these have become important
Bruce’sData and Goliath: The Hidden Battles to
components of U.S. defence strategy and their
Collect Your Data and Control Your World and
role will grow larger. But just what offensive Krebs Brian’sSpam Nation: the Inside Story of
cyber weapons are and how they could be used Organized Cybercrime- from Global Epidemic to
remains clouded by security. This new volume Your Front Doorare the same categorical books
by Amy Zegart and Herb Lin is a ground break- on cyber security. These novels also through
ing discussion and exploration of cyber weap- lights on current cyber-crimes of technology and
ons with a focus on their strategic dimensions. suggests peoples to aware of it. These novels
It brings together many of the leading special- help each and every reader about cyber secuists in the field to provide new and incisive rity.
Conclusion:
analysis of what former CIA director Michael
In this way, novels give us various types
Hayden has called ‘digital combat power’ and of analytical point of view of today’s way of life.
how the United States should incorporate that These novels try to secure reader from cyberpower into its national security strategy. crime by giving some imaginative and real inci(Zegart,Bytes, Bombs and Spies: The Strategic dents. And this is the main purpose of the
present research paper. There is no limit of cyber
Dimensions of Offensive Cyber Operations)
Zetter Kim. “Countdown to Zero Day: Stuxnet security, but at last we can now realize it. And
and the Launch of the World’s First Digital now we can try to protect ourselves from it.
Weapon” – A top cyber security journalist tells Citation:Bowden Mark. Worm: The First Digital
the story behind the virus that sabotaged Iran’s
War. Grove Press, 2012.
nuclear efforts and shows how its existence has
Coleman Gabriella. Hacker, Hoaxer,
ushered in a new age of warfare – one in which Whistle-blower, Spy: The Many Faces of Anonythe digital attack can have the same destruc- mous. Verso; Reprint, 2015.
tive capability as a megaton bomb. The virus
Goodman Marc. Future Crimes: Inside
now known as Stuxnet was unlike any other the Digital Underground and the Battle for Our
piece of malware built before: Rather than sim- Connected World. Anchor; Reprint, 2016.
Kaplan Fred. Dark Territory: The Secret
ply hijacking targeted computers or stealing inHistory
of Cyber War. Simon & Schuster; Reprint,
formation from them, it proved that a piece of
2017.
code could escape the digital realm and wreak
Mitnik Kevin. “Ghost in the Wires: My
actual, physical destruction, in this case, on an
Adventures as the World’s Most Wanted Hacker.
Iranian nuclear facility. Now journalist tells the Little, Brown and Company; 1, 2011.
whole story behind the world’s first cyber
Stoll Clifford. The Cuckoo’s Egg. Gallery
weapon, covering its genesis in the corridors of Books; Reissue, 2005.
the White House and its effect in Iran. And tellZegart Amy & Herbert Lin. Bytes, Bombs
ing about Countdown to Zero Day also ranges and Spies: The Strategic Dimensions of Offenbeyond Stuxnet itself, exploring the history of sive Cyber Operations. Broockings Institution,
cyber warfare and its future, showing us what 2018.
Zetter Kim. Countdown to Zero Day:
might be happen should our infrastructure be
targeted by a Stuxnet –style attack, and ulti- Stuxnet and the Launch of the World’s First Digimately, providing a portrait of a world at the tal Weapon. Crown; Reprint, 2015.
edge of a new kind of war. (Zetter,Countdown
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ing & Storage, Knowledge Acquisition & Creation, Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer,
Knowledge Application, Conscientiousness,
Adaptability, Innovativeness etc.
INTRODUCTION
Emotional Intelligence represents the
ability or capacity to access and manage the
emotions of self and also emotions of others.
Individuals possessing this intelligent trait contribute well in the form of high performance, job
satisfaction, integrated and collaborated teamwork and lower level of turnover intentions. It
further enhances self-confidence, self-motivation and ability to face challenges in this dynamic work culture. Higher productivity at work
due to effective job satisfaction is also possible
only when people are able to understand and
manage their emotions well in time. Emotional
Intelligence also helps in managing stress and
burnout level of people which acts as a hindrance in their potential growth and development (Goleman, 1995). The current study involves several dimension of Emotional Intelligence that seems to having an impact on various dimensions of Knowledge Management.
These dimensions include Transparency, Conscientiousness, Adaptability and Innovativeness.
Transparency dimension accounts for developing fare practices that directly leads to desired
actions and activities. Conscientiousness considers mechanism that holds the fair process
for taking responsibilities in order to enhance
performance. People with enriched Conscientiousness are able to keep commitments made
with others, smoothly achieve objectives and
adopt an organized platform. Adaptability helps
people to handle rapid and sudden changes that
take place in work environment. They further are
able to meet augmented demands during rapid
changes in environment and are responsible for
bringing flexibility while leading several events.
Innovativeness accounts for enhancing the
scope of thinking with new contemplations and
ideas. People possessing this trait are able to

ABSTRACT
Study on assessment and management
of emotions is talk of the arena now a days. It
has been now very neatly assessed that a person before offering any type of assignment
weather regular or temporary must not only be
accessed on behavioural or physical parameters
but also on emotional parameters. Thus the
implantation of Emotional Intelligence practices
to evaluate the emotional content of individuals is gaining priority in the market. Emotional
Intelligence not only helps in recognition of self
and other people emotions but also lays platform for their management as well. The current
study shall seek to identify the role played by
Emotional Intelligence dimensions in reframing
Knowledge Management practices being offered and managed among telecom sector employees in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashmir. The study shall further analyze the impact
of individual dimensions considered in the current research study on several dimensions of
Knowledge Management on individual basis.
The study shall further recommend various suggestions from desired results to improve the
overall work mechanism of telecom sector employees in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashmir in particular and for rest of India in general.
KEYWORDS: Emotional Intelligence, Knowledge
Management, Transparency, Knowledge Captur7.940(IIJIF)
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find out new sources of ideas, problem solving
4. To examine the influence of
techniques and augment creative thinking. Innovativeness dimension of Emotional IntelliKnowledge Managementrepresents the process gence on various dimensions of Knowledge
of planning, organizing and managing knowl- Management.
edge related assets so that it can be effectively LITERATURE REVIEW
utilized wherever required. The several dimen- (Milton, 2005)Emotional Intelligence has been
sions of Knowledge Management that has been witnessed to play a greater role in understandadopted to conduct this research study include ing and managing emotions of people that enKnowledge Acquisition & Creation, Knowledge hances greater team and group cohesiveness
Capturing & Storage, Knowledge Dissemination and efficient flow of knowledge and informa& Transfer and Knowledge Application. Knowl- tion between groups and teams. Higher Emoedge Acquisition & Creation are categorized into tional Intelligence further enhances self-confitwo fold initiatives i.e. Knowledge Acquisition dence, capacities of networking and also ac&Knowledge Creation. Knowledge Creation uses counts for improving tactical and social skills
the process of socialization, externalization, in- without which Knowledge Management practernalization and combination of all these to tices are meaningless. Furthermore higher level
generate a desired set of knowledge whereas of Emotional Intelligence enhances improved
Knowledge Acquisition holds the mechanisms decision making and enhancement of social and
of search, sourcing and grafting to acquire technical skills.
knowledge. Knowledge Capturing & (Karkoulian, Hareke, Messarra, 2010) conStorageholds the process for conversion of ducted a research study to analyze the relationknowledge to an explicit form and its storage ship between knowledge sharing and emotions.
so that it can be easily retrieved and utilized It was found that proper recognition and mananytime. Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer agement of emotions accounts for better sharbrings out ways for diffusion and distribution of ing and dissemination of knowledge domains.
desired knowledge for the purpose of enhanc- Moreover higher the level of Emotional Intelliing performance and final output. Knowledge gence, better shall be the capability of sharing
Application accounts for identifying and devel- and managing knowledge.
oping new ways of using synthesized data and (Dulewicz& Higgs, 2000)deliberated a research
information that can provide new insights in the study by considering Knowledge Management
form of new opportunities and also add a value and competitive advantage and also role played
chain to existing mechanisms and phenomenon by Emotional Intelligence as a moderator. It was
(Nonaka, 1994).
found that there exists a strong association beOBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
tween Knowledge Management and competitive
1. To analyze the effect of Trustworthi- advantage. It was further elaborated that Emoness dimension of Emotional Intelligence on tional Intelligence has a great and significant
several dimensions of Knowledge Management. level of impact on Knowledge Management and
2. To admittance the influence of Con- competitive advantage. Individuals with higher
scientiousness dimension of Emotional Intelli- level of Emotional Intelligence hold extended
gence on numerous dimensions of Knowledge level of Knowledge Management practices and
Management.
competitive advantage as compared to others.
3. To study the role of Adaptability di- (Vince, 2004) deliberated a study considering
mension of Emotional Intelligence on volumi- Emotional Intelligence, social learning and its
nous dimensions of Knowledge Management.
application in several organizations. The study
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found that Emotional Intelligence plays a sig- below as:
nificant role in enhancing social learning and Table 01:
also improves learning capabilities of individuals.
(Mir Aasim, 2021) conducted a study on evaluating role of Emotional Intelligence dimensions
Table 01 represents the values of analyin remodeling Knowledge Management mecha- sis between Transparency dimension of Emonism among agriculture workers. It was found tional Intelligence and Knowledge Acquisition
that some dimensions of Emotional Intelligence & Creation dimension of Knowledge Managehas a direct and significant impact on Knowl- ment. The results depicted that Transparency
edge Management practices while there are dimension of Emotional Intelligence has a sigalso some dimensions of Knowledge Manage- nificant impact on Knowledge Acquisition & Crement that does not have any association with ation dimension of Knowledge Management
various dimensions of Emotional Intelligence.
among telecom sector works in Jammu division.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
It was further found that Transparency supports
The data and information for the current upgradation of Knowledge Acquisition & Creresearch study shall be collected using both pri- ation pattern of telecom sector workers. The
mary as well as secondary information and data. estimated p value is 0.024. The values of EstiPrimary data and information shall be collected mates and Standard Estimates have been found
using pretested questionnaire regarding several to be 0.243 and 0.097.
dimensions of Emotional Intelligence and Knowl- Table 02:
edge Management from telecom sector employDimensions & Sub- dimensions
Relationship
Estimates
Standard
PSignificance
Estimates Value
(Yes/No)
ees working in Jammu division of Jammu and Transparency – Knowledge
T-KCS
0.133
0.049
0.362
No
Capturing & Storage
Kashmir. Secondary data regarding telecom sector shall be collected from various agencies,
Table 02 shows values of analysis betelecom sector offices and directorate of infor- tween Emotional Intelligence’s Transparency dimation and telecommunication government of mension and Knowledge Capturing & Storage
Jammu and Kashmir. The data and information dimension of Knowledge Management. It has
collected from various sources (respondents) been found that Transparency dimension does
shall be analyzed to workout various relation- not at all have any association with Knowledge
ships whether positive or negative in order to Capturing & Storage pattern of telecom sector
determine the overall framework and future workers in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashcourse of recommendations. The study involves mir. The estimated p value is 0.362. The values
a total of 250 respondents who work in telecom of Estimates and Standard Estimates have been
sector in telecom department of Jammu and found to be 0.133 and 0.049.
Kashmir.
Table 03:
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Dimensions & Sub- dimensions
Relationship
Estimates
Standard
PSignificance
Estimates Value
(Yes/No)
Several dimensions of Emotional
Transparency – Knowledge
T-KDT
0.230
0.079
0.028
Yes
Dissemination & Transfer
Intelligencehave a diversified impact on numerous dimensions of Knowledge Management
Table number 03 represents relationship
when analyzed together. The detailed analysis of Emotional Intelligence’s Transparency dimenregarding assessing the impact of various di- sion with Knowledge Management’s Knowledge
mensions of Emotional Intelligence on various Dissemination & Transfer dimension. It was
dimensions of Knowledge Management is given found that there exists a strong positive relaDimension s & Subdimensions
Transpar ency –
Knowledge Acquisition
& Creatio n

Relationship

Estimates

Standard Estimates

P-Value

T-KAC

0.243

0.097

0.024

Significan ce
(Yes/No )
Yes
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tionship between Transparency and Knowledge Table 06:
Dissemination & Transfer among telecom secDimensions & SubRelationship
Estimates
Standard
PSignificance
dimensions
Estimates
Value
(Yes/No)
Conscientiousness C – KCS
0.236
0.092
0.031
Yes
tor workers in Jammu division. Further found that
Knowledge Capturing &
Storage
Transparency enriches Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer process of workers up to a
The relationship of Conscientiousness
greater extent. The estimated p value is 0.028. dimension and Knowledge Capturing & Storage
The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates dimension has been depicted in table number
have been found to be 0.230 and 0.079.
06. It has been found that there exists a strong
Table 04:
and positive relationship between Conscientiousness and Knowledge Capturing & Storage.
Dimensions & Sub- dimensions
Relationship
Estimates Standard
PSignificance
Estimates Value
(Yes/No)
Conscientiousness has been further found to be
Transparency – Knowledge
T – KA
0.13 4
0.041
0.348
No
Application
working for synthesis of data and information
Table 04 accounts for presenting asso- under Knowledge Capturing & Storage dimenciation of Transparency dimension and Knowl- sion. The estimated p value is 0.031. The valedge Application of telecom sector workers/ ues of Estimates and Standard Estimates have
employees. Findings revealed that transparency been found to be 0.236 and 0.092.
dimension of Emotional Intelligence do not have Table 07:
any association with Knowledge Application
Dimensions & SubRelationship
Estimates Standard
PSignificance
dimensions
Estimates Value
(Yes/No)
mechanism of telecom sector workers. It was
Conscientiousness –
C – KDT
0.136
0.033
0.254
No
Knowledge Dissemination &
further accessed that knowledge application
Transfer
does not even require transparency as a broad
target as it is being managed by each employee
Table 07 demonstrates the association
in terms of competitive scope which is based of Conscientiousness dimension of Emotional
on narrow target. The estimated p value is Intelligenceand Knowledge Dissemination &
0.348. The values of Estimates and Standard Transfer dimension of Knowledge Management.
Estimates have been found to be 0.134 and Study found that there is no significant associa0.041.
tion between Conscientiousness and Knowledge
Table 05:
Dissemination & Transfer. Further Knowledge
Dissemination & Transfer dimension itself acDimensions & Sub- dimensions
Relationship
Estimates
Standard
P-Value
Significance
Estimates
(Yes/No)
counts for pellucidity thus does not require ConConscientiousness - Knowledge
C – KAC
0.227
0.082
0.023
Yes
Acquisition & Creation
scientiousness separately. The estimated p
Table 05 shows values of analysis be- value is 0.254. The values of Estimates and Stantween Conscientiousness dimension of Emo- dard Estimates have been found to be 0.136 and
tional Intelligence and Knowledge Acquisition 0.033.
& Creation dimension of Knowledge Manage- Table 08:
ment. The study found that there is a strong sigDimensions & SubRelat ionship
Est imate s Standard
PSignificance
dimensions
Estimates Value
(Yes/No)
nificant relationship between the two dimenCo nscien tiou sness C – KA
0.175
0.044
0.240
No
Kn owledge App lication
sions. It depicts thatConscientiousness dimension of Emotional Intelligence plays a very imTable 08 has demonstrated the affiliaportant role in framing way outs for Knowledge tion between Conscientiousness dimension of
Acquisition & Creation dimension of Knowledge Emotional Intelligence and Knowledge ApplicaManagement. The estimated p value is 0.023. tion dimension of Knowledge Management. It
The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates was found that Conscientiousness and Knowlhave been found to be 0.227 and 0.082.
edge Application does not share any linear as-
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sociation as depicted by p value of 0.240. The gence and Knowledge Dissemination & Transvalues of Estimates and Standard Estimates fer dimension of Knowledge Management does
have been found to be 0.175 and 0.044.
not hold a significant relationship with each
Table 09:
other among telecom sector workers in Jammu
division. The estimated p value is 0.250. The
Dim ensions & SubRelationship
Estimates
St andard
PSignificance
dimensions
Estimates Value
(Yes/ No)
values of Estimates and Standard Estimates
Adapt ab ility - Kno wledge
AD – KAC
0.141
0.041
0.233
No
Acquisition & Creation
have been found to be 0.135 and 0.050.
Table 09 has been accounted to draw Table 12:
some facts regarding affiliation of Adaptability
Dimensions & Sub- dimensions
Relationship
Estimates
Standard
P-Value
Significance
Estimates
(Yes/No)
dimension of Emotional Intelligence and Knowl- Adaptability - Knowledge
AD – KA
0.259
0.082
0.028
Yes
Application
edge Acquisition & Creation dimension of
Knowledge Management. It has been witnessed
Table 12 considered association of
that Adaptability dimension does not have any Adaptability and Knowledge Application. The
role in devising mechanism for Knowledge Ac- findings showed that Adaptability enhances
quisition & Creation of telecom sector workers scope for Knowledge Application among
in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashmir. The telecom sector workers. It further enhances comestimated p value is 0.233. The values of Esti- petitive positioning of Knowledge Application
mates and Standard Estimates have been found dimension. The estimated p value is 0.028. The
to be 0.141 and 0.041.
values of Estimates and Standard Estimates
Table 10:
have been found to be 0.259 and 0.082.
Table 13:
Dimensions & SubRelationship
Estimates Standard
PSignificance
dimensions
Adaptability - Knowledge
Capturing & Storage

AD – KCS

0.218

Estimates
0.088

Value
0.018

(Yes/No)
Yes

Adaptability dimension of Emotional Intelligence and Knowledge Capturing & Storage
dimension of Knowledge Management has been
found to be sharing a strong and significant relationship when studied for telecom sector workers in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashmir.
Adaptability has further found to be making an
acquiescence schedule for Knowledge Capturing & Storage. The values of analysis have been
given in table 10 where p value stands at 0.018.
The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates
have been found to be 0.218 and 0.088.
Table 11:
Dimensions & Subdimensio ns
Adaptability – Know ledge
Dissemin ation & Transfer

Relationship

Estimates

AD – KDT

0.135

Standard
Estimates
0.050

PValue
0.250

Significance
(Yes/No)
No

The association of Adaptability dimension and Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer
dimension has been depicted in table number
11 above. From the table values it is viable that
Adaptability dimension of Emotional Intelli-

Dimensions & Subdimensions
Innovativeness - Knowledge
Acquisition & Creation

Relationship

Estimates

INN – KAC

0.133

Standard
Estimates
0.052

PValue
0.292

Significance
(Yes/No)
No

Table 13 represents relationship of
Innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence with Knowledge Acquisition & Creation
dimension of Knowledge Management. It was
found that Innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence does not hold any significant
association with Knowledge Acquisition & Creation dimension of Knowledge Management. The
estimated p value is 0.292. The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates have been found
to be 0.133 and 0.052.
Table 14:
Dimensions & Subdimensions
Innovativeness - Knowledge
Capturing & Storage

Relationship

Estimates

INN – KCS

0.246

Standard
Estimates
0.083

PValue
0.027

Significance
(Yes/No)
Yes

The association of Innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence with Knowledge
Capturing & Storage dimension of Knowledge
Management has been depicted in table 14. It
has been assessed that Innovativeness dimen-
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sion holds a very strong and positive association with Knowledge Capturing & Storage dimension among telecom sector workers in Jammu
division with p value of 0.027. The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates have been
found to be 0.246 and 0.083.
Table 15:
Dimension s & Sub dim ensio ns
Tra nsp arency – Kn owled ge
Acqu isition & Creation
Tra nsp arency – Kn owled ge
Ca pturing & Stor age
Tra nsp arency – Kn owled ge
Dissemin a tion & Transfer
Tra nsp arency – Kn owled ge
Application
Co nscien tiou sness Kn owledg e Acq uisition &
Cr eation

Dimensions & Subdimensions
Innovativeness - Knowledge
Dissemination & Transfer

Relationship

Estimates

INN – KDT

0.226

Standard
Estimates
0.081

PValue
0.032

Significance
(Yes/No)
Yes

Table number 15 shows values of association between Innovativeness dimension and
Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer dimension
among telecom sector workers in Jammu division. The table values depict that Innovativeness
dimension and Knowledge Dissemination &
Transfer dimension holds a highly significant
relationship with each other. The estimated p
value is 0.032. The values of Estimates and Standard Estimates have been found to be 0.226 and
0.081.
Table 16:
Dimensions & Subdimensions
Innovativeness - Knowledge
Application

Relationship

Estimates

INN – KA

0.237

Standard
Estimates
0.080

PValue
0.026

Significance
(Yes/No)
Yes

Table 16 shows association of
Innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence with Knowledge Application dimension of
Knowledge Management. It has been found that
innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence plays a very important and vital role in
managing Knowledge Application pattern of
telecom sector workers in Jammu division of
Jammu and Kashmir. The estimated p value is
0.026. The values of Estimates and Standard
Estimates have been found to be 0.237 and
0.080.
Table 17: Overall Summary

Co nscien tiou sness Kn owledg e C ap turing &
Storage
Co nscien tiou sness Kn owledg e Disseminatio n &
Tra nsfer
Co nscien tiou sness Kn owledg e App lication
Adaptab ility - Kno wledg e
Acqu isition & Creation
Adaptab ility - Kno wledg e
Ca pturing & Stor age
Adaptab ility - Kno wledg e
Dissemin a tion & Transfer
Adaptab ility - Kno wledg e
Application
Innovativ eness - Kn owled ge
Acqu isition & Creation
Innovativ eness - Kn owled ge
Ca pturing & Stor age
Innovativ eness - Kn owled ge
Dissemin a tion & Transfer
Innovativ eness - Kn owled ge
Application
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Relat io nship

Estimates

Stand ard
Estimates

P-Valu e

Sign ificance
(Yes/No)

T-KAC

0.243

0.097

0.024

Y es

T-KCS

0.133

0.049

0.362

No

T-KD T

0.230

0.079

0.028

Y es

T – KA

0.134

0.041

0.348

No

C – KAC

0.227

0.082

0.023

Y es

C – KC S

0.236

0.092

0.031

Y es

C – KDT

0.136

0.033

0.254

No

No

C – KA

0.175

0.044

0.240

AD – KAC

0.141

0.041

0.233

No

AD – KCS

0.218

0.088

0.018

Y es

AD – KDT

0.135

0.050

0.250

No

AD – KA

0.259

0.082

0.028

Y es

IN N – KAC

0.133

0.052

0.292

No

INN – KC S

0.246

0.083

0.027

Y es

IN N – KDT

0.226

0.081

0.032

Y es

IN N – K A

0.237

0.080

0.026

Y es

CONCLUSION
Emotional Intelligence plays a moderate
role in reshaping Knowledge Management practices of telecom sector workers in Jammu division of Jammu and Kashmir. Transparency dimension of Emotional Intelligence has a very
significant association with Knowledge Acquisition & Creation and Knowledge Dissemination
& Transfer dimension of Knowledge Management but has no association with Knowledge
Capturing & Storage and Knowledge Application
dimension of Knowledge Management. Moreover Conscientiousness dimension of Emotional
Intelligence has the capability of reorienting
Knowledge Acquisition & Creation and Knowledge Capturing & Storage dimension of Knowledge Management while does not impact
Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer and Knowledge Application dimensions. Furthermore
Adaptability has been found to remodeling
Knowledge Capturing & Storage and Knowledge
Application dimensions while does not show any
significance with Knowledge Acquisition & Creation and Knowledge Dissemination & Transfer.
Additionally Innovativeness dimension of Emotional Intelligence reorganizes Knowledge Capturing & Storage, Knowledge Dissemination &
Transfer and Knowledge Application of telecom
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sector workers. Moreover Innovativeness shows zational Science Journal, 5(1), 14-37.
no positive association with Knowledge Acqui11. Psilopanagioti, A., Anagnostopoulos,
sition & Creation.
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INTRODUCTION
Working capital study of ‘Vardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Private Limited, District
Solapur’ (VFSPLDS)is of major importance of
internal & external analysis because of its relationship with the current day to day operations
of business. Funds, collected from different
sources are invested in the business for the acquisition of assets. These assets are employed
for earning revenue. The basic problem facing
the finance manager of an enterprise is to tradeoff between conflicting but equally important
goals of liquidity and profitability and vice versa.
NEED OF STUDY
1. To study the need of maintain sufficient working capital of fertilizer units.
2. To check balance between liquidity
and short term.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1) To study the position of working capital of selected fertilizer units.
2) To make suggestions for the better
working capital management of fertilizer units.
HYPOTHESIS
H0: Insufficient working capital has adverse affected in the liquidity of fertilizer units under
study.
H1: Insufficient working capital has not effecting in the liquidity of fertilizer units under study.
PERIOD OF STUDY
The present study is undertaken for the
period of five accounting year starting from
2012-2013 to 2016-2017. The researcher has
selected 2012-2013 as base year for the purpose of analysis and evolution.
SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTION
Researcher has used secondary data as
main sources for the presented research study.
Annual accounting reports such as Income statement position statement are collected form web
side of Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA),
Maharashtra Reginal Division, of Government
of India.
LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

ABSTRACT
Working capital management is concerned with the problems that arise in attempting to manage the current assets, the current
liabilities and the interrelationship that exists
between them. This paper tries to make an attempt to study the working capital, components
of working capital and liquidity of ‘Vardhman
Fertilizer & Seeds Private Limited, District
Solapur’.
The paper also tries to study the correlation between liquidity and profitability of this
fertilize unit. The study is bases on secondary
data collected from annual report of this fertilizer unit for the period of 5 years on website of
ministry of company affair of India. In this paper, there is an application of correlation analysis for identity the significant of working capital management include the current ratio and
quick ratio on the quiddity positon of this fertilizer units.
KEY WORDS: Working Capital, objectives, Hypothesis, sources of data collection, limitation,
Net Working Capital, Net Working Capital Ratio, Current Ratio, Liquid Ratio, Findings, Suggestion, Conclusion & References.
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1. The study is limited to five year only. Chart No. – 2
2. Ratio analysis has its own limitations. Net Working Capital of VFSPLDS
3. This study is based on only secondary
data of fertilizer units.
NET WORKING CAPITAL
The net working capital is qualitative that
indicating the fertilizer units were ability to meet
its operation expenses and currents liability. The
term net working capital refers to the difference
between current assets and current liabilities.
Net Working Capital = Current Assets – Current Liabilities
Current Assets: Cash balance + Banks Balance
+ short term Marketable Securitas + Sundry DebtIn financial year 2012-2013 the NWC
ors + Bill Receivables + Inventory + Prepaid Ex- was little high and in 2016-2017 NWC was very
penses + Short Term Loan and advances + Notes
low and minus as compare to other financial
etc.
Current Liabilities: Sundry Creditors + Bill Pay- years. There was no any insufficient short-term
able + Outstanding Expenses + Short Term Loans investment and net working capital was good
+ Short Term Borrowings + Dividend Payable + all financial years except last year. This fertilise
units was positive net working capital except
Provisions + Any Short Term Dues etc.
As per the above given numerical table last year.
no. 1 and chart no. 2, it has found that all finan- CURRENT RATIO (CR)
cial years amount of net working capital (NWC)
Current Assets Ratio also knows as curof ‘Vardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Private Lim- rent Ratio, working capital ratio. This ratio exited, District Solapur’ (LMBTPLDS). The total presses the relationship between current assets
of five years NWC was Rs. 1038,65,865, arithmetical mean of NWC was Rs. 207,73,173, stan- and current liabilities. The current ratio is caldard derivation was Rs. 183,63,179 and coeffi- culated by dividing the current assets by current liabilities. Thus can be expressed as pure
cient variance it was 88.40%.
number or percentage ratio. And the idea curTable No. – 1
rent ratio id 2:1. The formulas of current ratio is
Net Working Capital of VFSPLDS
follows:
Current Assets Ratio = Current Assets / Current Liabilities
As per the above given numerical table
no. 3 and diagram no. 4 has shown the Current
Ratio (CR) of Vardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Private Limited, District Solapur’ (LMBTPLDs).
The CR in year 2012-2013 was 1.25, in 20132014 was 1.15, in 2014-2015 was 1.17, in 20152016 was 1.08 and 2016-2017 was 0.91. Total
of CR in five years was 5.56, arithmetic mean
was 1.11, standard derivation was 0.11 and coefficient variance was 10.19%.
Table No. – 3
Current Ratio of VF&SPLDS
Fer tili zer Unit : So lapu r
Particu lar s

V ard hm an Fe rt ilizer & S eeds Pvt . Ltd .

2012-2013

2013-2014

Last 5 Years Figures

2014-2015

2 015-2016

201 6-2017

A) C ur ren t Asset s

1. Cu rrent Investm en t
2. Inventories

3. Tr ad e R eceiv abl es

-

-

-

-

-

1394,01, 660

1453,08,16 4

1754,55,685

1763, 72,714

969,97, 541

372,28, 312

498,69,53 6

507,84,245

202, 71,443

226,58, 604

4. Cash & Cash E qu ipm ent

72,43, 476

36,65,91 9

27,44,317

32, 96,109

2 3,81,005

5. Sho rt Term Lon e & Ad v.

88,13, 594

74,89,10 1

86,51,625

53, 96,921

5 5,48,925

8,06, 387

5,41,31 3

7,75,866

5, 98,889

2,32,936

1934,93, 429

2068,74,03 3

23 84,11,738

2059, 36,076

1278,19,011

6. O th er Cur ren t Asset s

Total A)

B) Cu rrent s Liab ilit ies

1. Sho rt Term Bo rr ow ing s

545,38, 086

457,05,59 9

573,81,767

755, 77,273

719,67, 133

2. Tr ad e Pay ables

882,99, 101

1138,06,62 4

1211,68,813

943, 86,210

495,06, 872

3. Sho rt Term Pr ov isio n

125,22, 641

126,44,11 9

143,59,545

102, 83,469

8 4,16,069

-

69,73,22 4

100,70,583

109, 73,815

100,87, 479

1553,59, 828

1791,29,56 6

20 29,80,708

1912, 20,767

1399,77,553

381,33, 601

277,44,46 7

3 54,31,030

147, 15,309

-121,58, 542

Total of L ast 5 Y ears N et W or k ing C apit al

1038,65,86 5

4. O th er Cur ren t L ia.

To tal B)

N et W orking Cap ital (A-B)

Arithm etic al m ean (A M )

207,73,17 3

S tand ard Der ivati on (S D)

183,63,17 9

Co effic ient of Vari ance ( C V )

8 8.40%
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Fertilizer Unit : Solapur

Vardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Pvt. Ltd.

Last 5 Years Figures

Financial Year

CA

CL

CA R

Standard

Remarks

2012 - 2013

1934,93,429

1553,59,828

1.25

2.00

-0.75

2013 - 2014

2068,74,033

1791,29,566

1.15

2.00

-0.85

2014 - 2015

2384,11,738

2029,80,708

1.17

2.00

-0.83

2015 - 2016

2059,36,076

1912,20,767

1.08

2.00

-0.92

2016 - 2017

1278,19,011

1399,77,553

0.91

2.00

-1.09

Total of last 5 Years

9725,34,287

8686,68,422

5.56

10.00

-4.44

Arithmetic Mean (A M)

1945,06,857

1737,33,684

1.11

2.00

-0.89

Standard Derivation (S D)

364,95,228

230,97,086

0.11

-

0.11

Coefficient of Variance (C V)

18.76%

13.29%

10.19%

-

-12.79%

Chart No. – 4
Current Ratio of VF&SPLDS

099

& Prepaid Expenses
· Liquid Liabilities = All Current Liabilities – Bank
Overdraft
As per the above statistical table no. 5
and diagram no. 6 has shown Liquid Ratio (LR)
ofVardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Private Limited,
District Solapur (VF&SPLDS). The LR in year
2012-2013 was 0.29, for 2013-2014 was 0.30,
for 2014-2015 was 0.27, in 2015-2016 was 0.13
and 2016-2017 it was 0.18. And total of LR in
five years was 1.17, arithmetic mean was 0.23,
standard derivation was 0.07 and coefficient
variance it was 29.33%.
Table No. – 5
Liquid Ratio of VF&SPLDS
Fertilizer Unit : Solapur
Financial Year

The CR of five financial years was decreasing order and it was too much below of
Standard ratio. In financial year 2014-2015 the
CR was high as compare to other years but not
sufficient as the standard ratio i.e. 1.17. The
chart Show that orange curve line of standard
ratio was line shape and blue curve line of CR
which was goes little down and below of the
Standard Line. The average CR in five years was
1.11 which was below 0.89 of standard. This
fertilizer unit was over trading and under
capitalization situation. This CR also shows
that there was no short-term solvency position, insufficient & unsatisfactory liquidity.
LIQUID RATIO
Liquid Ratio also knows ‘Quick Ratio’,
‘Acid Test Ratio’ this ratio is concerned with the
establishment of relationship between the liquid assets ad quick liabilities. The liquid assets
refers to those assets which can be immediately
or at a short notice, be converted into cash without loss or diminution value. The ideal quick ratio
of 1:1.
Liquid Ratio = Liquid Assets / liquid liabilities
· Liquid Assets= All Current Assets – Inventory
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Vardhaman Fertilizers & Seed Pvt. Ltd.
LA

LL

LR or QR

Last 5 Years Figures
STD.

Remarks

2012 - 2013

452,78,175

1553,59,828

0.29

1.00

-0.71

2013 - 2014

540,76,768

1791,29,566

0.30

1.00

-0.70

2014 - 2015

543,04,428

2029,80,708

0.27

1.00

-0.73

2015 - 2016

241,66,441

1912,20,767

0.13

1.00

-0.87

2016 - 2017

252,72,545

1399,77,553

0.18

1.00

-0.82

Total of last 5 Years

2030,98,357

8686,68,422

1.17

5.00

-3.83

Arithmetic Mean (A M)

406,19,671

1737,33,684

0.23

1.00

-0.77

Standard Derivation (S D)

133,88,882

230,97,086

0.07

-

0.07

Coefficient of Variance (C V)

32.96%

13.29%

29.33%

-

-8.94%

The LR of five financial years was decreasing order and it was very lower than standard ratio. In year 2013-2014 the LR was higher
and in 2015-2016 it was lower as compare to
other years. The chart show that grey bars are
standard bars and blue bars of LR were going
straight line but overall it was very lower than
the Standard bars as compared to all years
Chart No. – 6
Liquid Ratio of VF&SPLDS
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The average liquid ratio was 0.23 in five above analysis it is understand that this unit’s
years which was very lower 0.77 than the stan- short term liquidity is not insufficient and it is
dard ratio and it was not maintained sound very poor.
short-term liquidity. This fertilizer unit was not
3. The average Liquid Ratio (LR) one can
enable to pay its current liabilities quickly and say that this unit for the last five years was 0.27
facing difficulty.
which is little less 0.73 of the standard. It is
TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS
found that above liquidity analysis of this comTable No. 7
pany are not sufficient and it is not good liquid
Correlation of Accounting Ratio
position during the selected period.
SUGGESTION
Accounting Ratio
NWC
NWCR
CAR
LR
1. This fertilizer unit should investment
NWC
P.C.
1
.557
.365
.436
S (2-T)
0.000
0.001
0.000
at least 1% of their net profit in short-term inN
75
75
75
75
vestments and loan and advance as current asNWCR
P.C.
.557
1
.738
.709
sets.
S (2-T)
0.000
0.000
0.000
2. This fertilizer unit should reduce at
N
75
75
75
75
CAR
P.C.
.365
.738
1
.898
least 10% of short-term borrowings in every fiS (2-T)
0.001
0.000
0.000
nancial year.
N
75
75
75
75
3. This fertilizer unit should maintain the
LR
P.C.
.436
.709
.898
1
standard ratios of liquidity such as current asS (2-T)
0.000
0.000
0.000
sets ratio 2:1, quick ratio 1:1 and standard of
N
75
75
75
75
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) and**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2cash ratio.
tailed).
CONCLUSION
P.C = Pearson Correlation,S (2-T) = Sig. (2-tailed) and SND = Standard
As per table number 7 of accounting ra“Insufficient working capital has adverse tio of Vardhman Fertilizer & Seeds Private Limeffect in the liquidity and profitability position ited, District Solapur (VF&SPLDS), there is sigof fertilizer units under study. Hence alternative nificant correlation exits between net working
hypothesis is accepted (H1),Insufficient work- capital with liquidity such as current ratio, liing capital has not effecting in the liquidity and quidity ratio of this fertilizer unit. But there is
profitability position of fertilizer units under no statistically significant correlation between
study.”
net working capital and liquidity.
The Null Hypothesis (H0) rejected and alter- REFERENCES
nate Hypothesis (H1) is accepted
1. “Research Methodology – Method
FINDING
and Techniques” by C. R. Kothari & Gaurav Garg,
The researcher has found the following Third Edition 2014, New age international Prisome points in the study of working capital of vate Limited Publishers, New Delhi.
diamond lifter organic fertilizer private limited,
2. Bhalla V. K. ‘Working Capital Managedistrict Pune.
ment’ Chand & Company Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi.
1. Net Working Capital of this unit have
3. ‘An accounting study of working capinot any short term investment and liabilities over tal and its impact on profitability with special
currents assets and minus all financial years so reference western Maharashtra’ Ph.D. Thesis,
it was negative NWC.
The researcher Prof. Vijay B. Kadam.
2. The average Current Assets Ratio
4. http://www.krishi.maharashtra.gov.in
(CAR) of this unit for the last five years was 0.66
5. http://www.mca.gov.in
which is less 1.34 of standard ratio. Form the
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Recent Trends in Cyber security
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Abstract:Today, due to the modern life style
people have joined technology life and using
more technology for shopping as well as
financial transactions in their cyber space. At
the same time , safeguarding of knowledge has
become increasingly difficult. In addition, the
heavy use and growth of social media, online
crime or cybercrime has increased. In the world
of information technology, data security plays a
significant role. The information security has
become one of today’s main challenges.
Whenever we think of cyber security, we first of
all think of ‘cybercrimes,’ which expand
tremendously every day. Different government
and businesses take various steps to avoid this
form of cybercrime. In addition to numerous
cyber protection initiatives, many people are
also very worried about it. This paper focuses
primarily on cyber security concerns related to
the new technology. It also concentrates on the
new technologies for cyber security, ethics and
developments that impact cyber security.
Keywords: Cyber security, cybercrime, android
apps Social networks,
1. Introduction
The process of digitization in all aspects
of human life, like healthcare, education,
business, etc., has gradually led to the storage
of all sorts of information, including sensitive
data. Security, is the process of protecting the
digitized information from theft or from physical
damage while maintaining the confidentiality
and availability of information but as technology
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is growing rapidly, the cybercrime rate also
increases both in number and complexity. The
reason behind this tremendous growth in cybercrime is the usage of inadequate software,
expired security tools, design flaws,
programming errors, easily available online
hacking tools, lack of awareness in public, high
rates of financial returns, etc. In order to explore
the vulnerabilities in the target and thereby to
attack the victim, more powerful attack tools are
developed by the technical attackers. With this,
new attacks in different variations are coming
which are difficult to detect. Increase in internet
dependency in all walks of life, digital nature of
data in huge amounts getting accumulated
through online transactions and decentralization
of data repositories, has led to the development
of effective security algorithms. The
continuously changing nature of cybercrime also
leads to the difficulty of handling and avoiding
emerging threats. The task of securing cyberspace is the most difficult and challenging task
as advanced threats play a very active role.
Therefore, it is necessary to get insights into
the concepts of security defense mechanisms,
different techniques and trending topics in the
area of information security
1.1 Cyber Crime:
Cybercrime is a term for a crime which
uses a PC for robbery and crime of commission.
The United States Department of Justice has
extended the scope of cybercrime to cover any
crime that uses a device for evidence storage.
The increasing list of cybercrimes includes
computer crimes, such as the spread of network
intrusions and pc-viruses, as well as the
computer-based variant of established crimes
such as theft, stalking, intimidation, and
coercion. Often cyber-crimes in common
people’s language may also be defined as
crimes committed using a PC and the web to
steal the identity or sell an individual to victims
of smuggling or stalking or disrupting operations
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with malicious programme. As technology has safety criteria or properties in the SPL. There
a major role in the lives of an extremely were various approaches to variability
individual day by day, cybercrimes too can management and safety criteria from the early
increase alongside technological advancements. stages of production of the product line.
1.2 Cyber Security:
Mohsin, M.; Anwar et al, [4] Whether the
Privacy and information protection can established techniques of feature models can
be the primary security behaviour which any be implemented or adapted for cyber security
company cares about continually. We prefer to is the challenge in the fields of cyber security.
square measurements currently in a highly In an approach is proposed in order to enhance
digital or cyber-specific environment in which the production and the derivative products of
all the data are stored. Social networking sites safe software product lines (SPLs).
provide an environment wherever users feel VeenooUpadhyay [5] The wizard asks the user
secure while they function with friends and to add “labels” of privacy to select friends, and
family, cyber criminals also seek to steal he uses this feedback to create a classifier using
personal information via social media sites.
the machine learning pattern, which can be used
1.3 Scope of The Study:
to allocate privileges to the other user friends
The interactive structure of the financial automatically. The insight for the design stems
environment will be a direct impact on one from the observation that actual users
aspect of the institution’s infrastructure and the understand their privacy habits and that friend
sensibilities of the financial sector to can see which details they use and reproduce
cybercrimes, in particular attacks on Denial-of- in other friends’ settings, based on an implicit
Services. In order to secure all the confidential set of rules.
information from falling into wrong hands, the Yim, K [6]The main principle of this technique
finance sector should continually track and prevents the user from disclosing the actual
innovate its systems. The banking sector has keyboard data entrance but detects the keyboard
always been the leading player in implementing data attack techniques. In particular, by
safety systems and behavior and has also been producing the random keyboard data, the
the leading cyber security investment sector.
defender calls for a keyboard input event to
2. Literature Review
secure the user ‘s actual keyboard data intake
Julian Jang-Jaccard [1] Improving cyber security by filtering the keyboard data generation.
and protecting critical information infrastructure Nikita TresaCyriacLipsaSadath [7]The paper
is important for the security and economic well- also discusses the perpetrators of a cyber-attack
being of each country. Safer Internet (and and the techniques primarily used to achieve
protecting Internet users) have been an their goal. It sheds light on the overall structure
important part of the growth of new services of cyber- assault and on its phases and its
and public policy.
impact on the financial system.
Lee, H.; Lee, et al [2]. Various attachment MdLiakat Ali [8] This study presents a brief
methods have emerged in the past and the key overview of the cyber security problems raised
logger is a representative attack tool, which by modern developments in technology and
records all user’s keyboard data entries and can innovations; the paper is also focused on the
be easily obtained from the Internet.
latest cyber security strategies, trends and other
Mellado, D.; Mouratidis et al,[3]. Protection is ethics in cyber security.
an area in the SPL that has not been studied. Kutub Thakur [9]Cyber security was used
Most methods concentrate on implementing interchangeably for the security of knowledge,
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where later it sees the human’s role in the safety 3.3
Malware Scanners:
process, although formerly finding this an
A software system which sometimes
additional dimension. However, such a debate scans all files and documents for malicious code
on cyber safety has major consequences, since or harmful viruses inside the system. The
it reflects on the ethical part of the whole society. samples of malicious software systems in this
Various systems and models have been field are generally sorting and noted as malware
developed to solve the problem of cyber security. by viruses, worms, and the Trojan horses.
J.li [10] Evaluated firewalls issues and how the 3.4
Firewall:
routing tables can be configured in a way that
Firewall is a software or hardware
minimizes the maximized firewall rule set which package which helps separate hackers ,viruses
helps to avoid performance bottlenecks and limit and worms trying to access your PC through the
safety breakthroughs. The problems are NP-full web .The firewall checks all messages that come
and an heuristic approach has been suggested in and blocks those that fail to meet the security
to demonstrate the efficacy of algorithms using requirements compatible with all messages
simulations. Two major contributions have also .Firewalls plays a very vital role in malware
taken place.
detection.
3. Cyber Security Techniques:
3.5
Role of Social Media in Cyber Security:
Cyber-attacks on cyberspace can grow
In recent modern world, there is a need
by capitalizing on new techniques. Cyber of interactive businesses which needs to find
criminals will most frequently change the new ways to secure personal information in
current malware signatures to take advantage more entangled environment. Social media has
of new technical faults. In other instances, they important role to play in cyber security and in
actually search for special features of emerging personal cyber-attacks. Adoption of social media
technology to detect weaknesses in malware among employees is growing and threat of
injection. Cyber criminals are taking advantage attack is therefore increasing since most of them
of emerging Internet technology and millions nearly use social media or social networking
and billions of active users to access a huge sites everyday it is now a massive forum for
amount of people easily and effectively using cyber criminals to hack private information and
these new technologies.
steal valued information. In recent days, it’s very
3.1 Access Control and Password Security:
easy to share personal information easily and
Security provided by the means of businesses must make sure that recognise, react
username and passwordis a simple way of in real time and prevent breaches of any kind
providing security for the private information to as quickly as possible. These social media has
preserve privacy. This means of providing easily make people to share their private
security is one of the most critical cyber security information and hackers can use these
initiatives.
information.therefore, people have to take
3.2 Authentication of Data: Until the reasonable steps to avoid misuse and loss of
transmitted information need to be attested that their information through these social media.
it has come from a reputable supply that was 4. Recent Survey Issues on Cyber Security
not changed. These documents are often Trends
authenticated using a gift from the opposing
Cyber Security concerns the awareness
virus software package inside computers. An concerning various cyber threats and the
honestly opposed virus software package is implementation of defense policies (i.e
more essential to protect devices from viruses. countermeasures) to safeguard confidentiality,
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credibility and availability of digital or IT numbers and card details by duplicating the
technologies
victims into believing they connect with a
trustworthy person, by either email or by text,
and increasingly by means of telephone.
4.2 IoTRansomware:
The internet of things contains several
devices, i.e. home equipment and service
sensors, which are connected to the network.
Climate control devices and refrigerators do not
often contain confidential information through
their own devices; they may be kept as hostages
Fig 4.1 Vulnerabilities and Defense Strategies and are possible targets for hackers to access
in existing systems
information in backend systems such as those
Many cyber security experts consider in power supplies and communication facilities
Malware is the main option for malicious arms 4.3 Increased Data Privacy Regulation:
to violate the cyber protection efforts of
The General Data Protection Regulations
cyberspace. Malware is the widespread class for Europe(GDPR) was introduced in May 2018
of attacks loaded upon a device, generally to strengthen European citizens’ rights of data
without the knowledge of the rightful owner. Like privacy and to implement compliance with more
viruses, worms, Trojan horses, spyware and bot rigorous global regulations or severe financial
executable, malware infects computers in penalties for non-compliance.
several ways for example propagating from 4.4 Cyber Attacks on Mobile Devices :
infected devices, trick users into opening tactile
Recent RSA research has concluded that
file or enticing users to visit websites of in 2018 “ 80% of fraudulent mobile transactions
malware spreading. Malware could load itself “ have risen exponentially with mobile app fraud
into a USB drive inserted into an infected since 2015 with mobile devices touching each
computer in more concrete cases of malware part of our life and working life ,their risk
infection, and then infect any machine into which perceptions also grow higher.
the computer is then inserted. Malware can 4.5 Increased Investment in Automation :
spread from the embedded systems and
Automation technology is gaining
computational logic of devices and equipment. ground in organisations by allowing
Malware can be introduced in the device life underemployed cyber security teams to focus
cycle at any time. The victim of malware may on more complex problems,not on routine, often
vary from end-users, servers and network worldly work .According to a recent Ponemon
devices (e.g. routers, switching, etc.) to process Institute survey, 79% of respondents use security
control systems like the SCADA. The increase in automation tools and frameworks and 50%
the number of malware and its complexity are expect to use security automation in their
today a major concern in the Internet.
businesses. In these situations, the first
4.1 Phishing Attacks: According to Verizon’s approach to data protection provides an ultimate
latest data violation survey, 32% of the data defense against Cyber-attacks such as database
violations confirmed were attributable to fraud and fitness, and its profound effect on a
phenomena. The purpose of the assaults is to business .It may enhance efficiency ,but skills
collect confidential information such as and expertise are still necessary to minimize
usernames, passwords, the social security cyber security risk.
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4.5 Preventive measures to avoid important issue in the future
Cybercrimes:
6. Conclusion
The five latest emerging trends in cyber
The enormous increase in Internet
security
access and the progress of Internet-enabled
1. Cyber security skills and organizations devices, the rising numbers of the population
are also changing.
and wide spread use of the Internet, frequently
2. Protection in the cloud is a top priority. showing highly sensitive personal data with little
3. Shift your attention from security and realization of the implications of information
prevention
leakage.
4. Production centers manage the
We speculate that concerns relating to
application and data protection.
end user confidentiality will rise in line with the
Next generation safety digital increasing amount of knowledge accessible on
environments can only determine cybercrime the internet in the future.
through technological measures; capacity
Furthermore, usability issues are
building, organizational structure and global becoming ever more relevant as a way of
collaboration, along with legislative steps, were intuitively learning about and using end-useralso required
oriented protection mechanisms without
5. Conclusion
complicating or profound learning curves to
This paper concludes that the cyber- secure the data. Cyber safety practice in the
crime has significant consequences for national community is built up with innovative patches
and economic security. It is pervasive, violent, that rectify existing security and confidentiality
ubiquitous and increasingly sophisticated. There problems and move on to them.
are significant risks for many industry agencies,
Some believe that this revolutionary
public and private organization’s (especially strategy has failed and will be unable to fulfill
critical infrastructure) for companies and future requirements, because the original
governments alike, it will be necessary for future Internet has been invented in a somewhat
growth, innovation and competitive advantage different context from how it is used today. An
to have a cyber-security role in all its approach to “thinking beyond” is suggested to
components. Every New Year, the security of make better use of the increasingly-demands of
data, continues to differ from cybercrime by the future without referring to the existing
entirely different methods. The newest and most computing system and future, but to start again
turbulent innovations, along with emerging 6. References
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andpractice ecommerce security best practices.
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) atEcommerce security primarily refers to the steps tacks and DOS (Denial of Service) attacks aim
taken by ecommerce businesses to protect their to disrupt the business website and affect overbusiness and information from harmful attacks. all sales. This type of cyber attacks flood the
It primarily includes protocols designed to safe- business servers with numerous requests until
guard information within the business.
they succumb to them and your website crashes
Common Ecommerce Security Threats & Is- 6. Brute Force Attacks
sues
These attacks target ecommerce admin
Followings are some of the most com- panel in order to figure out their password. It
monly found security threats that an ecommerce uses programs that establish a connection to
unit needs to protect its business from.
website and use every possible combination to
1. Phishing
crack their password.
It is one of the most common security 7. Trojan Horses
threats of ecommerce where hackers masquerTrojan is a type of malicious code or softade as legitimate businesses and send emails ware that looks legitimate but can take control
to your clients. This email is a trick to push them of your computer. A Trojan is designed to damto reveal their sensitive information. They do age, disrupt, steal, or in general inflict some
so by simply presenting a fake copy of legiti- other harmful action on your data or network.
mate website or anything that makes the cus- Admins and customers might have Trojan Horses
tomer believe that the request is coming from downloaded on their systems. It is one amongst
agenuine business.
the worst network security threats. where at2. Financial Frauds
tackers use these programs to swipe sensitive
Refund fraud is a common financial information from their computers with ease.
fraud. Hackers make unauthorized transactions 8. E-skimming
and wipe out the trail costing businesses sigE-skimming refers to a method of stealnificant amounts of losses. They also engage in ing credit card information and personal data
return of goods and place refunds for illegally from debit or credit card payment processing
acquired products or damaged goods.
pages on ecommerce sites. Hackers gain access
3. Spam
to the site either via a successful phishing atEmails also act as one of the highly used tempt, brute force attack, XSS, or third-party commediums for spamming. They often send them promise, then capture in real time the payment
via social media inbox and wait for the recipi- information of shoppers when they enter into
ent to click on such messages. Moreover, the checkout page.
spamming not only affects website’s security, 9. Malware
but it also damages website speed too.
Malware is a collective name for a num4. Bots
ber of malicious software variants, including
There are exclusive bots developed by viruses, ransomware and spyware. When a dehackers to scrape websites for their pricing and vice or network gets infected with malware or
inventory information. The hackers use such in- ransomware, it may be locked out of all imporformation to change the pricing of online busi- tant data and systems.
ness store, or to garner the best-selling inven- Best Practices for Ecommerce Security
tory in shopping carts, resulting in a decline in
Security issues in ecommerce is one of
sales and revenue.
the most attention demanding issue. It can not
5. DDoS Attacks
be overlooked by online businesses. In fact it
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should be a priority for most online businesses 4. Antivirus and Anti-Malware Software
so that their customers are able to enjoy a
Hackers can use stolen credit card insmooth and safe shopping experience. Com- formation to place orders from anywhere in the
merce security lets customers protect them- world. An antivirus or an anti-fraud software can
selves from cyber-attacks and frauds. Follow- help with this serious ecommerce issue. They
ings are some of the ways and means to mini- use sophisticated algorithms to flag any malimize cyber attacks :
cious transactions to help you can take further
1. Use Strong and unique passwords
action. They provide a fraud risk score which
As per the 2020 Verizon Data Breach In- can help proprietors determine if a certain transvestigations Report, 37% of credential theft action is legitimate.
breaches used stolen or weak credentials. Hence, 5. Use Firewalls
it becomes necessary to make sure that the busiAnother effective ecommerce recomness, their employees, and customers imple- mendation is to use firewall software and
ment good practices for strong passwords. plugins that are pocket-friendly yet effective.
Strong passwords are at least eight characters They keep untrusted networks at bay and reguand contain upper and lowercase letters, num- late traffic that enters and leaves your site. It
bers and symbols.
offers selective permeability and only allows
2. Use Https websites
trusted traffic in. They also protect against cyber
HTTP, which is short for HyperText Trans- threats such as SQL injections and cross-site
fer Protocol, which is a set of rules for transfer- scripting.
ring a web page between a web server and your 6. Secure your website with SSL certificates
browser. When you browse to a specific URL in
Secure sockets layer (SSL) certificates are
your browser, it starts a conversation with the files that link a key to transactions on different
website’s server to download everything it needs paths on a network. These certificates are asto render that web page.Having an up-to-date sociated with credit card details and transacSL certificate and HTTPS protocol has become tions to regular queries. SSL certificates encrypt
the standard for businesses.The customers data to protect it from interception in between
should be educated to use these sites.
different destinations. The information you send
3. Payment Gateway Security
from your end to the server is secure.
While it may make processing payments
If you want to conduct any type of busimore convenient, having credit card numbers ness on your site, you require SSL certificates,
stored on your database is a liability. It’s noth- so that every process that takes place on your
ing less than an open invitation for hackers site is secure. Besides, it provides you with a
where you put your brand’s reputation and your certificate of ownership so hackers can’t use
customer’s sensitive information on the line.
your site as a counterfeit for phishing.
If you fall victim to a security breach, and 7. Employ Multi-Layer Security
hackers get their hands on credit card data, all
You can fortify your security by using
you can do is to say goodbye to your business various layers of security. You can also use twobecause the heavy fines will force you into bank- factor authentication to squeeze in an additional
ruptcy.
layer of security. Two-factor authorization reWhen it comes to ecommerce recom- quires a standard username and password commendations, you must obtain a Payment Card bination as well as an extra code that is sent as
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) ac- an email to the user or as an SMS to their procreditation.
vided phone number. This ensures that only the
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user can access the service even if their they are using weak passwords. Or if the user
username and password are at risk.
submitted information is sensitive and suscep8. Backup Your Data
tible to hacking.
Data loss due to hardware malfunction Conclusion
or cyber-attacks is common. You should back
Developing good cyber security is cruup your data by yourself and not trust anyone cial for the success of ecommerce. Organizaelse to do it for you. Employ automatic backup tions can’t afford to lose their customers’ trust
service so that even if you forget to do it manu- by exposing their personal data.Therefore, the
ally, all your data will be backed up automati- best approach is to spend on ecommerce secucally. Another option is to choose a managed rity as much as the business does for its marecommerce web hosting service that automati- keting or web design. It should be treated like
cally creates backups for you, like Cloudways.
an investment and not an expense.
9. Stay Updated
Regularly install security updates and References and Wibligraphy
patches as soon as they release because hack1. https://www.cloudways.com/blog/
ers can use bots that identify which websites ecommerce-security-tips/
use outdated software. That makes outdated
2. https://cdn.ttgtmedia.com/search Sesoftware a serious liability.
curity/downloads/29578C17.PDF
10. Secure Ecommerce Platform
3. E-COMMERCE : AN INDIAN PERSPECIt is important to choose a secure TIVE, Sixth Edition,PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd., 01ecommerce platform that regularly updates it- Nov-2019 , Joseph P.T.,S.J.
self and offers top-notch security. Ecommerce
4.https://us.sagepub.com/sites/default/
platform tools safeguard you against common files/upm-assets/9598_book_item_9598.pdf
threats and frequently provide you with updates.
5. https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/
11. Train Your Staff Better
ecommerce-website-security/#the-biggest-seThe staff should be made aware of laws curity-threats-to-your-ecommerce-site
and policies pertaining to the protection of user
6. V. Zwass, ‘Structure and macro-level
information. They should be educated not to impacts of electronic commerce: from technoshare login credentials, and you should review logical infrastructure to electronic marketthe personnel who have access to sensitive cus- places’, http://www.mhhe. com/business/mis/
tomer information.
zwass/ecpaper.html (accessed May 2001).
12. Educate Your Customers
7. https://www.verizon.com/business/
You can solve these ecommerce secu- resources/reports/dbir/
rity threats by educating your customers. Edu8. https://vtldesign.com/web-strategy/
cate them about the risks associated with un- what-is-https
safe security practices. You can demand strong
9. Tavares, Joao, Mishra, Brojo, etl.( July
passwords and introduce them to how phishing 2018), Handbook of e-Business Security Pubworks.
lisher: CRC Press ISBN: 9781138571303
Strong passwords require a good combination of characters, symbols, and numbers

that are near-impossible to brute-force or guess.
You can also keep users away from creating profiles with weak passwords. You can also adopt
the two-factor authentication system in case
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Cyber Attacks and Cyber Security
in the Indian banking industry
Dr. Amol Mane
HoD BBA and BBA (IB) Dept.,
MAEER’s MIT Arts, Commerce and Science
College, Alandi, Pune

==============***********===============
Abstract:
Demonetization and corona pandemic
has made the customers to make payments
through online mode. Banks and customers are
going digital. But this change in the banking
habits is posing threats to the cyber security.
Banks are increasingly updating their cyber system to protect it from the cyber attacks. But the
cyber attackers are also coming up with new
ways to hack the system and steal the important data of the banks.
The current paper focuses on different
types of cyber attacks on banks, cyber security
challenges faced by the Indian banks and the
suggestions to face these challenges successfully. The study is based on the secondary data
collected through websites, research papers, reports on cyber security etc.
Key words: Cyber security, Cyber threat, Indian
banks, cyber attacks
Introduction:
Banking sector plays an important role
in the development of any economy. It is the
life blood of the economy. Customers’ data is
an important asset of the banks and every bank
must take appropriate measures to protect it
from the hackers. The development of IT and
ICT in the Banking industry has created a great
impact on the working of the banks but at the
same time it has posed various cyber threats to
the banks. The main problem and the challenge
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faced by the banks in the 21st century is the increase in the cyber crimes and cyber attacks.
Cyber attacks on banks and financial institions
hase increased spectacularly in recent times.
As per the records of Govt. of India, in
2020, over 2.9 lakh cyber security incidents related to digital banking were reported. According to Indian Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT-In), a total number of 1,59,761;
2,46,514 and 2,90,445 cyber security incidents
pertaining to digital banking were reported during 2018, 2019 and 2020, respectively. These
incidents included phishing attacks, network
scanning and probing, viruses and website hacking etc. The customers and the banks are going
digital which is giving rise to such cyber attacks.
As the number of customers demanding online
banking services is increasing, the mission of
providing proper security and convenience becoming a challenge due to several blatant actors collectively referred to as “Cyber-Crime”.
In simple words, “Cyber-Crime” is crime
done with the help of a computer and an internet.
Cyber crime incidents include but are not limited to denial of service, credit card fraud, emoney laundering, spoofing, ATM fraud,
spamming identity theft and phishing.
Literature Review:
1. Kesharwani S. K., Sarkar M.P. and
Oberoi S have done a study on growing threat
of cyber crime in Indian banking sector. The
study focuses on the technical aspects of the
cyber crimes in the banking sector, cyber
threats, challenges of cyber security faced by
the banks. The study also explains the measures
to be taken by the banks to strengthen the IT
system and protect it from the cyber attacks.
2. Rao H.S. has done a research on cyber
crime in banking sector. The paper explains different types of cyber crimes in banking sector,
various reasons for cyber crimes, impact of cyber
crime on banking sector etc. The attempt has
also been made to study the hacking of official
website of Govt. of Maharashtra, India’s forst
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ATM card fraud etc., as a case study. The re- industry. The study shows the role of internet in
searcher has also given suggestions for to pre- cybercrime. Different types of cyber attacks,
vent such cyber attacks on the banking and other cyber crime cases happened in UK has also been
sectors.
discussed in the research paper. The study also
3. Acharya S., and Joshi S have done a explains the technologies like firewall, two facstudy on Impact of Cyber Attacks on banking in- tor authentication etc. to be used to prevent the
stitutions in India: A study of safety mechanisms cyber crimes in the banking industry.
and preventive measures. The researchers have OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
studies the impact of cyber crimes on the bank1. To understand different types of cyber
ing sector, cyber security measures taken by the attacks on banks
banks to curb the impact of such cyber crimes,
2. To study the cyber security challenges
and the need to develop more strengthened faced by Indian banks
cyber security system. The researcher has also
3. To give suggestion to address cyber
presented case studies of cyber attacks on UBI security threats/challenges.
and Cosmos Bank. The researchers have also Need and importance of the study:
suggested measures to protect the banking sysThe Indian banks and their customers are
tem from cyber attacks.
going digital now-a-days. With the increase in
4. Neeta and Bakshi V.K. have done a digital transactions by the customers, the cyber
study on Cyber crimes in banking sector. The attacks are also increasing day by day. The hackstudy reflects the increasing use of e-banking ers are hacking the websites of the banks, stealin India. The study indicates different types of ing the customers’ data, cloning the Debit and
cyber crime such as hacking, credit card fraud, Credit Cards, transferring the amount from cusviruses, spyware, watering hole, DNS Cache po- tomers’ account to some other accounts. The
sitioning, malware based attacks etc. and its banking industry and the customers as well are
impact on banking sector. The authors have also falling pray to cyber threats. It is pertinent to
given recommendations to prevent these at- study the cyber threats / challenges in the banks
tacks.
and to give suggestions to prevent such cyber
5. Simran, Manvikar A., Joshi V, Guru G threats. Hence, the researchers has decided to
have done a study on Cyber crimes – a growing undertake the study on the topic “Cyber Attacks
threat to Indian banking sector. The study ex- and Cyber Security in the Indian banking inplains the operations of cybercrimes. The cyber dustry”
crimes and frauds taken place in Indian banking Research Methodology:
sector and their detection has also been studPresent study is based on secondary
ies by the authors. The study has given the pre- data. The secondary data has been collected
ventive measures to control the frauds in the from various reports, research papers, articles,
banking sector. The study also suggested the websites etc.
use of Artificial Intelligence in detecting the Limitations of the study:
cyber frauds. The researchers have also studThe study is restricted to the cyber atied the cyber attacks on some in official website tacks and cyber security in Indian banking secof Govt. of Maharashtra, UTI etc. The research- tor only.
ers have also given suggestions to prevent the The evolution of cyber attacks in the bankcyber crimes in the Indian banking sector.
ing and financial sector:
6. Manivannam A. and Moorthy D have 1. 1971: Discovery of the first virus. It was gendone a study on Cyber attacks in the banking eral cyber attack.
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2. 1988: The first “Denial of Service (DoS)” at- It was strategic cyber attack.
tack “The Morris Worm”. It was general cyber Types of Cyber Attacks1:
attack.
1. Phishing:
3. 2005: 40 million card accounts of a US-based
Phishing attacks are meant for stealing
leading global payments company exposed in a user information, such as user credentials and
security breach. It was directed cyber attack.
credit card numbers and PINs to access bank
4. 2008: an international network hacking group account of the victim or take control of social
hacked the website of a major US-based MNC network data.
bank and the bank has to lose millions of dol- 2. Identity theft:
lars to the hacking group. It was directed cyber
Type of cybercrime where hackers try to
attack.
obtain key personal data such as social security
5. 2010: ATM “Jackpotting”: An employee of a no, Aadhar details, credit card or other related
US-based multinational investment bank in- to impersonate someone and gain benefit with
stalled a malware on the bank’s 100 ATMs and his/her name.
stole around US$ 0.3 Mn in over seven months. 3. Virus and Trojans:
It was directed cyber attack.
Viruses are nothing but price of mali6. 2012: “Flame” the most complex and critical cious codes that replicate themselves like humalware attack by the hackers. It was directed man virus without the help of human. Trojan vicyber attack.
rus is a destructive program which unlike viruses
7. 2016: India’s major attacks: Nationalized bank does not replicate themselves but spreads like
- Indian bank’s server was compromised by the high speed. These are activated by opening
hackers. It was directed cyber attack.
spam emails attachments.
8. 2017: World’s biggest ransomware attack - 4. Vishing:
“WannaCry” and “Notpetya” cyber attack (costIt is the application of social engineering almost US$ 10 billion): affected banks, card ing through telephone to gain access on private
payment systems and ATM networks. It was di- personal data from public for the purpose of
rected cyber attack.
ransom.
9. 2018: Cosmos Co-operative Bank - A Pune- 5. Cross side scripting:
based leading Co-operative bank had to lose
Usually used for web applications. This
alomst US$ 13.8 mn in cyber attacks. It was stra- enables attackers to inject client – side scripts
tegic cyber attack.
into web pages viewed by users. This is used by
10. 2019: Hackers attacked the server of a attacker to bypass access controls.
Mumbaibased co-operative Indian bank and 6. Insider threat:
stole around US$ 0.1 mn. It was strategic cyber
It is a malicious threat that comes from
attack.
inside of any organization from people, employ11. 2020: The COVID-19 outbreak and cyber at- ees themselves which exposes the system to
tacks:
attackers.
• Cyber attacks on Banks and financial 7. Botnet:
institutions increased by 238% during Feb”Apr
It is a type of cyber-attack where a net2020.
work of private computers are infected with
• Indian banking industry and IT indus- malicious codes and those computers are contry was attacked by the cyber attackers in the trolled by a group without the owners cognilast week of June, 2020. Around 40,000 cyber zance.
attacks were attempted by the global hackers. 8. ATM/Debit/Credit card frauds:
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In these kinds of frauds, the fraudster to protect private, confidential, and sensitive
uses a skimming machine typically affixed with information or data from unauthorised access,
the keypad of ATM machine or POS machine such misuse, damage, disclosure, modification, disthat it does not appear to naked eye. Whenever ruption etc.
customer enters his card details along with PIN, 4. Cloud security Tools: It includes application
details goes to the installed skimmer using of security procedures and technology to secure
which money can be theft.
cloud computing environment against both in9. DOS and DDOS: Denial of service (DOS) is a ternal and external cyber attacks.
type of attack where the network or services are 5. Identity and access management security:
shut down denying access to service to con- An architecture or security policies enforced to
cerned users. This is accomplished by sending define and manage the roles and access priviexcessive amount of information thereby leges of individual network users, and protect
spamming the network traffic at users end and critical and sensitive data.
hence denying legitimate users to access infor- 6. Regulatory focus: to comply with the Reserve
mation. DDOS attacked are aimed at large profit Bank of India guidelines on the cyber security
organizations. Though this type of attack does framework that focuses on three different arnot cause loss or theft of vital information, the eas such as:
damage requires lots of money and time to miti• Cyber security and resilience
gate.
• Cyber security Operations Centre (C10. Ransom ware:
SOC)
It is one of the most prominent threats
• Cyber security Incident Reporting
of cyberspace. This is a type of malicious soft- (CSIR)
ware designed to block access of a computer or 7. End-user education: It involves educating
a group of computers until a sum of money paid. bank employees on the importance of protectThey give threat to release sensitive data until ing sensitive information and security measures
a sum of money is paid to attackers. Maze is a to avoid cyber attacks.
common type of ransom ware attack.
Suggestions to address Cyber Threats successCyber Security challenges faced by Indian fully2:
Banks2:
The banks and financial institutions are
With the increase in online banking transac- prone to cyber attacks. Hence, they must build
tions, the Indian banks are facing lot of chal- a strong security threat monitoring system by
lenges so far as cyber security is concerned. The implementing high-tech solutions. Following are
major cyber security challenges faced by Indian the suggestions to the banks to mitigate cyber
banks are as follows:
risks.
1. Application security: It includes tools and 1. Prioritize cyber security evaluation:
methods to protect applications after deployCyber criminals are the threats posed by
ment by monitoring, resolving, and enhancing them are dynamic and rapidly growing. The
apps’ security along with antivirus programmes, banks may not be prepared every time to prefirewalls, and encryption.
vent that. To protect the sensitive data and the
2. Infrastructure security: It includes solutions information, banks will have to prioritize their
to protect the corporate infrastructure, such as efforts and make more investment in the essenIT platforms, network communications, con- tial cyber areas that matter a lot. There are varinected device, data centres etc.
ous to do so i.e. by separating cyber security
3. Information/data security: It includes tools from IT/ICT solutions, breaking the value chain
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by identifying areas where susceptibility and are:
risks are the highest. Banks will have to clas• Zero-trust architecture
sify risks through inherent risk evaluation, evalu• Advanced end-point security systems
ate the maturity levels of cyber buoyancy, and
• enhance cyber security with Artificial
then focus on bridging the gaps, if any.
Intelligence etc.
2. Securing remote access control:
6. Conducting training programs for the emBandwidth controls are required to work ployees to create awareness:
distantly using remote access management soFormal training programs should be orlutions. This will require reviewing remote con- ganized by the banks on cyber security practices
nectivity solutions and security governance; ar- to make them aware about phishing, malware
ranging advanced and strong authentication and other social engineering attacks. Training
and authorization; and deciding on the span of program should involve all the facets of cyber
services that require protected access. Similarly, attacks and not just focusing on few aspects of
digital workspaces and server-based computing, cyber awareness. The banks should create the
such as virtual desktop-interface, enable those cyber security culture at every level and should
employees who are working remotely to access regard it as a continuous process.
data through a secured and encrypted connec- Conclusion:
tion.
To sustain the business during the co3.Stiff access to third-party service providers: rona pandemic and succeed thereafter the banks
Mobility restrictions and supply chain will have to adopt technologies such as cloud,
disruptions could compromise the security of the remote access, and Internet of things (IoT). Inalliance partners and vendors that work with creased use of such advanced technology and
banks. By accessing the banking network and digitization will result in bigger cyber attack
assets remotely, such services may also com- threats. The main focus of bank executives will
promise banks’ cyber security. Banks may have be on achieving business goals while facing
to prioritize access to and availability of services cyber security challenges. Banks and financial
the other parties offer. This can be achieved by institutions will have to make huge investments
restricting or controlling their access to core in- in cyber security and cyber defense to create
frastructure.
responsive and tough IT infrastructural facilities.
4. Outsourcing cyber security capabilities:
This type of infrastructure will be able to adThe demand for cyber security is con- dress the present cyber security risks and pretinuously increasing. Banks are having shortages pare itself for future cyber threats and chalof talented workforce in this area. So, they can lenges. For this to happen the banks managethink of using new channels such as third party ment has to come up with the strategies and
security provider to deal with these issues. If initiatives and allocate necessary budget for the
cyber security related work (such as security op- same. The top management of the banks can
erations and insider threat detection) is initiate such changes.
outsourced the Contractors will be able to provide more efficient and leading-edge services. References:
5. Adopting sophisticated technology solu1. Suman A, Joshi S., “Impact Of Cybertions and tools: Banks will have to create dif- Attacks On Banking Institutions In India: A Study
ferent layers of defense at different levels in Of Safety Mechanisms And Preventive Meathe cyber security ecosystem. Some technology sures” Palarch’s Journal Of Archaeology Of
solutions and tools banks can adopt immediately Egypt/Egyptology, Vol – 17 Issue 6, 2020, pp.
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4656, 4670.
2. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited,
24
UK, “Cybersecurity in the Indian banking industry: Part 1 - Will 2020 redefine the cybersecurity
ecosystem?”, November, 2020. https:// Human based behaviour disorders
www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=
due to Internet and its remedies
s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiRydGNwa
vxAhXE4zgGHQbxBesQFnoECAQQBQ&url=https%3
Dr.Bhagyashree S. Puntambekar
A%2F%2Fwww2.deloitte.com%2Fcontent%
M.A.,M.Phil, Ph.D, HOD – Economics,
2Fdam%2FDeloitte%2Fin%2FDocuments
Rajarshi Chhatrapati Shahu College Kolhapur
%2Frisk%2Fin-ra-cybersecurity-in-the-indianbanking-industry-noexp.pdf&usg=AOvVaw
3Y6OKhbGzAUWwXEtkuZ7Lt
==============***********===============
3. Kesharwani S. K., Sarkar M. P., Oberoi Introduction
S., “Growing Threat of Cyber Crime in Indian
In ancient time and Ancientdays, there
Banking Sector”, Cyber Nomics, Scholastic Seed, weremediums for entertainment which
Vol. 1, Issue 04, Spet, 2019 pp. 19-22.
werebinded with culture and tradition. But the
4. Rao H. S., “Cyber Crime in Banking Sec- trend of Internet and information entertainment
tor”, International Journal of Research – network had seized all this customs. Though
Granthaalayah, Vol. 7, Issue 1, January, 2019, legal stimulating supply has been affected in
pp.148 – 161.
the covid-19 pandemic, many of the illegal
5. Neeta,Bakshi V. k., “Cyber Crimes in stimulating supplies are captured by the internet
Banking Sector”, Aayushi International Interdis- mad people by the network of Internet and dark
ciplinary Research Journal, Vol. 6, Issue 5, May, web.
2019 pp. 25-31.
According to the reputed scientific
6. Simran, Manvikar A., Joshi V. Guru J., magazine named ‘neuron ‘it is stated that this
Kiran S., “Cyber Crimes: A Growing Threat to network has created a great dilemma in humans
Indian Banking Sector”, International Journal of mind. Due to excess use of Information’s
Engineering Technolgoy, Science and Research, networkmany of the people are affected badly.
Vol. 5, Issue 1, January, 2018, pp. 926-933.
Their brain has affected on a high proportion.
7. (PDF) CYBER ATTACKS IN THE BANK- people are changing as per the addiction of
ING INDUSTRY (researchgate.net)
internet. But are the changes permanent or tem8. http://www.legalserviceindia.com/le- porary ? does this changes affects mind and work
gal/article-3073-cyber-frauds-in-the-indian- ? many of such questions are still unanswered.
banking-industry.html
Human behavioural disorders
9. https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/Annual 1) Internet addiction disorder- regular inReportPublications.aspx?Id=1290
crease in use of Information Network, no hesi10.https://www.business-standard.com/ tation to waste time for it, compromises on a
article/finance/over-290-000-cyber-security-in- large scale with work, relations and health,
cidents-related-to-banking-reported-in-2020- much more anger if not gained, excitement,
121020401220_1.html
anxiety,unsuccessful efforts of using less



internet.
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2) Divorces due to net –Internet has caused
parting of the marriages. Loneliness and distancing in relations due tounrestricted use of
web. Ignoring each other’s needs and giving
priority to virtual world.
3) Online identity disorder–Confusion between
identities inreal and virtual world, resulting in
imagination,emotional outbreak, distancing in
relations, real world living getting affected.
4) Eagerness for answer - frequently checking
of messages and waiting for the replies. Destructive condition due to addiction of regular
messaging., increasing depression and sadness
anxiety and anger.
5) Dinging -Due to Powerful attraction towards
virtual world spending some time in Real world
gets difficult which causes mental suffocation
and depression.
6) Selphitis - taking lots of photos in selfie mode
and publishing them in the virtual world and
expecting positive comments on it. Expecting
the attention of lots of people.
7) Internet gaming disorder -there are many
aspects of internet gaming disorder such as
playing with another players with the help of
Wi-Fi , strong desire to win the game or Break
own score card. Due to this gaming, time, energy and mind power is wasted as well as work
, relations and health come at a compromising
position.
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8) Communication addiction disorder (compulsive talking)Communication addiction disorder (CAD) is a supposed behavioural disorder
related to the necessity of being in constant
communication with other people, even when
there is no practical necessity for such communication. CAD has been linked to Internet
addiction.Users become addicted to the social
elements of the Internet, such as Facebook and
YouTube. Users become addicted to one-on-one
or group communication in the form of social
support, relationships, and entertainment. However, interference with these activities can result in conflict and guilt. This kind of addiction
is called problematic social media use.Social
network addiction is a dependence of people
by connection, updating, and control of their and
their friend’s social network page. For some
people, in fact, the only important thing is to
have a lot of friends in the network regardless
if they are offline or only virtual; this is particularly true for teenagers as a reinforcement of
egos. Sometimes teenagers use social networks
to show their idealized image to the others.
However, other studies claim that people are
using social networks to communicate their real
personality and not to promote their idealized
identity.
Risk factors
Interpersonal difficulties
It is argued that interpersonal difficulties such as introversion, social problems, and
poor face-to-face communication skills often
lead to internet addiction. Internet-based relationships offer a safe alternative for people with
aforementioned difficulties to escape from the
potential rejections and anxieties of interpersonal real-life contact.
Social support
Individuals who lack sufficient social connection and social support are found to run a
higher risk of Internet addiction. They resort to
virtual relationships and support to alleviate
their loneliness. As a matter of fact, the most
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prevalent applications among Internet addicts kids of age 13-17 are almost online constantly.
are chat rooms, interactive games, instant mes- Such statistics show that internet addiction is
saging, or social media. Some empirical studies getting more common and real day by day. If
reveal that conflict between parents and chil- you find yourself or your loved one suffering with
dren and not living with mother significantly this, there are a few things that can be done to
associated with IA after one year. Protective fac- overcome it. Such as:
tors such as quality communication between 1. Admit it
parents and children. and positive youth develThe first step to solve any sort of probopment are demonstrated, in turn, to reduce the lem is to step out of the denial phase and acrisk of IA.
cept that you have a problem. This is you first
Psychological factors
victory towards becoming better. By verbalising
Prior addictive or psychiatric history are that you have a problem, you become honest
found to influence the likelihood of being ad- with yourself and it brings clarity to the whole
dicted to the Internet. Some individuals with prior situation. Also, it makes you realise how unpsychiatric problems such as depression and healthy the use of internet is for you.
anxiety turn to compulsive behaviours to avoid 2. Seek Therapy
the unpleasant emotions and situation of their
Now that you have admitted that you
psychiatric problems and regard being addicted have a problem, why not do something about
to the Internet a safer alternative to substance it? You can ask a reliable friend to help you with
addictive tendency. But it is generally unclear this or you can seek professional therapy. You
from existing research which is the cause and will be able to communicate about the emotions
which is the effect partially due to the fact that that trigger you to go online again and again.
comorbidity is common among Internet addicts. When you share these things with someone
The most common co-morbidities that have been else, it helps in opening up and then you can
linked to IAD are major depression and atten- also set some goals with them about the
tion deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The behaviour which will keep you in cheque.
rate of ADHD and IAD associating is as high as 3. Limit the Smartphone use
51.6%.
Digital Detox is something you can do
Internet addicts with no previous signifi- on your own if you have the determination and
cant addictive or psychiatric history are argued strength to do it. Once you realise that internet
to develop an addiction to some of the features addiction is bad for you and it taking control over
of Internet use: anonymity, easy accessibility, your life, you can start keeping the distance. You
and its interactive nature.
can limit your online session to 30 minutes. You
Other factors
can make some rules about not using the internet
Parental educational level, age at first after a certain time every day. This will keep you
use of the Internet, and the frequency of using all managed and self-controlled.
social networking sites and gaming sites are 4. Socialise
found to be positively associated with excesGet over the internet and share some
sive Internet use among adolescents in some real life experiences. Invite over your friends and
European countries, as well as in the USA.
have some fun activities with them. Go out more
Remedies
frequently and make your loved ones your priorThroughout 2014, around 420 million ity. Spend time with them, do what you love, and
people were addicted to the internet. The Ameri- try to maintain your real life relationships more
can Psychiatric Association has also stated that than your internet relationships.
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5. Change Communication Patterns
There are many things you can do withWhen you are texting your friend all day out the use of computer or smart devices. You
through your phone, change the pattern, and can take part in sports team, volunteering
meet them to talk to them directly face-to-face. programmes, civic groups, and further such comSame way, if you are addicted to online games, munities to feel worthy and spend your quality
you can replace them with outdoor games. Or, time.
you can go to video games stores and play there 10. Know the Cause
with your friends to keep your hands off your
Why are you so much addicted to the
computer and consoles.
internet ? Is it because you feel so lonely? Or
6. Follow a Routine
you have nobody to share your emotions with?
A routine makes you more organised and Or you seek social approval? These are the posmanaged. If you have been living the life sible reasons of using internet too much. Find
abruptly without any routine, you need to change out your reason and sort out a way to resolve it.
that. Time management is the key to resolve Once you know the feelings that lead you to the
internet addiction issues. You need to make a unnecessary use of the internet, you might be
timetable and make time for several other things able to resolve those issues on your own.
along with using internet. This way the urge to Conclusion
cheque on your phone after every short interval
Using these tips can be proven very benwill be removed. You can select a time for eficial when you are willing to get yourself out
internet usage as well but it will be the part of of this mess. To avoid falling into internet adthe routine.
diction again and again, make sure you know
7. Prioritise your Needs
how to control yourself once you realise that
Focus on the things you want to get done you are getting addicted to it. Keeping your eyes
first. It depends on what you do and how you do and mind open is a good way of staying alert
it. For instance, if you are a student, you can and healthy.
decide on finishing the homework first when you
come at home and doing everything later.
References
Similarly, if you are a businessman, you
Internet articles
can prioritise your meetings, your schedules,
Newspaper articles
first and then everything including the internet
usage later. This way, you will see how internet

addiction was making you miss out the things
that are important in your life.
8. Keep Devices Inaccessible
If things are getting out of control and
you find yourself getting more addictive day by
day. You can take some serious steps by getting
rid of your digital devices for a fixed time period, especially the ones bothering you a lot. It
could be your gaming console, your smartphone,
laptop, etc. You can ask for help from a friend
and let him keep your things for a while to keep
the necessary space.
9. Find Activities outside
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a large and important part of cyber security for
business.Cyberattacks damage the business
reputation and trust of customers, this in turn
the loss of customers and loss of sales.
The Importance of Cyber Security
Today,Effective cybersecurity is needed
to enhance product integrity,operations, customer experience, brand reputation,regulatory
compliance,and investor confidence.The business landscape is becoming more interdependent. Business strategies are therefore concentrated on widening and deepening links to resources outside the firm.Competitive advantage
is no longer the sum of all efficiencies, but
rather the sum of all connections. So, every
Company’s need to manage a complex ecosystem of stakeholders: partners, customers, investors, and suppliers. Partners for their network
must be selected with governance and fiduciary
processes that are aligned with their own. If one
link is broken anywhere in the ecosystem, the
others will weaken too, and business will suffer. It is important to update the cybersecurity
technologies that assess behaviour in order to
identify potential problems before they can
cause harmful to the business operations.
Challenges of Cyber Security
Every organization needs to coordinate
its efforts throughout its entire information system byeffective cyber security.
Elements of Cyber Security
Applicationsecurity: Applications require constant updates and testing to ensure these programs are secure from attacks.
Data security: Inside of networks and applications is data. Protecting company and customer
information is a separate layer of security.
Network security: The process of protecting the
network from unwanted users, attacks and intrusions.
Endpoint security: Remote access is a necessary part of business, but can also be a weak
point for data. Endpoint security is the process
of protecting remote access to a company’s net-

Introduction
Cyber Securityplayvital role in the field
of informationtechnology.Securing the information have become one of the biggest challenges
in this digital era. Whenever we think about the
cyber security the first thing that comes to our
mind is ‘cyber crimes’ which are increasing immensely day by day. Governments and various
companies are taking many measures in order
to prevent these cybercrimes. Besides various
measures cyber security is still a very big concern to many. This paper mainly focuses on role
playing by cyber security in business management. It also focuses on current know how of
the cyber security techniques, ethics and the
trends changing the face of cyber security.
A well-developed cybersecurity strategy
keeps the operational wheels of business
rolling.And also, it promotes innovation as well
as customer trust - both are essential for continued growth. Today, every business which is
based on computer system is required very powerful control system for governing the business
activities properly. So, that cybersecurity is very
important tool for controlling and protecting the
data from theft, damage and hacking. Many
people think that cyber security means the software and monitoring that protect their operating system, network, emailand printing devices
from malicious attack or data theft. True, this is
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work.
In brief, to compete and win in today’s technolDatabase and infrastructure security: Every- ogy-driven world, companies need to get
thing in a network involves databases and physi- cybersecurity right.
cal equipment. Protecting these devices is
equally important.
References: Cloud security: Many files are in digital envihttps://www.sbir.gov/sites/all/themes/
ronments or “the cloud”. Protecting data in a sbir/dawnbreaker/img/documents/Course10100% online environment presents a large num- Tutorial1.pdf
ber of challenges.
https://www.ntt.co.jp/topics_e/CfBE
Mobile security: Cell phones and tablets involve 2018/img /201803_Business_Management
virtually every type of security challenge in and _and_Cybersecurity.pdf (ntt.co.jp)
of themselves.
cyber security business strategy - Google
Identity management: Essentially, this is a pro- Search
cess of understanding the access every indiCybersecurity As a Business Strategy vidual has in an organization.
Corporate Board Member
Disaster recovery/business continuity plan(PDF) A Study of Cyber Security Chalning: In the event of a breach, natural disaster lenges and Its Emerging Trends on Latest Techor other event data must be protected and busi- nologies (researchgate.net)
ness must go on. For this, you’ll need a plan.EndCyber-Security Policy Decisions in Small
user education: Users may be employees access- Businesses (waldenu.edu)
ing the network or customers logging on to a
Small to Medium Enterprise Cyber Secucompany app. Educating good habits (password rity Awareness: An Initial Survey of Western Auschanges, 2-factor authentication, etc.) is an tralian Business
important part of cybersecurity.

Conclusion
Today’s world of Internet of Things, there
are few competitive advantages more critical
than trustand excellence in cybersecurity is a
distinguishing factor. Therefore, business activities are becoming ever more interconnected.
Digital transformation has created an environment of increasingly intensive competition.The
key enables for digitization involve big data,
cloud, mobility, and collaboration. Security needs
to be embedded in the entire business ecosystem. Such systemrequires sufficient speed and
volume of data required by daily transactions,
while being able to handle the complexity and
multiplicity of threats in a digital world.A company needs to strike the right balance between
innovation and risk, while developing new products and services.Cybersecurity cannot be guaranteed, but a timely and appropriate reaction
can.
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==============***********===============
Abstract – Now a days, every individual depends
on the Internet. It has increased the use of electronic gadgets like mobile phone, Laptop, Computers etc. in the day-to-day life, but it has also
increased the threat of cybercrimes. In the society the young people are involved in the committing of cybercrime and young people are become victim of cybercrimes due to lack of awareness about cybercrimes and cyber security.
young college students are mostly involved in
the technological advance and are exposed to
cybercrimes. Through this survey-based study
paper an attempt has been made to focused on
the habits of college students about utilization
of social media, precautionative cyber security
measures followed by them, their awareness
about cyber laws and rules, factors of cyber security management etc.
Key words – cyber security awareness, college
student, cybercrimes.
I) Introduction – It is proved that, social media, Internet are very helpful for collecting information on various matters and also useful in
storing our data. Now social media /Internet are
become an integralpart of our daily life. But on
the other hand due to tremendous increase in
utilizing modern technology and allied electronic
gadget it become very difficult in keeping our
private information safe and secure. Informa-
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tion Technology (IT) has moved from a hobby of
people with interest in technology to a socially
accepted factor that most of us utilise it on daily
basis. More dependence on IT has brought a risk
for a society as well as individuals, which has
clearly surfaced with the increasing incidents
in cybercrimes. The abuse of social media,
Internet has enhanced new age crimes which
are addressed by the Information Technology Act
2000. It is observed that majority of the Internet
users are not having proper knowledge of managing social media and are not aware about
cyber security as well as cybercrimes. It is also
on the basis of many studies; general people
are not aware of the proper precautionary measures to overcome the problem of
cybercriome3s. implemented cyber laws and
rules are also proved as ineffective and has
faced many problems tacking the problem of
cybercrimes. This study intends to focuse on the
awareness of college students about cyber
crimes cyber security and cyber laws rules etc.
II) literature Review –
1) A. Shrihari and P. S. Jayashree, (2008), have
conducted a study to understand the awareness
level of cybercrimes and cyber security measures
among the college students in Kochi. Through
the study authors have also analysed the awareness among students about the government
schemes/programmes to overcome the problems of cybercrimes. Through the study author
has focused on the variousprecautions taken by
the college students in Kochi.
2) Jigar Shah, (2016), has attempted to explain
conceptual model on how to uphold and implement the awareness programmes among the
youth regarding cyber security. Author has suggested that, government should organise more
awareness programmes and campaigns in various places where the potential net users are in
the huge number. Through the study author has
found that there is a lack of awareness among
youth in case of cyber security measures.
3) Partap Sing Rathod and A. B. Potadar, (2019),
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have conducted a survey study to analyse the about the barriers in the implementation of cyber
awareness of medical students in the area of security measures to prevent cybercrimes.
cybercrimes and cyber security. Through the 6) To understand the opinion of college students
study authors have focused on the awareness about the effectiveness of existing cyber laws
among the medical student regarding secure and rules as a cyber security measure.
website, usage of antivirus, frequency in chang- V) Research Methodology– The present study
ing password sharing of password etc. through is descriptive in nature. It is based on quantitale
the study authors have observed that, majority and qualitative research analysis. Primary inforof the students are having good awareness mation has collected through interview schedabout the cyber security measures.
ule prepared for college students primary infor4) A. K. Mokha, (2017), has attempted to ana- mation analyzed with the help of percentile
lyzed the awareness of cybercrimes and cyber method secondary information collected through
security measures among the young study papers articles published in national and
Internetusers. Through the study author has also international jo0urnals.
examined the relationship between educational VI) Selection of sample – Sample population of
level of young people and the awareness of 150 college students has been selected through
cybercrimes and security; and also examined the convenient sampling method. The sample popurelationship between various age groups of re- lation consists of 78 male students and 72 fespondents and their awareness about male students.
cybercrimes and security.
VII) Geographical Area of the study – The geoIII) Importance of the study – Increasing trend graphical area of the study confined to Pune city
of using social media Internet in Indian young only.
people is not unique. There are several studies VIII) Results and Discussion –
which are focused only on the issues like habits Table No. 1
of youth in using social media platforms, its Age wise and sex wise distribution of the readverse impacts on their psychological and spondents
health conditions, victimization of cybercrimes
Ag e gr oup (y ears)
M ale
F em a le
Tota l
etc. but there are very few studies related to
18 t o 20
27 (18%)
24 (16%)
51 (34%)
assessing awareness among youth about the
20n to 22
38 (25%)
36 (24%)
74 (48%)
cybercrimes and cyber security. On this backA bov e 22
13 (9%)
12 (8%)
25(17%)
T ot al
78 (52%)
72 (48%)
150 (100%)
ground such type of study is important because
it provides the facts about the awareness
among youth about cybercrimes and cyber seSample population of the study has concurity.
sist of 52% male and 48% female respondents.
IV) Objectives – 1) To focus on the habits of 34% respondents are in the age group of 18
college students regarding using internet.
years to 20 years (18% male and 16% female)
2) To understand the perception of college stu- whereas, 49% respondents are in the age group
dents regarding various cybercrimes.
of 20 years to 22 years (25% male and 24% fe3) To know about the awareness of college stu- male). In total 17% of the respondents are above
dents about the factors of cyber security man- 22 years of age (9% male and 8% female). The
agement.
proportion of made and female respondents is
4) To focus on the precautions, take by the col- almost equal in total.
lege students with a view of cyber security.
Table No. 2 (A)
5) To understand the opinion of college students Duration of using social network (daily)
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F req uen cy

Per cent age

Less t ha n 1 hour

D ura tio n

22

15%

1 h our

41

27%

2 h ours to 3 ho urs
T otal

87

58%

150

100%

Table No. 2 (B)
Social media in frequent use (daily)
D uratio n

Frequen cy

P erce ntage

W hats App

14

9%

F acebook

17

11%

You Tu be

23

15%

Instagram

18

12%

Internet (G oogal)

21

14%

Games

04

3%

All the ab ove

53

36%

150

100%

Total

According to the information provided by
the respondents it is observed that majority of
the respondents (58%) are spending 2 hours to
3 hours daily to use social network sites. 27%
respondents have stated that they are using only
1 hour for exploring social network sites and only
15% respondents are spending less than 1 hour
daily for exploring various social network sites
for various purposes. It shows that very few of
the respondents stay without exploring social
network for short duration of time. It indicates
the increasing rate of social network addiction
among young generation.
A question has been asked to the respondents with a view to know whether they are
aware about the various cyber crimes or not.
The following table presents the fact in this regard.
Table No. 3
Awareness of the respondents about various
cyber crimes
P articulars

F req uen cy

P ercen tage

Individu al cyber cri mes

23

15%

Go vernment cyb er cr imes

15

10%

Pr oper ty related cyber cri mes

26

17%

All the ab ove
Total

86

58%

150

10 0%
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As per the collected information it is
observed that 15% respondents aware about or
having knowledge of individual related cyber
crimes such as Harassment through e-mail,
cyber stalking, cyber bullying, obscene material,
cyber defamation, morphing etc. 10% respondents are having knowledge of government related cybercrimes such as – cyber terrorism,
cyber warfare, distribution of pirated softwares,
etc. where as 17% of the respondents are having awareness about the property related
cybercrimes such as – crimes against intellectual property, cyber trespass, computer forgery,
cybersquatting, hacking computer system etc.
Majority of the respondents have stated that
they have good knowledge or awareness about
all the above-mentioned types of cybercrimes.
The following table presents the facts about the
autnessamong college students about the various factors of cyber security management.
Table No. 4
Awareness of the respondents about the factors of cyber security management
Particulars

Frequency

Percentage

Knowledge of cyber security

17

11%

Knowledge of cyber security counter measures

08

5%

Knowledge of password management

24

16%

Knowledge of browser security

13

9%

All the above

88

59%

Total

150

100%

As per the information provided by the
respondents it is found that, 11% of them are
having the knowledge or have good awareness
regarding cyber security, 5% respondents are
having awareness and knowledge about cyber
security counter measures. 16% respondents are
aware about the password management and
only 9% of the respondents are aware about the
browser security. Majority of the respondents
(59%) have stated that they are having good
knowledge and awareness about all the above
stated factors of cyber security management.
From the study point of view, it is also
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important to know about the various
The above table dipited the opinions of
precautionative measures adopted by the col- the respondents about the barriers in the implelege students with a view to cyber security. The mentation of cyber security measures. In the
following table presented the facts in this re- opinion of 11% respondents, inadequacy of leggard.
islations and rules pertaining to the
Table No. 5
cybercri9mes are the major barrier in the effecVarious precautionative measures of cyber se- tive implementation of the cyber security meacurity adopted by the respondents
sures. According to the 8% respondents various
definitions included in the legislation or laws
Particulars
Fr equency
P ercen tage
Frequ en t c hanges in p asswo rd
12
8%
are not proper, there is a ambiguity in these
Rest ric tio ns on social relation sh ips
08
5%
definitions which caused for ineffective impleUsi ng of anti-viru s software
14
9%
mentation of cyber security measures in India.
Avo id t o exp osing o f perso nal i nformation
19
17%
Lack of awareness among the social network
Avo id u nkn own frien dship requ ests/ web si tes
17
11%
users is also one of the major barriers stated by
All the ab ove
80
53%
13% respondents. In the opinion of 3% responTotal
150
100%
dents, issues pertaining to jurisdiction is the
From the above table it is revealed that major barrier in the proper implementation of
8% of the respondents are frequently changing cyber security measures. Lack of techno savvy
their password as a precuationative measure for personnel is the major barrier, opined by 14%
cyber security, while 5% of the respondents have respondents. Only 2% respondents have opined
themselves restricted their social relationships that, dynamic nature of cybercrime or frequent
with unknown persons with a view to keep cyber changes in the modes operandi of cyber offendsecurity. 9% respondents have stated that they ers creates major barrier in the proper impleare using anti-virus softwares and 17% have mentation of cyber security measures. In the
stated that, they are avoide to expose their per- opinion of 49% respondents all the above-mensonal information on social media. 11% respon- tioned barriers are equally responsible for inefdents have stated that, they are avoide to ac- fective implementation of cyber security meacept friendship requests by unknown person and sures.
also avoide to explore unknown websites. MaThe following table presents the opinjority of the respondents (53%) have stated that ion of the respondents regarding the effectivethey have adopted all the above mentioned ness of existing cyber laws and rules.
percutionative measures for cyber security.
Table No. 7
Table No. 6
Effectiveness of existing cyber laws and rules
Barriers in the implementation of cybers secu- as a cyber security measure
rity measures (Opinions of the respondents)
P ar ticu lars
Freque ncy P erc entage
Particulars

Frequ ency

Percen tage

Very effective

69

46%

Legislat ive inadequ ac y

16

11%

Not much effective

57

38%

Am biguit y in defini tion

12

8%

Cann ot say

27

18%

Lack of awar eness am ong peo ple

20

13%

Total

150

100%

Jur isdi ctio nal p rob lem s/issues

04

3%

Lack of techn o savvy person nel

21

14%

Dy namic n ature of c ybercri mes

03

2%

All the ab ove

74

49%

Total

150

100%

46% respondents have opined that, the
existing cyber laws and rules are very effective,
the laws and rules are having effectiveness with
a view to prevent cybercrimes. On the contrary
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38% respondents have opined that the existing these barriers.
cyber laws and rules are not much effective
vii) Majority of the respondents are posibecause there is no any specific provision to tively opined about the effectiveness of existprotect security of women and children; and ing cyber legislative measures, rules and reguthere is also some ambiguity in the concepts lation some of the respondents (18%) have not
included in the cyber laws and rules, only 18% positively or negatively responded in this regard,
of the respondents have not expressed their due tolack of knowledge about various cyber
opinion in this context, because they have not laws and rules.
proper and deep knowledge about the cyber X) Suggestions–
laws and rules.
1) There is a need of imparting educaIX) Findings of the study –
tion to the students right from the school level
i) As per the collected primary informa- regarding cybercrimes, danger of cybercrime,
tion, majority of the respondents are in the age cyber security measures etc.
group of 20 years to 22 years. The proportion of
2) There should be arrangement of workmale and female respondents is almost equal. shops, or orientation programmesthrough the
ii) It is found that, majority of the respon- NGOs regarding cyber security management.
dents spends 2 to 3 hours daily for exploring
3) There should be arrangement of
various websites, chatting on WhatsApp, brows- awareness campaigns by the government in the
ing, playing games etc. It indicates the increas- various venues of the districtscities in the
ing rate of social media addiction among youth. states.
iii) As per the information provided by
4) There is a need of strengthening cyber
the respondents, it is found that, majority of laws, rules and regulations with a view to bring
them are having good awareness about various a sense of security among the youth specially
types of cyber crimes like cybercrimes related among the female Internet users.
to intellectual property, cybercrimes against
5) The cyber cells must block all the
women, cybersquatting, hacking etc.
websites which are potentially harm the young
iv) On the basis of collected information, generation.
it is found that, majority of the respondents are
6) The cyber cell must provide support
having good knowledge and awareness about and relief to the victims of cybercrimes.
cyber security management, such as knowledge
7) The Internet user should install inof password management, knowledge of struction detection software to get warning
browser security and overall awareness about about any breach, cybercrimes.
cyber security measures.
v) It is found that, majority of the respon- References
dents are taking various precautions while they
1) Shrihari A and P. S. Jayashree, (2018),
are using social media, Internet etc. Majority of “A study of awareness of cybercrime among colthem are taking precautionative measures like lege students: With special reference to kochi
changes in passwords, using of antivirus soft- International Journal of pure and Applied mathware, retractation on social relationship etc.
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vi) It is observed that, almost all the re2) Jigar Shah, (2016), “A study of awarespondents are having good knowledge pertain- ness about cyber laws for Indian youth,” Intering to the various barriers occurs in the proper national Journal of Trend in scientific Research
implantation of cyber security measures. All the and development, Vol. 1, No. 1.
respondents are knowing the various types of
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A number of movements and approaches
Vol. 2, No. 1.
have
been
aroused in post-modern India in re7) V. N. Agarwal, (2015), “General
awareness on cybercrime,” International Jour- gard to Gender Studies. Feminism, Gender Studnal of Advanced Research in Computer science ies and Women Studies are the epitomesof
women activism for gender parities and women
and software engineering, Vol. 5, No. 2.
empowerment. Woman activism could be one
more example of studying women’srights

inFeminism and Gender Studies paradigm keenly.
The present research aims to state the women
activism is a new area of study which gives details of women’s fight against the suppression
and efforts to acquire equal rights in the society. This paper also tries to state the selected
women’s writing in post-modern India as an apt
reflection of women activism. This study revisits the writing of eminent women writers; Baby
Kambleand Bama from the perspective of women
activism which has not been explored in an indepth manner so far. The Researcher has also
tried to shed some light on the journey of
feministmovement which transformed its nature
several times and has become the debatable
topic in the literary sphere. The birth of women
activism is a result of feminism which started
long back in western literature.
The attempt has been made in this paper to justify the writing of Bama and Baby
Kamble as a women activism in literaturewhich
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encourages people to take into account the Krestiva. She explains:
women’s suppression.
Women demand the equal access to the
Key words: Activism, Feminism, post-modern, symbolic order - liberal feminism. 2. Women
suppression, Gender studies, women studies.
reject the male symbolic order in the name of
Study of woman from the perspective of difference- radical feminism. Femininity exoppression and discrimination has been started tolled. 3. Women rejectthe dichotomy between
long ago. The equal rights and parities in all masculine and feminine as metaphysical
spheres of society and emancipation from gen- (Thorat.pp.234-235).
der discrimination have been studied globally.
The whole movement shifted several
The commentary and counter commentary has times but the founding idea of women’s fundabeen delivered by various thinkers and feminist mental rights and gender equality in the sociwriters. The long discussion on woman and on ety remained constant in all phases and types
fundamental rights of woman have been con- of feminism across the world. The result of this
sidered as the feminism. This movement started movement lead the new coming writers of
back in around 18th century. The foundation of women issues to contribute actively against
movement which was grounded in the male women oppression and gender disparities.
writer John Stuart Mill and Frederick Engels’
This present research is an attempt to
writing for women enfranchisementThe Subju- set up the notion that the writings of women in
gation of Women in 1884 and The Origin of the Indian writing in English isawoman activism in
Family, Private Property and the Statein 1869 literature to acquire the parities in the male
respectively.Until these writers, no articulation dominant society. For example, Baby Kamble’s
came in by women nor by men. Later on, after Prison We Broke and Bama’s Sangati has been
Simon De Beauvoir’sThe Second Sex, women’s taken to justify the woman activism in Indian
problems started to be taken into consideration literature.Among the countless writings and
in more effective ways. Beauvoir’s attempt was speeches on women suppression in the 21st
an attentive commentary on women. Afterwards century,their writings can be considered as
numerous writers contributed internationally to women activism for gender parities.Activism is
the feminism:The Feminine Mystic by Betty a political term used long back in 920s to deFriedan in 1963, Thinking about Women in 1968, note the political actions during the First World
to cite some of them. These writings in early War
phase on women represented the women supActivism At the end of the First World
pression and very much spoke about the funda- War, activism (in German Aktivismus) denoted
mental rights of women in the society. This lit- active political commitment or engagement
erature on women attempted to shed some light among and by intellectuals. Historically it is
on awareness of self-respect and equality of closely associated with expressionism (q.v.), and
women in the society. Later,the 18th and the 19th as far as drama was concerned it required realcentury witnessed transformation of feminism istic solutions to social problems. It is particuwhere we can see the major writings of women larly associated with Kurt Hiller, who organized
on fear, anxiety and painful struggle ofacquiring the Neuer Club for expressionist poets, and with
equality in the male dominant society.
the magazine Aktion, founded in 1911 by Franz
Feminism is a wider term in which sev- Pfempfert. Now, activism is predominantly a
eral ideas and concepts have been emerged. political term. (Dictionary of Literary Terms and
Under this major term the different feminine Literary Theory. p.9)
aspects can be studied according to Julia
From literary perspective the term itself
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conveys the expectation of social and political inspired by Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar and witchange and counters the social problems. Ac- nessed Ambedkari movement and social
cording to Online Oxford Learners Dictionary the changes. Because of her writing, her name is
definition of activism is:
considered among the eminent writers in
The activity of working to achieve politi- India.Through her autobiographical novel, she
cal or social change, especially as a member of succeeded in giving the voice to thousands of
an organization with particular aims.
women who live pathetic life. Similarly, Bama
( h t t p s : / / w w w . o x f o r d l e a r n e r s Faustina Soosairaj popularly known as Bama is
dictionaries.com/definition/english/activism?q another persona of eminent women writers in
=activism+)
India who broke out for women’s suppression.
The primaryaim of any writer in the lit- She is aTamil writer who has written several
erary sphere is to reflect the society withits is- books on women as well as her own commusues and possible solutions. With this aim, the nity. Sangati is one of her best efforts in which
selected writers Bama and Baby Kamble kept she has successfully portrayed her own life exthe woman activism going on.Bothof these writ- perience and tried to give a voice to the doubly
ers are quite popular for their writing on the discriminated women.Her Sangatiis a very deep
downtroddengroup of society. They have suc- commentary on violence, abuses and molestacessfully portrayed the authentic picture of the tion of women. Both of these writers took great
life of underprivileged women and their aware- efforts to make the women aware about their
ness of the women issues is more touching re- fundamental rights and self-assertion. By
alistic and authentic. Bama’s Sangati and Baby picturizing their own life experiences they tried
Kamble’s Prison We Broke are attempts to shed to help other women to achieve a place in the
light on self- assertion. They could successfully society. The grief they both expressed in their
put forth the pathetic life of women through their autobiographies is reasonably similar.
writings. Women are a crucial factor of the soWe were imprisoned in dark cells, our
ciety who suffers because of the gender dis- hands and feet bound by the chain of slavery.
crimination. They have been always kept in ig- (kamble.43)
norance and secondary place. In the male domiIn the life of women the virtual prison
nant society they rarely find themselves at the still exists which binds the women by the shackright place. They always have been measured les of slavery. Right from their home, women
by certain criteria by the male dominated have been made slaves by their own family
society.They have been taught not to speak members. Families never allow to take women
against injusticebut acceptwhatever they getin their own decisions nor permit them to particitheir lives. They are even prohibited from par- pate in important familial discussions. She has
ticipating in the family discussions. But writers been under canonical view all the time in famlike Baby Kamble and Bama have continuously ily as well as in society, and always restricted
taken efforts to speak against the gender dis- to never live like freewoman. Since long back
parities and women disrespect.
woman has to obey men. Baby Kamble exhibits
Baby Kamble was born and brought up this same pathos in her Prison we Broke.
in a countryside village where she found hardly
My father locked up my aai in his house,
any opportunity for women as a human being. like a bird in a cage. (kamble.5)
Her family was fairly educated and result of
Baby Kamble is trying to raise the queswhich she got an opportunity to speak up openly tions as to why her mother wastreated like a
against women’s oppression. She is very much prisoner.Why didn’t she defy the maltreatment
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given to her by her own family members? Women ily honor, pressures from the dominant commuare like birds in cage, whenever men want to nities and political parties. Women works very
release them or lock them depends on their hard and yet face so many problems….
whims. Women should not be prohibited from (kamble.p.154)
living freely. They should get all the freedom in
The condition of women has not been
the society; they should not be a puppet whose changed so far, they used to face the gender
control is in the hands of men. The ill-treatment disparities in the past and it’s still going on even
women receive from men results in estimating in 21st century. Forms of sufferings like cases of
themselves as an important personage. They domestic violence, rapes and honor killings are
have been taught for generations not to still going on. The crime against women is
snapback against ignorance and suppression heavily increasing day by day. Nirbhaya rape
due to their weaknesses. Bama states the case and Hathras case are the epitomes which
women’s fear and expressing frustration about show that woman are not safe and suffer a lot
themselves being as weak and poor.
in the modern world. Baby Kamble not only
My mother said, ‘But what can we poor speaks about Dalit women in her autobiograwomen do? (Sangati. P.104)
phy but also depicts women as a community,
This limited mindsets of women is a re- whether they are from Dalit or upper caste.
sult of conservative mind of the society.But asan Women of both the castes are suffering and
answer to her mother’s question Bama’s reply getting humiliatedbecause of their gender. Baby
is:
Kamble conveys that Dalit woman is doubly disBut generation by generation we must criminated by the society. Further, she says that
start thinking for ourselves, taking decisions and women from villages are the core victims of such
daring to act……we must sharpen our minds and gender inequalities. As a woman Kamble is trylearn to live with self-respect.(Sangati.p.104)
ing to convince that women have been considBama here is trying to say that whatever we ered as the commodities ofsociety, they never
have faced in the past as a womanshould be get the desirable place in the society. Their work
changed somewhere. Women should think posi- and dedication to the family is never valued.
tively and learn to oppose the discrimination Similarly,Bama’s commentaryon issues of inmade against her. Women are the subjects of equality also leaves similar effect on the reader’s
discrimination, always underestimated and mind she quotes:
placed at secondary position in the society. AlThe women, in any case, whatever work
though the modern woman is capable of taking they did, they were paid less. Even in the matthe responsibility and live life on her own it is ter of tying the firewood bundles, the boys almeaningless until she faces the discrimination ways got five or six rupees more. (Sangati.p.18)
by the men and society. Her fight against genWomen always work harder than men,
der disparities is still going on. In one of her right from the household things to the profesinterviews, while stating the women’s condition, sional duty. If so, why do women have to face
Kamble says:
such kind of inequality? They do several things
…women are still slaves. And it is not for their families without expecting anything in
just Dalit women; I see around me many women return. But at the professional level, as Bama
from both upper and lower castes. All women points out, the daily wages women get their
are facing problems. Especially women from vil- value (money) hugely less than the men. Allages! Their operation doesn’t come to light. All though women are doing men’s jobs still they
cases of the rape are suppressed for fear of fam- arerejected financial benefits which men get
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easily. Society imposes extra responsibilities on respect in the society. Their work helped a lot
women. If a woman is working professionally, to make people conscious about gender disshe is not only bound to only her professional crimination which still they are facing. For the
duty, but also has to dothe entire household sake of awareness in rest of women in India they
things after coming home from the office. How- convey:
ever, working men never peep into the houseI made a firm resolve at a young age, to
hold things after their office work. It’s the male lead my life according to the path sketched by
dominant mindset which encourages such types Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar, the light of my life.
of inequalities in the society and makes women His principles have exercised a strong influence
do all the duties.
on me. (kamble.p.115)
Bama further states about her moral Similarly, Bama directs women:
learning what she has received from her mother:
We should educate boys and girls alike,
My mother told me that in our village, showings no difference them as they grow into
they didn’t make any differences between boys adults. We should give the freedom we give our
and girls at birth. But as they raised them, they boys. (Sangati.p.123)
were more concerned about the boys than the
Education is the key solution to break the
girls. (Sangati.p.3)
shackles of slavery which has bound women for
Bama depicts the reality of society by long. Only through education women can overstating the above facts. Whatever her mother come slavery and gender disparities. Bama sugtold her in her childhood about gender parities, gests educating their boys and girls alike would
she found different in existing life. Girls’ gen- be one more step to change the notion of gender doesn’t matter when they are young but der disparities. Parents should offer equal treatwhen they grow up they get ignored by their own ment to girls and boys. Bama asserts that only
family. Girls realize that the special attention is education can make aware the rest of women
offered only to the boys.
to get self-respect and equal rights in the sociWriting such issues in her autobiogra- ety. Here, Bama tries to highlight the importance
phy Bama tries to make people realize the pain of education.
of women whoreceive very less attention beKamble is very much motivated by Dr.
cause of their gender. Bama also tries to raise Ambedkar’s thoughts and principles towards
the questions such as why such gender dispari- women emancipation and empowerment. Dr.
ties take place in the society. When is this go- Ambedkar fought for women to bring remarking to change? And who is going to change it? able change in their life by putting the
Bama and Kamble’s griefis same. Both have tried HinduCode Billin the Parliament House. Taking
to demonstrate the women who are suffering into cognizance the contribution of Dr.
from all types of discriminations and suppres- Ambedkar, Kamble suggests to the whole women
sion just because of their gender. Theyjust not community to be aware about their fundamenonly raised the questions and left without any tal rights and gender parities in the society.
answer but they spoke out about the possible
Prison we Broke andSangatiarethe autosolutions for the betterment of women. Bama biographies of hope. Both thesewriters have exand Kamble consciously and actively spoke pressed their hopes for women emancipation.
about the reformsthat can be brought in to im- Bama leaves a very optimistic note regarding
prove women’s pathetic conditions. Writing of gender parities in her Sangati.
these women became the role model and
Then there will come a day when men
aframework for the rest of women to get self- and women will live as one, with no difference
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between them; with equal rights.(Sangati.123) erature in Translation: Towards a Critical
Bama’s whole writing, especially Sangati suc- Theory.” Nation with Discrimination: Literary
ceeds in making a remarkable move in women Voices from the Subalterns. Ed. Arvind Nawale.
activism in the society. More or less Bama and New Delhi, India: Access, 2011.p. 162. Print.
Kamble, both of them have succeeded in giving
· Cuddon.J.A, Dictionary of Literary Terms
the direction to the women activism through their and Literary Theory, Revi.Habib.M.A.R, London,
writings.
Penguin BooksLtd, 2013.Print.
Conclusion:
· Dangle, Arjun. “Dalit Literature: Past,
Writing and speaking openly on Present and Future” Poisoned Bread - Translawomen’s discrimination is an attempt of show- tions from Modern Marathi Dalit Literature. Ed.
ing women activism through literature. Bama and Arjun Dangle. Hydrabad, India: Orient Longman,
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ABSTRACT
Population is the main resource for the
regional development by representing manpower. In this context Population aspects needs
to study. In this paper investigate population
aspects like growth rate, density, sex ratio, literacy, rural-urban population, of the study area
for the year 2001. Solapur district is located in
the western part of the Maharashtra state. It
lies between 17010’ north to 18032’north latitude and 74042’east to 75015’east longitude. For
the present study data has been collected from
Census Handbooks, Socio-Economic Abstract of
Solapur District. The rural-urban difference in
the population characteristics of the study area
is also considerable.
INTRODUCTION
Human resource development is the key
to the development of other resources. Only if
human resources are developed can other resources on earth be developed. This requires
sustainable development of human resources.
The study of growth rate, density, sex ratio, literacy, rural-urban populations is the very important because they are pushing the human resource development.
Where there is a favorable natural envi-
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ronment for human life, the population density
is high and the adverse natural conditions are
low. Population distribution in the world is unequal and different so population characteristics differ from place to place.
OBJECTIVES
To study the selected population characteristics of Solapur District with spatial and
temporal perspectives.
STUDY AREA
Solapur District situated in the western
part of the Maharashtra state which has been
selected for the present study. It lies between
170 10’north to 180 32’north latitudes and 740
42’ east to 760 15’ east longitudes. It is administratively sub-divided into 11 tahsils (Fig. 1). It
is bounded by Ahmednagar on the north,
Osmaanabad on north-east, Gulbarga district
from Karnataka state on east-south, Sangli district on the south-west and Pune and Satara on
the west side. It covers an area of 14895 sq km.
and supports population of 3849543 (258 parsons in per.sq.km). Solapur District is situated
entirely in Bhima, Nira, Sina, and Man river basins in south-west Maharashtra. The area comparing 1150 inhabited villages and 10 urban
centres and 31.83 percent population live in the
urban areas while remaining 68.17 percent live
in the rural sector (2001).

Fig. 1
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DATABASE AND METHODOLOGY
Population
Year
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001
Characteristic
For the analysis of existing condition of
Total
21.17
15.81
23.79
19.14
Rural
22.16
12.54
24.90
14.02
the various aspects of Population characteris- Growth Rate
(%)
Urban
18.60
24.48
21.11
31.82
tics, related data and information has been colTotal
25.15
33.90
40.67
56.4
71.25
lected from secondary sources.
Literacy Rate
Rural
19.20
28.20
34.90
34.87
68.26
(%)
The secondary sources of the data mainly
Urban
40.60
49.10
54.60
54.36
77.51
includes Census of India’s District Census HandTotal
933
942
934
935
935
Ratio
Rural
945
940
946
930
925
books Solapur District, 1961-2001, Town Direc- Sex
(Females/1000 Males)
Urban
914
914
931
945
957
tory, 2001 etc. The published reports like Socioeconomic Review and District Stastical Abstract, Source: District Census Handbooks, Solapur DisSolapur District, 2010, Gazetteer of Solapur Dis- trict, 1961-2001.
trict and other governmental reports etc. are Density
also the sources of data in the present investiLand and people reckoned as the two
gation.
vital elements, their ratio is taken to be an inThe collected data have been arranged dispensable consideration in all population studin tabular form and processed by employing ies (Akhilesh Kumar Mishra, Prabuddh Kumar
various quantitative techniques. The processed Mishra, 2018). Density of population in the study
data have been depicted in the form of tables, area found 258 people per sq. km in 2001. In
graphs, diagrams, maps, photo plates etc.
the study area, urban density is high than the
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
rural density. The highest density has been obPopulation selected aspects like growth served in North Solapur tahsil i.e. 1288 person
rate, density, sex ratio, literacy and rural-urban sq. km and the lowest density observed in
population etc. needs to study. Population is the Karmala tahsil i.e. 145 person per sq km. The
main resource for the regional development by spatial variation in density can be grouped in
representing manpower. The different aspects following groups (Table 2 and Fig. 2).
of population have been assessed as an influVery high density observed in Solapur
encing element on urban phenomena of urban North and Pandharpur tahsils which is above the
centres of the study area.
average of study area. These two tahsils are
Growth Rate
developed in industry and agriculture due to rich
In the study area, 21.17 per cent growth water and soil resources.
rate of population of decade 1961-71 has been
High density of population is observed
observed. It decreased in 1981, increased in in Barshi, Malshiras and Akkalkot tahsil during
1991 and again decreased up to 19.14 per cent 200-300 people per sq km. Barshi and Akalkot
in 2001 (Table 1 & Fig 3 A). So for as decade tahsils have one and three urban centres re1991-2001 is concern, the growth rate of popu- spectively. Malshiras tahsil developed in agrolation was low in Akkalkot tahsil (10.33%) and based industry.
high in Pandharpur tahsil i.e. 26.90 per cent. It
Moderate density (175-300 people per
has considerable rural and urban difference sq km) found in Madha, Mohal and Sangola
(Table 2 & Fig 4 A).
tahsils. They are agriculturally developed also
Table: 1
agro-based industries and good accessibility are
Solapur District: Temporal Changes in Major also observed in these tahsils.
Population
Low density of population has been obAspects, 1961-2001
served in the three tahsils viz. Karmala,
Mangalvedha and South Solapur. These tahsils
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have comparatively low development in agricul- Source: District Census Handbooks, Solapur Disture and industry. Though pedolgical condition trict, 1961-2001.
is good in this part but low rainfall and drought
porn nature become barrier in agricultural development.
Solapur D ist rict: Temporal Chang es in Majo r Popu lation Asp ects, 19 61 -2 00 1
Gr o wth Rate
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Fig. 2
Table: 2
Solapur District: Spatial Changes in Major
Population Aspects, 2001
Sr.
No.

T/R/U

Popul-ation

Growth
Rate

Unit ?

No.

%

Tahsil

Sex Ratio

Density

Literacy

1.

Karmala

T
R
U

233316
211388
2192 8

19.90
20.74
12.32

(Females/
1000
Males)
929
924
934

T

292611

16.96

928

189

70.14

2.

Madha

R

269834

18.05

920

175

68.95

U

2277 7

5.48

936

3515

83.81

T

340831

12.80

943

230

74.09

R

236046

10.64

921

163

70.76

U

104785

17.99

946

2890

81.49

T

960803

22.49

944

1288

76.09

North Solapur

R

8832 5

-45.98

925

156

69.38

Mohol

U
T
R

872478
252526
252526

40.53
24.46
24.46

962
920
920

4886
179
179

76.76
69.54
69.54

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Barshi

Pandharpur

Malshiras

Sangola

Mangalve-dha

South Solapur

Akkalkot

Solapur District

Per
sq. km.

%

145
132
4626

68.66
67.22
82.34

U

0

0.00

0

0

0.00

T

402707

26.90

923

309

69.78

R

311328

31.12

912

242

66.36

U

9137 9

14.36

933

5288

80.99

T

422600

20.62

923

278

71.67

R

422600

20.62

923

278

71.67

U

0

0.00

0

0

0.00

T

272077

18.17

934

175

66.28

R

243961

16.51

937

165

64.87

U

2811 6

34.81

930

409

78.52

T

171261

15.02

922

150

66.67

R

149555

15.72

915

131

65.07

U

2170 6

10.42

929

17365

77.46

T

210774

12.62

933

176

67.37

R

210774

12.62

933

176

67.37

U

0

0.00

0

0

0.00

T

290037

10.33

961

209

67.74

R
U

227922
6211 5

11.41
6.55

946
975

165
7843

66.67
71.63

T
R
U

38495 43
26242 59
12252 84

19.14
14.02
31.82

935
925
957

258
180
3813

71.25
68.26
77.51

Sex Ratio
Sex ratio is a useful indicator to understand women’s health and position in any society (Mankari, et.al. 2011). The sex ratio of the
study area is 935 in 2001. The number of female per 1000 male population has different form
tahsil to tahsil in the study area. The sex ratio
of the study area was 933 in 1961, which increased by only 2 up to 2001 and become 935.
In the study area sex ratio found high in Akkalkot
(961) and low in Mohol (920) tahsil. Population
of Mohol tahsil is migrating from out of the
tahsils. Interestingly found high sex ratio urban
area than the rural (Table 2 and Fig 4 B).
Literacy
Literacy is reliable index of socio-economic development (Ramotra, 2008), but it has
both spatial and social exclusion which needs
to be study (Pore and Mote, 2010). In 1961 the
literacy rate of study area was 25.15 per cent
which constantly increased and become 71.25
per cent in 2001. Study area has 71.25 per cent
literacy rate (2001) which is low than state
(76.90%). North Solapur tahsil has high literacy
in the study area i.e. 76.09 per cent. Barshi
(74.09%) Malshiras (71.67%) have literacy rate
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above the average literacy rate. In Karmala, Demographic Characteristics: A Case Study of
Madha, Mohol, Sangola, Mangalvedha, South Samastipur District, India. American Research
Solapur and Akkalkot tahsils low literacy has Journal Of Humanities and Social Sciences, vol
been observed. (Table 2 and Fig 4 C).
4, no. 1, pp. 1-14.
Solapur District: Spatial Changes inMajor Population Aspects, 2001
Census of India (1961-2001):
A. Growth Rate
Maharashtra Solapur District Census Handbook.
Government of Maharashtra (1984):
Maharashtra State Gazeteers, Solapur District.
Mankari, M. P, Rathod, H. B, Kulkarni, M. J and
Kankure, K. B. (2011): “A Demographical OverV iew of Latur District in Maharashtra,”
B. Sex Ratio
Maharashtra Bhugolshtra Sanshodhan Patrica,
Vol. XXVIII, No. 2, pp. 75-80.
Pore, A. V. and Mote, Y. S. (2010): “A Study
of Hierarchical Exclusion in terms of Literacy in
Kolhapur District”, The Goa Geographer, Vol. VII,
No. I, pp. 59-65.
Ramotra, K. C. (2008): “Development
C. LiteracyRate
Processes and the Scheduled Castes”, Rawat
Publication, Jaipur.
Socio-economic Review and District
Stastical Abstract, Solapur District, 2010
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Fig. 4

CONCLUSION
Different demographic variables experiences both spatial and temporal changes due
to the various factors. The growth rate of population, generally decreasing from last four decades, where sex ratio slightly increased and
the literacy rate of the study area experiences
steady increase. High density of population and
literacy observed in developed tahsils where as
low density and found in the tahsils like Karmala,
Sangola and South Solapur. The rural-urban difference in the population characteristics of the
study area is also considerable.
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STUDY OFONLINE EXAMINATION
AND IMPACT OF WEB CAMERA
ON STUDENTS
DR. RAVINDRA S. NETAWATE
HEAD DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
D.G.RUPAREL COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE &
COMMERCE COLLEGE MAHIM, MUMBAI

==============***********===============
ABSTRACTS –The technology has given the birth
of new inventions, in this covid situation , the
communication and its means was going at a
meager, we must agree here, that the covid has
stopped the space of development but it has
not vanished the business process, the human
being overcome on it by using the technology,
the colleges and schools have adopted the
online examinations of the students through the
technology, the means were available and the
colleges have implemented it without causing
any harmful effects on students and teachers.
The students have saved their educational development only due to Computer technology. In
online examination web cameras control the
cybercrime. It monitors the student’s examination but the authenticity of this web camera is
unanswered.
IntroductionThe digital technology has played an
important role in the Corona Virus situation, India is the most victim country in this pandemic
more than three lacks people have lost, many
of them find difficulty after curing from the diseases, but the pandemic has taught the big lesson to the whole world and man has found the
different solutions for living life. As before this
the exams were taking physically in the classes
where the Peon, teachers, students, were re-
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quired but in this situation , many schools, colleges and the universities have taken its exams through the digital technology.
In this exam process , the monitoring to
the students was challenging job , but the web
camera has solved this problem , before starting the camera , the students cannot start its
exam, he couldn’t have the chance to make the
malpractices, such as copy, using extra internet
sources, or taking assistance of any other, The
question is remained that the passing ratio,and
percentage of marks have been increased tremendously , hoe its happened, therefore we ask
some questions to the students of P.G.
Review of LiteratureAccording to V.Chingath A.Jamina(2021
Feb.) Pointed out that the cybercrimes occurred
in commercial sector, 60% cybercrimes happen
in commerce which is dangerous to business
community, hence the businessman should use
the cyber security instruments.
According to Annamals Laxmanan
(2015) The cyber criminals attack to exploits less
develop country due to weak security control
&then use this exploitationto target more developed country.
Objectives of the Study1. To study the role of digital technology
in online examination
2. To find out the Problem of Digital technology.
3. To study the Merits of Digital technology.
4. To give the suggestions to the problem of online examination.
Origin of the ProblemWhen colleges find difficulty in Classroom examination, then they find the need of
web camera. when online exams started, for the
smooth flow of exams, to monitor to the students was a herculean tasks for the college authority, but web camera has made it easy, that’s
why, many colleges have adopted the web camera technology in online examination.
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Research Methodologychances of malpractices.
Research Methodology- Descriptive research
methodology has been used to check the validity of the problem.
Data Collectiona. The Primary data collected from the
post graduates students of Commerce and the
arts students of IDOL. We have selected hundred students and through, mobile calling we
have asked them questions about role of web 3. Do you find technical errors during examicamera, during online examinations.
nation?
b. The secondary data is collected from
Sr. No.
Setting
Screen
Network
Camera
1.
44%
23%
28%
05%
the journal, newspapers, and Research thesis
on digital technology.
The above table indicated that there are
c. Sampling Techniques- Random sam- numbers of technical errors, 44% students facpling technique has been used to collect the, ing the problem of Device setting, 23% get the
original information of given problem.
problem of Screen , which is not visible or bluer,
d. Tools & Techniques- To analyze the 28% students get the problem of network issue
data Chi-square technique has been used, The like power supply, range etc. and 05% students
tables, diagram has been used to aware the face camera adjusting problem.
exact research problem. F-test has been used.
Interpretations of Data –
To find the validity of the given problem,
we have made the survey on telephone and
asked questions to the students.
1. Do you like online / offline examination?
S r.No.
1.

O fflin e
24%

On lin e
64%

The above table is indicated that 64%
percent students like the online examination
during Pandemic situation.

2. Is there anychances of Malpractices
S r. N o .
1.

YE S
89 %

NO
11 %

When students asked about chances of
malpractices 89% students saidthat there is a

Findings1. The online exam is useful in this pandemic situation.
2. There is more chances of malpractices, students can search the answers from
Google.
3. They can keep someone else back or
horizontal directions of the cameras.
4. The only images can be captured
hence, more chances of malpractices.
5. Irregular class students like these examination.
6. Easy source of passing to the students.
7. Web camera’s couldn’t function effec-
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tively.
of Education & Social Science.
8. If power supply went out , difficulty
2. Gartica D. &Mcnair (2015) Students
face by the students.
perception in to teaching Learning Process.
9. No chances of revaluation / verifica- American journal of Information System Vol.3,
tion.
issue no.2 Pg. 40-44.
10. Helpdesk facilities is very poor , no
4. WWW.Legal service of India.com/leone response immediately.
gal
11. Many private agencies have been
5. WWW.financial express.com.
conducted online examination, no confidential6. S.R.. Bhansali, The information Techity is maintained.
nology Act. Publisher, University Law building
Suggestions-;
2016.
1. In pandemic, online examination is

good for the safety of the students..
2. This is a temporary solution but in future offline examinations should have been conducted.
3. No private agencies should have been
involved in online examination only college authority should conduct such examination.
4. Powerful internet facilities require.
5. Students financial condition need to
be verified before conducting such examination.
6. If technical errors would have been
occurred, student must get a chance of reexamination.
7. This styles of examination could adverse effects on the employment of the teachers and the intellectual development of the students, hence it should not continue for the
longer period.
ConclusionThe above study indicated that, during
Pandemic, such examination is required from the
point of view students safety, The technology
has more improved ,as it has prose at the same
time there is a cons, we cannot judge the knowledge of students properly. The above discussion
indicates us that for long terms and from the
future of the students, examinations should be
conducted by not online but offline.
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security has become a latest issue. The scope
of cyber security is not just limited to securing
the information in IT industry but also to various other fields like cyber space etc.
What is Cybercrime or e-crime?
Cybercrime or e-crimes are offenses that
are committed against individuals or groups with
a criminal motive of intentionally harming the
reputation of the victim, causing physical or
mental harm, and cause loss of money or information directly or indirectly by using the Internet
and electronic devices
Beginning and growth of e-crimes:
This section indicatesseveral general
trends, since 1960s, about how e-crimes began
and grew. The summary is as follows:
• In the early decades of modern information technology (IT), computer crimes were
largely committed by unsatisfied individuals and
dishonest employees.
• Physical damage to computer systems
was a prominent threat until the 1980s (Sterling, 1992).
• Criminals often used authorized access
to subvert security systems as they modified
data for financial gain or destroyed data for revenge (Louw C., Von Solms S., 2014).
• Early attacks on telecommunications
systems in the 1960s led to sabotage of the long
distance phone systems for amusement and for
theft of services (Kabay, 2008).
• As telecommunications technology
spread throughout the IT world, people with
criminal tendencies learned to penetrate systems and networks for amusement (Kenefick,
2008).
• Programmers in the 1980s began writing malicious software, including selfreplicating
programs, to interfere with personal computers
(Kabay, 2008).
• As the Internet increased access to increasing numbers of systems worldwide, criminals used unauthorized access to poorly protected systems for sabotage, political action and

ABSTRACT:
Cyber Security plays an important role
in the field of information technology.
Securing the information have become
one of the biggest challenges in the present day.
When ever we think about the cyber security
the first thing that comes to our mind is ‘cyber
crimes’ which are increasing immensely day by
day. Various Governments and companies are
taking many measures in order to prevent these
cyber crimes. Besides various measures cyber
security is still a very big concern to many. This
paper mainly focuses on challenges faced by
cyber security on the latest technologies .It also
focuses on latest about the cyber security techniques, ethics and the trends changing the face
of cyber security.
INTRODUCTION:
Today man is able to send and receive
any form of data may be an e-mail or an audio
or video just by the click of a button but did he
ever think how securely his data id being transmitted or sent to the other person safely without any leakage of information?? The answer
lies in cyber security. Today Internet is the fastest growing infrastructure in every day life. In
today’s technical environment many latest technologies are changing the face of the man kind.
But due to these emerging technologies we are
unable to safeguard our private information in
a very effective way and hence these days cyber
crimes are increasing day by day. Hence cyber
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financial gain (Erbschloe, 2004).
the targeted victim. The defensive option for the
• As the 1990s progressed, financial victim is to get disconnected and reassign their
crime using penetration and destabilization of current address of internet. Lambert Royakkers
computer systems increased (Sterling, 1992).
(Royakkers, 2000) defined stalking crime as fol• The types of malware shifted during lows: “Any person is guilty of the stalking crime
the 1990s, taking advantage of new vulnerabili- who: willfully, maliciously, trace another person
ties as operating systems were strengthened, with the intent of placing that person in reasononly to give way to new attack routes (Kenefick, able fear of death, sexual assault, or great bodily
2008).
injury to that person, any member of that
• Illegal applications of e-mail grew rap- person’s family, or anyone with whom that peridly from the mid-1990s onward, generating son has a sexual or intimate relationship”.
plenty of unwanted commercial and fraudulent PUNISHMENT:
emails (Hussainat M., 2013).
It is an unpleasant event that follows a
• Social networking has become an in- behavior and decreases its frequency.
creasingly important tool for cyber criminals to
However, the use of punishment will
recruit people to assist their money laundering have negative effects over long periods of time.
operations around the globe (Erbschloe, 2004). It may cause undesirable emotional reactions.
• Global mobile devices’ penetration— It leads only to short-term hide of the undesirfrom smart phones to tablet PCs—accessing the able behavior rather than to its elimination. EduInternet by 2013 surpassed 1 billion, creating cating, guiding and counseling may help in this
more opportunities for cybercrime.
direction and contribute effectively in minimizCyber Stalking :
ing crimes and frauds. We need to apply love
Cyber stalking is defined as using the force as against any legal or pressure techinternet or other electronic means with a view niques. We need to bring “change” in people
to harass or threaten any individual, group of who are already involved in such bad manners
individuals, or an organization. It includes moni- and habits using following Systems Model of
toring, false accusations, identity theft, making Change.
threats, damage to data or equipment, the reIt is not the strongest who survives nor
quest of minors for sex, or gathering informa- the most intelligent, but the one who most retion that may be used to threaten or harass sponsive to change. Hellriegel, Slocum and
(Bhatt S. & Pant D., 2011).Three ways of cyber Woodman discuss this issue in their Book “Orstalking. Cyber stalking categories Email Stalk- ganizational Behavior”. Social media is sweet
ing Send e-mails to user for harassment and ex- gift from western countries. Even country like
tortion. In some cases send viruses to intimi- USA is not able to control cyber crimes. Hence,
date the user.
they have started taking strict security steps.
Internet Stalking Takes on public through Outcome of these steps will be known only in
internet such as a chat room, social network, future. The basic question is about attitude to
and Web sites by sending personal data, pic- control any kind of crimes. India could have
tures, and video to several locations to meet adopted western model in this regard. But we
their demand, which is often physical. Computer miss that opportunity.
Stalking Computer-to-computer connection, the Conclusion :
activities of stalker is working through the
Technology has become an integral part
Internet and the Windows operating system in of our daily life in the world of the internet and
order to assume control over the computer of cannot be dispensed with. Although there are
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several advantages of the technology, but it has
become a threat to our lives too. It became nec31
essary to take caution when using any technology so as not to be trapped by e-crimes. Many
Overview of Cyber Security
of the countries do not have specific laws related to ecrimes until today, so it is imperative
Dr.Rajkumar Shrihari Mare
to enact new laws to combat the worldwide
Assistant Professor,
scourge, which has no boundaries. Many of the
Shripatrao Kadam Mahavidyalya Shirwal,
studies in the current literature have focused
Maharashtra, India
on factors that affecting e-crimes such as demography, sexual, financial, cultural, and politi==============***********===============
cal.
There is a need to improve and validate Abstract :
Cyber security are techniques generally
these studies region vise and country vise.
Thus, as future work, it desired to do the fol- set forth in published materials that attempt to
safeguard the cyber Environment of a user or
lowings:
• Build new models to measure the in- organization. It manages the set of techniques
fluence of demography and technology over the used to save the integrity of networks, programs
factors of e-crimes leading political, cultural, And data from unauthorized access. It refers to
financial, and sexual aspects in societies locally the body of technologies, processes, and it may
also be referred to as Information technology
and globally.
• Create hypotheses for each factor to security. The field is of growing importance due
to increasing reliance on computer systems,
find the influence between factors.
• Collect data from significant sample Including smart phones, televisions and the
sources, on country as well as region bases, to various tiny devices that constitute the Internet
test on the build models and created hypoth- of Things.
Keywords: IT security, Internet of things (IOT)
esis.
• Using suitable statistical measures for I. INTRODUCTION
The internet has made the world smaller
data analysis.
• Discuss the study finding and objec- in many ways but it has also opened us up to
influences that have never before Been so varied
tives.
• Drawing conclusions and set recom- and so challenging. As fast as security grew, the
hacking world grew faster. There are two ways
mendations for future studies.
• Making necessary and needed mea- of Looking at the issue of cyber security. One is
that the companies that provide cloud computing
sures for cybersecurity around.
do that and only that so These companies will
be extremely well secured with the latest in

cutting edge encryption technology.
II. WHAT IS CYBER SECURITY ?
Its being protected by internetconnected systems, including hardware,
software and data, from cyber attacks. In a
Computing context, security comprises cyber
security and physical security both are used by
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enterprises to safe against
malware.
Unauthorized access to data centre and Who are Cyber Criminals ?
other computerized systems. The security, which
It involves such activities as child printed
is designed to maintain the Confidentiality, sexual organs or activity; credit card fraud; cyber
integrity and availability of data, is a subset of stalking; defaming Another online; gaining
cyber security.
unauthorized access to computer systems;
III. WHY DO WE NEED CYBER SECURITY ?
ignoring copyright, software licensing and
The range of operations of cyber security Trademark safe to protect; overriding encryption
involves protecting information and systems to make illegal copies; software piracy and
from major cyber Threats. These threats take stealing anothers Identity to perform criminal
many forms. As a result, keeping pace with cyber acts. Cybercriminals are those who conduct such
security strategy and operations can Be a acts. They can be categorized into Three groups
challenge, particularly in government and that reflect their motivation.
enterprise networks where, in their most Type 1: Cybercriminals – hungry for recognition:
innovative form, cyber Threats often take aim Hobby hackers;
at secret, political and military assets of a nation, IT professionals (social engineering is one of
or its people. Some of the common threats Are : the biggest threat);
Cyber terrorism It is the innovative use Politically motivated hackers;
of information technology by terrorist groups to Terrorist organizations.
further their Political agenda. It took the form Type 2: Cybercriminals – not interested in
of attacks on networks, computer systems and recognition:
telecommuni cation Infrastructures.
Psychological prevents;
Cyber warfare It involves nation-states Financially motivated hackers (corporate
using information technology to go through espionage);
something another Nations networks to cause State – sponsored hacking (national espionage,
damage. In the U.S. and many other people live sabotage);
in a society, cyber warfare has Been Organized criminals.
acknowledged as the fifth domain of warfare. Type 3: Cybercriminals – the insiders:
Cyber warfare attacks are primarily executed by former employees seeking revenge;
hackers Who are well-trained in use of benefit Competing companies using employees to gain
the quality of details computer networks, and economic advantage through damage and/or
operate under the Favourable and support of theft.
nation-states. Rather than closing a targets key How To Maintain Efffective Cyber Security
networks, a cyber-warfare attack May forced to
Historically, organizations and
put into a situation into networks to compromise governments have taken a reactive, “point
valuable data, degrade communications, Impair product” approach to combating cyber Threats,
such infrastructural services as transportation produce something together individual security
and medical services, or interrupt commerce.
technologies – one on top of another to safe
Cyber spionage It is the practice of using their Networks and the valuable data within
information technology to obtain secret them. Not only is this method expensive and
information without Permission from its owners complex, but news of Damaging cyber breaches
or holders. It is the most often used to gain continues to dominate headlines, rendering this
strategic, economic, military Advantage, and is method ineffective. In fact, given the Area of
conducted using cracking techniques and group of people of data breaches, the topic of
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cyber security has launched to the top of the fraudulent emails are sent that resemble emails
priority list for Boards of directors, which they from reputable sources;
seeked as far as less risky way. Instead,
However, the intention of these emails
organizations can consider a natively Integrated, is to steal sensitive data, such as credit card or
automated Next-Generation Security Platform login information.
that is specifically designed to provide What does a security analyst do ?
consistent, Prevention-based protection – on the
An information security analysts
endpoint, in the data centre, on the network, in protects to safe the company s systems and
public and private clouds, and Across Saabs networks by planning and carrying out Measures
environments. By focusing on prevention, of security. They create disruptive solutions to
organizations can prevent cyber threats from prevent critical information from being stolen,
impacting The network in the first place, and damaged, or Compromised. Their primary
less overall cyber security risk to a manageable responsibility is to keep a business or
degree.
organizations data, clients, employees, and any
What Cyber Security Can Prevent
Virtual stored information safe from cyber
The use of cyber security can help attacks or hacking of any sort.
prevent cyber-attacks, data breaches and What are the consequences of cyber attack ?
identity theft and can aid in risk Management.
Cyber-attacks will cause more damage
When an organization has a strong sense of financially and reputational even to the most
network security and an effective incident withstand organisation. The Organisation which
response plan, it is Better able to prevent and suffers cyber-attack, have to face the losing
serious of these attacks. For example, end user assets, business reputation and potentially the
protection defends information and guards Organisation have to face regulatory fines and
Against loss or theft while also scanning taking legal action and the costs of remediation.
computers for malicious code.
A survey taken by UK Government about cyber
Types of Cyber Security Threats : The use of security in 2017, found that the average cost
keeping up with new technologies, security for a large business is £19,600 and for a small
trends and threat Intelligence is a challenging to Medium-sized business is £1,570.
their task. However, it should be in order to IV. HACKING TOOLS
protect information and other assets from cyber
There are various tools are the modes
Threats, which take many forms.
of attack. And the malware are used for the
Ransom ware is a type of malware that totality of these tools. Examples are Viruses and
involves an attacker locking the victim’s worms. Computer programs that reproduce the
computer system files typically Through functional copies of themselves with varying
encryption and demanding a payment to decrypt effects ranging From emphasize and
and unlock them.
inconvenience to compromise of the
Malware is any file or program used to confidentiality or integrity of information, and
harm a computer user, such as worms, computer Trojan horses, Destructive programs that
viruses, Trojan horses And spyware.
pretence as benign applications but set up a
Social engineering is an attack that relies back door so that the hacker can return later
on human interaction to trick users into breaking and Enter the system. Often system intrusion is
security procedures In order to gain sensitive the main goal of system intrusion is more
information that is typically protected.
advanced attacks. If the intruder Gains full
Phishing is a form of fraud where system control, or, root access, he has
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unrestricted access to the inner workings of the considered so crucial in the private sector to the
system .Due to the Characteristics of digitally functioning of society and Governments have
stored information the person with criminal to take additional measures to ensure the level
intent will delay, disrupt, corrupt, exploit, of protection. These efforts are usually included
Destroy, steal, and modify information. The value under The label of critical (information).
of the information or the importance of the Information assurance is guide for the
application will be Depended, which the infrastructure protection and to the
information are required and that such actions Management of risk, which is essentially about
will have different effect with varying degrees accepting that one is (or remains) insecure: the
of Gravity.
level of risk can never be Reduced to zero. This
V. THE LEVEL OF CYBER RISK
means that minor and probably also major cyberThere are some additional reasons for incidents are bound to happen because they
that threat is overrated. First, as combating Simply cannot be avoided even with perfect risk
cyber-threats has become a highly Politicized management.
issue, official statements about the level of CONCLUSION
threat must also be seen in the context of
Depending on their (potential) severity,
different bureaucratic Entities that compete however, disruptive incidents in the future will
against each other for resources and influence. continue to fuel the military Discourse, and with
This is usually done by stating an urgent need it fears of strategic cyber-war. Certainly, thinking
for Action (which they should take) and about (and planning for) worstcase scenarios is
describing the overall threat as big and rising. a Legitimate task of the national security
Second, psychological research has Shown that apparatus. However, for the favour of more
risk perception is highly dependent on intuition plausible and more likely problems They should
and emotions, as well as the perceptions of not to get more attention Therefore, there is no
experts (Gregory And Mendelsohn 1993). Cyber- way to study the, actual level of cyberrisk in any
risks, especially in their more extreme form, fit sound Way because it only exists in and through
the risk profile of socalled, dread risks, Which the representations of various actors in the
appear uncontrollable, catastrophic, fatal, and political domain.
unknown. There is an inclination to be afraid of
low probability Risks, which translates into REFERENCES
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innovation, the keeping money division saw a
change in perspective in the wonder. Banks so
as to upgrade their client base presented numerous stages through which exchanges should
be possible absent much exertion. These advancements empowered the client to get to their
bank funds 24*7 and year around through, ATMs
and Web based managing an account methods.
With the pace in innovation, the money cheating cases have increased. Cyber criminals are
using different techniques to collect bank data
and last their cash. Various specialized techniques have been used by the banks to safeguard these crimes, but this issue still holds on.
The explanation for this is the resistance measures right now accessible with banks are accessible in the open market or area which can
be used by a digital criminal, who can easily
cross the safety standards. One of the techniques to relieve the issue of digital wrongdoings in keeping money segment is to distinguish
the variables by banks and the issue of digital
wrongdoings. Banks which are the most part
focusses of digital wrongdoings experience the
I’ll effects of different online assaults like
phishing, keystroke logging malwares, wholesale fraud etc.
2. Objectives
1.A Study of the nature of cyber security
challenges because of rapid digitization.
2.Banks can deal with cyber threats by
focusing on afew suggested possible solutions.
3.Examine how the banking industry is
the pandemic result in rapid digitization of banks
unlike in the past.
4. Cyber Crime in Banking Sector
Digital violations can be comprehensively be arranged into classification such as
digital harassing, programming robbery, wholesale fraud, Email spam, online robbery
The online wrongdoings can be classified as:
Hacking: It is an unlawful access to a system to
degenerate or to see any misguidedly information.

Abstract:
The Indian Banking industry is old and
many changes are brought in this industry since
liberalization. The banking system is well regulated and supervised, it involves moral practice,
financial distress and company governance. The
call for development has given this unit monstrous probabilities and so, banks are presently
among the best recipients of the IT insurgence.
The on-line exchanges mounting on advancements like NEFT (National Electronic Store Exchange), RTGS (Constant Gross Settlement), ECS
(Electronic Clearing Administration) and transportable exchanges has provided aid in saving
cash and fund problems.Consequently, with the
development of computers and net innovation,
new forms of overall violations referred to as
‘Digital Wrongdoings’ has advanced within the
scene.
Over some years, the character and example of Digital Wrongdoing occurrences have
progressively fashionable and complicated.
Banks and funds connected Foundations stay
the intense focuses of digital culprits within the
most up-to-date decade. conspicuously financial profit is till now the important inspiration
driving most cybercriminal exercises and there’s
token shot of this ever-changing shortly.
1. Introduction
Until mid-1990s, managing an account
segment in many parts of the world was basic
and dependable; anyway since the coming of
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Phishing: It includes a procedure to collect pri- checked by clients after confirmation and signvate data like username, password, one time ing through passwords.[5]
password etc.
Value Based Framework: In this category the
Vishing: A criminal act for social designing via clients can do changes through it’s framework
phone to access an individual and budgetary data and they are directly transferred to the clients
from population with the goal to attain monetary record. A bi directional change takes place bebenefits.
tween the bank and client and between client
Spamming: spontaneous messages sent to a and the outsider. This framework is used trough
mass population trying to constrain the message instruments like http and https. E keeping money
in individuals who might not get it.
incorporates Web Saving money, Portable ManATM Skimming and Purpose Offer Wrongdo- aging an account, RTGS, ATM’s, Master Cards,
ings: It is the most developed method of trad- Charge Cards and keen cards and so forth.[6]
ing off ATM machine or POS by introducing a Reasons for Cyber Crime
gadget on the keypad which copies the same
Hart in his work, the idea of law has said
thing. Effective execution of skimmers through ‘people are helpless so standard of law is reATM machines gather the card numbers and quired to ensure them’. After applying this we
personal information that are later repeated to may state that PC’s are powerless so standard
do fake transactions
of law is required to secure and protect them
5. Internet Banking in India
against digital wrongdoing. Following are some
Electronic Keeping money or e-manag- reasons.
ing an account alludes where saving money exLoss of proof
ercises are completely utilizing instructive and
Negligence
PC innovation over human asset. In contrast to
Complex
the traditional method in e-managing there is
Easy to access
no physical association with the banks and their
Capacity to store information in little
customers.
place.
E-managing is the conveyance of banks 6. Impact of Cyber Crime on Banking Sector
data and administration to clients by means of
The main cases have been identified
various conveyance stages which can be utilized because of the violent upsurge in cell phones
through PC and mobile phones or advanced with internet. Mobile phones are used for a numTV.[3]
ber of online services like web saving money,
A working gathering on managing was paying service charges, web based shopping and
established by RBI. For the management and ad- is according to the criminals to acquire access
ministration, the gatherings partitioned money to criminal data.
into 3 categories:
In the cases, where the hackers are not
Enlightening Framework: This category gives able to get significant data, the destroy the
data about credit plans, branch areas, financ- bank’s site as a measure to render against their
ing costs to the clients. The client can down- endeavors.
load different utilities according to their personal
Other than monetary benefits from digineeds. There is no sensible possibility of any tal assaults, the illicit business generally termed
unapproved individual getting into the creation as the Darkweb[7] adds to the cybercrime as a
arrangement of the bank.[4]
tool for trading individual data. Touchy data inOpen Framework: This gives data to client cluding stolen Card Numbers, web based manabout his record balance. The data can be aging account, therapeutic records and authori-
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tative access to servers are exchanged for cash lice, one of the client got a message for buying
in this online network
air tickets when the master card was held by
Material and Method Used
him. He directly went to the bank when he came
The information is gathered from differ- to know about the issue. The tickets were booked
ent sources like magazines, government report. through the online methods.
Measures of optional information is accessible
Later after examination it was disclosed
in articles, magazines, journals and beforehand that the information was gotten from State Bank
directed analysts on the comparative theme. The of India. Shaikh was working in the Visa departgathered information will help in differentiat- ment and he had the information about the new
ing the key parameters for further investigation clients. Further, he shared the information to
and in this manner will help in characterizing Kale. Kale further passed this information to his
the destinations of examination
friend Lukkad, who further booked air tickets
Case Study
from the acquired information and sold them for
Case under the Study: Official Website of equivalent amount of money. Digital Cell head
Maharashtra Government (Hacked Mumbai) DCP Sunil Pulhari was associated for eight days
On 20th September 2007 IT specialists and lastly caught the offenders.
were attempting to re-control the official
UTI bank was trapped in a phishing atwebsite of the Maharashtra government which tack in February 2017 by propelling phishing
was hacked. http:/www.maharashtragovernment assault on the website of UTI bank. A URL on
.in, stayed blocked. Vice President Pastor and geo cities landed on the client’s email id’s askhome priest R.R Patil confirmed that that the ing about the personal information such as login
Maharashtra government site has been hacked. Id and password. Which as later discovered by
He affirmed that the state government will look the IT officials that the website admin of the
into this matter and asked the Digital wrong page was an individual named PetrStastny
doing Branch to examine the hacking. Patil said whose email could be found on the webpage.
if there would be need them the state would Top authorities of UTI bank confirmed that they
hire private IT officials for this matter.
have informed about the case to the Monetary
While, reestablishing the site disclosed Office Wing, Delhi Police. The bank had also
to the Middle Easterner News that that program- drawn in the administrations of Melbourne
mers may have decimated majority of sit’s sub- based Extortion Watch Worldwide, main orgastance. IT officials said that the hackers were nization which keeps a check on phishing and
recognized as, Program Cool Al- Jazeera and bringing down these activities.
added that they were in Saudi Arabia. Senior India’s First ATM Card Fraud
authority from government IT decision said that
The Chennai police busted a gang assothe official site has been influenced by infec- ciated with digital wrongdoing. The police
tions on a few events before, however was never caught Deepak PremManwani aged 22 years
hacked.
who was caught breaking into an ATM in the
Three individuals were held liable for on month of June. According to the police report
line Visa trick, as people were abused through when he was detained, he has with him Rs 7.5
online methods for booking air tickets. These lakh knocked from two ATMs in The Nagar and
parties were helped by Digital Wrongdoing Ex- Abiramipuram in Chennai. Preceding that, he
amination Cell in Pune. Mr. ParveshChauhan, had left with Rs 50,000 from an ATM in Mumbai.
ICICI Prudential extra security officer gripped for Manwani was an MBA dropout from a Pune
one of his client. As per data given by the po- school and was filled in a Chennai based firm.
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His wrongdoing started from a web bistro. He 1. Cyber Fraud Council in Banks
had some contacts who were sitting in Europe,
At whatever point a digital extortion is
they used to give him a card of a couple of Ameri- carried out the unfortunate casualty should ancan banks for 5 Dollars each. The administrator swer to the Digital Misrepresentation Gatherof the European site had an interesting plan to ing that must be set up by in every single bank
get individual ID Number of the clients.
to audit, screen research and report about digiThat organization had a huge number of tal wrongdoing. In the event that, such Commitsupporters. Evidently Manwani and other sup- tee does not take perform or declines to play
porters went into the arrangement of this pack out its obligation then an arrangement to record
and bought a numerous information, on specific a FIR must be made.
terms, are basically into an arrangement on a
The issue to be brought before such
good sharing premise. Additionally, Manwani gathering can be of any esteem. In any case,
also learned how to create 30 plastic cards that when the esteem is high then the Committee
contained important information to empower will act quickly. RBI in its 2011 Report expressed
him to break ATMs.
that when bank fakes are of short of what one
After receiving huge number of com- Crore then it may not be important to require
plaints from the charged Visa clients and banks the consideration of the Extraordinary Advisory
in the US, the FEI began an investigation and Group Board.[8]
alarmed the CBI in New Delhi that universal pack 2. Education to Customer
has developed in India as well.
The client must be aware about differ7. Finding
ent bank cheats and measures should be taken
Maximum part of the Cybercrime con- to educate them for security components with
sists of hacking and data fraud.
the objective that they don’t fall prey as casualBanks are becoming more and more fo- ties of cybercrime. If a client is cognizant and
cus as all the people’s money is held with banks. reports a particular matter of cybercrime timely,
The security of their clients is at huge then the rate of cybercrimes can be diminished.
risk since it has turned out to be anything but A client should be made aware of the rules and
difficult to hack their own database.
regulation of E-Managing an account. This
The quantity of cases by cyber cell has awareness can be brought to the customers by
remained low throughout the previous years, publishing on bank’s site, distributing in paper,
with just 20 percent achieve rate.
sending messages, training and so on.
There is no such order that deals with
On the off chance and a bank present
these violations, especially with the saving any new strategy or there are some other promoney segments.
gressions which are which are required to be
8. Suggestion
trailed by all banks according to RBI at that point
IT Act ought to be revised as needs be bank must educate the client through phone.[9]
to characterize cybercrime and furthermore in- The mindfulness material ought to be opportune
dicate the situations where the Demonstration refreshed remembering the adjustments in the
will have additional regional purview. The ex- enactment and rules of Reserve Bank of Intent of the IT Demonstration should be widened dia.[10]
to incorporate legitimate structure identifying 3. Training of Bank Employees
with digital laws in India. The obligation of the
Introduction programs must be directed
middle people is unclear and must be made pro- for the staff by banks. The staff must be made
gressively unmistakable and express.
mindful about misrepresentation counteractive
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action measures. It can be done in a better way
In my opinion no sort of crime should be
by distribution of pamphlets, through maga- tolerated. The safety and privacy of an individual
zines. Center saving money arrangement pro- should be safeguarded. Every person has a right
gramming having discussion on elements caus- to live in a secure environment, no matter in
ing cybercrime and activities required to pre- real life or on internet.After doing the research
vent them.
on this issue, I understand the motive of the
4.Cooperation at International Level to Curb cyber-criminals. To a certain extent, I see why
Cybercrime
some choose to take their political/religious proThe internet is transnational in nature tests online.
and requires mutual understanding between
Protestors are likely to get caught
states to cooperate to turn away cybercrime. In
Online protests get due attention
spite of the fact that, a couple of bargains and
Support is gained quickly.
usage estimates exist a healthy methodology
Global reach through internet.
characterizing legitimate and specialized meaHowever, I find Cyber Crime more serisures and authoritative abilities is yet to take ous offence than the real life crimes, as it effocal significance for India in its objective to add fects millions of web users at once. In real life
to the worldwide battle against cybercrime.
it harms only a few number of persons.
IT Act, 2000 having additional regional
When online business activities get disapplication represents an issue in examination, rupted, it leads to great problems for customarraignment and removal of outside nationals. ers and companies. With technology being such
India ought to effectively connect as a feature a big part of our lifestyle today, cybercrime has
of the worldwide cybercrime network focused no place in it. For instance, following cybercrime
on Asia, Europe and America to look for help on Sony, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has
and furthermore add to universal cybercrime issued search warrants to arrest the culprits. To
issues.
me, it is a massive piece of news, because it
1.The society should report these cases indicates strengthening commitment against
to the Digital Wrongdoing Branch rather than these criminals.
involving the branches for quick and strict activities.
Reference:2.Projects should be started to aware the
1. Kharouni, L (2012) Automating Online
public about the continuous situations and forth- Baking Fraud Automatic Transfer System: The
coming situations.
Latest Cybercrime Toolkit
3.Punishments should be practiced com2. Liu, J., Hebenton B &Jou , S Handbook
pletely to stop these issues and punish the as- of Asian Criminology.
sailants.
3. Daniel, E (1999), Provision of elec4.The legislature should keep a track on tronic banking in the UK and Republic of Ireland,
the working system of Huge information banks. International Journal of Book Marketing, Vol 17
5.There should be quick dispose of No.2
cases, to meet the complaints and fabricate
4. Reserve Bank of India, Report on
certainty among the general public.
Internet Banking, available at: https://
6.The law implementation should be www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/PublicationReport Destrict and occasionally monitor such wrongdo- tails. aspx?Url Page=&ID=243#ch2(Last Visited:
ings
Oct 11, 2019, 10:25 PM).
9. Conclusion:5. Dheenadhayalan V., Automation of
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Abstract:
Nowadays, cybercrime is one of the
major crimes done by computer expert. In this
paper, need of cyber security is mentioned and
some of the impacts of the cybercrime. Cyber
security is to provide prevention against the
cybercrime, while cybercrime is that group of
activities made by the people by creating disturbance in network, stealing others important
and private data, documents, hack bank details
and accounts and transferring money to their
own.
This paper gives detailed information regarding cyber security and cybercrime. It includes types of cyber security, need of cyber
security, issues in cyber security, its advantages and disadvantages, history of cybercrime,
types of cybercrime. Keywords: Cyber,
cybercrime, cyber security, crime, security, network, hacking, steal data, information security, network security, operational security,
communicational security, application security
1. Introduction
It is a combining form relating to information and technology, the internet, and virtual reality. The term cyber security is used to
refer to the security offered through on-line services to protect your online information. It
additionally refers to the technologies and
tactics designed to secure computer systems,
computer networks and information from un7.940(IIJIF)
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authorized access, susceptibilities and attacks
Elements of cyber security include:
delivered though the internet. Cyber security Application security is the use of software,
is an all-encompassing domain of informa- hardware, and procedural methods to protect
tion technology it comprises the entire set of application from external threats, viruses,
security-related technologies. Cyber security malwares or attacks. At the time of software
is also body of technologies, processes and design, security is becoming a very important
practices designed to protect and secure concern during development of applications [1].
networks, computer systems, various programs It would become more and more accessible
and data from cyber-attack, damage all these over networks, and as a result, there are
things or unauthorized access these. In a com- possibilities to a wide variety of threats
puting context, security includes both cyber entered to harm software or application and its
security and physical security. Security stan- data. Security measures at the time of building
dards which are enable organizations to prac- applications and application security routines
tice safe security techniques to minimize the which minimize the unauthorized code will be
number of successful cyber security attacks able to manipulate applications to access,
and prevent their data or systems. Though, steal, modify, or delete sensitive data. Actions
cyber security is important for network secu- to be taken to secure applications are called
rity, data security, communication security, counter measures. The most basic software for
operational security and application security countermeasure is application firewall that
[2][3]. Cyber security is the collection of secures files or the handling of data by specific
tools, policies, security concepts, security installed programs. The most common hardsafeguards, guidelines, risk management ap- ware countermeasure is a router that can seproaches, actions, training, best practices, cure the IP addresses of an individual comassurance and technologies that can be used puter system to being directly visible on the
to protect the cyber environment and organi- internet. Other countermeasures include conzation and user’s assets. Organization and ventional firewalls, programs or algorithms for
user’s assets include connected computing de- encryption or decryption processes, anti-virus
vices, personnel, infrastructure, applications, programs, spyware detection or removal proservices, telecommunications systems, and the grams and biometric authentication systems.
totality of transmitted and/or stored informa- 1. Communication Security:
tion in the cyber environment [5]. Cyber seCommunication security is also known
curity strives to ensure the attainment and main- as COMSEC. COMSEC is the process to setenance of the security properties of the or- cure or prevent unauthorized access to traffic
ganization and user’s assets against relevant will be generated from telecommunication
security risks in the cyber environment.
systems, or it will also help for any written in2. Thegeneral security objectives
formation that is transmitted or transferred
1. To evaluated modifications inside the to another device via any other medium. There
Cyber Security practices.
are several COMSEC disciplines, including:
2. To evaluate the issues will rise up • Cryptographic security:
within the Cybercrime in society.
It encrypts data of sender side and
3. To assess the,Availability, Integrity, makes it unreadable until the data is decrypted
Confidentiality which mayinclude authenticity by receiver side. • Emission security: It is used
and non-repudiation
to prevent the release or capture of equip3.Elements of Cyber Security
ment emanations to prevent information from
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unauthorized interception.
for monitoring network and security software
• Physical security:
and hardware, and it appliances. All compoIt ensures by giving prevention of un- nents work together to increase the overall
authorized access to a network’s cryptographic security and performance of the computer netinformation, documents and equipment.
work. 3. Operational Security: Operational se• Transmission security:
curity is an analytical process that classifies
It is used to protect unauthorized ac- information assets and determines the concess when data is physically transferred from trols required to secure these assets. Operaone side to other side or one medium to other tional security is also known as OPSEC. Opmedium to prevent issues such as service erational security typically consists of a fiveinterruption, steal data by malicious person. step iterative process: • Identify critical infor• Information security:
mation: The first step is to find out which
It is used to protect information or data data would be particularly affect to an orgaand its critical elements, including the systems nization or harmful for organization if it was
software and hardware that use to store or trans- obtained by an adversary. This includes intelmit that information.
lectual property, employees’ and/or customInformation security is also known as ers’ personally information and financial stateInfoSec. InfoSec is a set of strategies for man- ments.
aging the processes, tools which are used in 5.Determine threats:
software and policies of software that are
The next step is to determine which
mainly for security purpose and necessary to code or program represents a threat to the
prevent, detect and counter threats to digital organization’s private or sensitive informaand non-digital information [4]. InfoSec re- tion. There may be numerous adversaries that
sponsibilities include a set of business pro- target different pieces of information, and
cesses that will protect information assets of companies must consider any competitors or
how the information is formatted or whether it hackers that may target the data.
is transit or not, is being processed or is at • Analyze vulnerabilities:
rest in storage. InfoSec programs are follow the
In the vulnerability analysis stage, the
core objectives of the CIA (confidentiality, in- organization examines potential weaknesses
tegrity and availability): it maintaining the among the safeguards in place to protect the
confidentiality ensure that sensitive informa- private information that leave it vulnerable to
tion is only disclosed to authorized parties, in- potential adversaries [6]. This step includes
tegrity stands for prevention of unauthorized identifying any potential lapses in physical/
modification of data and availability that guar- electronic processes designed to protect
antees the data can be accessed by autho- against the predetermined threats, or areas
rized parties when requested of IT systems and where lack of security awareness training
business data.
leaves information open to attack.
4. Network Security:
• Assess risks:
Network security is used to protect
After vulnerabilities have been deterthe networking components, connection of mined, the next step is to find the threat level
networks and con- tent related to network. A associated with each of them. Companies rank
network security system typically relies on lay- the risks according to factors such as the
ers of security and it consists of more than one chances a specific attack will occur and how
component that including in to the network damaging such an attack would be to opera-
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tions. The higher the risk, the more pressing it • Example of warms: (1) Badtrans, (2) Bagle,
will be for the organization to implement risk (3) Blaster, (4) ExploreZip, (5) Kak worm, (6)
management controls.
Netsky, (7) SQL Slammer, (8) Supernova Worm
• Apply appropriate countermeasures:
• Hacker:
The final step consists of implementing
In common a hacker is a person who
a plan to mitigate the risks beginning with those breaks into computers, usually by gaining
that pose the biggest threat to operations. Po- access to administrative controls.
tential security improvements stemming from 7. Types of hackers:
the risk mitigation plan include implementing • Malware:
additional hardware and training or developThe word “malware” comes from the
ing new information governance policies.
term “MALicioussoftWARE.” Malware is any
6. Problematic Elements of Cyber Security
software that infects and damages a comOne of the most problematic elements puter system without the owner’s knowledge
of cyber security is thesecurity risks. The tradi- or permission. (1) Viruses, (2) Warms, (3)
tional approach has been focus most resources Root kits, (4) Trojans, (5) Spyware, (6) Crime
on the most crucial system components and ware, (7) Adware
protect against the threats, which necessitated • Trojan horses:
leaving some less important system compoTrojan horses are email viruses that can
nents undefended and some less dangerous duplicate themselves, steal information, or harm
risks, i.e., not protected. Such an approach is the computer system. These viruses are the
insufficient in the current environment.
most serious threats to computers.
1. Major Security Problems:
• Password Cracking:
• Virus:
Password attacks are attacks by hackA Virus is a program that is loaded onto ers that are able to determine passwords or
your computer without your knowledge and find passwords to different protected electronic
runs against your wishes. These are computer areas and social network sites.
programs that attach themselves to or infect a 8. Advantages of Cyber Security
system or files, and have a tendency to circu1. Improved security of cyberspace
late to other computers on a network by click2. Increase in cyber defense
ing on it, through mail, through external de3. Increase in cyber speed
vices, etc. They disrupt the computer opera4. Protecting company data and information and affect the data stored either by tion
modifying it or by removing it altogether.
5. Protects systems and computers
• Example of viruses: (1) Melissa, (2) Sasser, against virus, worms, malware and spyware, etc.
(3) Zeus, (4) Conficker, (5) Stuxnet, (6)
6. Protects individual private information
Mydoom, (7) Code Red.
7. Protects networks and resources
• Warms:
8. Fight against computer hackers and
Worms unlike viruses do not need a host identity theft
to cling on to. They merely replicate until they
9. Minimizes computer freezing and
eat up all available memory in the system. The crashes.
term worm is sometimes used to mean self10. Gives privacy to users
replicating malware (MALicioussoftWARE). It 9. Disadvantages of Cyber Security
occupies some free memory of drives or exter1. It will be costly for average users
nal devices.
2. Firewalls can be difficult to config-
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ure correctly
brought other new terms, like “cybercrime”
3. Need to keep updating the new soft- and “net” crime. Other forms include “digiware in order to keep security up to date.
tal”, “electronic”, “virtual”, “IT”, “high-tech”
4. Make system slower than before.
and technology enabled” crime. It will do by
5. Incorrectly configured firewalls may that people who are mostly connected to
block users from performing certain actions on internet, online activities, social activities, etc.
the Internet, until the firewall configured cor- History of Cybercrime
rectly.
1. The first recorded cybercrime was
10. Safety Tips for Cyber Security
recorded in the year 1820.
1. Use antivirus software
2. The first spam email took place in
2. Insert firewalls, pop up blocker
1978 when it was sent over the Arpanet.
3. Uninstall unnecessary software
3. The first Virus was installed on an
4. Maintain backup
Apple Computer in 1982.
5. Check security settings
12. Types of Cybercrime
6. Use secure connection
• Hacking
7. Open attachments carefully
In simple words, hacking is an act
8. Use strong passwords, (keep combi- committed by an intruder by accessing your
nation of uppercase, lowercase, special char- computer system without your permission.
acters etc.) do not give personal information Hackers (the people doing the hacking) are
unless required
basically computer programmers, who have
11. Issues in Cyber Security
an advanced understanding of computers and
1. Better end user education it’s sort commonly misuse this knowledge for devious
of expressing the self-evident, however most reasons. a. SQL injections b. Theft of FTP passframeworks are just as secure as the propensi- words c. Cross site scripting
ties for the general population utilizing them. • Virus dissemination
Terrible on-screen characters abuse this to
Viruses are computer programs that
exploiting powerless passwords and un attach themselves to or infect a system or files,
patched programming and utilizing complex and have a tendency to circulate to other comphishing strategies [8].
puters on a network. They disrupt the com2. Security mindful programming advancement: puter operation and affect the data stored eiThey are sufficiently not individuals ther by modifying it or by deleting it altogether
centered on security. With an expanding mea- • Logic bombs
sure of individuals getting associated with
A logic bomb, also known as slag code,
Internet, the security dangers that reason more is a malicious piece of code which is intenhazards to hurt information, programming and tionally inserted into software to execute a
gadget too.
malicious task when triggered by a specific
Cybercrime
event.
Cyber security is needed when crime will • Denial-of-Service attack
be performed: The former descriptions were
A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is an
“computer crime”, “computer related crime” explicit attempt by attackers to deny service
or “crime by computer”. With the pervasion to intended users of that service. It involves
of digital technology, some new terms like flooding a computer resource with more re“high-technology” or “information age” crime quests than it can handle consuming its availwere added to the definition. [6] Also, Internet able bandwidth which results in server overload.
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13. Conclusion
• Phishing
Any intelligent device that can pass
This is a technique of extracting confidential information such as credit card num- data to one or more other devices (either
bers and username password combos by mas- through a network or not) is encompassed
within the scope of Cyber Security that inquerading as a legitimate enterprise.
cludes pretty much the entire foundation of
• Bombing and spamming
Email bombing is characterized by an modern society. All need to be aware of
abuser sending huge volumes of email to a tar- cyber security as well as cybercrimes and its
get address resulting in victims email ac- causes. There is little seriousness about security regarding online, social and other account or mail servers crashing.
tivities through which probability of risk will
• Jacking
Web jacking derives its name from be higher. It causes loss of data, modifying
hijacking. Here, the hacker takes control of a data, removing useful information as personal
web site fraudulently. He may change the con- details, passwords of mail accounts, social
tent of the original site or even redirect the accounts or bank accounts. People may also
user to another fake similar looking page con- know about laws against cybercrimes or cyber
laws and actions which will be taken and how
trolled by him.
to fight against crime.
• Cyber stalking
Cyber stalking is a new form of internet
crime in our society when a person is pur- References
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Abstract:
Cybercrime is relentless, undiminished,
and unlikely to stop. It is just too easy and
toCybercriminals at the high end are as technologically sophisticated as the most advanced
information technology (IT) companies, and, like
them, have moved quickly to adopt cloud computing, artificial intelligence, Software-as-a-Service, and encryption. Cybercrime remainsfar too
easy, since many technology users fail to take
the most basic protective measures,and many
technology products lack adequate efenses,
while cybercriminals use bothsimple and advanced technology to identify targets, automate
software creation anddelivery, and monetization
of what they steal.
The aim of the research is to examine
the negative impact cybercrimespose to the
society. The concepts of cybercrimes are introduced and different typesof cybercrimes are
explored as examples of some of the impacts
which caused bycybercrimes activities. Results
from this study show that, there are many
negativeimpacts which the society suffer from
the cybercrimes and why the computer
ornetworking are tools target for the crimes. The
discussions are made from thefindings and finally the paper addresses different measures
which can be taken tocombat these cybercrimes
so that people still enjoy using the technology
rather thanstop them to use it.
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1. Introduction
The Components of Malicious Cyber Activity
As the Internet came into widespread
In this initial report we start by asking
commercial use, the nature of computercrimes what we should count in estimating losses from
began to shift. ‘While in some crimes, one com- cybercrime and cyber espionage. We can break
ponent of the crime may havebeen committed malicious cyber activity into six parts:
using an electronic instrument, in other crimes,
• Opportunity costs, including service
the crime as awhole is committed in the online and employment disruptions, and reduced trust
or electronic environment. These crimes, for online activities
knownas cybercrimes, generally occur in the vir• The loss of sensitive business infortual community of the Internet or incyberspace’ mation, including possible stock market manipu(Heather 2008, Newton 2008).
lation
Viruses, worms, and Trojan horses are
• The additional cost of securing netanother serious threat. There is a variety works, insurance, and recovery from cyber atofCyber crime committed but these are the most tacks
prevalent and appear to be among themost trou• Cybercrime, which costs the world hunbling to computer users (Furnell, 2002 in Brett, dreds of millions of dollars every year
2008).
• The loss of intellectual property and
As it has been seen in the introductory business confidential information
part, there is no way any organization orcountry
• Reputational damage to the hacked
can avoid the uses of ICT since it needs to re- company
main competitive in the marketplace, but the 2. Objective of the Study
biggest issue is how to deal with cybercrimes
1. To evaluate the Problems will rise up
so as to minimizeif not to reduce its threats. within the Cybercrime in society.
Therefore, the paper intends to explore the im2. To assess the which may include aupact ofcybercrimes in the society and the secu- thenticity and non-repudiation
rity measures which can be taken to prevent
3.To evaluate Cybercrime has been inthese threats.
creasing in complexity and financial costs
The wide range of existing estimates of 3.Research Methodology
the annual loss—from a few billion dollars to
The method we employed in this rehundreds ofbillions—reflects several difficulties. search was the survey method while the reCompanies conceal their losses and some are search design used was the purposive research
not aware of what hasbeen taken. Intellectual design technique so as to meet up with the tarproperty is hard to value. Some estimates re- geted presentation date. The survey method was
lied on surveys, which provide veryimprecise used because our aims are to get the awareresults unless carefully constructed. One com- ness from users of the computer vis-a-viz the
mon problem with cybersecurity surveys is Internet and to determine the impacts of these
thatthose who answer the questions “self-se- menaces on the economy The population of this
lect,” introducing a possible source of distor- study is the Commerce , Economics, Computer
tion into the results.
Science Department of (SPPU)University of
Given the data collection problems, loss Pune in order to get the impacts from the
estimates are based on assumptions about scale professional while the Computer and Internet
and effect—change the assumption and you get users mostly students and Lecturers. A sample
very different results. These problems leave size of 50 was selected using the random
many estimates opento question.
sampling procedure from the targeted popula-
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tion of 100. The method used to collect data Indian economy.[6] Some examples of cyber
for this study is structured questionnaire. A to- crimes include sending spam emails
tal of 50 copies of the questionnaire were (spamming), stealing personal information
personally administered out of which 46 copies (identity theft), breaking into someone’s comwere retrieved in usable form. This represents puter to view or alter data (hacking) and tricka response rate of 92%. [6]
ing someone into revealing their personal in4. Literature review
formation (phishing), making Internet services
A. What is Cybercrime?
unavailable for users (Denial of service –
In the most general form crime can be DOS), advanced free fraud 419 (aka Yahoode-fined as the violation of law, especially a yahoo), credit card fraud (ATM), plagiarism and
serious one Cyber crime is an unlawful act software piracy, pornography, stealing money
wherein the computer is either a tool or tar- bit-by-bit in a cunning way (salami attacks) and
get or both. Cyber crime consists of specific virus dissemination etc.So many crimes are comcrime dealing with computer and networks mitted every day in the Indian cyberspace. A
and facilitation of traditional crime through recent report in the Daily Trust, (2010)by the
the use of a computer. Cyber crime uses the Internet Crime Complaint Centre, which is a
unique feature of Internet namely the send- partnership between the Federal Bureau of
ing of emails, speedy publication of informa- Investigation (FBI) and America’s National
tion through the web to any one the planet. White Collar Crime Centre, revealed that India
These criminal activities can often be faster [7] is now ranked third among the list of top ten
A cybercrime is a crime that is committed with sources of cybercrime in the world with 8% bethe help of a computer through a communica- hind the US (65%) and the UK (9.9%). [5].
tion device or a transmission media called What Indian government, corporate organizathe cyberspace and global network called tions and the society at large do not know is
the Internet [2]. Cyber crime has been in- that the heavy economic impact on the councreasing in complexity and financial costs try, (either in financial terms or otherwise),
since corporations, government and individual will have an adverse consequences on unemor society at large started utilizing computers ployment rate, social services and international
in the course of doing business. As technology reputation. Therefore, a detailed introduction
increases between governments, corporate of cybercrime needs to be presented with the
organizations and individuals that are in- view to fully analyze the indices that make up
volved in international and local businesses; this crime so that our government and society
criminals have realized that this is a cost effec- will be aware of this crime and its implication
tive method to make money. Efforts to address on the economy. In this paper, we will introduce
Internet crime include activities associated with the origins and the evolution of cybercrime,
defending networks and data, detecting crimi- the different categories of cybercrime (target
nal activities, inquiring into crime and taking cybercrime, tool cybercrime and computer inlegal action against criminals [3].Cyberspace cidental).
security is crucial for maintaining the continuThe impact of cybercrime has been, and
ity of these vital services and for preserving the will be in the future, felt by all governments
publics trust in information systems. But can and economies that are connected to the
this be achieved world-wide? Well, this is a topic Internet. Criminals will use the Internet, comfor another day as our focal point in this paper puters and other digital devices to facilitate their
is all about cybercrimes and its impact on the illegal activities as long as the financial gains
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outweigh the consequences when caught. ing its source and possibly its destination.
Knowing about the quantity of Cybercrime as (4) Cyber stalking – express or implied physiwell as the economic impact is vital for both cal threats that creates fear through the use
governments as well as businesses which of computer technology such as email, phones,
could be a necessary tool to adjust the legal text messages, webcams, websites or videos.[3]
and regulatory frameworks as well as institu- (5) Cyber terrorism – premeditated, usually
tional capacities. Prosecutors and law en- politically-motivated violence committed
forcement agencies must have resources, against civilians through the use of, or with
training and equipment required to address the help of, computer technology. [9]
cybercrime in order to keep current on this new- (6) Cyber theft is using a computer to steal.
est method of crime fighting. Lack of reporting This includes activities related to: breaking and
this crime leads to uncertainty with regard to entering, DNS cache poisoning, embezzlement
the extent and impact. This is especially relevant and unlawful appropriation, espionage, idenwith regard to the involvement of organized tity theft, fraud, malicious hacking, plagiarism,
crime. Available information from the crime sta- and piracy.
tistics in India, if at all available, does not re- a. Hardware Hijacking - Researchers at Coflect the real extent of the crime or damages lumbia University recently discovered a sericause as a result of the crime. Different moti- ous security flaw in certain printers, as well.
vations of private users and businesses not to Many printers automatically update their softreport Cybercrime is another concern for the ware when accepting a print job, connecting to
Government [9].
the Internet to download the latest print drivWhat is known is that the losses ers.
caused by Cybercrime can be significant. Losses b. Spam - Unsolicited mass e-mail, known
are not only related to direct financial losses colloquially as ¯spam , is more than annoybut also necessary investments in Cyber se- ing: spam messages can be used to trick
curity and loss of reputation when incidents people into giving up sensitive personal inforhappen. It is important to give guidance in this mation (known as ¯phishing ), or as carriers for
regard e.g. reporting obligation / establish- computer worms and viruses. [1]
ment of reporting mechanisms (complaint cen- c. Script kiddies-A wannabe hacker. Someone
ter) [8].
who wants to be a hacker (or thinks they are)
5. Types of Cybercrimes most prevalence in but lacks any serious technical expertise. They
Indian
are usually only able to attack very weakly se(1) Assault by Threat – threatening a person cured systems.
with fear for their lives or the lives of their d. Insiders-They may only be 20% of the threat,
families or persons whose safety they are re- but they produce 80% of the damage. These
sponsible for (such as employees or communi- attackers are considered to be the highest
ties) through the use of a computer network such risk. To make matters worse, as the name
as email, videos, or phones.
suggests, they often reside within an organi(2) Child pornography – the use of computer zation
networks to create, distribute, or access (7) Yahoo Attack:- Also called 419 because
materials that sexually exploit underage chil- section 419 of the Indian criminal code has a
dren.
law against such offenders. It is characterized
(3) Cyber laundering – electronic transfer of by using e-mail addresses obtained from the
illegally-obtained monies with the goal of hid- Internet access points using e-mail address
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harvesting applications(web spiders or e-mail number of people have turned the ethical
extractor). These tools can automatically re- use of information and communication techtrieve-mail addresses from web pages. In- nologies into unethical activities. This problem
dian fraud letters join the warning of imper- is not peculiar to India alone, but it is a probsonation scam with a variation of an advance lem world-wide and that is why it becomes
fee technique in which an e-mail from Indian imperative that organizational data /informaoffers the recipient the chance to share a per- tion must be safeguarded especially these
centage of a huge amount of money that the days that almost every business is being run on
author, a self-proclaimed government official, line. our investigation on cybercrimes we obis trying to siphon out of the country
served its threat to the economy of a nation
(8) Salami Attack:-Salami assaults are flam- and even peace and security. Therefore there
boyant economic scams or exploits against con- is need for a holistic approach to combat these
fidentiality by comprehensive data gathering.[9] crimes in all ramifications. Our proposal
6.Analysis of Data
therefore is the need for cyber police who are
The responses to the questions in the question- to be trained specially to handle cybercrimes
naire provided the basis for the following analy- in India. In addition, the police should have a
sis. *Perceived awareness level of respondents Central Computer Crime Response Wing to
to cybercrimes Source:
act as an agency to advise the state and
It shows clearly that cracking is a major other investigative agencies to guide and
crime in our society with the frequency of 29 coordinate computer crime investigation. We
and percentage of 52.7% while the least are also proposing that the country should set
which was strongly disagree went for 1 with up National Computer Crime Resource Centre,
a percentage 1.8%. This improvement may a body, which will comprise experts and pronot be too far from the fact that Internet is al- fessionals to establish rules, regulations and
most available for every user. Almost the same standards of authentication of each citizen’s
level of awareness goes for pornography, soft- records and the staff of establishments and recware piracy and ATM fraud with the frequen- ognized organization, firms, industries
cies of 22, 29 and 29; and percentages of 40%, etc.Forensics commission should be estab52.7%, 52.7%. It won’t be out of place if we lished, which will be responsible for the trainassume that the increment in all these men- ing of forensics personnel/law enforcement
tioned cases are also as a result of the avail- agencies. Above all, comprehensive law to
ability of Internet connectivity.
combat computer and cyber related crimes
Another prominent cybercrime we have should be promulgated to fight this phenomin our society today is the yahoo-yahoo (cyber enon ¯to a halt. Our proposal on the nature of
extortion) which seem uncontrollable,
law to combat cybercrime is not included in this
That 25 respondents strongly agreed paper. We recommend that before anybody enthat it is a noticeable crime with a percent- ters into any kind of financial deals with anyage of 45.5% while only 1 respondent remained one through the internet he/she should use any
undecided with a percentage of 1.8%. Despite of the search engines to verify the identity of
the high level of benefits derived from the the unknown.
use of the Internet, it almost seems the disadvantages are appearing to be overwhelming. References
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POS was The first evolution in digital banking
space in India. With introduction of ATM machine
24 x 7 banking was started in India. Then with
technological development in mobile phone
different banking APPs were innovated. Use has
access to theses banking APPs 24 x 7 to process
banking or financial transactions anywhere and
any time. Latest technology make it possible.
Now one can do banking transactions at any
time. In 1995 internet services was introduced
in India, but in banking space online banking
was started for the first time in India by ICICI
Bank in 1996 through their branches. Slowly all
other banks like HDFC Bank, Indusind Bank, Citi
Bank etc have started giving internet banking
facilities to its customers by the year 2000.
Today all most all banks are providing internet
banking facility. Former RBI governor Raghuram
Rajan made some drastic changes in digital
banking space. He is the first one to introduce
UPI (Unified Payment Interface) service in India
in the year April 2016. Another evolution in
digital banking space was E-wallet. First mobile
wallet come in India in the year 2004by Oxigen,
in 2009 Mobikwik. Later Paytm, G-pay, Amazon
pay, PhonePe, Airtel Money etc come into action.
With the excess use of mobile and internet
banking role of cyber security plays very vital
role. On one hand one can access his bank
account 24 x 7 and can send money across the
world, but at the same time its risk is also high.
Cybercrime is one of the rapidly increasing
crimes hitting the world today. It is largely driven
due to the increased exposure of information
on the internet via cloud services. Networks and
devices managing the infrastructure can be
disrupted on a wide scale. Here stopping identity
theft isn’t the only goal, but protecting data
integrity is. As cybercriminals are becoming
more sophisticated, we need to understand their
change in target, how are that affecting
organizations, and their methods used in
targeting.
2. Research methodology

Abstract :
Banking now a days is very easy and
handy to use. Who would have thought about
24 x 7 banking even 2 decade back. With
evolution in technology digital banking grows
very fast. Usage of digital banking through
internet, mobile phone, ATM card, POS machine
etc. leads to threat in cyber security. Many time
cyber-crime may takes place because of lack of
awareness and lack of proper education in this
regard. Internet Banking user generally leak
information like OTP, phishing to someone else,
visiting wrong website, malware, insufficient
protection to device, launching free antivirus
with insufficient security in device, less security
in Banking APPs etc give birth to cyber-crime.
User generally keep same password for his/ her
social media and banking APPs. Social media
account may get hacked. It may also lead to
money laundering by fraudulent which may be
used for some harmful purpose to society.
Key words : OTP, malwares, RBI, antivirus, APPs,
Money laundering, social media, hacked.
Introduction :
Banking is back bone of daily
transactions. Almost every bottom person in a
country use mobile phone. But digital banking
make it happen. The Credit card was introduced
in India in 1980 and in the same year payment
terminal – POS machine comes into existence.
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2.1 Purpose of study
is known as the flooding machine with requests
The study was intended the scope of in an attempt to overload systems. It also uses
cyber security with respect to Digital Banking
bots for tasks.
2.2 Objectives of study
Virus Dissemination
To study the scope the cyber security.
It involves direct or search unauthorized
To aware users about safe use of Digital access to system by introducing malicious
Banking
programs known as viruses, worms etc. Virus
2.3 Method of data collection
needs host while worms are standalone.
The data was collected using secondary Credit Card Fraud
data sources namely journal magazines
Card fraud begins either with the theft
business articles websites government records of the physical card or with the comprise of data
etc.
associated with the account.
2.4 Scope of study
Phishing
An attempt was made by the researcher
A malicious individual or group who
to restrict the scope of study to Digital Banking scam users. They do so by sending e-mails or
in India
creating web pages that are designed to collect
3. Analyses of Findings
an individual’s online bank credit card, or other
Digital banking is very popular among login information.
the young star. With the latest technology and Cyber Stalking
smartphone young star getting attracted
It can be defined as the use of electronic
towards Digital world. The increase in number communications to harass or frighten someone,
may be due to discount offer, ease to operate, for example by sending threatening emails,
no need to go out personally, points earned etc. messages etc
Even old age people are moving towards the Modus Operandi
digital banking platform more. India ranks
1. Sending Annoying Text Massages and
highest in the usage of digital payments in the Multimedia Messages
current scenario. The study highlights that the
2. Making Offensive calls
usage of digital payments amongst Indian
3. Data theft
consumers in the current scenario stood highest
4. Identity theft
at 75 per cent, followed by China (63 per cent)
5. Providing attractive discount
and Italy (49 per cent). The global average stood
6. Giving free offers
at 45 per cent.
Number of Internet Banking users in India
Though these percentage are very high, from 2018 to 2021
Year N umber o f Users ( in Lacs)
but with theses high percentage the chances of
2018 5660
crime also increases. There are different type
2019 6270
2020 15000
of crimes that may take place while digital
banking usage
Hacking
Hacking
is
basically
gaining
unauthorized access to your system profit,
protest, information gathering, or to evaluate
system weaknesses.
Denial of Service
It brings down the server (any server). It
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Number of Cyber Crimes Reported across considerable share of 61.4 percent in India.
India from 2018 to 2020
Why Is Cyber Security Important In Banking?
1) Excess usage of Digital transactions,
Yea r
N umb e r o f Cy b er S ecu rity Cases rep orted (In lac s)
201 8 1.6 0
digital money. In this context, taking all the
201 9 2.4 7
202 0 2.9
security measures is important to protect the
data and privacy.
2) Data leaked by most of the
organization, many time through internet or
social media. E.g. birthday on face book, profile
not locked on social media can be viewed by
anyone.
3) Many time data given by banks to
phone banking officer or any other officer by
bank to sell or cross sale that particular officer
Thought the number of cyber security may not be loyal to bank
cases reported are very low as compere to the
4) Lost or stolen of card my be possible
number of users. This may be due to awareness give information of yours which may be sensitive
by different payment bank link Airtel Payment
5) Many personal and sensitive
Bank, Paytm Payment Bank, Google Pay etc. information is stored in mobile phone, like
These all service providers aware their customer password, card details etc. Digital banking Apps
through advertisement to not to accept any are also installed. Lost or stolen of mobile phone
request from unknown number. It is very but not blocked the phone on time may be
important that the customers is very well aware harmful
with cyber security factors to avoid frauds and
6) Sharing details like Aadhar number,
fraudulent transactions. The problem is arise PAN number to any unknown persons. Also
when most of the young kid using their internet sharing personal information like OTP, Password
banking or pocket or UPI account. When we say to unknown person
young kind they are in age group of 18-30. Many
7) Banks need to be on their guard 24/7;
time majority of this group is inexperience
if not, your data with the bank can be breached.
In India there is increased in the usage 4. How to do safe Online Banking to avoid
of internet banking transactions as a result of fraud and financial loss?
Covid 19. RS 25.5 billion real-time payments
1) Keep Financial data separate and do
transactions were processed in the country not store it in mobile phone or make it public
followed by 15.7 billion in China, 6 billion in
2) Always ask who is speaking over
South Korea, 5.2 billion in Thailand, and 2.8 phone, ensure that you will not share any private
billion in the UK. Among the top 10 countries, and personal information to any unknown
the US was ranked ninth with 1.2 billion person. Bank or Non Banking financial
transactions. The transaction volume share for institution never ask to share any private and
instant payments India, among real-time personal details
transactions, was 15.6 per cent and 22.9 per
3) Keep password of credit card, Debit
cent for other electronic payments in 2020, Card and digital banking channel safe and
according to a report by the US-based payments separate. Keep on changing all the passwords
system company ACI Worldwide. Importantly, in regular interval. One should avoid password
paper-based payments continued to have a such as Birthdate, Room no, Building No etc so
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that fraudulent can trace the same
Hyungsoo Kim. “Debit card usage: an
4) Never share the OTP received on your examination of its impact on household debt.”
phone as well as on your email
Financial Services Review. 16.1 (2007): 73.
5) When ATM Transactions are
Mercatanti, Andrea, and Fan Li. (2014).
processed, ensure that you carry your card and “Do debit cards increase household spending?
cancel all the transactions visible on screen
Evidence from a semiparametric causal analysis
6) Take cyber awareness training to of a survey.” The Annals of Applied Statistics.
avoid fraud
8.4: 2485-2508.
7) If debit or credit card is lost or stolen,
Jafar Alghazo (2017) Cyber security
immediately hotlist the card by contacting your analysis of internet banking in emerging
bank.
countries: User and bank perspectives
5. Conclusion:
All uses must use digital banking channel 7. Websites :
with much more integrity and care. Fraud can
https://www.business-standard.com/
happen anytime and by anyone. It is very article/finance/over-290-000-cyber-securityimportant that the digital banking password even incidents-related-to-banking-reported-in-2020can not be shared even to relative many time. It 121020401220_1.html
is our social, ethical as well as personal
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/
responsibility that we must use internet banking legal/
with some extra care. It is after all over heard
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com
earned money that we are dealing with. One
https://www.financialexpress.com/
must remember that no body in the world will industry/banking-finance/digital-paymentsgive you anything free, so please avoid to trap india-pips-china-us-others-in-2020-leadsin such a fraud offers. Be safe and keep your global-tally-with-this-many-transactions/
finance safe. Any fraud message or emails must 2226074/
be identified. Phishing is one of the difficult type

to identify, 50% of digital banking frauds are
processed from phishing, but we must check the
email sender before clicking on any financial
transactions related emails. Similarly message
also carry link and messages tells about free
offer or heavy discount or credit of money in
account. Theses are sign of frauds. We just have
to think wisely and process our banking
transactions.
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Abstract
Cyber science, responding to the
cyberization trend, aims to create a new collection of knowledge about these cyber-enabled
worlds, and provide a way of discovering what
is in the cyber-enabled worlds and how they
work. Cyber science is concerned with the study
of phenomena caused or generated by the
cyberworld and cyber-physical, cyber-social and
cyber-mental worlds, as well as the complex intertwined integration of cyber physical, social
and mental worlds. It fuels advances in cyber
technology, beyond the existing cyber related
technologies. In this paper, after discussing the
cyberization background and process, and explaining cyber science and technology, we
present our visions and perspectives on new
opportunities, essential issues and major challenges for cyber science and technology. We further describe cyber related technologies and
closely related existing research areas, and envision future research directions, in terms of
cyber physical, cyber social, cyber life, cyber
intelligence and cyber security, which are five
basic dimensions of cyber science and technology.
INTRODUCTION
Few things are more suspect than a
claim of the birth of a new science. Yet, in the
last few years, terms like “Science of Cyber,” or
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“Science of Cyber Security,” or “Cyber Science”
have been appearing in use with growing frequency. For example, the US Department of Defense defined “Cyber Science” as a high priority for its science and technology investments
(Lemnios 2011), and the National Security
Agency has been exploring the nature of the
“science of cybersecurity” in its publications.
This interest in science of cyber is motivated by
the recognition that development of cyber technologies is handicapped by the lack of scientific understanding of the cyber phenomena, particularly the fundamental laws, theories, and
theoretically-grounded and empirically validated
models (JASON 2010).
Lack of such fundamental knowledge –
and its importance – has been highlighted by
the US President’s National Science and Technology Council (NSTC 2011) using the term
“cybersecurity science.” Still, even for those in
the cyber security community who agree with
the need for science of cyber — whether it merits an exalted title of a new science or should
be seen merely as a distinct field of research
within one or more of established sciences —
the exact nature of the new science, its scope
and boundaries remain rather unclear.
CYBER CRIME
Cybercrime encompasses a wide range
of crimes including stealing people’s identity,
fraud and financial crimes, pornography, selling contraband items, downloading illegal files
etc. According to the laws, any crime involving
a computer and Internet is called cyber crime.
Some of the popular and alarming crimes in the
cyber world are discussed below:
A. Financial Crimes : With the increasing demand of the on-line banking, the financial
crimes have become very alarming. Financial
crimes include credit card frauds, stealing money
from on-line banks etc. The criminals of credit
card fraud get information from their victims
often by impersonating a Government official
or people from financial organizations asking for
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their credit information. The victims fall prey to is being recorded and there will be privacy
this without proper inquiries and give away their losses. Many users are not aware about it. Web
credit card information to these criminals. In this users leave a “data shadow” with information
ways, criminals may steal their identity and the about what they read, where they shop, what
consequences are mostly financially damaging. they buy, whom they correspond with and so on.
B. Cyber Terrorism : Terrorism acts which are High-volume server can track significant inforcommitted in cyberspace are called cyber ter- mation about a user’s browsing habits. Many
rorism. Cyber terrorism may include a simple advertising companies share user profiles and
broadcast of information on the Internet about build massive databases containing users and
bomb attacks which may happen at a particular their data shadows. When users select set of
time in the future. Cyber terrorists are people trusted re mailers, the message recipient can
who threaten and coerce an individual, an or- not tell where the message originated. There
ganization or even a government by attacking are many such re mailers available for use. Atthem through computers and networks for their tackers can send junk mail free of charge. If they
personal, political or social benefits.
have to pay for each thing they sent, there would
C. Cyber Stalking : ‘Stalking’ as has been de- be fewer attacks. It would be harder to steal
fined in Oxford dictionary, means “pursuing people’s accounts if it cost the victims money.
stealthily ”. Cyber stalking is following an
There are ways to keep data safe. A. D.
individual’s or organization’s whereabouts on Rubin, D. Geer and M. J. Ranum discuss about
the Internet. These may include sending threat- security in more detail in their Book “Web Secuening or nonthreatening messages on the rity Source”.
victim’s bulletin boards, which may be by social Few Impacts Of Cyber Crime
networking sites or even through e-mails. Ac- · Emotional Impact of Cyber Crime : The first
cording to David Wall, one of the prevalent forms study to examine the emotional impact of
of Cybercrime is Cyber stalking.
cybercrime, it shows that victims’ strongest reThis is basically a crime where the indi- actions are feeling angry (58%), annoyed (51%)
vidual is constantly harassed by another indi- and cheated (40%), and in many cases, they
vidual example, sending constant mails to any blame themselves for being attacked. Only 3%
individual with unsuitable contents and threat don’t think it will happen to them, and nearly
messages.
80% do not expect cybercriminals to be brought
D. E-mail Spoofing and Phishing Scams : Cyber to justice— resulting in an ironic reluctance to
criminals often spoof e-mails of known and un- take action and a sense of helplessness. We acknown individuals. E-mail spoofing basically cept cybercrime because of a ‘learned helplessmeans sending an e-mail from a source while it ness’, said Joseph LaBrie, PhD, associate proappears to have been sent from another e-mail. fessor of psychology at Loyola Marymount UniE-mail spoofing is a very common cause of mon- versity. It’s like getting ripped off at a garage –
etary damages. The act that attempts to obtain if you don’t know enough about cars, you don’t
vital information like passwords, details of credit argue with the mechanic.
cards by pretending to be a trustworthy entity
People just accept a situation, even if it
in an electronic company is called phishing. feels bad.”Despite the emotional burden, the
Phishing e-mails are likely to contain hyperlinks universal threat, and incidents of cybercrime,
to the sites containing malwares.
people still aren’t changing their behaviors - with
E. Misuse of e-mail and Personal Information only half (51%) of adults saying they would
: Information about user’s activity on the Web change their behavior if they became a victim
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Cybercrime victim Todd Vinson of Chicago ex- communication is society’s newest way to inplained, I was emotionally and financially un- teract. Online social networking websites, text
prepared because I never thought I would be a messages and emails provide users with an efvictim of such a crime. I felt violated, as if some- fective, quick way to communicate with people
one had actually come inside my home to gather all over the world. Teens in particular spend
this information, and as if my entire family was hours online every day, on computers or personal
exposed to this criminal act.
electronic devices.
Now I can’t help but wonder if other in- CONCLUSION
formation has been illegally acquired and just
We also need latest technology and
sitting in the wrong people’s hands, waiting for more importantly technical staff who underan opportunity to be used. The “human impact” stand and make use of this technology. Misuse
aspect of the report delves further into the little of social media can be done within minutes,
crimes or white lies consumers perpetrate whereas cells are working at very slow speed.
against friends, family, loved ones and busi- It may lead to decades to resolve the cases and
nesses. Nearly half of respondents think it’s le- by that time in some sensitive cases damage is
gal to download a single music track, album or already done. Time is now to act instead react.
movie without paying. Twenty four percent be- Sometimes there is dependency on foreign agenlieve it’s legal or perfectly okay to secretly view cies. We know that laws are different in differsomeone else’s e-mails or browser history. Some ent countries. This causes further delay. There
of these behaviors, such as downloading files, is urgent need of ethical hackers who can go to
open people up to additional security threats.
the root cause of criminals. Looking at the growth
· Impact of Cyber Crime over Teenager : These of social media in India, we require at least Fifty
days a worst fear in teenager’s eyes is Cyber thousand ethical hackers. Good opportunity for
Bullying. It is become common over past five such job seekers.
years, generally from the age below eighteen
Some of the recent bollywood movies
are more susceptible and feared from Cyber Bul- and TV serials broadcast criminal cases and the
lying as per inspection. It is becoming an alarm- process of catching the criminals. But in large
ing trend in our society. As per inspection of data, populated country like India, criminals are bethe worst fear of cyber crime is on teenagers coming smarter and get lesson from the epifemale. Cyber Bullying is a fear when person sodes. We as member of society person should
receives threats, negative comments or nega- consider, think and give right directions to new
tive pictures or comments from other person. generations to come.
This is all done through core technologies described above mainly via online. Cyber Bulling

can be done through chatting, instant messaging etc. Where website like Facebook, Orkut,
Twitter user are more affected from Cyber Bullying. In my analysis generally feared person can
reach a limit of depression, humiliation and
threatens. Through this analysis we come to
analyze that if person Bulled online he or she
may be depressed up to the level of self harming.
· Impact of Cyber Crime over Youth : Cyber
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Water, being permissible to many molecules contains various elements in it. During
present investigation chemical parameters of
Ashti lake, Dist. Solapur (M.S.) were analyzed
during March 2019 to February 2020. Ashti lake
is the huge water body which supply water to
the 22 nearby villages. The study reveals that
these chemical parameters are correlated with
each other. Further all those parameters are
within standard permissible limits of water quality. Results are discussed with recent literature.
Keywords- Chemical parameters, Ashti Lake,
Correlation
Introduction
Natural water contains many types of
the molecules and particles either dissolved or
suspended in it. Water is amongst the basic
need for being alive due to the fact that almost
all cellular activities need water. Hence water
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is the prime necessity of all living organisms
including human. Natural water is source of
drinking water and it is also used in agricultural
farms. Potability of water is dependent on the
chemical entities present in it, their amount and
proportion. Hence it become necessary to study
these parameters present in water. In any naturally occurring aquatic ecosystem chemical parameters are correlated with each other (Welch,
1952). Chemical factors and molecules are
added into the water bodies from rock, soil, precipitation and anthropogenic activities. These
chemical factors are inter-related and they have
impact on one another, which eventually have
its effect on suitability of water for drinking purpose. This states the importance of comparative study while analyzing chemical nature of
water of an aquatic ecosystem (Wetzel, 2001).
Though the water is prime necessity of life, even
of the human, it is getting polluted day by day.
According to Wetzel (2001), freshwaters of the
world are facing rapid harmful qualitative and
quantitative effects on water. Ingress of unwanted components by natural process and human activities is leading to serious water pollution issues which may end up into huge loss of
potable water resources. There is tolerable
range of limit regarding water quality parameters within which all living organisms can live;
disturbances in these limits may pose serious
effects on the liveliness of these organisms
(Devenport, 1993).
Many researchers have carried out investigation of chemical parameters of water of
various aquatic bodies few of them are Kate et
al. (2020), Jadhav and Jadhav (2020), Roy (2018),
Mulla and Bhosale (2016), Mane (2013). Present
investigation is an attempt to assess the chemical nature of water of Ashti lake by analyzing
few chemical parameters and correlation between them.
Material and Methods
MaterialPresent investigation is carried out at
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Ashti Lake, Dist. Solapur (M.S.). This huge wa- analyzed by using MS EXCEL, Microsoft Office,
ter body is located in Mohol Tahsil of Solapur 2007. The correlation matrix is prepared, which
District (M.S.). It is situated 22 km away from is the tabular representation of correlation patPandharpur. Ashti lake comes under Madha sub- tern between parameters. Correlation values are
shown in body of the table and various selected
division of irrigation department of Maharashtra
parameters are placed diagonally in respective
State. The lake is situated at 170 47’ N to 170 48’ caption and stub. Positive correlation values repN along latitude and 750 25’ E to 750 to 26’ E along resent positive correlation between parameters
longitude. It is present 458 meter above mean while negative values represent negative corsea level.
relation between parameters. Values near zero
The Ashti lake was built in 1881 by the represent no correlation between parameters.
British government. The lake is large and spread Results and Discussion
During present investigation some seover an area of about 2830 acres. The lake is
lected
chemical
parameters were analyzed, reperennial and act as source of water for drinksults obtained in this investigation are shown
ing and irrigation purpose. It provides water to
in table 1. While the correlation pattern obtained
the more than 22 villages present nearby. Wa- is shown with help of correlation matrix in table
ter input to this lake is through the annual pre- 2.
cipitation in that area and the lake is also con- Table 1: Monthly variation in few chemical
nected to Ujani dam.
parameters of Ashti Lake during March 2019
Present investigation was carried out to February 2020.
during March 2019 to February 2020. Water was Months Sites DO Free CO Hardness BODParameters Phosphate pH Alkalinity
(mg/l)
(mg/l)
(mg/l)
(mg/l)
(mg/l)
collected from selected sites monthly. Chemi- March 2019 I (mg/l)
3.3
1.8
203
9.5
5.3
8.6
125
II
3.2
2.2
199
9.4
5.4
8.5
121
cal parameters opted to study was analyzed into
III
2.9
2.0
219
9.2
4.9
8.6
129
IV
3.5
1.6
201
9.0
5.2
8.3
126
the laboratory except pH. The pH of water was April 2019
I
4.1
2.3
210
14.2
4.3
8.5
185
II
3.2
2.2
217
14.3
4.2
8.4
188
observed at the sites itself with the help of DigiIII
4.4
1.9
221
15.4
4.9
8.3
190
IV
4.6
2.2
199
16.2
5.2
8.5
186
tal pHmeter. Rest of all chemical parameters was May 2019
I
2.9
3.5
219
14.7
6.9
8.9
200
II
3.5
3.6
203
15.1
6.2
8.9
220
analyzed into the laboratory by using standard
III
2.8
4.2
210
14.7
6.5
8.5
202
IV
2.7
3.4
208
15.2
7.1
8.7
199
prescribed methods.
June 2019
I
5.4
6.9
171
4.6
4.8
8.0
121
2

July 2019

August 2019

September
2019

October 2019

Ashti Lake Showing Study Sites
MethodDuring present investigation water was
collected from the selected 4 sites early in the
morning. Water samples were analyzed in the
laboratory by using methods prescribed by APHA
(2012), Ragothaman and Trivedi (2002), Trivedi
and Goel (1984) and Trivedi et al. (1998).
Correlation between parameters was

November
2019

December
2019

January 2020

February 2020

II
III
IV
I

5.3
4.9
5.2
5.4

6.2
6.5
6.6
4.3

179
183
171
144

5.2
4.9
4.0
4.6

5.2
4.5
5.0
9.7

8.1
8.0
8.1
7.5

115
120
123
129

II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I

5.3
6.1
5.2
8.1
7.5
8.4
7.9
8.3
8.9
8.2
7.6
6.3
6.9
7.2
6.5
5.8
6.1
5.5
5.7
4.1
3.7
4.9
4.3
4.3
4.8
4.0
4.1
5.1

4.2
4.3
4.0
3.8
3.9
3.1
3.5
10.2
10.2
9.1
10.0
8.7
8.6
8.5
8.3
16.6
16.1
15.9
15.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

150
146
149
149
140
143
142
160
161
180
166
161
163
179
162
101
102
110
119
125
131
129
138
138
142
129
130
182

5.2
4.2
4.4
2.3
1.9
2.5
2.8
1.5
1.0
0.9
1.6
3.7
3.2
4.2
3.9
4.4
4.3
4.0
4.2
6.5
6.2
6.9
7.0
5.7
5.3
6.2
5.7
8.4

10.1
9.8
9.5
11.3
11.5
10.9
11.4
11.4
10.2
11.9
12.1
5.4
5.3
4.9
5.2
5.2
4.3
5.2
5.1
2.5
2.6
3.0
2.6
2.4
2.1
2.5
2.9
8.3

7.6
7.5
7.9
7.2
7.1
7.0
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.1
7.3
7.3
7.5
7.9
7.8
7.4
7.9
7.5
7.6
7.1
7.9
7.5
7.8
8.3
8.5
8.7
7.9
8.2

130
125
130
101
99
102
103
120
115
117
118
118
119
110
115
136
123
132
135
162
159
171
155
159
160
148
152
101

II
III
IV

5.9
4.8
5.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

175
183
173

8.3
9.0
7.9

8.2
7.9
8.0

7.8
8.2
8.1

115
109
114
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Table 2: Coefficient of correlation (r) and co- was found to be alkaline and in the range from
efficient of determination (r2) between wa- 7 to 8.9. Alkalinity of the water is 99 to 220 mg/
ter parameters of Ashti Lake during March l.
2019 to February 2020.
During present investigation it is observed
that
all selected chemical parameters are
S r. N o.
F ir st par am et er (X )
Secon d par am et er (Y)
r
r
1
0.503
0.25 3
correlated with each other. The pattern of corDO
Fr ee CO 2
2
-0.431
0.18 6
DO
Hardn ess
relation is shown in Table 2, where correlation
3
-0.817
0.66 8
DO
B OD
4
0.676
0.45 7
DO
Pho sp hate
is represented by r values. Dissolved oxygen is
5
-0.754
0.56 9
DO
pH
positively correlated with free CO2 and Phos6
-0.679
0.46 1
DO
Al kalinit y
7
-0.417
0.17 4
Fr ee CO 2
Hardn ess
phates while it negatively correlated with hard8
-0.449
0.20 2
Fr ee CO 2
B OD
9
ness, BOD, pH of the water and alkalinity. Free
0.209
0.04 4
Fr ee CO 2
Pho sp hate
10
-0.436
0.19 0
Fr ee CO 2
pH
CO2 is positively correlated with the phosphate
11
-0.224
0.05 0
Fr ee CO 2
Al kalinit y
12
0.734
0.53 9
Ha rdn ess
B OD
and negatively correlated with the hardness,
13
0.072
0.00 5
Ha rdn ess
Pho sp hate
BOD, pH and alkalinity. Hardness is positively
14
0.768
0.59 0
Ha rdn ess
pH
15
0.306
0.09 4
Ha rdn ess
Al kalinit y
correlated with the BOD, Phosphate, pH and al16
-0.358
0.12 8
BOD
Pho sp hate
17
kalinity. Phosphate is negatively correlated with
0.833
0.69 5
BOD
pH
18
0.736
0.54 1
BOD
Al kalinit y
pH and alkalinity while pH is positively corre19
-0.305
0.09 3
Pho sp hate
pH
20
-0.511
0.26 1
Pho sp hate
Al kalinit y
lated with alkalinity. Further all the values of
21
0.506
0.25 6
pH
Al kalinit y
coefficient of determination indicate the impact
Graph 1: Bar diagram showing correlation co- of parameters on one another, which further reefficients
veals interdependency of all the selected parameters. The results obtained in the present
investigation are in corroboration with the results of Bhandari and Nayal (2008), Alam et.
al., (2015), Kothari et.al., (2021) and Shroff et.
al., (2015).
Conclusion:
During present investigation the water
sample of the Ashti lake is analyzed from March
2019 to February 2020. Some of the chemical
parameters are selected for analysis. All the
The results obtained from the present chemical parameters selected for this investiinvestigation reveal that all the chemical param- gation are well within permissible limit preeters under study are well within prescribed lim- scribed by WHO. Hence the water of Ashti lake
its of WHO (Table 1). Dissolved Oxygen is in is fit for potability and agricultural uses. Furthe range from 2.7 to 8.9 mg/l, Free CO2 is maxi- ther all the chemical parameters are correlated
mum 16.6 mg/l while CO2 is absent in free form with each other and drop or raise in one paramin few months during investigation. Total hard- eter may lead to drop or rise in another. Though
ness of the water of lake is found to be in the all the parameters are well within limit yet conrange 101 to 221 mg/l. Maximum Biochemical tinuous monitoring and surveillance is needed
Oxygen Demand (BOD) found was 16.2 mg/l for maintenance of water quality of Ashti lake.
while minimum BOD was 0.9 mg/l. Phosphates
in the water of Ashti lake were in the range from References
2.1 to 12.1 mg/l. pH of the water of Ashti lake
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operations. Cyber security and attitudes towards
it have undergone a significant change. Political motivation is the main driver behind cyber
terrorism. The caliber of cyber terrorism attacks
is significantly more harmful than average virus. This is because they are unforgiving and
have more sinister intentions. As a result governing bodies have to create and continually
rethink mitigation strategy.
Social networking sites are a popular
medium of interaction and communication. Social networking sites provide the ability to run
applications and games to test users’ knowledge. The popularity of social networks makes
it an ideal tool through which awareness can
be created on existing and emerging security
threats. Normally all people use face book, messenger, what’s app, Twitter, Blogs, Linked in etc.
Presently social engineering is very famous threats for cyber criminals. It allows attacker to find out personal information of any
individual. Attackers are making this information available online or from company database
by using fake accounts or create trust over time,
after getting trust from user, attacker start to
collect personal impression of individual. Information includes name of the project, name of
the server and go through website which drop a
backdoor to their computer. Especially for stealing money and confidential information is carried out. Using system vulnerability, attacker
develop fright and unease instead of, to get users to take part with their money and this is
very specific and targeted attack and its chances
are more to get success.
The most grave social media threats get
emphasized when fake or bogus accounts have
successful connection with so many people of
various institutes, corporate and especially military and government and security firms.
Exploitation of celebrity names is the
most popular way today. By using this method
rumour is created and misinformation as well
as to attack followers which can spam. There

Introduction- 17th and 18th centuries are referred as age of enlightenment while 20th century referred to as the age of Information and
Technology. The past decade has witnessed as
a boom in Information Technology as well as
internet related technology. This has changed
our society and our way of life. The internet has
come a long way with even entire business being set up online to meet the need of modern
day consumer. This development in the field of
technology is a boon for humankind. But it can
also be misused i.e. one’s personal data and
privacy are under constant threat in cyberspace.
Now computers are unavoidable in our all aspects of life. There is misconception that all information posted by individuals remains private.
But the information posted online can be accessed through a number of ways of data collection services and other techniques without
consent of users. On this background we have
to see cyber security.
Cyber security- Cyber security is important because it protects all types of data from theft and
damage. This includes sensitive data, personally identifying information, protected health information, personal information, and intellectual property data, and government and industry information systems.
Cyber security is a necessary investment
for government agencies. Technology has provided new ways for government agencies to
work, interact with citizens and improve overall
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have been various examples where hacker is spoofing.
creating the account by using name of celebMalicious URL- These URLs are created
rity. Attacker is extracting individual’s personal for malicious purposes. It can be used to downinformation to misuse it. There is no real au- load any kind of malware which is affecting to
thentication or identity check to protect against the computer. It also contains other messages
such kind of threats.
includes spam, phishing. It also improves its
Apart from above mentioned things there (URLs) position in search engines using blackhat
are conciliation of websites, dissemination of technique of SEO.
spams, malware and reveal of confidential inOnline interaction of people is creating
formation also part of topmost social media at- more knotted life of them. In this case social
tack.
media is the best option. It also opens opportuClassification of Threats and Attacks on so- nities of criminals of cyber as well as online
cial mediathreats. Criminal of cyber with various purposes
General Web attacks- Web is a very popular try to contact with social media users to targets
and inevitable part of human life now-a-days. for scams, spam and other various types of atIn this context social media plays very pivotal tacks. With content updates, status online and
role. There are seven threats on social media sharing links, images and videos as well as
website.
sending secret messages or direct messages
1. Drive by downloads from mainstream create possibility to exploit information of lewebsites are increasing. 2. Attacks are heavily gitimate users.
obfuscated and dynamically changing making Initiative of attacks- Millions of users is availtraditional antivirus solutions ineffective.3. At- able on popular social media sites, including
tacks are targeting browser plug-ins instead of face book, twitter. It is the best destination for
only the browser itself. 3. Misleading applica- criminals to execute their criminal activities.
tions infecting users are increasing. 4. SQL in- When user is getting log on into website, he
jection attacks are being used to infect main- encounters various kinds of social media threats.
stream websites. 5. Mal advertisements are re- Whenever they try to download any page, URLs,
directing users to malicious websites.6. It is images it triggers spamming routine. All above
observed explosive growth in unique and tar- things are uploaded by criminals who are algeted malware samples.
ready having their account on those websites.
Malware- Malware is any kind of software However it not only social media wall or anywhich is used to disturb operations performed thing on which attacks are taking place, but it
by computer. It also gathers sensitive informa- also possible to send spam messages suppostion or gaining access to private system. It can edly legitimate site of social media.
be in various forms including script, active conUsers come across attacks- As all users
tent, executable code and other software. Ac- are having various options to post on sites, same
cording to survey 70% malware are in software. as those various options used by attackers to
Vulnerabilities- It is a kind of weakness which create different types of threats on social megives a way to attacker to reduce performance dia.
of a computer system. There are various types Facebook- This is very simple in which crimiof risks on social media sites due to vulnerabil- nals can post which acts as an attack. This inity. Various tactics includes bating, click jack- cludes celebrity talks and disasters. Users, who
ing, cross site scripting, Doxing, elicitation, are clicking on this type of post it leads to rePhraming, Phishing, Phreaking, scams and post malicious scripts, links, images, videos on
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user’s wall. Some survey sites are also getting
Some basic measures of precautions are
open when users like some post available on there to avoid becoming victim of threats to
others wall which leads to profile making of social media. User should identify a bogus noticyber criminals. Another application leads us- fication which takes the appearance about leers to play games, to add features of profiles gitimate prompts from the exacting website of
and allow more stuff. Anyone can develop this social media.
kind of applications and submit which can be
When individual user is trying to browse
accessed by users. Hence criminals of cyber can profile online that time user should keep in mind
also use this kind of opportunities to create spam that everything which is available on the page
or phishing attacks. The other types of attacks is not at all safe. Cyber criminals are constantly
by facebook are done by chat features available waiting for opportunities to attack on any lein that. Messages coming in chat are used to gitimate user of social media and their inforspread application like phishing and malware mation.
spreading.
Further, individual user should be enough
Twitter- It has limitations 140 characters for experts to protect his data and its privacy as
twitting any kind of massage. It is a short mes- well. It would be best to accept and make
sage. Criminals of cyber are using this limita- mindset that information which is posted online
tion of short message to post links or short posts. is publically available. Along with this carefulFor ex. To recharge vouchers, advertisement of ness an individual must be aware about sensijobs and products and many more. In Twitter tivity and confidentiality of data and informaindividual user can upload link related to tion. One must not share sensitive business inmalware. It tricks to promote fake applications formation as well via private chat messages
and backdoor applications. Fake U Tube links are also. It is just because of when account is going
also available.
to hacked by hacker they can collect all inforMalware, spam, phishing and other at- mation about individuals business.
tacks are very challenging foe social media in
In addition to prevent this, user must be
which they have to keep secret of user’s profile aware about security settings available in any
and information. The final goal of social media social media websites.
is to enable another user to access information Right to Privacy- Ultimately the issue of cyber
of one user and provide communication among security is related to right to privacy. In 2012
different users as well. Some of the users are the UN human Rights Council affirmed the freehaving such kind of perception that cyber crimi- dom of expression on internet is a basic human
nal will not get benefits from their information. right which implies that the rights of individual
Cyber criminals can easily find out the way to existing offline must also be protected online.
explore more information to access anyone’s As per Article 21 of the Constitution of India,
accounts. The same things are related to cor- “No person shall be deprived of his life or perporate accounting systems. Linked can be the sonal liberty except according to procedure esbest example.
tablished by law.” In India, right to privacy has
To keep your privacy and to defend from not been mentioned expressly in the fundamenattacks and social media is not easy task. Indi- tal rights, but it has been carved out by the Suvidual can limit certain attacks. At the time of preme Court through an interpretation of right
sign in automatically attacks and threats are to life under Article 21 of the Constitution.
taking place. There are various ways to defend Hence by theft of private data is affecting right
and prevent various attacks on social media.
to privacy. The most comprehensive provisions
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about privacy on internet can be found in Infor- tributed to increase in data breaches and cyber
mation and Technology Act (ITA) 2000. The ITA attacks against companies, governments and
contains a number of provisions that can safe- consumers, which have became more sophistiguard online privacy or dilute online privacy. cated in recent years. Cyber attacks went on
Provisions, that clearly protects user privacy in- increasing and y 2020 it became a key area of
clude: penalizing, hacking and fraud and defin- concern of digital economy.
ing data protection standards for body corpoRepressive laws, increased surveillance
rate.
and regulatory control from governments such
Since 2010 there is increasing recogni- as China, Egypt, UK, Canada and France have
tion by both the government and public that In- also increased. These varied policies and pracdia needs privacy legislation specifically one tices are changing the nature of internet and
that addresses the collection, processing, and creating challenges regarding its technical and
use of personal data. In 2011 the Guidelines for legal fragmentation.
Cyber Café rules were notified under InformaIn underdeveloped countries like Latin
tion Technology Act. These rules require Cyber America, Caribbean online users’ lack of conCafé to retain details of every user for a period cern and awareness about the dangers of cyber
of one year. Cyber Café must also retain history crime and hacking has been feeding the high
of Websites accessed and logs of proxy servers levels of cyber crime in the region. Efforts to
installed at Cyber Café for a period of one year. solve this problem from a governmental level
In October 2012 a report of the group of experts are often restricted by a lack of resources to
on privacy was published. The report provided build capacity and shortage of knowledge to
recommendations for a privacy framework and implement cyber security policy.
legislation in India. The report recognizes priIn support of a governmental cyber sevacy as a fundamental right and defines and curity agenda and strategy development in Latin
defines nine National Privacy Principles that America, public knowledge is working with lowould apply to all data controllers both in pri- cal civil society groups and experts for stratevate sector and the public sector. Thus privacy gic development support, helping their coordiis an emerging and increasingly important field nation and local engagement in relevant local
in India’s society.
and global policy cyber security policymaking
Cyber security laws and policies have a debates.
direct impact of human rights, particularly right Role of Civil Society- It is critical for the civil
to privacy, freedom of expression and the free society actors to deepen their knowledge and
flow of information. Policy makers have created develop skills, including technical skills and
several national policies with the intentions of understanding, to actively engage in policy disprotecting internet and other information com- cussions and measure appropriate responses.
munication technology systems against mali- Civil society is uniquely positioned to advocate
cious actors. However many of the policies are for cyber security policies based on human rights
broad and ill defined and lack clear checks and approach and can play an important role in monibalances and other accountability mechanisms, toring and documenting government and busiwhich can lead to human rights abuses can stifle ness practices, identifying knowledge gaps and
innovation.
providing analysis to inform policies and relevant
Cyber security around the world- In 2014 ero- discussions.
sion of cyber security was identifies as an Referencesemerging global trend. This can partially be atGhosh Shantanu, ‘Top Seven Social Me-
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dia Threats”, in article on http://searchsecurity.
techtarget.in,2011
39
Gohel Hardik, ‘Looking back at evolution
of the internet’, in article in CSI CommunicationsConcept of Cyber Security
Knowledge Digest for IT Community, 2014
Cluley Graham, ‘Malware and spam rise
Dr.Wahida Shaikh
70% on social networks, security reports reHead, Department of Political Science,
vealed’ at Sophon press release http;//www.
Abeda Inamdar Sr. College of Arts, Science &
sophos.com, 2010
Commerce, Pune
http://forbesindia.com/article/checkin/
indias-internet-privacy-woes/35971/1
http://planningcommission.nic.in/re- ==============***********===============
ports/genrep/rep_privacy.pdf (Report of the Abstract:
Cyber security is technique. Generally,
Group of Experts on Privacy)
www. Right to Privacy and Cyber secu- it is set forth in published materials. It attempts
to safeguard the cyber environment of a user or
rity
www. Right to Privacy on internet on In- organization. It is used to save the integrity of
networks, programs and data from unauthorized
dia
access at global level. It refers information tech
nology security, and technologies, processes.
The concept of cyber security is of growing importance due to increasing reliance on computer
and network systems, including television smart
and android phones, and the various tiny devices that is connected with the Internet.
Keywords: IT security, Internet of things (IOT),
Terms—Computer hacking, Computer security,
Reverse engineering, Software protection
Research Methods:
A qualitative and library-based research
method used to analyze the background of the
Cyber Security and how the Cyber security
threats to the common citizen, society, and Government.
Data CollectionThe following sources of data used in writing
this research paper.
1) Primary Sources:
The report on Cyber Security.
2) Secondary Sources:
Relevant reference books and research
articles.
Note on Reference:
The researcher has used the ‘in-text’
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method for citation, mentioning the surname of University of Maryland, on Cyber security
the author, year of publication and page num- referrers to as information technology security,
ber at the end of the sentence. At the end of the focuses on protecting computers, networks, proresearch paper, full bibliographical reference grams and data from unintended or unauthowas given in the following manner: Author, Year rized access, change or destruction (https://
of publication, Title of the work in (Italicized), merrill.umd.edu).
Place of publication, and Publisher.
According to Oxford Dictionary, the state
Introduction:
is being protected against the criminal and unThe internet network has made the world authorized use of electronic data.
smaller in many ways in contemporary world.
According to kaspersky, Cyber security
But it has also opened us information at global is the practice of defending mobiles devices and
level. It influences all aspects of life that have computers, servers, electronic systems, data and
never before been so varied and so challeng- networks from malicious attacks. It is also known
ing. As fast as internet network, and security as IT security and electronic information secugrew, the hacking system world grew faster. rity. The term applies in many contexts, from
There may be two ways of looking at the issue mobile computing to business. It can be divided
of cyber security. One is that the companies that into a few common categories (https://
provide cloud computing do. Only these com- www.kaspersky.co.in).
panies will be extremely well secured with the
According to digital guardian, Cyber selatest in cutting edge encryption technology.
curity refers to the set of technologies, pracConcept of Cyber Security:
tices, and processes. It is designed to protect
Cyber security is being protected by networks, data and devices, programs, from
internet-connected systems. It includes hard- damage, attack, and unauthorized access. It may
ware, software and data. It protects from cyber also be referred to as information technology
attacks. In a computing context, and security network and security (https://digitalguardian.
comprises cyber, and physical security both are com/).
used by enterprises to safe data against unauthorized access. It is also protected data centre
and other computerized systems. The security,
which is designed to maintain the integrity, availability and confidentiality of data. It is a subset
matter of cyber security.
Definition of Cyber Security:
Cyber security is a complex subject. It
has a number of definitions.
The National Initiative for Cyber Security Ca- Source: www.google.com, last accessed on 03/
reers and Studies (NICCS) defines:
06/2021.
‘The activity, ability, capability, and state
It is the collection of policies, tools, sewhereby information and communications net- curity concepts, guidelines, security safeguards,
work. The information contained therein are pro- actions, risk management approaches, training,
tected from defended against damage, unau- assurance and best practices that can be used
thorized use or modification, and exploitation to protect the cyber environment. Organization
(https://niccs.us-cert.gov/glossary)’.
assets include connected computing and moAccording to report on Cyber security of bile devices, personnel, applications, services,
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and telecommunications systems. It is totally Cyber Criminals: It involves all such fraud actransmitted and stored information in the cyber tivities as credit card fraud, child printed sexual
environment.
organs, cyber stalking, gaining unauthorized
Need of Cyber Security:
access to computer systems, defaming another
The cyber security protects information online, ignoring copyright trademark safe to proand systems from major cyber threats at global tect, software licensing, software piracy and
level. These threats take in many forms. As a stealing another’s identity to perform criminal
result, cyber security strategy and operations acts and overriding encryption to make illegal
can be a challenge in government and enter- copies.
prise networks because where most innovative
Cybercriminals are those who conduct
form, cyber threats often takes place. It aims at all such above mentioned activities. They can
secret information about financial and military be categorized into three groups according to
installment.
their motivation.
There are some of the common threats Cybercriminals – hungry for recognition: This
as follow.
is first type. They are as follow:
· Cyber terrorism: Terrorist organization needs
· IT professionals (social engineering is
secret information of state actors. These types one of the biggest threat)
of information used by terrorist groups to fur· Hobby hackers
ther their political, financial and religious
· Terrorist organizations.
agenda. Terrorist used this types of information
· Politically motivated hackers.
to attack on Indian Parliament and United State Cybercriminals – not interested in recogniof America. Cyber terrorism took the form of tion: This is second type. They are as follow:
attacks on networks, computer systems and
· Psychological prevents.
telecommunication infrastructures.
· State – sponsored hacking (national es· Cyber warfare: It involves nation-states. It pionage, sabotage).
uses information technology to go through
· Financially motivated hackers (corposomething another nation’s networks to cause rate espionage).
damage. In the United State, cyber warfare has
· Organized criminals.
been acknowledged as the fifth domain of war- Cybercriminals – the insiders: This is third type.
fare. Cyber warfare attacks are primarily ex- They are as follow:
ecuted by hackers. Hackers who are well-trained
· former employees seeking revenge.
in getting information from computer networks.
· Competing companies using employThey work, and operate under the support of ees to gain economic advantage through damnation-states. A cyber-warfare attack may force age and/or theft.
to get compromise valuable data, and degrade Reasons of Cyber Crimes:
communications. It includes infrastructural ser- There are many reasons which perform as a
vices as transportation, commerce and medical medium in the growth of cyber crime in contemservices.
porary world. Some of the prominent reasons
· Cyber spionage: It is a bad practice of getting are:
information technology to obtain secret infor- · Money: People are interested and motivated
mation without permission from its owners. It towards committing cyber crime at any risk is
is the most often used to gain military strategy, to make quick and easy money.
and economic advantage. It is conducted using · Revenge: Some people try to take revenge with
cracking techniques and malware.
other person or organization or society or caste
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or religion by defaming its reputation. It brings have to take to safe networks and the valuable
economical or physical loss. This comes under data within time. It is not expensive and comthe category of cyber terrorism.
plex. In fact, top of the priority has been given
· Fun: The professional do cyber crime for fun. to cyber security. Instead, organizations can
They just want to test the latest tool they have consider a natively integrated and automated
encountered.
Next-Generation Security Platform. It is designed
· Recognition: It is considered to be pride or to provide consistent and prevention-based prohonor if someone hack the highly secured infor- tection. By focusing on prevention, organizations
mation or networks like military sites.
and government can prevent cyber threats from
· Anonymity: Many times the secrecy provide impacting the network in the first place.
motivates the person to commit cyber crime. Conclusion:
Because, it is too much easy to commit a cyber
The international harmonization of cyber
crime at Global level. It is too much easier to security has not yet been achieved. But the litget away with criminal activity in a contempo- erature on cyber security shows a degree of corary cyber world.
herence for high-level concepts. It displays evi· Cyber Espionage: Many times the government dence of commonality in principles, and conitself is involved in cyber trespassing to keep cepts. It attributes describing various aspects
eye on other country. The reason could be mili- of policy, and technology space. This commontarily economically, socially and politically mo- ality provides a tank of fundamental concepts
tivated.
and principles. It can help government, industry
Features of Cyber Security: There are main and academia.
three features of cyber security.
Modern industry has developed a set of
Confidentiality: It is roughly equivalent to pri- best practices in cyber security. It includes best
vacy. Measures should be undertaken to ensure practices for privacy and data protection, techconfidentiality. It is designed to prevent sensi- nology and governance standards, and secure
tive and important information from reaching the technology development. It is based on highwrong and dangerous people. It should be as- level principles developed by the global comsured that the information is shared only with munity.
authorized persons or organizations.
Integrity: It is assured that the information is Reference:
complete and authentic. In cyber security, data
1) https://digitalguardian.com.
integrity and security means maintaining the
2) https://merrill.umd.edu.
accuracy data over its entire life-cycle.
3) https://www.kaspersky.co.in.
Availability: It should be assured that the sys4) https://www.kaspersky.co.in/retem is responsible for storing, delivering, and source-center/definitions/what-is-cyber-secuprocessing information. It should be accessible rity
when information is needed. Availability of in5) NICCS, ‘Explore Terms: A Glossary of
formation refers to ensuring that authorized Common Cybersecurity Terminology,’ https://
parties are able to access the information when niccs.us-cert.gov/glossary.
needed.
6) www.google.com.
Maintain Effective Cyber Security:
Organizations and governments have to

take a reactive to combating cyber threats. They
have to produce security technologies. Steps
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nologies we are unable to safeguard our
private information in a very effective way and
hence these days cybercrimes are increasing
day by day. Today more than 60 percent of
total commercial transactions are done online,
so this field required a high quality of security for transparent and best transactions.
Hence cyber security has become a latest issue. The scope of cyber security is not just limited to securing the information in IT industry
but also to various other fields like cyber space
etc. Even the latest technologies like cloud
computing, mobile computing, E-commerce, net
banking etc also needs high level of security.
Since these technologies hold some important information regarding a person their
security has become a must thing. Enhancing
cyber security and protecting critical information infrastructures are essential to each
nation’s security and economic wellbeing.
Making the Internet safer (and protecting
Internet users) has become integral to the
development of new services as well as governmental policy. The fight againstcyber-crime
needs a comprehensive and a safer approach.
Given that technical measures alone cannot
prevent any crime, it is critical that law
enforcement agencies are allowed to investigate and prosecute cybercrime effectively. Today many nations and governments are imposing strict laws on cyber securities in order
to prevent the loss of some important information. Every individual must also be trained
on this cyber security and save themselves
from these increasing cyber crimes
2. What is Cyber Crime
Cybercrime is a term for any illegal activity that uses a computer as its primary
means of commission and theft. The U.S. Department of Justice expands the definition of
cybercrime to include any illegal activity that
uses a computer for the storage of evidence.
The growing list of cybercrimes includes crimes
that have been made possible by computers,

Abstract
Cyber Security plays an important role
in the field of information technology .Securing
the information have become one of the biggest challenges in the present day. Whenever
we think about the cyber security the first thing
that comes to our mind is ‘cyber crimes’ which
are increasing immensely day by day. Various
Governments and companies are taking many
measures in order to prevent these cybercrimes. Besides various measures cyber security is still a very big concern to many.
This paper mainly focuses on challenges
faced by cyber security on the latest technologies .It also focuses on latest about the cyber
security techniques, ethics and the trends
changing the face of cyber security. Keywords:
cyber security, cybercrime, cyber ethics, social
media, cloud computing, android apps.
1. Introduction
Today man is able to send and receive
any form of data may be an e-mail or an audio
or video just by the click of a button but did
he ever think how securely his data id being
transmitted or sent to the other person safely
without any leakage of information?? The answer lies in cyber security. Today Internet is
the fastest growing infrastructure in everyday
life. In today’s technical environment many latest technologies are changing the face of the
mankind. But due to these emerging tech7.940(IIJIF)
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such as network intrusions and the dissemiThere will be new attacks on Android
nation of computer viruses, as well as com- operating system based devices, but it will
puter-based variations of existing crimes, such not be on massive scale. The fact tablets
as identity theft, stalking, bullying and terror- share the same operating system as smart
ism which have become as major problem to phones means they will be soon targeted by
people and nations. Usually in common man’s the same malware as those platforms. The
language cybercrime may be defined as crime number of malware specimens for Macs
committed using a computer and the internet would continue to grow, though much less
to steel a person’s identity or sell contra- than in the case of PCs. Windows 8 will
band or stalk victims or disrupt operations allow users to develop applications for virtuwith malevolent programs. As day by day tech- ally any device (PCs, tablets and smart
nology is playing in major role in a person’s life phones) running Windows 8, so it will be
the cybercrimes also will increase along with possible to develop malicious applications like
the technological advances.
those for Android, hence these are some of
3. Cyber Security
the predicted trends in cyber security.
Privacy and security of the data will al- 4. Trends Changing CyberSecurity
ways be top security measures that any or- 4.1 Web servers:
ganization takes care. We are presently living
The threat of attacks on web applicain a world where all the information is main- tions to extract data or to distribute malitained in a digital or a cyber-form. Social net- cious code persists. Cyber criminals distribute
working sites provide a space where users their malicious code via legitimate web servfeel safe as they interact with friends and ers they’ve compromised. But data-stealing atfamily. In the case of home users, cyber-crimi- tacks, many of which get the attention of
nals would continue to target social media sites media, are also a big threat. Now, we need
to steal personal data. Not only social network- a greater emphasis on protecting web serving but also during bank transactions a person ers and web applications. Web servers are esmust take all the required security measures.
pecially the best platform for these cyber crimiAs crime is increasing even the secu- nals to steal the data. Hence one must alrity measures are also increasing. According ways use a safer browser especially during
to the survey of U.S. technology and important transactions in order not to fall as a
healthcare executives nationwide, Silicon Val- prey for these crimes.
ley Bank found that companies believe cyber- 4.2 Cloud computing and its services
attacks are a serious threat to both their
These days all small, medium and
data and their business continuity.
large companies are slowly adopting cloud
1. 98% of companies are maintaining services. In other words the world is slowly
or increasing their cyber security resources moving towards the clouds. This latest trend
and of those, half are increasing resources presents a big challenge for cyber security, as
devoted to online attacks this year
traffic can go around traditional points of
2.The majority of companies are pre- inspection. Additionally, as the number of
paring for when, not if, cyber-attacks occur applications available in the cloud grows, policy
3. Only one-third are completely con- controls for web applications and cloud serfident in the security of their information vices will also need to evolve in order to
and even less confident about the security prevent the loss of valuable information.
measures of their business partners.
Though cloud services are developing their own
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models still a lot of issues are being brought up the risks regarding cybercrime.
about their security. Cloud may provide im- 4.6 Encryption of the code
mense opportunities but it should always be
Encryption is the process of encoding
noted that as the cloud evolves so as its secu- messages (or information) in such a way that
rity concerns increase.
eavesdroppers or hackers cannot read it.. In
4.3 APT’s and targeted attacks APT (Ad- an encryption scheme, the message or informavanced Persistent Threat)
tion is encrypted using an encryption algoThis is a whole new level of cybercrime rithm, turning it into an unreadable cipher text.
ware. For years network security capabilities This is usually done with the use of an encrypsuch as web filtering or IPS have played a tion key, which specifies how the message is
key part in identifying such targeted attacks to be encoded. Encryption at a very begin(mostly after the initial compromise). As at- ning level protects data privacy and its integtackers grow bolder and employ more vague rity. But more use of encryption brings more
techniques, network security must integrate challenges in cyber security. Encryption is also
with other security services in order to de- used to protect data in transit, for example
tect attacks. Hence one must improve our se- data being transferred via networks (e.g. the
curity techniques in order to prevent more Internet, e-commerce), mobile telephones,
threats coming in the future.
wireless microphones, wireless intercoms etc.
4.4 Mobile Networks
Hence by encrypting the code one can know if
Today we are able to connect to anyone there is any leakage of information. Hence the
in any part of the world. But for these mobile above are some of the trends changing the
networks security is a very big concern. These face of cyber security in the world.
days firewalls and other security measures 5.Role of Social Media in Cyber Security
are becoming porous as people are using
As we become more social in an indevices such as tablets, phones, PC’s etc all creasingly connected world, companies must
of which again require extra securities apart find new ways to protect personal informafrom those present in the applications used. tion. Social media plays a huge role in cyber
We must always think about the security is- security and will contribute a lot to personal
sues of these mobile networks. Further mo- cyber threats. Social media adoption among
bile networks are highly prone to these personnel is skyrocketing and so is the threat
cybercrimes a lot of care must be taken in case of attack. Since social media or social netof their security issues.
working sites are almost used by most of them
4.5 IPv6: New internet protocol
every day it has become a huge platform for the
IPv6 is the new Internet protocol which cyber criminals for hacking private informais replacing IPv4 (the older version), which tion and stealing valuable data. In a world
has been a backbone of our networks in gen- where we’re quick to give up our personal
eral and the Internet at large. Protecting IPv6 is information, companies have to ensure they’re
not just a question of porting IPv4 capabili- just as quick in identifying threats, respondties. While IPv6 is a wholesale replacement in ing in real time, and avoiding a breach of any
making more IP addresses available, there kind. Since people are easily attracted by these
are some very fundamental changes to the pro- social media the hackers use them as a bait to
tocol which need to be considered in security get the information and the data they require.
policy. Hence it is always better to switch to Hence people must take appropriate meaIPv6 as soon as possible in order to reduce sures especially in dealing with social media in
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order to prevent the loss of their information. tem for malicious code or harmful viruses.
The ability of individuals to share information Viruses, worms, and Trojan horses are exwith an audience of millions is at the heart of amples of malicious software that are often
the particular challenge that social media pre- grouped together and referred to as malware.
sents to businesses. In addition to giving 6.4 Firewalls
anyone the power to disseminate commerA firewall is a software program or
cially sensitive information, social media also piece of hardware that helps screen out hackgives the same power to spread false informa- ers, viruses, and worms that try to reach your
tion, which can be just being as damaging. computer over the Internet. All messages
The rapid spread of false information through entering or leaving the internet pass through
social media is among the emerging risks iden- the firewall present, which examines each
tified in Global Risks 2013 report. Though so- message and blocks those that do not meet
cial media can be used for cybercrimes these the specified security criteria. Hence firewalls
companies cannot afford to stop using social play an important role in detecting the
media as it plays an important role in publicity malware.
of a company. Instead, they must have solu- 6.5 Anti-virus software
tions that will notify them of the threat in order
Antivirus software is a computer proto fix it before any real damage is done. How- gram that detects, prevents, and takes action
ever companies should understand this and to disarm or remove malicious software prorecognise the importance of analysing the grams, such as viruses and worms. Most
information especially in social conversations antivirus programs include an auto-update feaand provide appropriate security solutions in ture that enables the program to download proorder to stay away from risks. One must handle files of new viruses so that it can check for the
social media by using certain policies and right new viruses as soon as they are discovered. An
technologies.
anti virus software is a must and basic neces6. Cyber Security Techniques
sity for every system.
6.1 Access control and password security
7.Cyber Ethics
The concept of user name and passCyber ethics are nothing but the code
word has been fundamental way of protect- of the internet. When we practice these cyber
ing our information. This may be one of the ethics there are good chances of us using the
first measures regarding cyber security.
internet in a proper and safer way. The below
6.2 Authentication of data
are a few of them:
The documents that we receive must
1.DO use the Internet to communialways be authenticated be before download- cate and interact with other people. Email
ing that is it should be checked if it has and instant messaging make it easy to stay in
originated from a trusted and a reliable source touch with friends and family members, comand that they are not altered. Authenticating municate with work colleagues, and share
of these documents is usually done by the anti- ideas and information with people across town
virus software present in the devices. Thus a or halfway around the world
goodanti-virus software is also essential to pro2. Don’t be a bully on the Internet. Do
tect the devices from viruses.
not call people names, lie about them, send em6.3 Malware scanners
barrassing pictures of them, or do anything
This is software that usually scans all else to try to hurt them.
the files and documents present in the sys3. Internet is considered as world’s larg-
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est library with information on any topic in any Crimes- SunitBelapure Nina Godbole
subject area, so using this information in a
3. Computer Security Practices in Non
correct and legal way is always essential. ? Do Profit Organizations – A NetAction Report by
not operate others accounts using their pass- Audrie Krause.
words.
4. A Look back on Cyber Security 2012
4. Never try to send any kind of malware by Luis corrons – Panda Labs.
to other’s systems and make them corrupt. ?
5. International Journal of Scientific &
Never share your personal information to any- Engineering Research, Volume 4, Issue 9, Sepone as there is a good chance of others misus- tember-2013 Page nos.68 – 71 ISSN 2229ing it and finally you would end up in a trouble. 5518, “Study of Cloud Computing in HealthCare
5. When you’re online never pretend Industry “ by G.Nikhita Reddy, G.J.Ugander Reddy
to the other person, and never try to create fake
6. IEEE Securityand Privacy Magazine
accounts on someone else as it would land – IEEECS “Safety Critical Systems – Next Genyou as well as the other person into trouble. eration “July/ Aug 2013.
5.Always adhere to copyrighted infor7. CIO Asia, September 3rd, H1 2013:
mation and download games or videos only if Cyber security in malasia by AvanthiKuma
they are permissible. The above are a few
cyber ethics one must follow while using the

internet. We are always thought proper rules
from out very early stages the same here we
apply in cyber space.
8. Conclusion
Computer security is a vast topic that
is becoming more important because the world
is becoming highly interconnected, with networks being used to carry out critical transactions. Cybercrime continues to diverge down
different paths with each New Year that
passes and so does the security of the information. The latest and disruptive technologies,
along with the new cyber tools and threats that
come to light each day, are challenging organizations with not only how they secure their
infrastructure, but how they require new platforms and intelligence to do so. There is no
perfect solution for cybercrimes but we
should try our level best to minimize them in
order to have a safe and secure future in
cyber space.
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Abstract :
The term e-commerce refers to the exchange of goods and services by online. E-commerce is the latest revolution changing the traditional way of business. The use of internet as
way to build electronic commerce the process
of e-commerce system network while computer
network.
Basically equal my security is helpful of
industry it helps to industry for cyber criminal
which affect on business transaction in way of
red and business practices. In the year 2020 approximately 30th percent business related issues attack on online transactions. Through the
process of effective e-commerce security the security related that cars may be safe as possible
to customer interest.
Keywords: E-commerce .e-commerce security.
security issues in e-commerce. e-commerce
website. securities, viruses
Objectives of study:
1) Understand the scope of e-commerce
security problems.
2) Understand the space between security and values towards online transactions
3) Identify the key security treats
4) To identify tools used to establish
secure internet communication channels.
Introduction:
The cyber crime is trying to break the
protocols and reputations of business. e-commerce security is ensure the safety transactions
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with internet with consists to maintain the protocol in online transactions through the e-commerce security. it will possible to control the faith
of customers and success of business.
Contents of e-commerce security1) Transaction privacy
It includes the protection of consumers
data from the authorized parties. Apart from the
online distributors that customer has to select
the access for their personal accounts. online
business must keep secure the customers that
are antivirus protections it is help to control one
customer’s credit card and bank related information.
2) Integrity in online security
E commerce security is always affected
by crucial term of integrity. And she was the doctor of customer has share online. The main object of integrity is to utilize the customers information without the corrections to make any certain changes in customers data probably lost
the confidence of integrity on online transactions.
3) Legal authentication
The e-commerce security always focus
on legal authentication between the seller and
buyer of the real level of business principles and
ethics. The sale always protect the interest of
customers deal and requirements as per promise.
The customer also closed with the transaction according to faith of online transactions.
Disney to be based on authentication and identification. The appropriate method translation
is based on client’s login data and private identification number.
4) Non reputation
Protect the denial of order of payment
center always keep the privacy of message it
will not be denied as well as the recipient of
message accept the message of sender and follow the appropriate response in the regards of
business transaction implementation
5) Auditability of recognization
The rectification of transaction is fine
importance in online transactions. The conversation related business transactions should be
recorded and verified for the future purpose.
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6) Encryption
frauds or loss of integrity.
The encryption is the process of convert- 24/7 e-commerce website security:
ing information of data into code especially to 1) Use multi-users security
prevent unauthorized access. The online busiThe multi uses security control different
ness related authority should encrypt the data authentication when the user login the informaby ways secret code and security code for the tion the instant SMS or mail receive for transacfuture transactions as well as it is using to the tion update and further implementation. The
same a different security code for protection of hackers are not allowed to operate multi-uses
business interest.
and passwords to access the account
7) Digital signature
2) Security security level certificate
Those variability of the online transacThe security level certificate allows multions depends upon authentication by the com- tiple domain to the secure with SSL certificate
petent authority. Digital signature is a process the protocol for web browsers and service are
that generates the content of message how not allowed for authentication. This certificate conto be altered in transist. The user will be gener- trol the security of data. The highest take wrong
ate online signature and alter is verified the sig- benefits of passwords usernames and create
nature and signature will be use specific pass- cards if you secure the server on protection code
word.
it is possible to control it.
8) Security certificate
3) Use ultimate firewalls
Cybersecurity certificate issued for one
You can also stop spam which affect on
year. It is focused on principle cyber security website. It helps to e-commerce to stop conskills and unpack knowledge.
sists to real users.
The following are the major security certificates 4) Anti malware software
1. Certified ethical hacker (CEH)
The electronic devices or computers is
2. Comp TIA security
needed to use proper web system or software
3. Certified information system
for detect and block the software. Then protect4. Certified cloud security professionals ing software is called anti Malware software.
This security certificates helps to pro- It’s scanned with system forward Malician softtect the effects of business and its protocol.
ware.
E-commerce related issues:
Conclusion:
1) The Cyber security create different
Every business should be adopted difissues regarding intellectual property right. And ferent e-commerce security procedure and softthis will possibly to break the protocols of busi- ware to keep security treats. As well as it is need
ness privacy.
to be focused on usernames password multi2) The online floors maybe cost you to factor authentification. It is important that reguthe financial fraud celebration markets etc from larly access mail downloading attachments prowhere this is perfect on security matters and tect therapy passwords and regularly reviewing
spread of data. You think affected on love data 3rd party transaction.
process it is data or corrupt data.
References3) Though I could stream the fake ver1) Information security and cyber laws
sion of websites and damage the reputation of
company. Therefore it is need to take special published by Agarwal Sharma
2) Cyber security Publishers John Wilay,
prevention against the hikers to control the busiNemalodbale, Sunit Belapure
ness deleted properties.
4) It is possible to change the website
3) Information technology law of protecbut online fraud
tion
5) There are maximum possibility to
4) Cyber security in Corvette 19 how to
theft of customers and use it for different and set up cyber secure home office.
unethical business transactions like financial
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Abstract:
Ecommerce also known as electronic
commerce or internet commerce, refers to the
buying and selling of goods or services using
the internet.in short e-commerce means doing
business through the internet. or the
transmitting of funds and data, over the Internet.
This type of transactions happens either as B to
B (Business to Business), B to C (Business to
Customer) and C to C (Customer to Customer).
With the help of various recent advanced
technology tools are, Laptops, Computers,
Mobiles, Telephones, Barcode readers, , ATM
cards, Credit Cards and other various electronic
appliances without the exchange of paper based
documents or physically moving to a shopping
Centre.
Now days the field of e-commerce has
been covered all type of goods and services from
various home groceries to large electronic
goods even vehicle. Rapid development of
mobile, internet and Computer technology is
making to E- commerce as more popular and
wider reachable.but this growing popularity of
e-commerce and its ability to reach far and wide
has given birth to a new field of crime called
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cybercrime.There are many types of cybercrime
such as cyber fraud & identity theft,Phishing and
other much more threats. now days these all
creates many complicated issues of security
infront of government , society & E-commerce
users. Even then, with the help of the proper
knowledge about the handling of E-commerce
technology, various security measures and
precautions to handle ecommerce technology,
we can protect ourselves from cyber threats.
This research paper is about these all things.
Keywords: E-Commerce, Security, Threats,
Viruses.,Security, Cyber crime, Technology,
Rapid.
Introduction:
For the last five to seven years, the
concept of e-commerce has been widely used
for buying & selling of various types of goods
and services as well as for various types of
financial transactions.now days it became very
populer among young generation .E-commerce
has not any time limit and geographycal
boundaries limit. it works across the world 24×7
hours of the day and 365 days of the year.it
provides global market platform alongwith very
fast services to users .it provides many different
options of choice of goods to customers as well
as saves purchasing time thatswhy many people
use the way of online shopping and online
banking.Any kind of items or goods can be buy
through virtual shopping stores. There are many
various ecommecre sites ,some popular of them
are Amazon, Flipkart, Myantra, eBay, Aliexpress
,snapdeal etc. are focusing on high availability
of quality goodes and services & its fast delivery
to ensuring the customers trust. Thus even
though e-commerce technology may seem
advantageous,but there are many different
types of threats involved in its use. Out of which
some E-commerce threat are purposeful, some
are accidental, some of them are due to human
error. The most of common threats are phishing
attacks money threats, hacking, data misuse,
Credit card frauds or unprotected service.this
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research work has been focused on some major the personal data of roughly 143 million
e-commerce threats & its solutions.
consumers, including birth dates, addresses and
Objective of the study:
Social Security numbers.
• To know the concept of cyber security
2) In 2018, Marriott International
and the concept of Cyber threats.
disclosed that hackers accessed its servers and
• To study the cyber security in E- stole the data of roughly 500 million customers.
commerce.
3) one of the biggest cyber attacks
• To study the various cyber threat in E- happened on 11th August 2018 in Indian Bank.
commerce .
within 7 hours several cloned debit card of
• To know how to protect from various Cosmos Bank were used for thousands ATM
cyber attacks.
transaction from India and 28 other country and
• to know how to overcome To various stolen about 94 crores These examples shows
cyber threats.
that,how cyber threats are dangerous & harmful.
Methodology:Types of Cyber Security Threats :
For this research, Various secondary data
Technology is a very dynamic concept.
have been collected from various articles, With the development of technology, the threats
magazins, news papers, websites, TV channels, in it are also changing.Now days there are many
Internet, Reference books, as well as taken types of cyber security threats. some major of
consultancy of some research expert regarding them are as under.
this particular field.
1) Financial frauds Cyber Security In E-Commerce:
Cybercriminals have got really creative;
Cyber security means providing an they use credit card data to purchase goods and
protected environment over the internet for E- services on e-commerce stores.
commerce. Cyber securities are responsible for
Besides stealing bank cards and account
defending against the cyber threats. The main details, cybercriminals have got really creative.
motivator of cyber threats is money. The attacker Ever since the first online businesses entered
may take the business offline and demand for the world, villains now target
money in return. The personal information on
mobile phones can be hacked for the cyberattacks.
What Is a Cyber Security Threat..?
“Threats are acts of intentionally
harassing, harming or injuring someone”. It may
be created by person or other entity.The cyber
security threat refers to unothentic or unlawfully Financial fraud (image source -google.com)
access of personal information available on apps and websites. The fraudsters also file
internet .cyber threats include stealing, complains for fake return policies.
manipulating, altering or misusing information 2) Phishing on the Internet.The cyber threats can originate
Phishing is cyber-crime where the aim
from various sources like terrorist groups, to steal personal information such as login ID
criminal organization, lone hacker etc.
and password. This can be done by personal
In the last few years, many companies messages or by e-mail marketing process. A fake
have exposed cyber threats ,for examplewebsite is created by the criminals which looks
1) in 2017 Equifax breach compromised exactly like real one and it makes sure that
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customer enters ID and password and the bank usually downloaded by customers as legitimate
accounts could be hacked.
software, is called a Trojan horse. To this
category belong programs that can gather data
about credit or debit cards, transfer this
information to the hacker, as well as crash users’
computers or use PC resources for hacker’s goals
without permission of the user. These programs
get any sensitive data with ease and may also
Phishing
infect your website.
(Image source- google.com)
3)Spam The comments left on the blog which is
infected links are the ways to harm you. This
links are send via mail or messages, they wait
for you to click link so they can hack your
information. This can damages your blog speed.
Trojan horrse virus icon
(Image source google.com)
7) In accurate management
The main reason of e-commerce threat
is poor management. Securities threats are
occur when there are no proper budget are
allocated for purchase of anti-virus software
Spam(Image source google.com)
licenses.
4) Bots
E-commerce security solutions
Bots are automated software application
Experts have found some solutions to
programmed to perform specific task. They are prevent various threats/risks in e-commerce
responsible for ranking the websites. Yet the usage as well as suggested some precautionary
criminals use this technique to manipulate the measures.are as under:,
pricing of your product which results in decline A) HTTPS security
of sales and revenue.
The HTTP protocol makes vulnerable
5 )DDoS Attacks attacks. Every security advices to use HTTPS
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) and which displays the trustee green lock. The “S”
DOS (Denial of Service) attacks can harm your stands for secure URL bar.HTTPS protects the
website or app by generating a large number of information of customer and the websites itself.
requests which eventually can crash the whole The main factor of HTTPS is that it makes higher
system and make it unavailable for the end-user. ranking on Google’s search page, as Google
This eventually disrupts your site and affects support the secure websites. HTTPS is a safer
sales.
version of HTTP. The SSL protocol activates after
6) Trojan horses –
SSL certificate is set and encrypts personal data
Trojan horse is a programming code before submission of information transfers to
which can perform destructive functions. They e-commerce website. The protection is
normally attacks your computer when you necessary because when customer does online
downloading something. Malware, a program transaction the information of credit card is
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stolen by hacker and can be used later on.
commerce technology, the cyber threats
B) Anti-malware associated with it are becoming a serious
Anti-malware is software that detects problem for its users.Many times these threats
and deletes computer viruses, as well as other are deliberately created by the hackers and
undesirable or harmful programs. Anti-malware Sometimes such threats are occurred due to
also reestablishes files that have already been inadequate knowledge of about the e-commerce
harmed by viruses and prevent further file or technology , negligence in use or inadequate or
software modification that can be done by weak security system in the e-commerce tools.
malicious code. Anti-malware is used against Criminals in this area who are called cyber
worms, viruses, and Trojan horses.
criminals can be from anywhere in the country
C) Secure server and the admin panel or anywhere in the world.Therefore, detection
Another good practice is restricting user of such crimes and criminals is becoming a
access and defining user roles. Using passwords global problem and challenge. Nevertheless,
that contain different characters and are hard with a thorough proper knowledge of the use of
to guess is a key. Making the panel notify you if e-commerce tools, careful use of these tools,
a foreign IP tries to access it is an extra step for use of modern security mechanisms in the eyour security. You should also change them commerce system and awareness about it, We
frequently. Let everyone perform only what they can prevent threats and cybercrime in ehave to on the admin panel. 4. Secure payment commerce, and stay safe from it.
gateway.
References:
D) Additional e-commerce security measureshttps://www.the-future-of-commerce.
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E) Payment gateway security
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If you fall victim to the security breach the hacker
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get their hands on the card and your business is
i)Whiteley.(2017).E-Commerce strategy,
on the edge. This might force you into Technologies and applications.India: Mc graw
bankruptcy.If you want to have a safe Hill education.
transaction then be cautious about the payment
ii) V.Rajaraman.(2018) Introduction to
gateway security is not at risk. You can carry information technology. Delhi, India : PHI
out the process off site by taking help of third Publications.
party. The popular option is PayPal.
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Conclusion
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E-commerce is a magic wand in the
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very carefully.because With the rapid
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development and growing popularity of evii) Magazine- Business India
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Introduction:
The concept of cyber security is getting
very much importance in the field of commerce
and management today because of the present
situation and the changing form of businesses
from traditional to IoT based. The commerce is
a vast concept which covers all the commercial
activities in all the industries from agriculture
to travel and tourism sectors. The concept of
cyber security has more highlighted in this Covid
19 pandemic. All the monetary and non-monetary transactions have shifted from physical to
virtual mode in businesses and individual areas.
The information technology (IT) industry has
progressed greatly over the last half century.
This growth has made processes powerful,
transparent, fast, cheaper and convenient. IT
industry enabled many sub services and combined with other industries such fintech, communication technology etc. The IT has integrated
with many other sectors and has also changed
the societal norms. The act of protecting this
ICT systems and their componentsare known as
cybersecurity altogether. This cybersecurity can
be an important tool in protecting privacy, information and preventing unauthorized surveillance and information sharing and intelligence
gathering in all the terms of businesses. The
management of this risks to information systems
is considered fundamental prerequisite for effective cybersecurity infrastructure. The risks
associated with any attack depend on three factors:
1. Threats i.ewho is attacking,
2. Vulnerabilitiesie. the weaknesses of
system they are attacking,
3. Impacts ie. what the attack doesaffect
on system and entire economy?
Most cyberattacks have limited impacts
but a successful and large attacks on some components of critical infrastructure could affect significantly on national security, the economy, the

Abstract:
The Cyber Attacks has become usual
nowadays. According to, Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), Nearly 1.16
million cases of cyberattacks were reported in
2020, up nearly three times from 2019 and more
than 20 times compared to 2016, according to
government data presented in the Parliament
on Tuesday. On an average, 3,137 cyber security-related issues were reported every day during the year.
The increased usage of internet and
mobile handsets has been increasing from ordering online food to the online banking transactions. It has increased the chances of more
cyber-attacks by different hackers and drudgers. Government of India has taken initiatives
to establish the required infrastructure to minimize the online vulnerability.
Formation of a trustworthy cyber security infrastructure is a need of the day. This infrastructure will enable all the users for doing
safe transactions without falling victims to such
cyber-attacks.In this paper, the attempt is made
to study the available legal and physical infrastructure. The government has also taken some
initiatives for E-governance and E- commerce
activities such as IT Act 2000.
Attempt is being made in this paper to
present a current scenario of this infrastructure,
likely trends and imperatives that emerge from
this study in Indian Commerce and Management.
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livelihood and safety of individual citizens. Re- frastructure or underlying economic well-being
ducing such risks usually involves removing of a nation state can effectively reduce availthreat sources, addressing vulnerabilities and able state resources and undermine confidence
lessening the overall impacts. The central role in their supporting structures. A cyber related
in cybersecurity involves both securing central incident of national significance may take any
systems and assisting in protecting all other form; an organized cyber-attack, an uncontrolled
systems. Today organisations have their own exploit such as computer virus or worms or any
budget also for spending on the issues related malicious software code, a national disaster with
cybersecurity.
significant cyber consequences or other related
Objectives of the Paper:
incidents capable of causing extensive damage
1. To study the Cyber Security Infrastruc- to the information infrastructure or key assets.
ture in India.
Large-scale cyber incidents may overwhelm the
2. To study the current scenario and government, public and private sector resources
India’s future potential.
and services by disrupting functioning of criti3. To study the need of Cyber Security cal information systems. Complications from
Infrastructure development
disruptions of such a magnitude may threaten
4. To study the vulnerable sectors in lives, economy and national security. Rapid idencommerce and Management from Cyber Secu- tification, information exchange, investigation
rity perspectives
and coordinated response and remediation can
Research Methodology:
mitigate the damage caused by malicious
It is a qualitative and descriptive re- cyberspace activity. Some of the examples of
search where;the secondary datahas been used. cyber threats to individuals, businesses and
Researcher has referred different reports from government are identity theft, phishing, social
government and other agencies and also the engineering, hacktivism, cyber terrorism, comresearch articles of different researchers. Sec- pound threats targeting mobile devices and
ondary data was collected through newspapers, smart phone, compromised digital certificates,
journals; websites and reports form related na- advanced persistent threats, denial of service,
tional bodies like TRAI, COAI, NASSCOM, Minis- bot nets, supply chain attacks, data leakage, etc.
try of Information Technology etc.
The protection of information infrastructure and
Cybersecurity infrastructure in India:
preservation of the confidentiality, integrity and
Government of India has taken following steps availability of information in cyberspace is the
in order to control the Cyber Attacks and make essence of a secure cyber space.
the system stronger:
3. National Policy on Software Products
1. Personnel Policy for Below Group ‘A’ - 2019 – According to this, The Information TechS&T employees of MeitY and its organizations - nology and Information Technology Enabled Ser1983
vices (IT-ITES) industry of the country is a criti2. National Cyber Security Policy-2013 cal pillar in India’s economic growth. The indus(NCSP-2013): According to this policy, try has potential to be a driving force for enCyberspace is vulnerable to a wide variety of abling India to develop capabilities for harnessincidents, whether intentional or accidental, ing new technologies cutting across all the secmanmade or natural, and the data exchanged tors, namely, agriculture, health, education,
in the cyberspace can be exploited for nefari- manufacturing etc, thereby creating significant
ous purposes by both nation- states and non- employment and entrepreneurial opportunities.
state actors. Cyber-attacks that target the in- According to NASSCOM the sector at present is
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generating an estimated revenue of around USD Government has also formulated some other
168 billion, including export of USD 126 billion policies to cover the aspects
on an annual basis, which is around 8% contri9. Policy on Use of IT Resources
bution to India’s GDP. The industry is also one
10. National Policy on Universal Elecof the largest organised sector employers, gen- tronic Accessibility
erating nearly 14 million direct and indirect jobs.
11. Notification on National Cyber SecuIt is further estimated that the industry can con- rity Policy-2013
tribute up to 350 billion USD accounting to 10
12. Policy for .IN Internet Domain Regispercent of India’s GDP by 2025.
tration
4. Notification on National Policy on
13..IN Internet Domain Name-Policy
Electronics 2019 (NPE 2019) – According to this Framework and Implementation
policy, Electronics industry is the world’s larg- Results and discussions:
est and fastest growing industry and is increasIndia encountered almost seven lakh
ingly finding applications in all sectors of the cyber-attacks by August 2020, as per the report
economy. The Government attaches high prior- by the Ministry of Electronics and Information
ity to electronics hardware manufacturing and Technology. Increased malware and ransomware
it is one of the important pillars of both “Make have exhibited a greater threat to the
in India” and “Digital India” programmes of cybersecurity, sovereignty and integrity of the
Government of India. Besides the economic im- country. A report by Subex indicates a surge of
perative, focus on electronics hardware manu- 86% cyberattack cases between April and March
facturing up to the integrated circuit or chip level 2020. The Internet of Things (IoT) has become
is required due to the growing security concerns. the fastest adopted technology in the industry.
The ESDM industry is of strategic importance Internet of Things connects various sources and
as well.
thus instigates sharing and generating of expo5. Personnel Policy for Group “A” S&T Of- nential data. From oil and energy sector to the
ficers of Ministry of Electronics and Information automotive industry, the Internet of Things is
Technology (MeitY) and its organizations-In- making operations durable and accurate. With
structions for Autonomous Bodies
its sustainable mechanism, the technology is
6. Updation and Usage Policy for the also fueling the country’s ambitious project of
SamparkDatabase (IT Platform for Messages)
integrating the 5G network. Apart from being
7. Policy on Adoption of Open-Source used as a technology, IoT has also become a
Software for Government of India
commodity. For example, the smart thermostat
8. Email Policy 2014 – in this policy gov- and the smart cable network, which embellishes
ernment has given some important directions smart homes, leverage IoT as a commodity.
through following sub policies for operating on However, despite all the pros that the technolCyberspace. These are given below:
ogy indicates, connecting different sources witha) E-mail Policy of Government of India out any upgraded security grants easier access
b) Guidelines for E-mail Account Man- to cyber attackers and hackers. The existing
agement and Effective E-mail Usage
COVID-19 outbreak has already exposed the
c) Email Services and Usage Policy
urgency to have an upgraded cybersecurity ind) NIC Policy on format of e-mail Address frastructure. Since these cyber-attacks are not
e) Password Policy
confined to only healthcare infrastructure but
f) Security Policy for User
also pervades other industry such as defense,
g) Service Level Agreement
it demands a comprehensive strategy to protect
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systems while leveraging the existing technol- of IoT devices and building a firewall will make
ogy. Unfortunately, the lack of a regulatory frame- the consumers more cautious about their IoT
work for any technology becomes a major bar- devices and the network security, which will in
rier to thwart cyber-attacks, ransomware and turn aid in mitigating the cyberattacks.
malware. Without any regulation, technologies
Today, we are using numerous apps for
like artificial intelligence and IoT often become ecommerce transactions. Google Pay, Phone Pay,
exploitative. Lack of knowledge by the IoT ven- Airtel Money, BHIM app, SBI Pay and many more.
dors and users also advances the security chal- The number of users is increasing day by day
lenges with IoT. In order to control the cyber- and so the use of cyberspace. Along with the
attacks, it becomes imperative to formulate a finance sector other sectors are also facing the
regulatory framework which monitors the IoT issues of cyber-attacks. Following are some of
usage and the incidents of cyber-attacks. For the sectors to prevent the cyberattacks and prothis, India can observe the steps taken to main- vide more cyber security:
tain IoT standards from its allies. For example,
1. The Energy and allied Sectors like genEuropean body ETSI (European Telecommunica- eration, distribution, billing etc.
tions Standards Institute) has released certain
2. The Dam related Sectors such as waguidelines for the adoption and utilization of IoT. ter maintenance and controls, hydroelectric
It’s ETSI EN 303 645, a standard for cybersecurity power, city and industrial water supplies, agriin the Internet of Things, establishes a security cultural water systems, silt and surge control,
baseline for internet-connected consumer prod- stream route for inland mass transportation,
ucts and provides a basis for future IoT certifi- modern waste administration, and recreation
cation schemes. The European Cybersecurity services.
body states that the EN is designed to prevent
3. The Financial Services Sector which
large-scale, prevalent attacks against smart includes savings accounts, stock market, insurdevices that cybersecurity experts see every day. ance, payment gateways and other platforms.
By complying with the standards, EN will restrict
4. The Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and
the ability of attackers to control devices across Waste Sector which includes very critical infrathe globe known as botnets which launch DDoS structure from electricity to nuclear power. The
attacks, mine cryptocurrency and spy on users control of such critical sectors can be hijacked
in their own homes. By preventing these attacks, by hackers and can result in more serious atthe EN represents a huge uplift in baseline se- tacks.
curity and privacy. A similar regulatory frame5. The Food and Agriculture Sector is
work can be deployed by the Indian cybersecurity also following to implement critical infrastrucorganization so that vendors and consumers ture in the area of food processing, manufaccomply with the IoT standards. By installing a turing, storage and selling facilities.
regulatory body, the discrepancies in the secu5. The Water supply systems to cities
rity network can be identified.Another solution and industries is being managed with the help
to preventcyber-attacks, ransomware and of cyberspace today. Creation of cybersecurity
malware, is educating the consumers about infrastructure in important for controlling of the
upgraded security network and the possible administration of this essential component to
implications of disrupted IoT network. By ac- the citizens in country.
quainting the consumers about the basic con6. The Healthcare and Public Health Seccept such as having a separate network for IoT tor is also very important sector and ensures
devices, having strong and unique passwords health and wellbeing for Indians. The Covid 19
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pandemic has highlighted the need of sufficient Such kind of operations are highlighting the
and sophisticated physical and critical infra- strong supporting cyber security infrastructure.
structure to ensure uninterrupted health ser- This sector has also getting affected by such
vices.
internal and external threats.
8. The education Sector has witnessed Conclusion:
a paradigm shift in India and the winds of online
Our country is also following the footeducation have already started to flow. The en- prints of the other developed nation to
tire pedagogy is supposed to adapt the internet strengthen the cybersecurity infrastructure. The
of things from admissions to examinations. cybersecurity is a critical component from many
Therefore, here also it is important to look after aspects. These aspects are from formation of
the proper set up of all required infrastructure. ne laws and acts to the cyber literacy amongst
9. The Transportation sector including its users. The government cannot alone fight
roads, marine, rail ways and air are being against this challenge. Some private sector playmanged through the IT systems today. It is es- ers can also play an important role in this. Alsential to develop a fool proof framework of ready government has given green signal for
rules and safety and other infrastructure.
privatization of many sectors. It is also the duty
10. The Chemical Sector is also an im- of users to be educated and cautious while
portant sector which is a base for many other implementing the e-transactions and using the
sectors ranging from agriculture to defense and cyber infrastructure. Today the commerce field
health.
and entire sectors are being operated within the
11. The Communications sector is the available infrastructure and several cases of
fundamental part of Indian economy. The com- cyber attacks are coming at front.
munication sector provides different services
There are several security strategies to
from individuals to governments and therefore prevent cyber-attacks for the critical infrastructhe cyber security infrastructure is important in ture sectors discussed above. For strengthenthis sector also.
ing the infrastructure some measures such as
12. The Information Technology Sector proper configuration, patch management, reduchas become the key sector in the economic op- ing the attack surface areas and vulnerability,
erations of the country. It has covered all the whitelisting of software, building a controlled
departments and other sectors with its services network,authentication management, secure
including education, banking and finance. This remote access for users, strong monitoring
sector itself requires such kind of strong mechanism for attack penetration and response
infrastructural support and other norms for cyber to such attacks.
security.
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Governments needs reliable data on
28. PANNEERSELVAM, M. M. (Vol.2 (7),
July (2013)). MOBILE COMMERCE – A MODE OF crime in order to both devise adequate policies,
MODERN BUSINESS . Asia Pacific Journal of and allocate the correct revenues so that the
Marketing & Management Review, ISSN 2319- measures are cost-effective, i.e., The money
spent in prevention, detection, and handling of
2836 , 141-149.
29. Singh, R. K. (Vol. 4, Issue 3, March security incidents is balanced with a decrease
2016). Mobile Commerce: Indian Perspectives . in losses from offences. The analysis of the acInternational Journal of Innovative Research in tual scenario of government actions in cyber
Computer and Communication Engineering , security shows that the availability of multiple
contrasting figures on the impact of cyber-at4320-4326.
tacks is holding back the adoption of policies

for cyber space as their cost-effectiveness cannot be clearly assessed. The most relevant literature on the topic is reviewed to highlight the
research gaps and to determine the related future research issues that need addressing to
provide a solid ground for future legislative and
regulatory actions at national and international
levels.
I.Introduction
A crime is an offense that maybe prosecuted by the state and punishable by law. A
cyber-crime is a type of crime which uses computers and networks as target or weapon.
Today’s necessity is to minimize the cybercrimesoccurring in various parts of the world.
Cyber-crimes in India are increasing at an alarming rate. It will be better if the rate of occurrence of cyber-crime patterns is predicted for
various parts of the country Cyber-crime be-
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gan with disgruntled employees causing physi- wherein the computer is either a tool or a
cal damage to the computers they worked with, target or both. Defining cybercrimes as
with the aim to get back at their superiors. As illegalbehavior directed by means of electronic
the ability to have personal computers at home operations that targets the security of combecame more accessible and popular, cyber puter systems and the data processed by them.
criminals began to focus their efforts on home Cybercrime in a broader sense computer-reusers[1]. Further research on this reveals that lated crime: any illegal behavior committed by
history of cybercrime was further established means of, or in relation to, a computer system
that the first published report of cybercrime or network, including such crimes as illegal posoccurred in the 1960s, when computers were session and offering or distributing information
large mainframe systems. Since mainframes by means of a computer system or network.[5]
were not connected with other ones and only 2. Objectives
few people can access them, the cybercrimes
1.The cost of cybercrime will continue
were always “ insider” cybercrimes, which to increase as more business functions move
means employment, allowed them to access online and as more companies and consumers
into mainframe computers, and then refers to around the world connect to the Internet.
as computer crime rather than cybercrime. Ac2. Losses from the theft of intellectual
tually, in the 1960s and 1970s, the cybercrime, property will also increase as acquiring counwhich was “computer crime” in fact, was tries improve their ability to make use of it to
different from the cybercrime we faced with to- manufacture competing goods.
day, because availability of Internet was re3.Cybercrime is a tax on innovation and
stricted within some sections (e.g. US military) slows the pace of global innovation by reducing
in that era. In the following decades, the in- the rate of return to innovators and investors.
creasing of computer network and personal
4. Governments need to begin serious,
computers transformed “computer crime” into systematic effort to collect and publish data on
real cybercrime. In fact, the former descriptions cybercrime to help countries and companies
were “computer crime”, “computer-related make better choices about risk and polic
crime” or “crime by computer”. With the perva- 3. Research Methodology
sion of digital technology, some new terms
Survey 1 was prepared using specialist
like “high-technology” or “information-age” online software and designed along the lines
crime were added to the definition. Since of the Delphi method. The questions for this
Internet was invented, other new terms, like survey were of a generic nature as the inten“cybercrime” and “net” crime became the or- tion was for Surveys 2 & 3 to explore resultant
der of the day as people began to exchange themes at a deeper level. To exploit the Cyber
information based on networks of computers, ROAD Cybercrime Survey a number of distrialso keep data in computer rather than paper. bution methods were employed by project partAt the same time, the cybercrime was not only ners. These included the project website, a
restricted in target cybercrime, but expanded dedicated website, announcements via social
into tool cybercrime and computer incidental. media, and prompting by email to interested
We therefore come to terms with a conclusion parties. The surveys were split into two versions:
on the meaning that cybercrime is an evil hav- one for English speakers worldwide and the
ing its origin in the growing dependence on other translated into Polish and aimed at Polcomputers in modern life. A simple yet sturdy ish users This research is descriptive in nature.
definition of cybercrime would be unlawful acts The Secondary sources of knowledge are used
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for this Secondary data has been collected from can be use to trick people into giving up sendifferent published sources like books, , Bulle- sitive personal information (known as ¯phishing
tin, news journals, newspapers and magazines, d or as carriers for computer worms and viruses.
and internet sites etc
[1]
4. Types of Cybercrimes most prevalence in
-Script kiddies-A wannabe hacker. SomeIndian
one who wants to be a hacker (or thinks they
(1)Assault by Threat – threatening a per- are) but lacks any serious technical expertise.
son with fear for their lives or the lives of They are usually only able to attack very weakly
their families or persons whose safety they secured systems.
are responsible for (such as employees or com-Insiders- They may only be 20% of the
munities) through the use of a computer net- threat, but they produce 80% of the damage.
work such as email, videos, or phones.
These attackers are considered to be the high(2) Child pornography – the use of com- est risk. To make matters worse, as the
puter networks to create, distribute, or ac- name suggests, they often reside within an
cess materials that sexually exploit underage organization
children.
(7)Yahoo Attack:- Also called 419 be(3) Cyber laundering – electronic trans- cause section 419 of the Indian criminal code
fer of illegally-obtained monies with the goal of has a law against such offenders. It is charachiding its source and possibly its destination.
terized by using e-mail addresses obtained from
(4) Cyber stalking – express or implied the Internet access points using e-mail address
physical threats that creates fear through the harvesting applications(web spiders or e-mail
use of computer technology such as email, extractor). These tools can automatically rephones, text messages, webcams, websites or trieve-mail addresses from web pages. Indian
videos.[3]
fraud letters join the warning of imperson(5) Cyber terrorism – premeditated, usu- ation scam with a variation of an advance fee
ally politically-motivated violence committed technique in which an e-mail from Indian offers
against civilians through the use of, or with the recipient the chance to share a percentage
the help of, computer technology. [9]
of a huge amount of money that the author,
(6) Cyber theft is using a computer to a self-proclaimed government official, is trying
steal. This includes activities related to: break- to siphon out of the country
ing and entering, DNS cache poisoning, em(8) Salami Attack:-Salami assaults are
bezzlement and unlawful appropriation, espio- flamboyant economic scams or exploits against
nage, identity theft, fraud, malicious hacking, confidentiality by comprehensive data gatherplagiarism, and piracy. ing.[9]
Hardware Hijacking - Researchers at 5. Conclusion
Columbia University recently discovered a seReliable data is a fundamental on
rious security flaw in certain printers, as well. which revenues and budgets rely from the
Many printers automatically update their soft- top at government level down to board level
ware when accepting a print job, connecting to and individual stakeholders. To understand a
the Internet to download the latest print driv- problem, to know what is and how to tackle it,
ers.
is a task that presents greater challenges when
-Spam - Unsolicited mass e-mail, size and extent of that problem remains very
known colloquially as ¯spam í d much shrouded in mystery. The CyberROAD
í 
, is more than annoying: spam messages project is working towards a roadmap for
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cybercrime and cyberterrorism to reveal the re- the evolutionary development of other recently
search gaps that can help policy makers make established sciences. To begin, a clear taxonomy
more informed decision on where money should is an essential element from which a framebe directed to return the best possible out- work for further study can be developed. Our
comes.
investigation of current and future scenarios via
Cybercrime as a subject of study is still focused surveys and comparison of the cost
in its infancy and much can be learned from of cybercrime reports reveals a number of
the evolutionary development of other recently research gaps that require attention if the sceestablished sciences. To begin, a clear taxonomy narios outlined are to be achieved by 2020. Funis an essential element from which a frame- damental to the issue is the ability to quantify
work for further study can be developed. Our what we have and where we want to go.
investigation of current and future scenarios via Currently, there is a mis-match between the
focused surveys and comparison of the cost experiences of stakeholders and the informaof cybercrime reports reveals a number of tion to hand which can be improved with quanresearch gaps that require attention if the sce- tification of the issues and a reliable model
narios outlined are to be achieved by 2020. Fun- for costing. Central to this information is the
damental to the issue is the ability to quantify issue of trust, as without it there will be no
what we have and where we want to go. confidence in the way forward with more time
Currently, there is a mis-match between the and money being wasted. Indeed, it is not an
experiences of stakeholders and the informa- exaggeration to say that without quantification to hand which can be improved with quan- tion and measurement there will be no solution
tification of the issues and a reliable model to the problem of cybercrime by 2020 or beyon
for costing. Central to this information is the Reliable data is a fundamental on which
issue of trust, as without it there will be no revenues and budgets rely from the top at
confidence in the way forward with more time government level down to board level and inand money being wasted. Indeed, it is not an dividual stakeholders. To understand a problem,
exaggeration to say that without quantifica- to know what is and how to tackle it, is a task
tion and measurement there will be no solution that presents greater challenges when size and
to the problem of cybercrime by 2020 or beyon extent of that problem remains very much
Reliable data is a fundamental on which shrouded in mystery. The CyberROAD project
revenues and budgets rely from the top at is working towards a roadmap for cybercrime
government level down to board level and in- and cyberterrorism to reveal the research gaps
dividual stakeholders. To understand a problem, that can help policy makers make more into know what is and how to tackle it, is a task formed decision on where money should be dithat presents greater challenges when size and rected to return the best possible outcomes.
extent of that problem remains very much
Cybercrime as a subject of study is still
shrouded in mystery. The CyberROAD project in its infancy and much can be learned from
is working towards a roadmap for cybercrime the evolutionary development of other recently
and cyberterrorism to reveal the research gaps established sciences. To begin, a clear taxonomy
that can help policy makers make more in- is an essential element from which a frameformed decision on where money should be di- work for further study can be developed. Our
rected to return the best possible outcomes.
investigation of current and future scenarios via
Cybercrime as a subject of study is still focused surveys and comparison of the cost
in its infancy and much can be learned from of cybercrime reports reveals a number of
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research gaps that require attention if the sce- related crimes should be promulgated to fight
narios outlined are to be achieved by 2020. Fun- this phenomenon ¯to a halt. Our proposal on
damental to the issue is the ability to quantify the nature of law to combat cybercrime is not
what we have and where we want to go. included in this paper. We recommend that beCurrently, there is a mis-match between the fore anybody enters into any kind of financial
experiences of stakeholders and the informa- deals with anyone through the internet he/she
tion to hand which can be improved with quan- should use any of the search engines to verify
tification of the issues and a reliable model the identity of the unknown.
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beginning with tribal migrations, trade, and military conquest. However, the pace of globalization has intensified over the past 100 years as
transportation, industrial, and communications
technologies revolutionized commerce around
the globel.
The Shipping and travel times for goods
and people, once required weeks or months, reduced to hours. Communication times compressed from days to seconds. This current epoch of globalization brought new challenges for
strategic intelligence as the virtual compression
of time along with new weapons technologies
created short warning times and potentially
cataclysmic threat.The most recent dimension
to the globalization process is the digital revolution, which is changing every form of life including commerce, warfare, and culture. As
online military colleges focus on security issues,
the roles of globalization and new technologies
become integral to intelligence, counter terrorism, and strategic security matters.1
But before we get into the core of the
subject, since cybersecurity is related to the
internet and securing the data it carries stores
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and transmits, we first need to examine the systems are threatened when they are subject
importance of the internet’s data flows and its to security threats from different sources includeffect on the global economy.Data flows are the ing computer frauds, espionage, sabotage, vanfoundation of the global economy. With the dalism and fires.
present acceleration of digitization of global
The sources of damages, such as comenterprises, supported by the quick adoption of puter bugs, hacker attacks and denial-of-service
evolving technologies like that of cloud comput- attacks, are more frequent and their hazardousing and data analytics, the importance of data ness and sophistication are increasing. Informaas an input to industries has increased, and this tion security is important from the viewpoint of
is not only for information industries, but also critical infrastructure protection in both the prifor other manufacturing and traditional indus- vate and the public sector. In both sectors infortries. According to McKinsey Report, 75 percent mation security is important for service availof the value created by the internet is in tradi- ability and, at the same time, for avoiding or
tional industries.2Internet adoption is highly cor- minimizing risks.
related with economic development. The fact Cyber Security and Digital Trade:
that higher internet penetration is highly correTrade and cyber security are increasingly
lated with a host of measures of economic suc- intertwined. The expansion of the internet glocess suggests that achieving universal access bally and use of data flows globally by busirequires not only reforms to the telecommuni- nesses and consumers for communication, ecations sector, but also policies for helping in- commerce, and as a source of access to infordividuals and firms to make the most out of the mation and innovation, is transforming internainternet.The environment which influences the tional trade. As global interconnectivity grows,
security of states undergoes dynamic changes. however, so does exposure to the risks and costs
Its foresee ability decreases due to the increas- of cyber-attacks. For example, form jacking—
ing interconnection of security trends and fac- using JavaScript to steal credit card details from
tors. The threats, their sources and bearers are e-commerce sites—or supply chains hacks which
of both state and more and more non-state and exploit third party services and software to comsupranational character. Internal and external promise a final target, undermine business and
security threats mingle and the differences be- consumer trust in using the internet for comtween them are being removed. The importance merce.3 Protecting trust in a digitally connected
of a complex approach is increasing; it combines world necessarily involves collaboration across
military and civilian tools including diplomatic borders between the public and private sectors
and economic resources to prevent threats and because global networks, organizations, and
to mitigate their adverse effects. The require- supply chains rely on the same systems and
ments for readiness to respond to sudden software, most of it supplied by enterprises, and
threats in time and effectively are also increas- they face the same threats.
ing.
Cyber security standards.
Information Security:
Cyber security standards can build a
Information, supporting processes, sys- common approach to addressing cyber security
tems and networks are important assets of an risks based on best practice. For instance, the
organization. Defining, implementing, support- International Standards Organization and the Ining and improving information security may be ternational Electro technical Commission have
essential for maintaining capability of an orga- developed a number of cybersecurity-related
nization. Organizations and their information standards, including the jointly developed ISO/
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IEC series as well as sector specific-standards of their underlying causes.
for electric utilities, healthcare, and shipping. Conclusion
Standards are most effective when they don’t
The national security issues most improscribe a particular approach but instead are pacted upon by globalization are generally found
frameworks for managing risk, relying on busi- to fall into three categories: the nature of secuness and government to design cyber security rity threats in a globalised world, the effects of
measures most suitable to their business prac- the phenomenon of globalization on the pursuit
tices and risk profiles. In turn, the Cyber Frame- of national security.
work relies on international standards such as
Create an international cyber court or
ISO as references for its cyber risk manage- similar body. Due to the growing number of
ment framework, with the result that the frame- cyber attack accusations among states and the
work is not U.S. specific and can be adopted glo- difficulty of technical attribution, it would be
bally.
beneficial to create an independent, internaGlobalization’s Security Implications
tional cyber court or arbitrage method that deals
Globalization is a multidimensional phenom- only with government-level cyber conflicts and
enon: Information technologies, along with a that would be recognized and respected by all
variety of other technologies, are developing parties.
rapidly and spreading widely. Trade is expandThese are just a few of the many posing globally, as is the flow of private capital and sible proposals that could help increase interinvestment. Interdependencies are growing in national cooperation in cyberspace and protect
all aspects of our lives. These developments the stability and resiliency of the global digital
create real possibilities to achieve economic economy. Of all these proposals, it is most improsperity, spread political freedom, and pro- portant that the world does not allow the esmote peace.4
tablishment of cyber norms to continue at
Yet they are also producing powerful today’s slow pace. There is now no universal
forces of social fragmentation, creating critical body working to enhance global cooperation in
vulnerabilities, and sowing the seeds of violence combating cybercrime and no mechanism for
and conflict. Economic crises extend across state developing norms for state behavior in
borders and are producing global hardships. All cyberspace.
of these are aspects of what is commonly referred to as “globalization,” and all have impor- References
tant security implications. Most dangerously, a
1. Clarke, Adele. 2005. Situational analyvariety of threats have become global in scope sis: grounded theory after the postmodern turn.
and more serious in their effects as a result of Thousand Oaks: SAGE.
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ments that lie at the root of these security emergence: the biological turn in the war on
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aspects of globalization offer new opportunities
4. Cukier, Kenneth, and Viktor Mayerto achieve economic growth and democracy, Schönberger. 2013. Big data: a revolution that
thereby ameliorating the threats as well as some Will transform how we live, work and think. Lon-
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course. .
It is a recognized fact that cyber security professionals are among the most in-deFootnotes:
mand workers everywhere in the world. It
1 Joshua P. Meltzer, “The Importance of isadvisable and indispensableto have a secuthe Internet and Transatlantic Data Flows for U.S. rity set-up to avert cyber-attacks in the digital
and EU Trade and Investment, Brookings 2014. age.However, communication with empathy and
2 Symantec Internet Security Threat Re- other soft skills has importance in cyber secuport, April 2019.
rity. In fact, a skills transformation is continuing
3 White House National Cyber security as business firms go back over the skills in
Strategy, September 2018
cybersecurity they considerimportant for attain4 NISTIR 7298, Revision 3, “Glossary of ing their objectives.Thereis a growing demand
Key Information Security Terms”, July 2019.
for top-performing personnel in the company not
only for thosewho are concerned with produc
tion but also for those having inter-disciplinary
talents and those who are excellent communicators. They should be good at reading other
people, and are compassionateadministrators.
The technologydriven industry has the need of
human resource with adequate soft skills, possessing ability to think analytically, write influentially, and stimulatecoordination. They are
hard-won and rigorous.
Key words: cyber-security, data breach, business, communication,strategy, objectives, industry, plan, skills, etc.
Introduction
The present day digital age reveals that
business activities have becomemore and
moredefenseless to unbelievableincidents of
cyber threats. There have been so many
newfangledways that are being taken up.The
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modes such as email, cloud environments, ap- other soft skills in cybersecurity candidates. A
plications, payment accesses and data centres “skills transformation” is underway as busiare highly vulnerable to cyber-attacks. nesses reconsider the skills in cybersecurity they
Almosteach business unit is now a ‘digital busi- deem critical for achieving their goals.The reness’ in some or the other sense.It is a strange cent studies reveal that the highest-performing
contradiction that though these digitally-enabled teams in the industryworldwide are not those
business units unquestionably make security havinghighly skilledprofessionals but those posmore challenging, theircrucial principles remain sessing interdisciplinary employeeshaving exthe same. Irrespective of type of the business, cellent communication skills. Moreover, they are
safety teams are required to work to create a good at reading other people and have
that considers all the technologies people use, empathizingqualities. It is also observed in tech
from cloud to big data and the (rather trouble- industry that soft skills like the capacity to think
some) internet of things of our turbulent times. analytically, write convincingly and encourage
Moreover, the fact nowadays remains that data cooperation, are hard-won and rigorous.
has become a conspicuousteamster of business
There is agrowing scarcity of candidates
importance. Hence all business units need to for cybersecurity jobs who can work well as team
get acquainted with their informationsite, which players and handle teams efficiently. In this day
is, then, shared with third parties and the way it and age, it has become scarce to find a cyberis being secured.
security candidate who knows legal and ethical
The businesses have reported responsibilities of a position. The majoranxiety
increasingscarcity of cyber security job aspir- is that college students who look at the IT
ants who can also work well as team perform- industry,every so often, donot know what secuers and manage teams efficiently. It is also rare rity is? It is tough to catchthe candidates interto find a cyber-security candidate who knows ested in information security as the particulars
the position’s legal and ethical accountabilities. of what is actually involved are often vague from
One of the majoranxietiestoday is that college the job descriptions.
students lookingat the IT industry,most of the
Some of the most in-demand roles within
times, do not realize what ‘security’ is?
the cybersecurity field are those in senior secuSomeroles likesenior security leadership rity headship posts. Generally, these roles depositions within the cyber security field are high mand a proven profile as a strong communicain-demand. Typically, these roles, of course, re- tor who can bring forth a blueprint and implequire a proven track record as a strong commu- ment complex assignments. These are time-taknicator who can plan and execute complex ing skills as far as learning is concerned but they
projects. These are time-consuming skills and necessitate a sound educational base.
require a solid educational foundation. As techIt is essential for managerialheadship to
nology and business interconnect at various haveoperationalinformation of cyber security
points across nearly all industries, it is impera- proceduresfor the reason that technology and
tive for policymaking personnel to have business interconnect at variouslevels across
anoperational knowledge of cybersecurity pro- almost every industry sector.
cedures.
Importance ofCommunication skills
Therefore, it isan evident truth that
It is beingargued that the employees in
cybersecurity specialistsare among the most in- IT segment possessweakinterpersonal skills. Of
demand in the world, today. These security pro- course,it does not relate to every IT professional
fessionals value communication, empathy, and yet the fact remains thatweak communication
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in the field ofcyber security can inviteterrible beenpersistentlymounting.
consequences. It is a mandatehighly important
Therefore,more often, communication
todaythat the cyber security experts have got skills have beenperformingexceptionally well on
to communicate efficaciously with employees security course curriculums yet the issue is wider
and business patrons at every level.
than itseems. Many establishmentsdo not proEvery cyber vigilant security professional vide any education or communications related
should try to develop the skills of transforming to security in place. A large number of office
technical information produced by security workers are deprived of training in cyber secuteams into something important that others in rity awareness. Thus, the condition is so dismal
the organization can comprehend is that mostof them stated they could not confienormouslyessential skill. If the information is dently define a phishing attack.
conveyed in the exact way, it can help in trans- Keeping administrators in the ring
ferring the intricacies of the cyber world and the
As today’s urgent need, cyber security
technical aspects of the dynamic nature of cyber needs to be viewed as a matter of vitalconcern.
dangers and the information setting itself.The Wemust not consider itjust as a formality. The
business users of IT systems, in most occur- obligation should be assigned to business ownrences, should take onto new methods and rules ers to completelyrecognize the threats they proto improve security. But it is the most difficult duce for customers and take action to alleviate
to change people and their behaviour. Many them. In some business firms, employees have
security leaders have held that they are facing even called for CEO pay to be linked to the sucdifficulties in this area. There is a need of cre- cess of a businesses cyber security measures.
ating an effective end user adoption policywhich These problems are related to each level of prowas one of the biggest challenges.It is vital that cedure of an organization and, intrinsically, flawend users need to understand their part and less communication is required with the boardobligation in keeping the security of organiza- room – right to the very top.
tions. To cut a long story short, humanizing the
The business firms have realized the deemployees is of immense importance and is a fenselessness that digital technologies are opennoteworthy
prerequisite
of ing them up to, and they are looking to security
upholdingarduousdatasafeguardingethics.
professionals to advise them. But their advice
Need of awareness
will only be heeded if it is clearly understood.
Regardless of all the brilliantly advanced
For a very meticulous watch on cyber hatools and methods in the security market, em- rassment, one requires certain crucial work pracployees still remainat the forefront of cyber se- tices, including the ability to work meticulously
curity. But so many of them may be completely and in a detail-oriented way. The following abiliunaware of the threats posed by things like so- ties also become very useful:—
cial engineering. There is anecessity of educat1. Eagerness to look at technical issues
ing the latest coercions and the ways to avoid and analyze them from all sides.
or aggravate them. Theinstant the instruction
2. Eagerness and a high degree of adaptsaying something along the lines of “don’t open ability.
attachments” or “don’t click on links” in un3. Strong investigative and problem-solvwanted e-mails, people easily fall prey to such ing skills.
e-mails andthe message does notget through
4. Anup-to-date understanding of comclearly. The overall worldwide scenario reveals mon web susceptibilities.
that phishing and even whaling attacks have
5. Upholding awareness and knowledge
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of contemporary standards, practices, proce- the attack was the result of an employee or softdures and methods.
ware error, how much data was compromised
A communication strategy necessitates and by whom? Some such scenarios could be
team work with the right roadmap and tasks that written in advance and it is helpful to have all
are not excessivelyunapproachable. One way the key decision-makers involved in the develcan be to stimulate from an old journalism trick opment process.
and use the 5W’s: who, what, when, where, and When: The point at which the plan will be apwhy.
plied should be determined as well as how it
Who: First and foremost, it is vital to resolve will initiate the response team should be trigwho should be engaged in evolving the commu- gered. These issues should be stated
nication plan. It can be a firm’s managing part- thoroughly.One particular role has the CSPs so
ner/director or CEO, etc. A marketing or com- it is predictable that CSP’s contribute to the demunication director is not possibly the best velopment and use of a telephonic communicachoice. The input should come from the firm’s tion plan for a worst-case situation.Multiple
executive management team and IT (CS) depart- communication methods and channels can be
ment/team, legal counsel, administrative lead- affected in case of a cyber-attack like own phone
ership, HR executives, and any communications and voice mail system if they are VOIP-based,
agency and software retailersas the case may company phone system, company website (if it
be. There is a need of high-level strategic input is hosted in-house), connections with customfrom senior leadership and department heads ers, employees, the public, and the media.
to confirm that all situations are taken into ac- Where: The company should prearrange varicount. The second mainside is in case of a ous channels available to communicate its mescyber-attack; instantaneous decisions with po- sages to its addressees, i.e., social media,
tentially significant impacts will need to be email, phone directories, and contacting straight
made. As a result, activities drawn in the plan to the person. Depending on situation and acshould be executedspeedily.
tions needed, it will be decided which channels
In the planning process, it is essential are preferred over another or to use them all.
to decide who the key decision-makers are?How Why: The main goal of the strategy is to stop
will they work when the time comes, and who is the loss of clients and income. Many compataking particular responsibilities?
nies lack a disaster communication plan,
In the third phase, stakeholders compris- namely, for a data breach, often, caused by fewer
ing employees, clients, and perhaps media, pro- resources like time and money. Sometimes, the
fessional associations, law enforcement, and plan has no priority because it has no immedieven government bodies should be approached. ate or direct impact on business revenue.
What: The plan should consist of basic key
In case that the core network is compromessages and categories of information the firm mised, every computer becomes a stand-alone
will need to share with its parties in case of a machine with no access to company record.
cyber-attack. Information should be shortly Employee contact information, vendor lists, or
modifiedconsistent with the situation but a ba- other key phone lists could be unreachable. IT
sic content should be put together in advance, security is responsible if the organization does
including statement for press, internal and ex- not have a security team. The employees must
ternal memos, a news release, and messaging be held responsible for a response plan in case
for the firm’s digital channels and website. The of a crisis. The legal advice is necessary if, for
questions should be answered, specifically, if instance, customer credit card details have been
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pilfered.
employee’s sensitive data but also their suscepBest practices of Cyber security internal com- tibility.
munications
Employees make mistake and hackers
In case of an occurrence of acyber-at- take advantage to access to data. Many cybertack, the cooperative efforts and communica- attacks and destroying of data happen because
tion between the departments are very of unintentional employee actions which make
essentialtobe assured that all security measures organization business vulnerable i.e., by clickare at place. The IT section should talkto the ing a phishing email that downloads malware
chief information security officer (CISO)—who and gives sensitive information to someone or
is an administrator in upper rank having respon- using non-protective passwords.
sibilities such as developing the company’s inOne common problem is that a cyberformation security design to protect its systems security strategy and security policies in an orand resources finely.
ganization require the employees who are not
The head of the customer has to speak aware of them, i.e., to be informed about conto the director of development when a customer tained policy about on what to do if a cyberfindsa security virus in their website. The head attack is supposed. In this case, the employees
has to take quick action if the department is af- could make an error or waste time in reporting
fected by deficiency of interdependent commu- it to the right people, potentially causing more
nication when attackoccurs and customers damage for the organization.
whose data was stolen by a hacker due to such
Another problem is social engineering,
communication disaster.
which is rapidly becoming a big threat against
These days, it is fairly common that the businesses of all types and sizes. In security,
poor communication culture from other compa- social engineering is a broad term used to denies gets thrown in the mix when employees scribe an information technology attack that
are hired on from the outside. Bad communica- relies heavily on human interaction and often
tion could determine loosing of skill of employ- involves tricking other people to break normal
ees than being demoralized. On the other hand, security procedures.
right communication involves internal meeting
Social engineering refers to the techwhere the employees can talk to each other niques used to exploit human vulnerability to
about the cyber security problems. Sometimes, bypass security systems to gather information.
in the internal meeting, other objectiveshave Social engineering attacks imply interaction with
primacy or the CSP’s have no knowledgeabout other individuals, indicating also psychological
the correctapproach.
and ethical aspects. About social engineering
The motivated employeessee company (SE), there are many differing opinions.
culture and team communication as means to 2. The role of CSP’s
success and contentment. Often, the missing
The CS professionals (CSP’s) have a specommunication and company’s weakening se- cial role in preventing cyber-attacks. In case of
curity, particularly cyber security are key factors. a threat to security systems, the decisions of
Some methods to improve communication in information security professionals are very imCyber Security
portant. In case of an emergency, effective com1. Improving communication in munication is crucial. If IT systems fail, a quick
cybersecurity strategies through training
communication with employees is necessary as
Cybersecurity does not refer only to locks, well as to coordinate an effective response.
firewalls, and the latest technology to protect Many CSP’s believe that their organizations’
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security controls do not provide adequate pro- right time. The costs of ineffectual communicatection against advanced cyber-attacks. They tion, resulting in misunderstanding security
affirm that executives do not put effective se- risks, can be highly ruinous. But carving a decurity controls in place and do not evaluate a sign and understanding the business objectives,
the stakeholders, their needs, and the risks, will
data breach with financial loss. The majority of
help the CSP’s to provide a clear and right mesCSP’s professionals fail to communicate secu- sage. It is important to be in no doubt that comrity risks effectively to upper management.
munication is addressed to the exact stakeholder
Along with managing and developing group and then confirmed that it has been unresponse plans against emerging security derstood.
The intensity of a cyber-attack and its
threats, cyber-security professionals also need
consequence
depends on above factors. The
to inform upper management about the seriousness of security threats and convincing them to decisive communication stages, a proper comallocate adequate resources to protect against munication culture, consistent training support
in case of a breach to controlstoppage and dedata breaches.CSP’s must turn technical details
struction are significantmattersthat can be furof security risks into information that can be eas- ther studied. It is possible to drawand develop
ily understood by upper management.CSP’s a well-structured and well-practiced incident
should address these issues directly with the response plan that can reducedamages of cyberCEO and executive team approaching directly attacks.
their attention and not be filtered out by inter- Works cited:
1. Ablon, Lillian, Martin C. Libicki and
mediate players.
Andrea
A. Golay. “Markets for Cybercrime Tools
As more data moves into the cloud and
and
Stolen
Data.” RAND Corporation. 2014.
across other devices, companies face a greater
2. Applegate, Scott D. “The Dawn of Kirisk of losing sensitive information to attackers
netic Cyber.” Presented at the 5th International
or unauthorized users. So many businesses fail Conference on Cyber Conflict, Tallinn, Estonia,
to set quantitative parameters for risk (risk ap- June 4-7, 2013.
petite) instead, to align the language.
3. Arquilla, John. “Cyberwar Is Already
Conclusion
Upon Us.” Foreign Policy, February 27, 2012.
In a nutshell, the cyber security situa4.Cartin, Josh M. “Don’t Forget the Humans:
Toward
a 21st Century Offensive Cyber
tion is changing fast. The cyber-attacks are
risingwith the use ofcutting-edge technological Strategy.” Global Security Studies 5, no. 2 (2014):
means and are a matter of curiosity because 12-26.
5. Jacobson, R. V. Risk Assessment and
businesses are more technology-driven.
Risk Management. In Bosworth, et al., (Eds.),
Theswiftchanges should be made in business
Computer security handbook. New York, NY: John
policies to adjust to other changes because of Wiley & Sons, 2009.
CS risks which change in scope and potential
6. Kahn, David. The Code Breakers: The
impact quickly. The organizations need to keep Story of Secret Writing, Macmillan, New York,
the means ready to communicate and pull 1967.
7.MuraliTalasila (2010), “Emerging Techquickly through in the event of anemergency.
nologies
in Combating Fraud” Proceedings from
The intensity of a cyber-attack and its impact
Conference on Cyber Security. “Emerging Cyber
depends on these elements.
On the whole, CSP’s must be set to com- Threats & Challenges,” CII, Confederation of
municate effectively in the current testing envi- Indian Industry, Chennai, 2010.
ronment with the use of the best communication tools and data for the right audience at the
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A study of dropout rate in
Institution’s in
Higher Education in India
Prof.Mrs. Alka Gadakh
Assistant Professor in Computer Science,
St.Mira’s College for Girls, Pune

==============***********===============
Abstract
In order to defeat the COVID-19, Pandemic, Indian Government announced complete
lockdown in the country starting on March 24,
2020 and the same was extended to 3rd May,
2020 in the second phase. Though the
lockdown was necessary and inevitable so
as to prevent the faster spread of Novel
Coronavirus (Covid-19) and to save lives of
people of the country, it is going to affect the
various sectors of our economy severely. The
Banking and Non-banking finance companies
(NBFCs) which are backbone of India's economy
are not exception to the above. This article is
an attempt to assess the impact of this pandemic on Banks and NBFCs due to lockdown
which has resulted into closure of all commercial organisations, educational institutions,
public and private offices, suspension of means
of transportation, etc. The conclusion in this
regard is based on the views expressed by
several groups including economists, financial
institutions like IMF, World Bank and consulting
firms. Secondary sources of information are used
to collect the required information. The article
has indicated a very severe effect of lockdown
on banks and NBFCs in case it prolongs beyond
July 2020.
Key words: Covid-19, India's economy, Indian
Banks, NBFCs, NPAs, Lockdown
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1. Introduction
In India the most problem of upper education modernization is that the balance between inputs and relevant outputs, specifically
the correct balance of enrolled and graduated
students. The university students’ dropout rates
result the waste of taxpayers’ money, a lower
proportion of the undergraduate s college students and, consequently, very lower employment
opportunities in highly qualified positions. the
varied universities in India dropouts was a crucial topic in many countries, also because it isn't
only the waste of taxpayers’ money but now it's
also one amongst the standards for assessing
and evaluating teaching learning institutions.
Unfortunately, the strategic policy of upper education institutions may increase the amount but
not necessarily the standard of the undergraduates. Several studies indicate that one among
the important factors of students’ dropout rate
is that the subject studied at university.
The dropout rate is higher among students in under graduate disciplines, and among
students with relatively low levels of prior qualifications. In India research in indicate that there
are various others factors which are related to
the faculty students’ dropout rate in educational
activity institutions including individual characteristics, qualities interactions within colleges,
and institutional .The purpose of this research
paper is to analyses ad explanation of the causes
of the primary year students’ dropout rates in
education institutions using the 000 data of
Under Graduate faculties in various University
in India.
2. Review of Literature
A literature review could be a piece of
educational writing demonstrating knowledge
and understanding of the tutorial literature on
a particular topic placed in context. A literature
review also includes a critical evaluation of the
material; this can be why it's called a literature
review instead of a literature report.
a. to grasp, analyses so find the differ-
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ence between different prediction techniques are the primary prey. “I’m simply not ready for
of Machine learning.
it, chucking up the sponge of faculty doesn’t
b. to spot and understand different stu- relate me! “They quit educational activity bedent attributes which are mainly used for the cause they're simply not ready for it. We make
predicting the coed performance.
research survey by Education Trust shows that
c. to spot and understand the various about 40% of Under Graduate from drop-out of
prediction techniques which are mainly used for without completing senior college and careerpredicting the coed performance.
ready courses of study program.
3. Objectives of the Study
c. The scholars are Unhappy with the school
1. To get a classification educational
The case is worse when their senior colmodel and implement them on academic infor- leges don’t take them from the method of job
mation provided by the university.
recruitment through placement appropriately.
2. To develop educational system with the amount of program communications, orienthe flexibility to predict students who are in tations, and events to create student show up
danger to dropout in under graduate program.
for the course goes futile when most institutions
3. The generated educational model is forget to stay up the identical effort. a recurring
ready to see the foremost significant variable worry roommates, overloaded with study course
that affects academic performance, which are works may well be the subsequent main reathe abandoned subjects.
sons for college students to drop out. there are
4. Research Methodology
unhappiness could also arise out of the distrust
This research is descriptive in nature. The that develops out of the sensation that in spite
Secondary sources of knowledge are used for of paying such a lot of fees, the institution forthis Secondary data has been collected from dif- gets to stay students happier. a totally without
ferent published sources like books, , Bulletin, skill at particular activity clouds around them
news journals, newspapers and magazines, and after they feel that they're not up to the duty
internet sites etc
ahead.
5. The most causes and problem of dropout d. A Discouraging environment
rate in Institution’s in Higher Learning
They feel bypassed when the senior cola. A fashionable Tuition Fee
leges don't follow Outcome Based Education.
There was the primary and extremely “No one cares if I attended”, replied a universensitive reason why students drop out. There sity student who was recently interviewed by
are rocking rapidly fees increase student debts, Grad Nation.org survey for his falling by the
pushing those from underprivileged backgrounds wayside. The Motivation barrier will be seen
suffer further. The research survey conducted here during this student’s case. There are two
that around 40 percent of 2020-2021 young stu- styles of motivation barriers exist internal and
dents who couldn’t afford senior college, external. The interior barrier would come with a
dropped out. “I can't afford my college fees”! less motivational educational learning environFurther, the coed Enrollment emerging Trends ment, whereas external would be lack of peer
by high-needs Subgroup 2020-21 confirms the collaboration online, fear of isolation and also
dropout rate because of unaffordability.
the absence of social cues.
b. Some Students not prepared academically e. Picking / Choice the incorrect course
The most of scholar’s lack of readiness
It is unfair to conceive to a course of
may be a major done something wrong in high study only to get later that the program isn't
school graduation rates and first-year students what they expected. Within the Course evalua-
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tion done at the first stages can become a right from different academic years are recommended
mentor here, where college students are ex- to incorporate for further investigations of facposed to select courses after much thought, by ulty students dropout rate.
their own. “I am undecided." Problems bud out 7. Suggestion’s
from here. Determining the proper course of 1. Basic Core Strategies
study for a successful career path can always
The Mentoring may be a one-to-one carbe of struggle. This might be a winding road in- ing, the supportive relationship between a menstead of a line. it's unbelievable, but the reality tor and a mentee that's supported trust. Tutoris around 75% of senior college students get con- ing, also a one-to-one activity focuses on acafused about changing their major a minimum of demics and is a good practice when addressing
once by the top of their study program.
specific requirements and desires like reading,
f. An instructional inadequacy
writing, or math competencies.
When the next education system lacks
Within the Service-learning connects
this, there's a dip within the college student’s meaningful community service experiences with
performance, which becomes a serious reason academic learning. This teaching/learning
for student pull out. the bulk Students should method to promote personal and social growth,
be routed with a solid resources learning man- career development, and civic, social responsiagement system that has polls, notifications, bility and may be a strong vehicle for effective
quiz, assessments, and rubrics.
college reform in the least grade levels.
g. Be incompatible with work and family com- 2. The Foundational Strategies
mitments
A continuing process of evaluating goals
A Completion of senior colleges be- and objectives associated with senior college
comes an ordeal for the above-said reasons. If policies, practices, and organizational structures
not addressed adequately by campus manage- as they impact a various group of learners. When
ment, these reasons might cause a big decrease all groups in an exceedingly community provide
in student retention. This wakes up colleges and collective support to the school, a robust infrauniversities to debate the faculty student reten- structure sustains a caring supportive environtion crucially. Might appear as if a thorn on one’s ment where youth can thrive and achieve. A
side. Fret not, reading one among our blogs on comprehensive violence prevention plan, includa way to improve student retention in higher ing conflict resolution, must accommodate poeducation? Can facilitate your gain an inspira- tential violence furthermore as crisis managetion on a way to boost college man retention ment. A secure learning environment provides
can help. The conflict of interest between home, daily experiences, in the slightest degree grade
job and study can cause a breach in education. levels that enhance positive social attitudes and
This scene is most typical among all department effective interpersonal skills all told college stuof education, community colleges, and state dents.
universities.
3. Early Interventions
6. Conclusion
In this research paper consistently finds
The results of this research show that that family engagement features a direct, posiapproximately 35% of school students leave the tive effect on college student’s achievement and
humanities, Commerce and Science faculties of is that the most accurate predictor of a student’s
under graduate during the primary study year success in class. A Birth-to-five interventions
and it depends on the faculty’s curriculum and demonstrate that providing a additional enrichstudents’ Gymnasium grades. The information ment can enhance brain development. the fore-
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very imporent to get success of any type of business
Introduction :
Many management thinkars have given
us many definition to understand the meaning
of management..
George R.Terry, “Management is a distinct process consisting of planning, organising, actuating and controlling performance to determine
and accomplish the objectives by the use of
pepole and resources”.
Theo Haimann,”Management is the sum total
of all processes including planning, direction,
control and organisation”
from both the definitions, it is clear
that.management consists of getting things
done through others by directing their efforts
in an integrated and co-ordinated manner for
business objectives. It is a process consisting
of functions such as planning, organising and
controlling etc .In this way manager should play
very importent role to get sucess.
Management is one of the most important activities of human life. To achieve aims
that could not be achieved individually, people
started forming groups. Management has become essential to ensure the coordination of
individual efforts. Management applies to all
kinds of organizations and to managers at all
organizational levels. Principles of management
are now used not only for managing business
but in all walks of life viz., Government, Military, Social and Educational Institutions. Essentially, management is same process in all forms
of organization. But it may vary widely in its
complexity with size and level of organization.
Management is the life giving element of any
organization.
Keywords:Management,Business,
Organisation, Goods,Development,Quality,
Planning,Direction.
Objective :
1. To study the qualities of successful manager.

Abstract.
Management is essential to any business or non business organisation. we can give
an example of business organisation i.e Sapat
Chaha Pvt. Ltd Co. Nashik . Which is manufacturing tea for the people. their main motive is
to earn profit.
when we talk about non business
organisation we can give an example i.e. various colleges.schools.clubs,etc.all college are
non business organisations.and main motive of
these colleges are to provide education at affordable cost not to earn profit . Each and every organisation should have exellent management to develop and to become world class
organisation . Management is nothing but it is
very essencial to any type of business either it
is small, medium or larger, Management has to
co ordinate ,to control,to plan and and to do
perfect and accurate uses of resources in any
type of busines for achieving the goal and objectives of the business and next important thing
is that succes of any type of business always
depends upon efficient management. Management play’svery important role in all business
organisations in this modern age, the success
of any business always depends upon the
importent qualities of managers and Skills of
managers. Management is a developing science but we can not compare to phisics,
chemestry, biology etc. It is related to human
being human behaviour is always changing and
we cant predict it so the role manegement is
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Methodology:
zation. He should be positive to various suggesThe information collected by secondary tions and taken human decisions. He should try
sources Secondary source: Newspapers, Maga- to develop good relations with various persons
zines, Books etc. has been used to get informa- dealing with him. He should understand their
tion. The information was obtained through a problems and try to become a helping hand.
study of published books.
5.Foresight:
Qualities of a Successful Manager:
A manager has to decide not only for
He should have various qualities for present. There are rapid changes in technology,
doing his work properly:
marketing, consumer behaviour, financial set up
1. Education:
etc. A manager should visualize what is going
without education we cant get success to happen in future and prepare the organizaso each and every manager should have good tion for facing the situations. The quality of maneducation as far as education is concern..A ager will help in taking right decisions and face
manager must have proper educational back- the various problems. In case the situation is
ground. These days managers are supposed to not rightly assessed then the organization may
have management education, besides other faces many problems.
education.A manager has to undertake a num- 6. Patience :
ber of all qualifications.it also helps in underPatience is an art and a skill that can
standing the things and interpreting them prop- take more time to perfect. If patience is one of
erly. The knowledge of business environment is the qualities of a manager that you need to imalso important for dealing with various problems prove, try taking four deep breaths when you
the organization may face.
feel yourself starting to lose your cool.
2. Intelligence
7..Communication :
A manager has to perform more responTo be a successful manager, you have
sibilities than other persons in the organization. to be a good communicator. This quality of a
He should have higher level of intelligence as manager encompasses more than just the words
compared to other persons. Intelligence will help you say. It includes:
a manager in assessing the present and future
A. Your ability to get others to listen to
possibilities for the business. He will be able to your ideas
see the things in advance and take necessary
B. Your ability to get along with others
decisions at appropriate time.
C. The clarity of what you say
3. Maturity:
D. Your ability to attract others
A manager should have mental maturity
Many managers have good communicafor dealing with different situations. He should tion with lengthy explanations. But effective
have patience,and he should be good listener communication is more about clarity and brevand quick to react to situations. He has to take ity than using a lot of words to convey what
many decisions. which may affect the work- you’re trying to say.A manager who wants to
ing. if not taken properly. He should keep calm communicate well will be as clear as possible
when dealing with subordinates. All these types in what they say and take the time to make sure
of qualities will come with mental maturity.
that everyone understands.
4.Positive Attitude:
8.Good Judgment :
Positive attitude is an asset for a manEvery manager should have good judgeager. A manager has to deal with many people ment Though you can improve your judgment
from inside as well as from outside the organi- with practice, the foundation of this quality of a
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manager includes:
Intelligence will help a manager in assessing
A. How you look at the world around you the present and future possibilities for the busiB. How you listen to what others say
ness. Positive attitude is an asset for a manC. How you learn from that information ager. Patience is an art and a skill that can take
At first, good judgment is often the more time to perfect. If patience is one of the
byproduct of your unconscious mind. With prac- qualities of a manager that you need to improve,
tice, you’ll be able to exercise good judgment. try taking four deep breaths when you feel yourYou’ll be able to examine the situation actively self starting to lose your cool. A manager should
and come to a conclusion.
have mental maturity for dealing with different
9. Ability To Listen :
situations. He should have patience,and he
The ability to listen is one of the quali- should be good listener and quick to react to
ties of a manager that you should never neglect. situations..The ability to listen is one of the qualiWe do, after all, have two ears but only one ties of a manager that you should never neglect.
mouth. Whether you’re in a team meeting. the We do, after all, have two ears but only one
bulk of your activity should be listening rather mouth. Whether you’re in a team meeting. the
than talking.
bulk of your activity should be listening rather
easy way to improve this skill he should than talking.
listen what your team members say without in- petence :
terrupting. Formulate a response based on the
If you want to lead effectively and have
information they’ve conveyed. Then, before you your team members follow you need to be comspeak, think about what you want to say and petent in every aspect of your job.That doesn’t
how you want to say it.
mean you have to be an expert, but you should
10. Competence :
at least have a healthy knowledge how to be
If you want to lead effectively and have efficient and successful in everything you do and
your team members follow you need to be com- everything you ask your team members to do.
petent in every aspect of your job.That doesn’t As a manager, not only do you have to keep yourmean you have to be an expert, but you should self organized, but you also have to keep your
at least have a healthy knowledge how to be team members organized
efficient and successful in everything you do and References :
everything you ask your team members to
1.Essentials of Management, Horold
do.When you’re competent in your business and Koontz and Iteinz Weibrich,McGrawhills Interexercise as many qualities of a manager as pos- national
sible, your team members will follow your ex2.Principles & practice of management,
ample not because they have to, but because Dr. L.M.Parasad, Sultan Chand & Sons New Delhi
they want to.
3.Management: Concept and Strategies, J. S.
11.Organization :
Chandan, Vikas Publishing .Principles of ManAs a manager, not only do you have to agement, Tripathi, Reddy,Tata McGraw Hill.
keep yourself organized, but you also have to
4. Business organization and Managekeep your team members organized and No- ment, Talloo, Tata McGraw Hill.
where is that more obvious than in the schedul5..Essential of Business Administration
ing process. There are so many different tasks ,K.Aswathapa Himalaya Publishing House.
to be done .
Conclusion :

without education we cant get success.
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Recent Trends in Cyber security
Mr.Kashinath Shivaji Gangode
Shripatrao Kadam Mahavidyalya Shirwal

==============***********===============
ABSTRACT
Cyber Security plays an important role
in the field of information technology.Securing
the information have become one of the biggest challenges in the present day. When ever
we think about the cyber security the first thing
that comes to our mind is ‘cyber crimes’ which
are increasing immensely day by day. Various
Governments and companies are taking many
measures in order to prevent these cyber crimes.
Besides various measures cyber security is still
a very big concern to many. This paper mainly
focuses on challenges faced by cyber security
on the latest technologies .It also focuses on
latest about the cyber security techniques, ethics and the trends changing the face of cyber
security.
Keywords: cyber security, cyber crime, cyber
ethics, social media, cloud computing, android
apps.
1. INTRODUCTION
Today man is able to send and receive
any form of data may be an e-mail or an audio
or video just by the click of a button but did he
ever think how securely his data id being transmitted or sent to the other person safely without any leakage of information?? The answer
lies in cyber security. Today Internet is the fastest growing infrastructure in every day life. In
today’s technical environment many latest technologies are changing the face of the man kind.
But due to these emerging technologies we are
unable to safeguard our private information in
a very effective way and hence these days cyber
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crimes are increasing day by day. Today more
than 60 percent of total commercial transactions
are done online, so this field required a high
quality of security for transparent and best transactions. Hence cyber security has become a latest issue. The scope of cyber security is not just
limited to securing the information in IT industry but also to various other fields like cyber
space etc.
Even the latest technologies like cloud
computing, mobile computing, E-commerce, net
banking etc also needs high level of security.
Since these technologies hold some important
information regarding a person their security has
become a must thing. Enhancing cyber security
and protecting critical information infrastructures are essential to each nation’s security and
economic wellbeing. Making the Internet safer
(and protecting Internet users) has become integral to the development of new services as
well as governmental policy. The fight against
cyber crime needs a comprehensive and a safer
approach. Given that technical measures alone
cannot prevent any crime, it is critical that law
enforcement agencies are allowed to investigate and prosecute cyber crime effectively. Today many nations and governments are imposing strict laws on cyber securities in order to
prevent the loss of some important information.
Every individual must also be trained on this
cyber security and save themselves from these
increasing cyber crimes
2. CYBER CRIME
Cyber crime is a term for any illegal activity that uses a computer as its primary means
of commission and theft. The U.S. Department
of Justice expands the definition of cyber crime
to include any illegal activity that uses a computer for the storage of evidence. The growing
list of cyber crimes includes crimes that have
been made possible by computers, such as network intrusions and the dissemination of computer viruses, as well as computer-based variations of existing crimes, such as identity theft,
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stalking, bullying and terrorism which have be- though much less than in the case of PCs. Wincome as major problem to people and nations. dows 8 will allow users to develop applications
Usually in common man’s language cyber crime for virtually any device (PCs, tablets and smart
may be defined as crime committed using a com- phones) running Windows 8, so it will be posputer and the internet to steel a person’s iden- sible to develop malicious applications like those
tity or sell contraband or stalk victims or disrupt for Android, hence these are some of the preoperations with malevolent programs. As day dicted trends in cyber security.
by day technology is playing in major role in a
%
Jan-June2012
Jan-June2013
Incidents
Increase/(decrease)
person’s life the cyber crimes also will increase
Fraud
2439
2490
2
along with the technological advances.
Intru sion
2203
1726
(22)
3. CYBER SECURITY
Spam
291
614
111
Privacy and security of the data will alMaliciouscode
353
442
25
ways be top security measures that any organiCyberHarassment
173
233
35
zation takes care. We are presently living in a
Contentrelated
10
42
320
world where all the information is maintained
IntrusionAttempts
55
24
(56)
in a digital or a cyber form. Social networking
Denial
ofservices
12
10
(17)
sites provide a space where users feel safe as
they interact with friends and family. In the case
Vulnerabilityreports
45
11
(76)
of home users, cyber-criminals would continue
Total
5581
5592
to target social media sites to steal personal
data. Not only social networking but also dur- Table I
ing bank transactions a person must take all the
The above Comparison of Cyber Securequired security measures.
rity Incidents reported to Cyber999 in Malaysia
technology and healthcare executives from January–June 2012 and 2013 clearly exnationwide, Silicon Valley Bank found that com- hibits the cyber security threats. As crime is inpanies believe cyber attacks are a serious threat creasing even the security measures are also
to both their data and their business continuity. increasing. According to the survey of U.S.
· 98% of companies are maintaining or 4. TRENDS CHANGING CYBER SECURITY
increasing their cyber security resources and of
Here mentioned below are some of the
those, half are increasing resources devoted to trends that are having a huge impact on cyber
online attacks this year
security.
· The majority of companies are prepar- 1. Web servers:
ing for when, not if, cyber attacks occur
The threat of attacks on web applications
· Only one-third are completely confident to extract data or to distribute malicious code
in the security of their information and even less persists. Cyber criminals distribute their maliconfident about the security measures of their cious code via legitimate web servers they’ve
business partners.
compromised. But data-stealing attacks, many
There will be new attacks on Android of which get the attention of media, are also a
operating system based devices, but it will not big threat. Now, we need a greater emphasis
be on massive scale. The fact tablets share the on protecting web servers and web applications.
same operating system as smart phones means Web servers are especially the best platform for
they will be soon targeted by the same malware these cyber criminals to steal the data. Hence
as those platforms. The number of malware one must always use a safer browser especially
specimens for Macs would continue to grow, during important transactions in order not to fall
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as a prey for these crimes.
IPv6 is the new Internet protocol which
2. Cloud computing and its services
is replacing IPv4 (the older version), which has
These days all small, medium and large been a backbone of our networks in general and
companies are slowly adopting cloud services. the Internet at large. Protecting IPv6 is not just
In other words the world is slowly moving to- a question of porting IPv4 capabilities. While
wards the clouds. This latest trend presents a IPv6 is a wholesale replacement in making more
big challenge for cyber security, as traffic can IP addresses available, there are some very fungo around traditional points of inspection. Ad- damental changes to the protocol which need
ditionally, as the number of applications avail- to be considered in security policy. Hence it is
able in the cloud grows, policy controls for web always better to switch to IPv6 as soon as posapplications and cloud services will also need sible in order to reduce the risks regarding cyber
to evolve in order to prevent the loss of valu- crime.
able information. Though cloud services are 6. Encryption of the code
developing their own models still a lot of issues
Encryption is the process of encoding
are being brought up about their security. Cloud messages (or information) in such a way that
may provide immense opportunities but it should eavesdroppers or hackers cannot read it.. In an
always be noted that as the cloud evolves so as encryption scheme, the message or information
its security concerns increase.
is encrypted using an encryption algorithm, turn3. APT’s and targeted attacks
ing it into an unreadable cipher text. This is usuAPT (Advanced Persistent Threat) is a ally done with the use of an encryption key, which
whole new level of cyber crime ware. For years specifies how the message is to be encoded.
network security capabilities such as web fil- Encryption at a very beginning level protects
tering or IPS have played a key part in identify- data privacy and its integrity. But more use of
ing such targeted attacks (mostly after the ini- encryption brings more challenges in cyber setial compromise). As attackers grow bolder and curity. Encryption is also used to protect data in
employ more vague techniques, network secu- transit, for example data being transferred via
rity must integrate with other security services networks (e.g. the Internet, e- commerce), moin order to detect attacks. Hence one must im- bile telephones, wireless microphones, wireless
prove our security techniques in order to pre- intercoms etc. Hence by encrypting the code one
vent more threats coming in the future.
can know if there is any leakage of information.
4. Mobile Networks
Hence the above are some of the trends
Today we are able to connect to anyone changing the face of cyber security in the world.
in any part of the world. But for these mobile The top network threats are mentioned in benetworks security is a very big concern. These low Fig -1.
days firewalls and other security measures are
becoming porous as people are using devices
such as tablets, phones, PC’s etc all of which
again require extra securities apart from those
present in the applications used. We must always think about the security issues of these
mobile networks. Further mobile networks are
highly prone to these cyber crimes a lot of care
must be taken in case of their security issues.
5. IPv6: New internet protocol
Fig -1
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The above pie chart shows about the this and recognise the importance of analysing
major threats for networks and cyber security.
the information especially in social conversa5. ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CYBER SECURITY tions and provide appropriate security solutions
As we become more social in an in- in order to stay away from risks. One must
creasingly connected world, companies must handle social media by using certain policies
find new ways to protect personal information. and right technologies.
Social media plays a huge role in cyber security 6. CYBER SECURITY TECHNIQUES
and will contribute a lot to personal cyber 1. Access control and password security
threats. Social media adoption among personThe concept of user name and password
nel is skyrocketing and so is the threat of at- has been fundamental way of protecting our intack. Since social media or social networking formation. This may be one of the first measures
sites are almost used by most of them every regarding cyber security.
day it has become a huge platform for the cyber 2. Authentication of data
criminals for hacking private information and
The documents that we receive must
stealing valuable data.
always be authenticated be before downloadIn a world where we’re quick to give up ing that is it should be checked if it has origiour personal information, companies have to nated from a trusted and a reliable source and
ensure they’re just as quick in identifying that they are not altered. Authenticating of these
threats, responding in real time, and avoiding a documents is usually done by the anti virus softbreach of any kind. Since people are easily at- ware present in the devices. Thus a good anti
tracted by these social media the hackers use virus software is also essential to protect the
them as a bait to get the information and the devices from viruses.
data they require. Hence people must take ap- 3. Malware scanners
propriate measures especially in dealing with
This is software that usually scans all
social media in order to prevent the loss of their the files and documents present in the system
information.
for malicious code or harmful viruses. Viruses,
The ability of individuals to share infor- worms, and Trojan horses are examples of mamation with an audience of millions is at the licious software that are often grouped together
heart of the particular challenge that social and referred to as malware.
media presents to businesses. In addition to 4. Firewalls
giving anyone the power to disseminate comA firewall is a software program or piece
mercially sensitive information, social media of hardware that helps screen out hackers, vialso gives the same power to spread false in- ruses, and worms that try to reach your comformation, which can be just being as damag- puter over the Internet. All messages entering
ing. The rapid spread of false information or leaving the internet pass through the firewall
through social media is among the emerging present, which examines each message and
risks identified in Global Risks 2013 report.
blocks those that do not meet the specified seThough social media can be used for curity criteria. Hence firewalls play an imporcyber crimes these companies cannot afford to tant role in detecting the malware.
stop using social media as it plays an important 5. Anti-virus software
role in publicity of a company. Instead, they
Antivirus software is a computer program
must have solutions that will notify them of the that detects, prevents, and takes action to disthreat in order to fix it before any real damage arm or remove malicious software programs,
is done. However companies should understand such as viruses and worms. Most antivirus pro-
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grams include an auto-update feature that en- the other person, and never try to create fake
ables the program to download profiles of new accounts on someone else as it would land you
viruses so that it can check for the new viruses as well as the other person into trouble.
· Always adhere to copyrighted informaas soon as they are discovered. An anti virus
tion and download games or videos only if they
software is a must and basic necessity for evare permissible.
ery system.
The above are a few cyber ethics one
must follow while using the internet. We are
always thought proper rules from out very early
stages the same here we apply in cyber space.
8. CONCLUSION
Computer security is a vast topic that is
becoming more important because the world is
becoming highly interconnected, with networks
being used to carry out critical transactions.
Cyber crime continues to diverge down different paths with each New Year that passes and
so does the security of the information. The latTable II: Techniques on cyber security est and disruptive technologies, along with the
7 CYBER ETHICS
new cyber tools and threats that come to light
Cyber ethics are nothing but the code of each day, are challenging organizations with not
the internet. When we practice these cyber eth- only how they secure their infrastructure, but
ics there are good chances of us using the how they require new platforms and intelligence
internet in a proper and safer way. The below to do so. There is no perfect solution for cyber
are a few of them:
crimes but we should try our level best to mini· DO use the Internet to communicate mize them in order to have a safe and secure
and interact with other people. Email and in- future in cyber space.
stant messaging make it easy to stay in touch REFERENCES
with friends and family members, communicate
1. A Sophos Article 04.12v1.dNA, eight
with work colleagues, and share ideas and in- trends changing network security by James Lyne.
formation with people across town or halfway
2. Cyber Security: Understanding Cyber
around the world
Crimes- Sunit Belapure Nina Godbole
· Don’t be a bully on the Internet. Do not
3. Computer Security Practices in Non
call people names, lie about them, send embar- Profit Organisations – A NetAction Report by
rassing pictures of them, or do anything else to Audrie Krause.
try to hurt them.
4. A Look back on Cyber Security 2012
· Internet is considered as world’s larg- by Luis corrons – Panda Labs.
est library with information on any topic in any
5. International Journal of Scientific &
subject area, so using this information in a cor- Engineering Research, Volume 4, Issue 9, Seprect and legal way is always essential.
tember-2013 Page nos.68 – 71 ISSN 2229-5518,
· Do not operate others accounts using “Study of Cloud Computing in HealthCare Industheir passwords.
try by G.Nikhita Reddy, G.J.Ugander Reddy
· Never try to send any kind of malware
6. IEEE Security and Privacy Magazine –
to other’s systems and make them corrupt.
· Never share your personal information IEEECS Safety Critical Systems – Next Generato anyone as there is a good chance of others tion July/ Aug 2013.
7. CIO Asia, September 3rd, H1 2013:
misusing it and finally you would end up in a
trouble.
Cyber security in malasia by Avanthi Kumar.
· When you’re online never pretend to
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Hkkjr ds lkbcj dkuwu vkSj lkbcj
vijk/k ij % ,d v/;;u
çk- vfgoys vfuy vtquZ
fgUnh foHkkx]
Jhirjko dne egkfo|ky;] f'kjoy

==============***********===============
lkj &
tSlk fd ge lHkh tkurs gSa fd ;g og ;qx
gS tgk¡ vf/kdka'k phtksa dh 'kq#vkr vkerkSj ij
baVjusV ij dh tkrh gS tSlk fd Hkkjr esa gj feuV
,d O;fä varjtky mi;ksxdrkZ gSa v‚uykbu
O;ogkj ls ysdj v‚uykbu ysu&nsu rd dk;Z
djrk gS baVjusV ¼osc½ ds ckn fo'o Lrj ij dk;Z
fd;k tkrk gS] lkekU;r% dksbZ Hkh bldk mi;ksx dj
ldrk gS dgha ls Hkh baVjusV ds lalk/ku varjtky
çkS|ksfxdh dk mi;ksx dqN yksx vPNs dk;Z ds fy,
vkSj dqN vijk/k ds fy, dj jgs gSAa nwljs ds
tkyra= rd vuf/k—r igqa p ] ?kks Vkys tSl h
xfrfof/k;ka vkfnA ;s vkijkf/kd xfrfof/k;ka ;k
vijk/k@vijk/k ls lacfa /kr varjtky dks lkbcj
vijk/k dgk tkrk gSA bu vijk/kksd
a h jksd yxkus ds
fy, tks dkuwu cuk;k] vijkf/k;ksa dks ltk nsuk
blfy, lkbcj dkuwu fuekZ.k fd;kA Hkkjr] lkbcj
dkuwu lwpuk çkS|ksfxdh vf/kfu;e] „ååå esa fufgr
gSAa Hkkjr esa vkt ds rkjh[k rd ††‡†ˆ lk;cj
vijk/k ntZ fd;s x, gS bu esa dukZVd jkT; esa
lokZf/kd lk;cj vijk/k ntZ fd;s x, gS ¼ƒ„å„å½]
mÙkj çns'k ¼ƒƒ†ƒˆ½] egkjk"Vª ¼†‹ˆ‰½ vkSj lcls de
lk;cj vijk/k fcgkj esa ¼ƒå‡å½ dsl ik, x, gS
ge lkbcj dkuwu dks ifjHkkf"kr dj ldrs gSa D;ksfa d
;g bldk fgLlk gS dkuwuh ç.kkfy;k¡ tks varjtky]
lkbcjLisl vkSjA ls lacfa /kr gSa dkuwuh eqíksa ds lkFkA
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;g ,d O;kid {ks= dks lfEefyr djrk gS] ftlesa
'kkfey gSa dbZ mi&fo"k;ksa ds lkFk&lkFk vfHkO;fä
dh Lora=rk] rd igqp
a vkSj varjtky dk mi;ksx]
vkSj v‚uykbu lqj{kk ;k v‚uykbu xksiuh;rkA
lkekU; rkSj ij] bls osc ds fu;e ds :i esa lanfHkZr
fd;k tkrk gSA
lax.kd ds vkfo"dkj us balku dk thou
vklku cuk fn;k gS] ;g 'kq: ls fofHkUu ç;kstuksa ds
fy, mi;ksx dj jgk gS nqfu;k Hkj esa cM+s laxBuksa ds
fy, O;fäA esa ljy 'kCn ge lax.kd dks e'khu ds
:i esa ifjHkkf"kr dj ldrs gSa fd tkudkjh laxgz hr
vkSj gsjQsj / lalkf/kr dj ldrk gS ;k funs'Z k tks
mi;ksxdrkZ }kjk funsfZ 'kr fd;k tkrk gSA vf/kdka'k
lax.kd mi;ksxdrkZ xyr rjhds ls lax.kd dk
mi;ksx dj jgs gSa vius futh Qk;ns ds fy, ;k
nwljksa ds fy, n'kdksa ls ykHk blus lkbcj vijk/k
dks tUe fn;kA blls xfrfof/k;ksa esa O;Lrrk vkbZ Fkh
tks gSa lekt ds fy, voS/kA ge lkbcj vijk/k dks
bl çdkj ifjHkkf"kr dj ldrs gS%a lax.kd ;k lax.kd
tkyra= dk mi;ksx djds fd, x, vijk/k vkSj
vkerkSj ij lkbcj Lisl ij gksrs gS]a fo'ks"k :i ls
varjtky vc 'kCn vkrk gS lkbcj dkuwuA brks
bldh dksbZ fuf'pr ifjHkk"kk ugha gS] ysfdu ,d
lk/kkj.k 'kCn esa ge dj ldrs gSa bls lkbcjLisl dks
fu;af=r djus okys dkuwu ds :i esa ifjHkkf"kr fd;kA
lkbcj dkuwu oks dkuwu gSa tks lkbcj {ks= dks fu;af=r
djrk gSAa lkbcj vijk/k] fMftVy vkSj bysDVª‚fud
gLrk{kj] MsVk lqj{kk vkSj xksiuh;rk vkfn lkbcj
dkuwu }kjk le>h tkrh gSAa
lkbcj vijk/k vkSj lkbcj dkuwu
ge lkbcj vijk/k dks fdlh Hkh iq#"k dkjd
;k vU; ds :i esa ifjHkkf"kr dj ldrs gSa vijk/k
tgka bysDVª‚fud lapkj ;k lwpuk flLVe] ftlesa
dksbZ fMokbl ;k baVjusV ;k nksuksa 'kkfey gSa ;k muesa
ls vf/kd 'kkfey gSAa ge lkbcj dkuwu dks dkuwuh
eqíksa ds :i esa ifjHkkf"kr dj ldrs gS%a lapkj çkS|ksfxdh
ds mi;ksx ls lacfa /kr] la{ksi esa lkbcjLisl] ;kuh
baVjusVA
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;g ,d ç;kl gS ekuo dkjZokbZ }kjk çLrqr
pqukSfr;ksa dks ,dh—r djus ds fy, bu ij ykxw
dkuwuksa dh fojklrh ç.kkyh okyk baVjusV HkkSfrd
lalkjA
lkbcj vijk/k
lqLeku vkSj áqLVu us lcls igys lkbcj
'kCn dk çLrko j[kk Fkk vijk/k o"kZ 1995 esAa
lkbcj vijk/k dk o.kZu ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS
,d ifjHkk"kk ds :i es]a bls lcls vPNk laxgz ds
:i esa ekuk tkrk gS dk;Z ;k vkpj.k djrk gSA ;s
dk;Z lkexzh ij vk/kkfjr gSa vijk/k oLrq tks daI;wVj
MsVk ;k flLVe dks çHkkfor djrh gSA ;s voS/k dk;Z
gSa tgka ,d fMftVy fMokbl ;k lwpuk ç.kkyh ,d
midj.k ;k y{; gS ;k ;g gks ldrk gS nksuksa dk
la;kstuA lkbcj vijk/k ds :i esa Hkh tkuk tkrk gS
bysDVª‚fud vijk/k] daI;wVj ls lacfa /kr vijk/k]
bZ&vijk/k] mPp çkS|ksfxdh vijk/k] lwpuk vk;q
vijk/k vkfnA ljy 'kCn esa ge lkbcj vijk/k dk
o.kZu dj ldrs gS%a vijk/k ;k vijk/k tks bysDVª‚fud
ij gksrs gSa lapkj ;k lwpuk ç.kkyhA bl çdkj ds
vijk/k ewy :i ls voS/k xfrfof/k;ka gSa ftuesa
daI;wVj vkSj ,d usVodZ 'kkfey gSAa ds dkj.k baVjusV
dk fodkl] dh ek=k lkbcj vijk/k dh xfrfof/k;ka
Hkh c<+ jgh gSa D;ksfa d tc vijk/k djus dh vc
vko';drk ugha gS vijk/kh dh 'kkjhfjd mifLFkfrA
lkbcj vijk/k dh vlkekU; fo'ks"krk ;g gS fd
ihfM+r vkSj vijk/kh dHkh Hkh lh/ks laidZ esa ugha vk
ldrk gSA lkbcj vijk/kh vDlj ns'kokys ns'kksa ls
dke djus dk fodYi pqurs gSa de djus ds fy,
vfLrRoghu ;k detksj lkbcj vijk/k dkuwu dk
irk yxkus vkSj vfHk;kstu dh laHkkoukA yksxksa ds
chp ;g Hkzkfa r gS fd lkbcj vijk/k dj ldrs gSa
dsoy lkbcjLisl ;k baVjusV ij çfrc) gksAa esa rF;
;g gS fd lkbcj vijk/k fcuk yksxksa ds Hkh fd, tk
ldrs gSa lkbcj Lisl esa Hkkxhnkjh] ;g vko';d
ugha gS fd lkbcj vijk/kh v‚uykbu ekStnw jgsAa
l‚¶Vos;j xksiuh;rk dks ,d mnkgj.k ds :i esa
fy;k tk ldrk gSA
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lkbcj vijk/k dk oxhZdj.k % lkbcj vijk/k
dks pkj çeq[k Jsf.k;ksa esa oxhZ—r fd;k tk ldrk gSA
os bl çdkj gS%a
O;fä;ksa ds f[kykQ lkbcj vijk/k es%a bZey
s
}kjk nqHkkZoukiw.kZ O;ogkj] /kksdk /kM+h] lkbcj ekugkfu]
vkbZvkjlhvijk/k ¼baVjusV fjys pkSV½ vkSj fQf'kax dk
bLrseky gksrk gSA
laifÙk ds f[kykQ lkbcj vijk/k es%a l‚¶Vos;j
ik;jslh] d‚ihjkbV mYya?ku vkSj VªM
s ekdZ mYya?ku
dk bLrseky gksrk gSA
laxBu ds f[kykQ lkbcj vijk/k esa % M‚l
geyk] bZey
s ceckjh vkSj lykeh geyk 'kkfey gSa
lekt ds f[kykQ lkbcj vijk/k% lkbcj
vijk/k ds f[kykQ lekt esa 'kkfey gS%a tkylkth
vkSj osc tSfdax
laln geys dk ekeyk
iqfyl vuql/a kku vkSj fodkl C;wjks]gSnjkckn
us bl ekeys dks laHkkyk FkkA ,d ySiV‚i cjken
fd;k x;k laln ij geyk djus okys vkradoknh
lsA ySiV‚i ftls nks vkrafd;ksa ls fgjklr esa fy;k
x;k FkkA ƒ… fnlacj „ååƒ dks ik¡p vkradokfn;ksa
ekj fxjk;k x;k Fkk tc laln dh ?ksjkcanh] daI;wVj
ij Hkstk x;k Fkk chihvkjMh ds Qksjfas ld fMohtuA
ySiV‚i esa dbZ lcwr 'kkfey Fks tks nks vkradokfn;ksa
ds bjknksa dh iqf"V djrs gS]a eq[; :i ls x`g ea=ky;
dk fLVdj tks mUgksua s cuk;k Fkk ySiV‚i ij vkSj
mudh ,acl
s Mj dkj ij fpidk fn;k x;kA laln
Hkou esa ços'k vkSj QthZ igpku i= gkfly djsa fd
nks vkradokfn;ksa esa ls ,d ds lkFk ys tk jgk Fkk
Hkkjr ljdkj dk çrhd vkSj eqgjA dks lko/kkuhiwod
Z
LdSu fd;k x;k vkSj blds vfrfjä lhy Hkh ,d
vkoklh; ds lkFk feydj cukbZ xbZ FkhA tEew&d'ehj
dk irk gkykafd lko/kkuh ls irk yxkuk lkfcr dj
fn;k fd ;g lc tkyh Fkk vkSj ySiV‚i ij cuk;k
x;k FkkA
Hkkjr esa lkbcj dkuwu % vkbZV h vf/kfu;e]
„ååå ds rgr fuEufyf[kr /kkjk,a gS%a
I- daI;wVj lalk/kuksa ls NsMN
+ kM+ dh dksf'k'k&/kkjk ˆ‡
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A
II- daI;wVj esa laxfz gr MkVk ds lkFk NsMN
+ kM+ dj mls
gSd djus dh dksf'k'k&/kkjk ˆˆA
III- laokn lsokvksa ds ek/;e ls çfrcaf/kr lwpuk,a Hkstus
ds fy, naM dk çko/kku&/kkjk ˆˆ ,A
IV- daI;wVj ;k vU; fdlh bysDVª‚fud xStVs ls pksjh
dh xbZ lwpukvksa dks xyr rjhds ls gkfly djus ds fy,
naM dk çko/kku&/kkjk ˆˆ chA
V- fdlh dh igpku pksjh djus ds fy, naM dk
çko/kku&/kkjk ˆˆ lhA
VI- viuh igpku Nqikdj daI;wVj dh enn ls fdlh ds
O;fäxr MkVk rd igqp
a cukus ds fy, naM dk çko/kku&
/kkjk ˆˆ MhA
VII- fdlh dh futrk Hkax djus ds fy, naM dk
çko/kku&/kkjk ˆˆ bA
VIII- lkbcj vkradokn ds fy, naM dk çko/kku&/kkjk
ˆˆ ,QA
IX- vkifÙktud lwpukvksa ds çdk'ku ls tqMs+ çko/kku&
/kkjk ˆ‰A
X- bysDVª‚fud ek/;eksa ls lsDl ;k v'yhy lwpukvksa dks
çdkf'kr ;k çlkfjr djus ds fy, naM dk çko/kku&/kkjk
ˆ‰ ,A
XI- bysDVª‚fud ek/;eksa ls ,slh vkifÙktud lkexzh dk
çdk'ku ;k çlkj.k] ftlesa cPpksa dks v'yhy voLFkk esa
fn[kk;k x;k gks&/kkjk ˆ‰ chA
XII- e/;LFkksa }kjk lwpukvksa dks ckf/kr djus ;k jksdus ds
fy, naM dk çko/kku&/kkjk ˆ‰ lhA
XIII- lqjf{kr daI;wVj rd vukf/kdkj igqp
a cukus ls
lacfa /kr çko/kku&/kkjk ‰åA
XIV- MkVk ;k vkadM+kas dks xyr rjhds ls is'k djuk&
/kkjk ‰ƒA
XV- vkilh fo'okl vkSj futrk dks Hkax djus ls
lacfa /kr çko/kku&/kkjk ‰„ ,A
XVI- d‚UVªDS V dh 'krksZa dk mYya?ku dj lwpukvksa dks
lkoZtfud djus ls lacfa /kr çko/kku&/kkjk ‰„ ,A
XVII- QthZ fMftVy gLrk{kj dk çdk'ku&/kkjk ‰…A
Hkkjrh; n.M lafgrk ¼vkbZihlh½ esa lkbcj vijk/kksa ls
lacfa /kr çko/kku
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I- bZey
s ds ek/;e ls /kedh Hkjs lan's k Hkstuk&vkbZihlh
dh /kkjk gks&vkbZihlh dh /kkjk †‹‹A
II- QthZ bysDVª‚fud fjd‚M~lZ dk bLrseky&vkbZihlh
dh /kkjk †ˆ…A
III- QthZ osclkbV~l ;k lkbcj Ý‚M&vkbZihlh dh /kkjk
†„åA
IV- pksjh&Nqis fdlh ds bZey
s ij utj j[kuk&vkbZihlh
dh /kkjk †ˆ…A
V- osc tSfdax&vkbZihlh dh /kkjk …Š…A
VI- bZey
s dk xyr bLrseky&vkbZihlh dh /kkjk ‡ååA
VII- nokvksa dks v‚uykbu cspuk&,uMhih,l ,DVA
VIII- gfFk;kjksa dh v‚uykbu &fcØh&vkeZl
~ ,DVA
uo fodflr dk mn; vkSj çlkj dbZ lkbcj
vijk/kksa dks lapkfyr djus ds fy, çkS|ksfxfd;ka 'kq:
gksrh gSa gky ds o"kZA lkbcj Økbe gekjs fy, cM+k
[krjk cu x;k gSA lkbcj vijk/k ds f[kykQ lqj{kk
,d egRoiw.kZ fgLlk gS fdlh ns'k dk lkekftd]
lkaL—frd vkSj lqj{kk igywA Hkkjr ljdkj us fdlls
fuiVus ds fy, vkbZVh vf/kfu;e] „ååå vf/kfu;fer
fd;k gS\ lkbcj vijk/kA vf/kfu;e vkxs IPC]
ƒŠˆå] IEA dks la'kksf/kr djrk gS ¼bafM;u ,foMsl
a ,DV½]
ƒŠ‰„] n cSd
a lZ cqDl ,foMsl
a vf/kfu;e ƒŠ‹ƒ vkSj
Hkkjrh; fjtoZ cSd
a vf/kfu;e] ƒ‹…†A dksbZ Hkh nqfu;k
dk ,d fgLlk lkbcj vijk/k dh mRifÙk gks ldrh
gS baVjusV ij jk"Vªh; lhek,a nksuksa cuk jgh gSa tkap dh
rduhdh vkSj dkuwuh tfVyrkvksa vkSj bu vijk/kksa
ij eqdnek pyk jgs gSAa varjkZ"Vªh; lkeatL; fofHkUu
ds chp ç;kl] leUo; vkSj lg;ksx jk"Vªkas dks
lkbcj dh fn'kk esa dkjZokbZ djus dh vko';drk gS
vijk/kA bl i= dks fy[kus dk gekjk eq[; mís';
bldk çlkj djuk gS vke yksxksa ds chp lkbcj
vijk/k dh lkexzhA ij bl i= ds var esa lkbcj
vijk/k vkSj lkbcj ij ,d laf{kIr v/;;u Hkkjr
ds dkuwu ge dguk pkgrs gSa fd lkbcj vijk/k
dHkh ugha gks ldrs Lohdkj fd;kA vxj dksbZ
lkbcj vVSd dk f'kdkj gksrk gS] —i;k vkxs vk,a
vkSj vius utnhdh esa ekeyk ntZ djsa iqfyl LVs'ku
SDR ¼fo'ks"k vkgj.k vf/kdkj½A vxj vijkf/k;ksa dks
ltk ugha feysxh muds deZ] os dHkh ugha #dsxa As
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Abstract:-Cyber security plays an important role
in the field of information technology. Whenever we think about the cyber security the first
thing that come to our mind is cybercrimes which
are increasing immensely day by day. Various
Government and companies taking many measures in order to prevent these cyber crimes. In
india,the RBI red-flagged cybersecurity,issues in
its financial stability report in July 2020.The report underscored the challenges due to rising
cyber threats with the banking industry being
primary target for such attacks. In a recent statement, the national security advisor affirmed that
financial frauds increased exponentially due to
greater dependence on digital payment platforms following the COVID-19 pandemic. In other
news, global hackers made headlines as they
attempted more than 40,000 cyber attacks on
India’s banking Industry. However,cybersecurity
incidents are not new to the banking world. The
history of the cyber threats foes back to 1971.For
decades, bank across the world have been fighting countless borderless battles with faceless
criminals in the cyberspace. With the rapid digitization the banking industry(and other
industries)cyber threats and attacks have become more pervasive and sophisticated.
This paper mainly focus on importance
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of cyber security in Banking sector, biggest
cyber attacks in India, types of cyber threats.
As well as remedial measure of cyber attacks.
Introduction:-The onset of COVID-19 resulted
in digitalization in the banking sector. Both front
–end and back –end operations have now become digital. With all this growing technology,
cyber-attacks persistently increase, and attackers are actively looking for their victims for the
malicious cyber-attacks on sensitive data of
banking and financial systems.
This new digital workforce has pushed
most of the banking sectors to go online, including video conferencing that has led to privacy
issues and phishing attempts, including
ransomware attacks.
Since banking sectors are depending on
online banking, both mobile and web services
tend to have a weak security threats are becoming more prominent.Mostly,cyber criminals prefer to target the banking sector to get customer
and employee information details and use them
to steal bank data and money. Before moving
on to cyber Security threats in the Indian Baking
Sector.
Keyword:-Cyber security, cyber threats,
phishing, ransomware, disaster.
Objective of the Study:1) To study the importance of cyber security in Banking sector.
1) To study identify the biggest cyber
attacks in India
2) To study types of cyber threats.
3) To study about remedial measure of
cyber attacks.
Research Methodology:-This is a conceptual
Paper & study focuses on extensive study of
secondary data collected from various e books
,national & International Journals and Publica-
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tions from various websites, which focused on tails and wiped off money from 28 countries and
various aspects of cyber security in Indian Bank- immediately withdrew the amount as soon as
ing Sector.
they were informed.
Importance of Cyber Security in Banking Sec*Prevention:-Hardening of the security
tor
system can help authorized people can be the
Here are five reasons why cyber security is im- way forward.
portant in the banking sector:
2.ATM System Hacked:-Canara Bank ATM serv1. Digital India has led to an increase in ers were targeted in around mid-2018.Accordthe usage of cashless transaction,digital money, ing to sources, more than 300 users ATM deIn this context, taking all the security measures tails were hacked by attackers and wiped off 20
is important to protect the data and Privacy.
lakh rupees from various bank accounts.
2. Data breaches are a serious problems
*How did they do it? Hackers used skimin the banking sector. A weak cyber security sys- ming devices to steal information and stolen
tem can cause their customer base to undergo amounts of up to 20 lakh rupees.
cyber security threats.
*Prevention:-Enhancement of the secu3. When a banks data is breached, re- rity features in ATMs can prevent any misuse of
covering from this data breach can be time-con- data.
suming and stressful. So enhancing the bank- 3.UIDAI Adhar Software Hacked:ing security system is a must.
*1.1 billion Indian Adhar card details
4. Suppose you lost your card, given a were leaked and this is one of the massive data
complaint against and cards are cancelled, yet breaches that happened in 2018.UIDAI released
your data is sensitive and could reveal a lot of the official notification about this data breach
information that could be used against you and and mentioned that around 210 Indian Governdo great harm.
ment websites were hacked.
5. Banks need to be their guard 24/7;if
*Aadhar software Hacked: This data
not, your data with the bank can be breached.
breach included Aadhar,PAN,bank account ,IFSC
The Biggest Cyber Attacks in India:codes, and other personal information of the
Various business sectors and geographi- users and anonymous seller were selling Aadhar
cal locations are the targeted customers for the information for Rs.500 over Whatsapp.Also,one
cybercriminals to perform their cyber attacks could get an Aadhar card printout for just
techniques. Some of the recent cyber security Rs.300.
threats are as follows:
4.SIM Swap Scam:1.Cosmos Banks Cyber Attack in Pune:Two hackers from Navi Mumbai frauduA recent cyber attack in India 2018 took lently gained SIM card information and illegally
place in Cosmos bank when hackers siphoned transferred money from the bank accounts of
off Rs.94.42 crores.Below is the list of cyber at- rupees 4 crore in August 2018.They carried out
tacks.
transaction vial online banking. Aforesaid stats
*How did they do it? Hackers hacked into and events of the latest cyber attacks in India
the banks ATM server and took all the card de- are the wake up call for all financial sectors that
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are still vulnerable to cyber threats. Organiza- security. To protect from this ransomware,bank
tions need to implement cyber security measures must adopt protection layers throughout their
and follow the below-mentioned security guide- network which help in acting as an obstacle to
lines.
block malicious software attacks.
*Preventions:-Not sharing your personal Cyber related Challenges:information with unknown domains can help in
Banks foremost agenda in board rooms
minimizing the risk of having your personal in- has been the digitization of voluminous confiformation reaching people with malicious con- dential data and banking process(not limited to
tent.
payment s).This urgency has put the spotlight
Types of Cyber threats:
on digital technologies, such as cloud, Artificial
1.Large scale anti-fraud bypass: With the in- Intelligence (AI)Analytical Internet of things
crease in the online transition, criminals are (IOT)and machine learning(ML)with technology
looking for ways to defeat anti-fraud safeguard. transformation, confidential information will be
They try to replicate real fingerprints with ex- saved in remote servers and ubiquitous. Higher
isting ones stolen from someone else’s PC.
digitization and remote operations will lead to
2.ATM malware:- This is an interesting piece increased vulnerabilities and open up opportuof malware, detected in financial institutions in nities for cybercriminals. exposing banks to
India and is programmed to cash out ATMS.
breaches or hacking. Banks need to be mindful
3.Account-centric frauds: This is one of the com- of the following challenges while dealing with
mon types of fraud, these frauds mainly con- cyber threat:centrate on stealing and hacking sensitive de*Sophistication of Cybercrimes
tails such as account ,Password,OTP etc.
*Data sharing mechanism
4.Phishing:-Phishing is method to trick the vic*Limitations associated with legacy systim into opening malicious links,leading to an tems
installation of malware which then freezes the
*Securing third-party services(vendors
system. Phishing is often used to steal user data, and alliance partners)
including login credentials,etc.
*High exposure to compromised net5.Identity theft:-When a data breach occurs, the work and devices
data of the customers are sold by cybercriminals
*Lack of skilled cyber security Profesto use in order to get credit information without sionals
his or their consent to borrow money and con*Governance and regulatory compliduct purchase violations.
ances.
6.Threat from employees: Unhappy or dissat- Remedial Measures to reduce Cyber Security
isfied employees contribute to the large scale Threats in the Banking Sector :of the risk, by breaching the companies policies
1.Assess Cloud Security:-Review your cloud
and causing security threats to the organizations. infrastructure often to ensure its up to date.
7.Ransomware:-These ransom ware attack will Assess your cloud securities current state, best
mainly hit small banks as they lack IT resources, practices, and compliance standards. To secure
outdated security tech,and protocols on cyber cloud platform and infrastructure one can use
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seen steady rise in cyber threats, as they have
multifactor authentication.
2.Monitor Cloud Security:-To automate the been exploring or embracing complex
threat detection and protect against potential technologies(such as mobile and internet
threats ne can use a vulnerability management banking),improving employee intranet, and
more recently adopting by rid cloud technology.
tool before they become a problem.
3.Establish Strict Access Management Poli- As a result, they have been selective in adoptcies:-Restrict your access to employees who ing digitization in the past &before the COVIDreally need this information, instead of giving 19 crisis, a majority of Indian banks focused on
access to part-time workers, contractors,etc.By strategic digitization of their customer services.
providing permissions to employees who require
it, you are establishing strict access manage- References:1) https://www.mygreatlearning.com/
ment policies to protect your organization from
blog/biggest-cyber-security-threats-indianwithin.
4.Increasing Awareness Among Employees:- banking-sector
2) Cybesecurity in the Indian banking
Bank need to adopts comprehensive training
module to prepare their staff to handle cyber industry:Part-1,will 2020 redefine the Cyber security ecosystem?Nov.2020,https://www2.
attacks.
5.Disaster Recovery Plan:-Having an alternate deloitte.com
3) Ashwin Manikandan, “Moody’s warns
plan to protect the data, help you to minimize
downtime after a disruption and avoid data loss. banks of increased cyber risks” The Economic
This can be applied only if you backup your data Times, July 08, 2020, https://economictimes.
4) Indiatimes.com/industry/banking/firegularly.
6.Encrypt Your Data:-Cryptography is one of nance/banking/moodys-warns-banks-of-inthe methods to encrypt your data and ensure creased-cyber-risks/articleshow/76856381.
5) Reserve Bank of India, RBI releases
your most sensitive digital assets are always
the financial stability report, July 2020, July 24,
protected.
7.Cybersecurity training:-Cyber security train- 2020, https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_Press
ing is a must for cyber security professionals to ReleaseDisplay

enhance their skills in relevant information and
tests of their cyber-awareness by covering all
aspects of data security and keeping them Upto-date.
Conclusion:-While RBI and the Government are
taking proactive steps to battle cyber-attacks,
they are also evolving with newer technology
trends like crytocurrencies and blockchain.This
gradually increases the need for cyber security
as a part of the design architecture intending to
detect the stemming attacks in real time, rather
than repairing the damage. Indian banks have
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